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Preface
Information Modeling and Knowledge bases have become an important technology contributor for the 21st
centurys academic and industry research that address the complexities of modeling in digital transformation
and digital innovation reaching beyond the traditional boarders of information systems and computer science
academic research. The amount and complexity of information itself, the number of abstraction levels of
information, and the size of databases and knowledge bases are continuously growing. Conceptual modelling
is one of the sub-areas of information modelling. The aim of this conference is to bring together experts from
di!erent areas of computer science and other disciplines, who have a common interest in understanding and
solving problems on information modelling and knowledge bases, as well as applying the results of research
to practice. We also aim to recognize and study new areas on modelling and knowledge bases to which
more attention should be paid. Therefore philosophy and logic, cognitive science, knowledge management,
linguistics and management science are relevant areas, too. In the conference, there will be three categories of
presentations, i.e. full papers, short papers and position papers.
The international conference on information modelling and knowledge bases originated from the co-operation
between Japan and Finland in 1982 as the European Japanese conference (EJC). Then professor Ohsuga in
Japan and Professors Hannu Kangassalo and Hannu Jaakkola from Finland (Nordic countries) did the pi-
oneering work for this long tradition of academic collaboration. Over the years, the organization extended
to include European countries as well as many other countries. In 2014, with this expanded geographical
scope the European Japanese part in the title was replaced by International. The conference characteristics
include opening with the appetizer session that allows participants to introduce their topic in a three minute
short presentation followed by presentation sessions with enough time for discussions. The limited number of
participants is typical for this conference.
The 30th International conference on Information Modeling and Knowledge Bases (EJC2019) held at Ham-
burg, Germany constitutes a research forum exchanging of scientific results and experiences drawing academics
and practitioners dealing with information and knowledge.
The main topics of EJC2020 cover a wide range of themes extending the knowledge discovery through
Conceptual Modelling, Knowledge and Information Modelling and Discovery, Linguistic Modelling, Cross-
Cultural Communication and Social Computing, Environmental Modeling and Engineering, and Multimedia
Data Modelling and Systems extending into complex scientific problem solving. The themes of the conference
presentation sessions; Learning and Linguistics, Systems and Processes, Data and Knowledge Representation,
Models and Interfaces, Formalizations and reasoning, Models and Modelling, Machine Learning, Models and
Programing, Environment and Predictions, Emotion Modeling and Social Networks reflected the coverage of
those main themes of the conference.
The contributions of this proceeding of the 30th International Conference of Information Modeling and
Knowledge bases feature twenty-six reviewed, selected, and upgraded contributions that are the result of pre-
sentations, comments, and discussions during the conference. Suggested topics of the call for papers include,
but are not limited to:
Conceptual modelling: Modelling and specification languages; Domain-specific conceptual modelling; Con-
cepts, concept theories and ontologies; Conceptual modelling of large and heterogeneous systems; Conceptual
modelling of spatial, temporal and biological data; Methods for developing, validating and communicating
conceptual models.
Knowledge and information modelling and discovery: Knowledge discovery, knowledge representation
and knowledge management; Advanced data mining and analysis methods; Conceptions of knowledge and in-
formation; Modelling information requirements; Intelligent information systems; Information recognition and
information modelling.
Linguistic modelling: Models of HCI; Information delivery to users; Intelligent informal querying; Linguistic
foundation of information and knowledge; Fuzzy linguistic models; Philosophical and linguistic foundations of
conceptual models.
Cross-cultural communication and social computing: Cross-cultural support systems; Integration, evo-
lution and migration of systems; Collaborative societies; Multicultural web-based software systems; Intercul-
tural collaboration and support systems; Social computing, behavioral modeling and prediction.
Environmental modelling and engineering: Environmental information systems (architecture); Spatial,
temporal and observational information systems; Large-scale environmental systems; Collaborative knowledge
base systems; Agent concepts and conceptualisation; Hazard prediction, prevention and steering systems.
Multimedia data modelling and systems: Modelling multimedia information and knowledge; Content-
based multimedia data management; Content-based multimedia retrieval; Privacy and context enhancing tech-
nologies; Semantics and pragmatics of multimedia data; Metadata for multimedia information systems.
V
The EJC2020 will be held online and hosted by the Department Informatik of University of Applied Sciences
Hamburg, Germany. Due to regulations caused by Corona virus this year conference is transformed to into
virtual event, held on June 8th and 9th at 9-12 German time. Presentations, prepared according to the
instructions, have 10 minutes time slot. Virtual conference is organized with Zoom platform.
Please follow the guidelines below for participation and presentation:
1. Prepare your presentation material on your computer (or device).
2. Join the Zoom conference via link (will be sent per e-mail by organizer).
3. Mute your microphone and turn your camera o!.
4. Please actively enter questions regarding the presentation. Specifically, address questions to All par-
ticipants in the chat window. This will help the session chair in responding to questions after the
presentation.
5. After the permission of Chair, unmute the microphone and enable your camera.
• Share your presentation material and start presentation. Click on the green ”Share Screen” icon.
You will see a pop-up window where you select your desktop or application.
• If you have some videos in your slides, you may select ”Optimize for full-screen video clip”. Click
the check box in the lower left that says ”Share computer sound”. Now when you are in screenshare
mode it will play all computer sounds to the audience.
• After finishing your presentation, please answer questions from the session chair or participants.
• You have 10 min. including Q&A.
• After finishing Q&A, please stop sharing the contents from the menu above the screen.
6. If there is a discussion, please speak in a way that other participants can understand.
• Start your statements indicating whether it is a ”Question” or ”Comment”.
• State your name and a"liation each time you speak.
• When you speak, ensure your environment is quiet before un-muting your microphone (to avoid
transmitting noises around you to other participants).
We thank all colleagues for their support in making this conference successful, especially the program
committee, organization committee, and the program coordination team, especially Naofumi Yoshida who







Conceptual Modeling of Hiking Trail
Networks with Logical Rules for
Consistent Signage Planning and
Management
András J. MOLNÁR
Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel, Department of Computer Science, D-24098 Kiel,
Germany; E-mail: ajm@informatik.uni-kiel.de
Abstract.
Trail route networks provide an infrastructure for touristic and recreational walk-
ing activities worldwide. They can have a variety of layouts, signage systems, devel-
opment and management patterns, involving multiple stakeholders and contributors,
and tend to be determined by various interests on di erent levels and dynamically
changing circumstances. This paper aims to develop the skeleton of TRAILSIGNER,
a sound geospatial conceptual data model suite of trail networks, waymarked routes
and their signage systems and assets, which can be used as a basis for creating an
information system for the e ective, organic and consistent planning, management,
maintenance and presentation of trails and their signage. This reduces potential con-
fusion, mistrust and danger for visitors caused by information mismatches including
incomplete, incoherent or inconsistent route signposting. To ensure consistency of
incrementally planned signposts with each other and with the (possibly changing)
underlying trail network, a systematic, set-based approach is developed using gen-
erative logical rules and incorporated into the conceptual model suite as signpost
logics. The paper also defines a reference ruleset for it. This approach may further be
generalized, personalized and adapted to other fields or applications having similar
requirements or phenomena.
Keywords.
conceptual modeling, model suite, tourism and recreation, hiking trails, route
network, signpost system, spatial data modeling, spatial information system,
knowledge and information modeling, knowledge representation and management,
collaborative information system, planning and facility management, change
management, logical representation and reasoning
1. Introduction and Outline
Trail networks provide an infrastructure for touristic and recreational walking (hiking,
rambling, trekking, mountaineering, etc.), biking or running activities, mainly in natural
but also in built-up areas. Routes are based on publicly passable paths and road sections
in the field [1, Walking Routes]. Waymarking, signposting on the field and presentation
of the routes on maps, in apps and other media can e ectively, reliably and safely support
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the visitors in planning their trips and their orientation on the terrain, if done properly. In
this paper, we consider walking routes only, but the observations can be generalized for
trails of other activities.
Hiking and walking trails have been developed in the last two centuries in many
countries, and a substantial growth in the recent decades can be observed all around the
world. New countries and regions are developing their trails, and existing networks face
challenges of a higher demand for visitor management and e ective maintenance. Slow
tourism and outdoor recreation contributes to well-being and sustainability in many ways.
With new target groups being involved with less expertise, proper information provi-
sion becomes more and more crucial. Community mapping has been growing in the last
decades, websites and apps about trails are almost uncountable, and the first integrated
platforms for trail network and facility management have been appearing on the market
in the these years.
Even in our digital age, when navigation systems are in widespread use, the on-field
information provided in various forms such as waymarks, signposts or info-panels, as well
as o -line maps, guidebooks and other media seem to be essential. It provides a ceratin
safety against possible technical failures or limitations (e.g. precision or battery power).
More importantly, ’switching-o ’ and ’detoxication’ from digital devices is one of the
significant motivations for going out to trails [13,6]. The parallel development of digital
tools with o -line information assets raises challenges not only towards the e ective and
direct support of trail users, but also the systematic and consistent management of trail
facilities themselves and their related o -line information assets.
A recreational and touristic trail network is a complex reality, and di erent termi-
nologies co-exist in di erent regions around the world, or even among visitors and pro-
fessionals with di erent backgrounds in the same region (forestries, national park or other
conservation authorities, tourism agencies, hiking or mountaineering associations, etc).
Routes and their networks may have various layouts and signage systems. In many areas,
routes or even networks with di erent thematics co-exist in parallel, lacking a unified
network concept or signage system.
Trail development and management has its challenges, caused by various ownership,
stewardship, institutional and societal patterns, and reflects many aspects of the local, re-
gional and national context and its recent evolution. Actions are not always systematic,
but often ad-hoc or step-by-step, initiated and implemented by some of stakeholders not
necessarily considering the aspects of the whole network. Resources are often limited
and a large-scale systematic development phase is not always followed by a long-term,
reliable maintenance and update phase, with a proper change management. Such circum-
stances often cause mismatch, incompleteness or inconsistency in the information pro-
vided through various assets, including waymarks and signposts on the field, digital and
printed maps. Improper information provision leads to confusion, mistrust and may lead
to dangerous situations for the visitor.
More and more trail-related platforms and applications are available, including
crowdsorcing, for various audiences and stakeholders, such as trail information and nav-
igation for visitors, and facility management for trail stakeholders.
The aim of this paper is to develop the basis of TRAILSIGNER, a sound geospatial
conceptual data model suite for managing waymarked trail networks and their signage
assets, that can go beyond the capabilities of existing systems, and consistently provide
various view interfaces for di erent actors as they need for their tasks, especially sup-
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porting composition of trips for visitors, and proper signage planning and management
for providers over dynamically changing networks in a partially automatized, incremental
way. This work can be treated as a proposal for future development of existing systems,
and ultimately, as a potential basis of an envisioned, collaborative, integrated trail infor-
mation system, that can support the e ective, organic and consistent planning, manage-
ment and maintenance of trails and their signage, and provide rich touristic content for
the visitors in a flexible way.
The used methodology is to observe and analyze the application domain, consider
typical actors and their general needs, look at typical real-life static and dynamic phe-
nomena related to trail networks and their management, identify the challenges these im-
pose on data modeling and management, considering these in the light of the data model
of current systems, especially the conventions of OpenStreetMap, and develop an inte-
grated data model suite where each (sub-)model constitutes a specific part or aspect and
has a well-defined role and function. For supporting signage management, both the actu-
ally installed signs and the needed, planned or recommended signs (changes) should be
modeled, with semantic relationships to the trail routes and network, and this way, exist-
ing inconsistencies can be revealed, and any e ects of network changes on signage can
be generated and with the necessary user (signage planner) input, turned into actions of
implementation (for the facility management).
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a systematic overview about the ap-
plication domain with references, sets up a common terminology for further use and re-
veals some general requirements for modeling. Existing information systems and related
data modeling issues are presented in Sect. 3. Sect. 4, 5 and 6 propose a unified concep-
tual model suite composed of sub-models, that can be a basis of an integrated information
system for trail network and signage design, management, maintenance and presentation;
and shows its capabilities through solutions to particular real-life issues. Signpost logics
will be constructed in Sect. 6 and the Appendix, supporting one of the main challenges
addressed: incremental and consistent signage planning over a dynamically changing trail
route network. Sect. 7 concludes and adds some future prospects.
2. The Application Domain: Trails and Networks
2.1. A Running Example with Modeling Considerations
In order to introduce and illustrate the concepts and phenomena being discussed thorugh-
out the paper, consider the example of a trail network shown on Fig. 1. The network con-
sists of four designated routes which are marked with di erent colors (both on maps and
on the terrain with waymarks) and denoted with small letters. A route has a continuous
linear geometry defined over already existing ways: paths, walkways, paved and unpaved
roads of various types.1 Named locations, denoted by capital letters, are places or local-
ities along the trails, which are identifiable in the landscape, usually displayed on maps
and have significance for visitors as possible destinations or anchor points in their orienta-
tion and trip planning. Pictograms denote types of features (including facilities) based on
relevant selected points of interest (POI) next to the trails. They may be related to named
locations, but not necessarily. Black nodes denote trail network nodes, which are starting












Figure 1. Hiking trail route network example
and ending points, junctions of routes, or places with similar or higher significance (aka.
pseudo-junctions, selected points along the trails for anchoring locations, signpost posi-
tions and POI features). We call a part of a route between two neighboring nodes a trail
section, so routes are composed of subsequent sections. In this example, we treat each
route as bi-directional, and declare west-to-east as the primary direction of each.2
A high-level description of a route can be a route location list, i.e. a listing of selected
subsequent locations passed-by; e.g. the blue route b on Fig. 1 can be described by the
list b : (C ,A,K ,X,Z,W ,V ). If another trail crosses or branches at an unnamed junction
(such as the green route here), the name of the other trail can be used instead of the
location: b : (C ,A,g,K ,X,Z,W ,V ). This description is not a unique characterisation
but rather provides a first simple overview for the users in guidebooks or other media.
Any part of the route between locations or explicitly referred unnamed junctions is called
a route stage. For longer (complex) routes, multiple levels of route location lists can be
specified in a hierarchy.
In general, some relationships in trail-related data are based on pure geographical
proximity (such as to collect all POIs along a route). Other relationships are, however,
semantical, intentional, and up to the trail managers’ decisions as part of touristic presen-
tation or interpretation (to present the trail to the intended audience, e.g. a cultural route,
educational trail, etc., or textual descriptions with selected media content such as photos).
Explicit selection and edition adds high value of the presented information, and proper
data modeling must provide a schema for doing it.
The network of Fig. 1 has the following characteristics and anomalies that occur in
real-life situations, which must be considered by proper modeling (supposed the network
itself is given as it is and changing or refining anything is not directly possible):
2By default, a route will have a primary direction in our model, and if it is marked bi-directionally, its reversed
variant will a related route.
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• Some routes are long-distance trails which extends towards locations outside the
scope of the regional network (such as route b towards C , V ).
• Names correspond to locations that can be clusters of nearby POIs and trail junc-
tions (such as K or Z), or larger geographical entities such as towns (here: W ) or
lakesides (L).3
• A route may pass multiple times by the same location (y : (N ,r,K ,L,L,K)),
di erent routes may lead to di erent points of the same location (W ), and di erent
routes may pass through the same location but at di erent POI features (K), or
not even passing by the location’s ’main’ point where the facilities can be actually
found (such as route r at Z). In the latter case, route r may still be described as
passing through the location Z, but the signposting should ensure visitors can find
the related facilities without accidentally passing-by.
• In some cases the POI feature(s) can extend the location name for unambigous




), or sub-locations should be
defined and related hierarchically to the larger location entity (see later on Fig.3).
This may become a particular issue when new routes are created, since there would
be no ambiguity if only one of the routes b or r existed yet.
• Di erent location names can refer to the same place, and can be specific to one or
more POIs found at the same (or nearby) place (see X and Y ). Depending on the
route thematics, one or another can be referred by specific routes (e.g. if the route
b is more cultural-oriented, X with the castle will be referred in the location list of
the route, while route r may be more nature-oriented, and the cave named Y will
be used instead).
• Not all trail junctions or POIs are named, not even some starting or ending
points of certain routes if they merge with other routes (see the example: r :
(b,M ,y,Y ,Z,W ), g : (b,B)).
• Some routes may be one-directional, others are marked in both directions (we
assume all routes in the example are marked in both directions, and use the notation
b
® for reversing a route b, such as b® : (V ,W ,Z,X,K ,g,A,C)).
• Two or more routes may share the same section (such as b and r between X/Y and
Z).
• A longer route may be technically split into shorter stages (b may be split at X,
for example: b1 : (C ,A,g,K ,X),b2 : (X,W ,V )). These shorter stages as simple
routes should explicitly be related to form a complex route. The reversed version of
a route should be split at the same points as its original. The split is not necessarily
visible to the user of the complex route, or only as an additional information.
• The network or signage concept may define relationships among the routes (such
as g is a side-trail of b, or r is a variant of b).
• Routes are mostly linear but there are circular routes or routes with loops (here:
y). Circular routes which end at their starting point can be properly handled, but
identifying directions at loop junctions where a trail diverts from itself can be
3Modeling of locations related to POIs, trail nodes and routes is non-trivial. They can be defined by the
support of geospatial proximities or clustering, but due to the many types of locations and possible special cases
related to route network situations, it is a problem of its own and can be taken as a future issue. What this paper
aims is, to show some of the typical, non-trivial issues and to create a flexible data model that can handle these.
But how to identify and define the named locations themselves, is considered as manual work by now and out
of the scope of this paper.
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problematic (e.g. y at K). A general recommendation is to split the route into
two stages when modeled, so a (one-way) direction can be uniquely identified





,K). A complex route is then formed by linking these simple
routes together.
2.2. Trails and Signage Systems
Structuring, presentation and on-field marking of a trail network is determined by its
signage system. Countries and regions have developed their own systems during the last
century [4], based on di erent network structuring principles. A general data model must
be able to cope with such di erences and give the opportunity to e ectively and flexibly
utilize the information inherently contained by the network and its signage system. [11]
defines two following ground types, and lists the advantages and drawbacks of each.
Junction-based system (Knotenleitsystem) No routes are defined explicitly by the trail
signage. The network graph (see Fig. 7 later as an example) is taken as it is, and
each trail section is classically waymarked with a single, unified symbol. Multiple
types of waymarks, if used, can denote properties of trail sections (e.g. di culty
by color or allowed transport modality by pictograms). Each trail network node is
identifiable with its unique name. Directional information at each node must be
provided towards the next nodes, and to some further, important destinations. It is
up to the visitor to combine his/her own tour itinerary by route planning along the
graph, and recommended trips can be given in form of trail node listing.
Route-based system (Routenleitsystem) The trail system is a collection of independent
routes marked with their unique symbols (colors, logos or numbers), and these
routes are self-contained, recommended trip itineraries, with their own names, the-
matics, and without specific attention to their connections with each other. Route
information is usually provided using textual and visual media content (e.g. guide-
books), route-specific waymarks ensure the route can be followed at every junc-
tion and all along its way. Signposts are linked to routes and can provide auxilliary
information, such as the distances of places directly located along the route.
The above ground types are rarely used in their pure form in practice. Most trail sig-
nage systems and network concepts are based on a combined approach [4]. A junction-
based system can be enhanced with specific routes or a route-based system can be en-
hanced with side trails, route variants or connecting trails, using a standard set of waymark
symbols or colors for local route identification. Routes can be properly aligned to each
other to form a connected network, including routes which do not form a self-contained
trip itinerary by themselves, but can be reached by other routes. Our running example is
of this type. A specific mixture of route- and junction-based system is when the routes
are numbered, and these numbers appear with standard waymark symbols at junctions
(or even with destination signposting), and a standard, simplified waymark without route
numbers is used along the trail sections between junctions.
Routes are marked with the symbol or color determined by the applied network con-
cept and signage system. Some systems feature local distinguishability of routes by not
allowing two routes of the same color or symbol cross at one place, while other systems
use colors to determine the route type, di culty or role in the network instead (in our
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running example, routes are distinguishable by their colors, however, the yellow route has
a loop).
2.3. The Trail Signage Stack
The trail network is based on existing ways (roads or paths) accessible to the public. It is
assumed that the routes are marked on the terrain with simple waymarks such as painted
blazes with their respective colors (in case of a classical junction-based system, a route
equals to a trail seciton), so they can be followed by visitors relying on the waymarks [3]
(in both directions, unless explicitly stated otherwise). At trail nodes, properly designed
signposting can be built on top of the basic waymarking signage, which inform visitors
about directions and distances to named destinations along the routes, or reachable by
their combinations. To construct a unified data model for signage, being able to describe
the di erent types of above mentioned signage systems, we define the signage stack first,
where signage facilities are layered, built on top of each other and must form a coherent
and consistent system, all together with the digital information provided through various
channels:
• Passable paths must exist which can be technically and legally designated as a
waymarked trail, and made part of the network. It must be maintained.
• The path must be continuously followable by subsequent waymarks placed along
it (usually painted trail blazes, or more generally, trail markers which may contain
more information), especially at open spaces and junctions with other (not neces-
sarily marked) ways. These marks are usually painted blazes or some simple signs
on trees or objects next to the trail, and marking is considered more likely as a lin-
ear feature related to way sections (’the section is waymarked’) rather than man-
aging each single waymark as a point feature (which is also possible if needed).
• The route (and/or trail type) should be identifiable by identification elements in
the signage, at least at certain points (junctions with other trails, start/end points).
This can be a number, a logo, either painted, mounted as part of another sign or
separately. We call it a route sign. The trail marker may already have this role.
• The route network should be navigable: Places along the route are recognizable us-
ing place marks (location signs, usually displaying the altitude of the place above
sea level) wherever it is meaningful. Route directions with distances or walking
times should be pointed at at junctions and trailheads, in form of route destina-
tion signs, which can contain pictograms of relevant POI features found at the dis-
played destination. Directional sign boards (such as Fig. 2) mounted on guideposts
display one or more route destination signs, usually in the order of distance. They
display the route or waymark information (color, name, number and/or logo), or a
combination of routes to reach the displayed destination(s).4
• The network should be overviewable using maps, displayed on info boards at trail-
heads or touristic centres, and takeaway-maps in paper form or by digital media.
Distance or walking time, as well as di culty (if displayed) must be computed in
an unified way given the track of the path to the signposted destination. Walking time
can mostly be determined by a formula based on an aggregation of lengths and altitude
4These are also called signposts, but we use this term in a more general meaning: either as signposting a










Figure 2. A sample sign board (signpost) with a route sign at its top and three route destination signs with
location features, distances and walking times. The common trail mark of the route is conceptually part of the
route destination signs, but by the actual design of the sign board, it is displayed only once (in the arrow part) -
except for the last, combined destination sign indicating an indirect route connection.
profiles of involved trail sections (such as in [15]) with a reasonable rounding principle.
However, some sections may need manual update due to specific path conditions. Di -
culty may be aggregated depending on what exactly it means (c.f. [33]): the aggregated
technical di culty is the maximum di culty level of the involved sections, while the nec-
essary e ort must depend on a sum of sections. These parameters should be computed the
same way for each information asset (including signposts, maps, digital touristic infor-
mation provided) and therefore, should be managed centrally on the route network level
and queried for any presentation interface.
Additional signage, such as interpretative, educative, warning and regulatory signs
can also be considered, but as they are not contributing to the orientation and navigation
tasks, they are out of the scope of this paper.
2.4. Actors and Dynamics
Di erent actors have their own view of the same reality, and the key of an integrated data
model is to unify these properly.
A visitor who is planning the trip needs only an overview, with appealing media
content, and aggregated information (e.g. sum of kms or altitude gain, max-min altitude,
max of technical di culty, max of steepness). Simplified route representations and de-
scriptions are su cient, with the ability to take a route or combine their sections into
an itinerary. On the field, the visitor may need detailed topographical and navigational
information about trail sections and their junctions, and the exact places of POI features
at specific locations.
A trail crew needs to implement changes or reparations and has to know on the field
exactly where to do what, based on a detailed network plan, and data of existing and
planned facilities. A trail network designer needs to know the existing segments and sug-
gest extensions or changes, new routes or re-routing, and will give input to touristic con-
tent editors to extend or adapt the presentation of trails for visitors. The signage system
designer needs to know the rotes and his/her task is to propose what content should be
displayed at which places conceptually (ideally, in coherence with the touristic content
being provided, e.g. when defining route stages), while the signage implementor needs to















Figure 3. Hiking trail route network example with refined and added locations
and produce each signpost and pass to the trail crew for installation. Certainly, di erent
role settings are possible, but these tasks are to be suported.
Trail routes or networks and their management patterns are often developed in-
crementally and organically, and change dynamically over time. They usually involve
bottom-up civil and volunteer engagement and enthusiasm, and at the same time, are
dependant on governmental authorities, must obey certain policies and regulations, and
must take into account interests of private and public land owners as well. Development
of trails is often determined by interests and activities of a multitude of stakeholders and
contributors on multiple levels, and is usually incremental and organic, providing the user
a ’local-as-design/global-as-view’ ambiente. Sometimes there is no unified organization
behind a trail or network, but only contributors. In other cases, network design and trail
management is driven by strong public or private interests, and is more like a top-down
process, involving less number of stakeholders and have a solid organizational structure.
In such cases, it becomes similar to a ’global-as-design/local-as-view’ system for visitors.
Trail networks are more versatile than public road systems. For example, new attrac-
tions or facilities are created along the routes, which may have substantial e ect on the
network layout and signage. Courses of paths may change for various reasons, sections or
routes may be added to the network, temporarily or permanently closed, and routes may
need to be re-routed. Signage is often developed incrementally, but the system should
support its consistency. These processes include user decision and input, but some parts
can be automatized. Example scenarios inculde:
• A new hotel is being built along one of the trails. It needs to be incorporated into
the signage system and touristic contents provided (such as location H on Fig.3).
• A village can support installation of exactly 3 guideposts. Where to put them and
what to indicate on them?
• A trail section is closed or modified and a route must be re-routed. Which sigposts
have to be updated, moved or newly installed?
• One of the routes need full signposting at each junction. Plan it, implement it.
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• Location names need to be refined in relation to route info and signage to aviod
confusion (such as W on Fig. 3 where two routes arrive at di erent parts of the
town W ).
2.5. Signage Planning and Management
One of the major aims is to support the systematic and consistent design and maintenance
of trail signage. Signposting is not always complete and up-to-date, and may be at dif-
ferent development stages for each route or network part. Revealing inconsistencies and
generating actions for necessities and recommendations is an important task that can be
supported, especially for complex networks.
Actual signposts (sign boards mounted on guideposts) can be composed of multiple
route destination signs (c.f. Fig. 2), but for simplicity, we use the term signpost in this
section as an abbreviation for route destination signs, and do not consider how they are
actually presented on sign boards, but only what locations need to be signposted at which
places via which routes.
Signposts are not independent of each other, they must be treated systematically, as
a set of them along the routes. If a signpost is already placed, it will imply other signs
we must place along the route(s), to ensure consistency and the continuous, unambigous
followability of the signposted routes and directions. The European Ramblers’ Associa-
tion (ERA) has created common guidelines for the application of signage elements [3].
For signposts, it contains the following rules. These may be extended by other guidelines,
specific to the locally applied signage system.
(ERA-8) ’Directional panels or fingerposts indicating the route of the marked path
should be placed at the starting/ending points of the route, at junctions and at other
necessary places along the route.’
(ERA-9) ’Fingerposts and directional panels should indicate one or more destination
along the marked route and the distance in km (miles) or hours. If a destination is
shown on a fingerpost or panel, it must be shown on all other subsequent fingerposts
or panels until the destination itself is reached.’
Another, reasonable guideline can be that the locations need to be identifiable as
they are reached: if a destination is signposted anywhere to be reachable along a route, a
location sign of some form must be installed at the point where it is (meant to be) reached.
It can be an explicit planning decision because named locations often do not correspond
to a single trail junction or POI (c.f. locations K ,L,Z,W on Fig. 1 and their connections
to di erent routes). If main facilities are not trivial to find at a location, local signposts
must be added.
Fig. 4 shows a signposting example for Fig. 1, which is neither complete for any route
or the network, but is logically closed and consistent. It shows the implications of placing
specific signposts at pointA, towardsZ along b and towardsM along b followed by r: The
latter one implies an extra signpost towards M to be placed at the next junction along r,
and the existence of this one together with the previous one at A towards Z implies a sign
towardsZ via b (if rule (ERA-9) is taken strictly). Furthermore, location signs are implied
as follow-up signs by signposts direcly pointing towards any destination to confirm the































Figure 4. Signposting example
• Signposts do not necessarily mean the shortest possible way towards the displayed
destination, and there might be di erent options, so the data model needs to handle
it by explicitly or implicitly adding the whole course of the pathway meant to reach
the displayed destination from the signpost (e.g. route r takes to Z as well via M ,
and it can be signposted additionally, as an alternative direction).
• If we placed another signpost at place K showing X is reachable via route b from
there, it may cause confusion unless Z is repeatedly signposted there.
• In a route-based signage system, signposts primarily designed for the routes and
display destinations directly reachable along routes (without changing to another
route). There might be important destinations that fall outside of these, so they
can be pre-announced by a signpost with a notice that the visitor must change for
another route at some later point. With this flexibility, some of the strengths of a
junction-based signage system can be adapted into a route-based system. This is
the case of the mountain M along the red route, for example. It causes interde-
pendence between the signposting of multiple routes.
• Regarding to what destination should appear on a signpost at location B (since
route g does not end at a named or significant location), it is reasonable to choose a
further location along route b (or its reversed b®). Existing or already planned sign-
posts of routes b,b® at the end node of g (e.g. A,X,Z or K) impose a suggestion
or possible choice for a planned signposting at location B for route g.
A common practice of systematic signpost planning is the route destination table
(or route signposting table) method [14], where subsequent trail network nodes along
the route are listed in a column as potential signpost places, and the destinations to be
signposted are written in the rows towards each direction (forward and backward). The
number of signposed destinations at each place in each route direction is limited by the
used network signage system (usually 2 or 3, and they are actually displayed on a single
signpost per route, in the order of reachability along the route). Fig. 5 shows an example
















































Figure 5. A full route signposting table example of route b (Blue) in both directions. Location signs are planned
based on user-chosen route stages. Grey signposts are chosen by the user (signpost system designer). Signposts
with white backrounds are implied by the already chosen grey ones. Note that some signposted destinations are
outside of the route b and therefore, this route table is interrelated with signpost plans of other routes (through
the Extern. columns). Some Extern. signs are duplicates as they appear in both directions.
route are listed in the middle column, and in each row, the right side contains planned
signposts in forward direction (top-down), and the left side in reversed direction (bottom-
up, it is actually the signpost table of route b®). At most two destination signs are planned
for each possible signposting point per route and direction. Implications are shown with
di erent backgrounds, but the exact places of location signs must be explicitly decided
since there may be more nodes fall into the same location (e.g. at K). After all route
signposting table is completed, the planned signposts are collected for each place (node)
from all routes, and put onto a special form for each location (Standortformular, see [14])
where the precise content and arrangement of signposts and their planned installation is
designed, based on the layout of the junction.
Note that some destinations fall outside of the actual route b, and they imply external
signposts (pointing towards another route). The signposting table of a route has implica-
tions on the signposting table of another route. If the network is dense, and there are many
routes, it becomes di cult to ensure consistency when designing the signposting system
by hand, and might be more di cult to handle if changes occur in the network. So far, it
is not known if any trail facility management software supports this functionality.
3. Trail Information Systems and Modeling
3.1. Models and Features of Current Systems
Many applications, websites and map tools provide information about trails and their
networks, completely di erent trail systems exist around the world, related to various
fields and levels of profession (tourism, transport, conservation, sport, forestry, etc), each
having their own approaches. Technical documentation is in many cases not available,
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non-public, insu cient or not internationalized. This heterogenity makes it di cult to
give a well-founded overview of the situation, but some visible trends can be outlined.
Apps or websites for visitors usually have two basic options for trip selection or
planning: choosing a recommended, pre-compiled trip itinerary from a catalogue and take
it as a whole trip or outing, or perform a totally flexible routing along a network graph
and generate a trip this way.
In the latter case, most of the additional information provided for the pre-defined trips
(tours) cannot be utilized (except for POI information if generated based on proximity)
and the user is usually facing a low-level (too detailed) representation of the planned trip.
Multi-level modeling has been existing already for a long time for road networks, such as
[34,16] but haven’t been adapted for walking/hiking trails. Even if it might not be needed
for e ective way finding, it seems to be reasonable for suitable information presentation
and to establish a unified and semantically enhanced signage management.
Most touristic apps presenting trails do not handle networks, and the pre-compiled
tour itineraries don’t have any flexibility. An exception is the GuideAtHand app [21]
which allows content providers to plan some optional detours or variations into its walks,
and the system ask the user on the field which variant to take further. It is still far from
trip plannig and adaptive walking-through by allowing a dynamic combination of pre-
compiled partial trips forming a network, which might be a better option for users search-
ing for some variation but feeling somewhat ’lost’ with a totally flexible network rout-
ing in a complex network, and would utilize more linear-based, pre-compiled touristic
information such as a route description and people’s feedbacks on trail sections.
[15] mentions the lack of standard data description models for pedestrians and so,
for hiking routes and their networks. It identifies various information requirements and
introduces the hikingtrack concept as an extension in schema.org modeling. Not even dif-
ficulty rating is standardized: it defines 3 di erent types (e ort, technical, pshycological)
which should co-exist. Hiking time computation are based on various methods (such as
[33] and others). Some of these are proprietary.
Trail and network planning and facility management can be supported by multi-
ple GIS and cartographical tools, including general and custom solutions. Current trail
managers most likely use custom solutions (if any), because there has been only re-
cent widespread publicity on trail facility management systems. [5] presents Komoot,
NatursportPlaner, OutdoorActive and RealityMaps as ’digital trail mangement software’.
Natursportplaner [6] is generally used for planning, while the platform of OutdoorActive
integrates trail information provision for visitors with facility management functionalities
[19,32]. The publicly available data model of OutdoorActive [24] contains various point
features (POI), a tour as a linear feature (corresponds to a trip in our terminology) and a
region type (all originated from a common supertype object of interest) with categories
applicable to them.
Another, newly developed platform is OuterSpatial [7,12], which provides informa-
tion for visitors as well as for trail managers and partners, and an interface for community
contribution with user feedbacks directly channeled into facility management. Its data
model is based on areas, various types of locations/POIs, trails and outings, with map
and media content in PDF.
Such platforms usually support the management of field assets, including signposts,
based on their location, status, type, and can store the printable image of the signposts
for (re)production. Some tools may support the computation of distance or walking time
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based on manual selection of displayed destinations on signposts. Since no public docu-
mentation is available for most systems, it is di cult to assess, but features are not known
which would semantically link the signposts to each other and support their systematic
design and change management in the way has been presented here. [9] reports a custom
design process for a large-scale, long-distance trail signage design, but it does not consider
the operational management phase, and no o cial feedbacks or follow-up information is
available.
Besides commercial products, custom solutions and platforms provided by trail or
tourism organizations, there is a wide variety of community-based map tools and appli-
cations, primarily based on OpenStreetMap ([1, Comparison of Android applications]
shows more than a hundred of Android apps - not only related to trails, while [1, Hiking
Maps] compares 9 di erent map services/platforms especially for hiking). Wikiloc [2] is
also extensive and popular (featuring almost 15 million of trails at the time of writing this
paper), but its functionality is limited to precompiled, recommended trips as trails.
A multitude of related work exists on surveying hiking preferences (such as [13]).
In the recent years, analyzing user behaviour, personalized recommendations became
widespread in general, based on tracking or social network data for mobility patterns (such
as [10]) and some works especially for hiking and walking have recently been appeared
(such as [20,26]). Personalized trip recommendations for flexible rambling is a promising
future direction, and should be supported by proper modeling.
3.2. OpenStreetMap and its Trails Data Model
OpenStreetMap is likely to be the most widely used community mapping platform with
a multitude of related services, websites and apps. Its data model is based on flexible
tagging and conventions rather than strict structures or standards. Conventional tagging
schemata of features related to hiking is documented in its Wiki [1, Hiking] and a sub-
stantal amount of hiking routes and facilities are already mapped.
It uses a route-based approach to model trail networks [1, Walking Routes], with the
option to define short routes with similar signage, so a junction-based or mixed system
can be simulated. There is a hierarchy of routes defining international, national, regional
and local walking routes, and hyperrelations allow to create a hierarchic long-distance
route with daily stages. There are no unified conventions for further semantic connections
among routes.
Trail routes are so called relations composed from an arbitrary choice of elementary
way segments. Direction of the route is not specified, and route geometries are not neces-
sarily continuous linear features. Flexible trip planning is provided with general routing,
which does not take into account the waymarked routes (services are currently limited for
planning along waymarked trails). Trail and signage-related tagging varies by countries
or regions, as the signage systems di er. Way segments do not generally match trail net-
work sections as we define it (and our definition includes user decisions as well, by the
pseudo-junctions - however we did not say anything about their actual implementation),
they are usually shorter and not necessarily cut at trail junctions, but the route planner
can work on partial way segments as well.
Modeling of routes on OpenStreetmap is lacking the explicit assignment of locations
[1, Walking Routes], as providing intentional touristic content is out of the scope of that
system. POIs or other features can be implicitly collected to a route based on geographic
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proxmity. Route descriptions with starting and ending points or important intermediary
locations often appear in the textual description or name of the route. However, they have
no explicit semantic relationship to the geographic features they refer to.
For our purposes, the basis of the route network can be extracted from Open-
StreetMap, together with specified types of POI and other geographic features in prox-
imity of waymarked routes, as well as manually selected non-marked way connections.
[27] shows a method for road networks guided by a conceptual schema. Post-processing
may include checking route geometries, cutting dangling geometries (each route should
have a single continuous line course), making route directions explicit (generate reversed
routes as necessary), and assigning named locations.
For signposting, there exists a tagging scheme for modeling route destination signs
[1, Destination Sign], to aid navigation software when displaying the actual directions
to follow (e.g. instead of just ’turn right’, ’turn right in the direction signposted towards
X’). It is a relation containing an exact location, a junction or way reference point, the
direction where the arrow points (in form of a way starting at the junction), the name of the
destination, distance and/or time in hours written on the signpost, and a route reference.
It is a purely formal representation of what the signpost is, without semantic relationships
to the shown destination or the actual route or pathway meant to reach it. It may contain
more than one sign items (route destination signs in our terminology) at once.
This tagging scheme may be enhanced to form an extended data model, where the
signs of destination directions displayed on signposts contain actual references to the
destinations they show, and to the pathway along the network of routes to reach it. This
way, the systematic design and also the maintenance of signage can be supported, so that
the displayed distances can be computed automatically, the validity of actually existing
signposts can be checked, and it can give an input to the community mappers to map
missing parts of routes referenced by signposts.
3.3. Related Work on Modeling
Considering what has been presented so far, the following works (tools, concepts and
methods) seem to be especially relevant and useful for our modeling case. Their particular
application should be elaborated in more details in the future.
The aimed integrated information system must provide multiple facets to various
actors, who need to see the same reality from di erent viewpoints (actually in di erent
models), also depending on their task and current situation (e.g. whether a visitor is at
home and on the field). It assumes a complex database setting whose way of operation
may also change during the phases of network or organizational development, but the
operations should be well-defined. Therefore, model suites presented in [28] seem to be
a proper means of specification in the long term as they can provide a framework for
multi-level data settings, and coherent, but flexible exchange and collaboration patterns.
For conceptual modeling of data structuring, the higher-order entity relationship no-
tation (HERM) is especially convenient [30,29] as it is well-founded and can compactly
express complex settings. Traditional ER or UML class diagram could be also used.
Specification of interaction and functionality should be based on flexibly combinable,
but self-contained (mini-)workflows where user interaction can be combined with system
automatisms. For that, the concept of mini-stories for generic workflow presented in [31]
could be a suitable framework. The interaction space can be specified in a flexible way,
but specific stories can be featured and translated to workflows [23].
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Figure 6. The TRAILSIGNER HERM model suite of trail systems. Cardinalities - wherever constrained - are
shown in the participation notation. Attributes and some derived relationships are not shown, for simplicity.
Some of them are subject to model variations as well.
Modeling data constraints and derived attributes or relationships presupposes the use
of active database concepts [25]. Implementation of signage dynamics and implication
can be either based on triggers and database constraints in a classical relational RDBMS
architecture, or this part of the system can be oragnized separately, using a logic-based
data platform, with the relevant considerations kept in mind (such as in [8]). From the user
perspective, systematic signage design should involve some way of graphical and spread-
sheet reasoning, as presented in [18,17] for the schema level, but here on the instance
level (c.f. the route signposting table method).
4. Overview of the Proposed Model Suite
We propose the skeleton of TRAILSIGNER, a unified conceptual model on Fig. 6, in
higher-order ER [30,29]. It can be defined as a model suite [28], in which consistency cri-
teria and collaboration styles may be flexibly declared among its (sub-)models. Its (sub-)








































Figure 7. Hiking trail network graph
Implementation details are not subject of this paper and are left open for further
refinement of the model, but a general versioning facility is in any case needed for tracking
historical states and to explicitly publishing network changes. It is a conceptual model and
di erent implementation schemata can be constructed to it. Some of the model constructs
have more possible translations into logical database schemata. Some of the relationship
types can be (at least partially) derived, based on geolocations and other relationships.
The actual implementation may depend on the workflow or policy of the organization(s)
as well. However, to assess the feasibility of it, a detailed version of this schema is being
published by the author with one possible implementation as an on-going project under
[22]. Nevertheless, the following sections briefly discuss how the model in its current
level can cope with the challenges described in the previous sections.
5. Modeling Trail Route Network and Touristic Content
Each of the following three (sub-)models are generally a di erent view of the same real-
ity for di erent purposes (with specific enhancements as their own data), and therefore,
must be kept consistent. A refined definition of the model suite may further specify their
relationships and implementation.
5.1. The Trail Network Graph (GeoTrNet)
The trail network model forms a classical geospatial routable graph structure. Its function
is to represent the exact trail courses as they are on the terrain, mainly for trail work and
on-site navigation (including the altitude dimension). Fig. 7 depicts a possible underly-
ing local graph of routes of Fig. 1 with technical identifiers of trail nodes and trail sec-
tions connecting them. Note that this graph can basically be generated from the geome-
tries of routes and their intersections, by splitting route geometries and adding a node to
each route junction and endpoint, but must be refined by adding extra nodes at pseudo-
junctions (facility locations). The graph is generally bi-directional, except for explicitly
defined one-way trail sections. Technical di culty, computed (and in special cases re-
fined) walking time can be stored or computed on-the fly for each section, together with
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distance and elevation gain/loss derived from geometries. Status of a trail section may
indicate a planned or a closed section and influence its permitted operations and visitibil-
ity to di erent actors. Changes of the network, new related locations or features, includ-
ing sigposts may imply sections to be formally split. For such cases, update mechanisms
must be defined for each of the relationships of trail sections if the split is implemented as
the cut of the line (other possibilities also exist by linear referencing, but here we speak
about a conceptual model and it is the question of the implementation schema). Minor
changes of trail sections, which does not change the network structure might have e ect
on signposts, or stay below the rounding tolerancy of displayed data.
5.2. Routes, Locations and POI (RouLocNet)
Trail routes are represented with their full geometries (mutual consistency must be en-
sured with GeoTrNet, either by defining a master-slave data exchange pattern in either
direction, restricting the modification of geometries in one of the models, or allowing any
modifications supported by a two-way update mechanism). Its function is for network
designers, managers and visitors, to represent the routes and how the locations and facil-
ities are connected by them. Any trail section has to be covered by a route, as waymarked
routes define the network (trail sections without an assigned route are considered to be
planned or closed). Signposts and touristic content can be assigned to routes and not to
trail sections directly. In a junction-based system, each trail section defines a route, or
routes can be arbitrarily chosen to cover the (junction-based part of the) network. If there
is no actual waymarked route along a section, and the connection is important, a pseudo-
route can be generated, making the section as part of the trail network on the route level as
well. Routes may have no or partial actual geometries, either in planning phase, or when
a long-distance route spans beyond the regional scope of the system, in the latter case,
derived data may be imported from elsewhere for the missing sections and locations, to
enable seamless signposting and (long-)distance computation along routes. Routes have
simple continuous geometries and do not intersect themselves, nor repeat or lead back on
the same section. More complex routes must be split into simple routes and connected as
a complex route on a higher level, in the TourPres model.
If a new route is added or its course is changed, the updated network must be gener-
ated with possibly new nodes (split of existing sections, their derived data recomputed)
and it may imply changes to the signposting and touristic contents (see below). Route sta-
tus and versioning is necessary for an integrated system which actually contains planned
trails and historical data.
Routes are taken as one-directional. Bidirectional routes must be duplicated, inverted
and related to their primary variant (revOf ). This controlled redundancy has the advantage
of simpler handling of waymarking, signposting assets, and touristic information.
Relations in this model are completely generated by actual geometrical relationships,
but trail-related, relevant named locations and POIs must be defined or selected explcitily.
A location may be defined by a single POI or a cluster of nearby POIs (such as M or
K on Fig. 1, respectively), or a geographic object with an extent, such as a village (W ),
lake or lakeside (L). A location can also represent a geographic place name without any
specific POI feature type, or not originating from the POI(s) actually displayed as trail
features (e.g. the bus stop at A may have got its name from a farm there called A, which
itself is not relevant as POI for the trails, but gives the location name). Modifications of
locations impose an update on the network and related entities.
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5.3. Touristic Content and Presentation (TourPres)
Its function is to give a higher-level overview of the trails, their features and touristic
interpretation to the visitors, making the trail network overseeable and browseable, and
provide a platform for media content input (images, descriptions attached to locations,
POIs, routes, or parts of them). Trip routes can be composed from parts of network routes
(either simple or complex - the latter may have variants, or may be a multi-day trail with
day sections defined as simple routes) and o ered to the visitor, and the visitors can them-
selves assemble their own itineraries. Routes may be divided into longer stages, based
on explicitly defined route location lists (possibly multiple sections, either defined by an
unnamed node, a node of a location or a remote location not part of the local(ly stored)
network). Stages are the basis of linear touristic content management, and visitors can se-
lect or combine their trip routes from them. Location priorities along routes can be added
to the TourPres model by defining hierarchically nested route stages (location lists), for
example. This gives a flexibility to assign content in route views of di erent details.
This part can be integrated into a content management system. Actual geometrical
relationships can support the relationships in this model (by constraints and suggestions),
but all of them are actually determined by the content editor. At this level, structural or
semantic relationships can be defined between locations (e.g. hierarchy), locations and
POIs (selected relevant features of places), and routes (e.g. reversed, variant, continuation
of another route). If a new feature is added to the system and assigned to routes, a new
trail node may be necessarily generated.
This model part acts as the space of personalized user content as well (future issue).
6. Models for Facility Management and Signpost Logics
6.1. Physical Facility Management (PhyFM)
The Physical FM (signpost and waymarking) model represents the inventory of the actual
trail signage assets as they are situated on the field, and those signage elements that have
been decided to be implemented and are under production and installation. Waymarking
of a route is assigned to trail nodes and sections, while location, route and destination signs
can be nested into info boards or sign boards mounted on guideposts (c.f. the Signage
stack in Sect. 2). Status of the signs can be stored here (either valid or invalid; existing,
lost or planned) together with facility management actions (not indicated for simplicity).
Signs may be implemented (actually existing) or implicit (expressed by other signs, and
therefore, not explicitly needed). Besides the actual graphical and textual content of each
signage element, semantical references are also kept (e.g. not just the displayed name of a
location, but the foreign key of the referenced location itself as well), so that the validity
of signs can be checked against the actual (potentially changing) trail network data.
6.2. Logical Facility Management (LogFM)
The Logical FM (signpost) model is the most novel part of the proposed model suite. It
has the function of supporting incremental and consistent signpost planning and change
management. It is a platform for conceptual set-based signpost planning and a mediator
for change management between trail routes and their e ect on signposts in the physical
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model. An instance of it is a partly generated, partly intentionally selected set of ideal
sign elements in form of logical facts with di erent priority levels, which are always con-
sistent with each other and with the actual version of the trail route network. A logical lo-
cation sign at a node of a named location indicates a need for placing a sign indicating the
location name there. A logical route sign refers to the need of displaying the route identi-
fication and continuation at a node. A logical route destination sign is an expression that
the direction of a specific destination should be signposted at a node via a route or route
combination. The exact meaning of such a logical sign is modeled in a linked-list-like
fashion, always pointing towards another, follow-up sign: if the signposted destination is
meant to be reached by following a single route, then the follow-up sign is a location sign
at the destination. If the visitor has to change routes at a later point, then the follow-up
sign will be a logical route destination sign at the change point towards the destination
(see the chain of signs towards M on Fig. 4). Such signs are composed by structural re-
cursion, always having a location sign at the end (finiteness, without circles). This con-
struction is modeled by a cluster type DestSign, which is a generalization of location and
route destination signs. The chain of follow-up signs is part of the identification of route
destination signs, thus forming a complex natural key domain. The sign track data can
be computed from the trail network and route data using aggregation (e.g. total distance,
computed walking time, max di culty, trailmark(s) to show).
The above composition mechanism can be used to create possible logical signs that
can be implemented in the physical FM model. Since we do not store any data such as
route or location names, waymarks, distances etc. explicitly in the core sign data types
of the logical FM model, only references to the actual network objects, an actual view
of the logical signs is always consistent with the network (some logical signs may not be
valid after a network change, though, as they will refer to obsolete versions of trail routes,
locations, etc). Attached SignTrkData is always (re-)generated or validated automatically.
The signage planner user may take decisions on the logical level regarding to which
signs should be implemented. These must be consistent, e.g. if a sign is to be imple-
mented, then a follow-up sign is required too. Similar guidelines for signage application
(for recommendations and obligations) can be formulated as TrailSignRules. Each time a
logical sign is added, removed or changed, the set of signs will be updated as the logical
closure generated by these rules. This way, consistency and signage guideline compliance
can easily be checked and the needed signs or updates can be selected for implementation.
Di erent levels of implementation priority (necessity, primary or secondary recommen-
dations) can be defined by the rules. Implication is tracked for logical signs to distinguish
between explicitly added and implied ones. The implied ones can always be re-generated.
A formal definition of signpost logics is presented in the Appendix.It defines a series
of predicates S
i
that indicate the necessity levels of logical trail signs (it can be imple-
mented either as attributes or database relations in the LogFM model). In a planning pro-
cess, the signpost planner user decides on initial (existing or initially planned) signs, and
sets them as S0, and optionally adds lower priority signs to S1,S2, etc. Then an iterative
logical implication step is made using the rules to generate further necessary signs into
S0 and recommended signs with di erent priorities Si, i > 0. The signpost planner then
makes one or more choices and moves some signs from S
i
, i > 0 to S0 and a next impli-
cation is being performed for further necessary and recommended signs. Although there
is no direct formal conceptual relationship between LogFM and TourPres, the signpost
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planner should consider harmonizing the signposting with the touristic content provided
(route stages), and the system can give respective recommendations.
If the signs are settled down in S0, they can be put into planned stage, which means
the sign track data is computed and it becomes ready for implementation (graphical de-
sign, production and installation). This is performed in the PhyFM database. The signs
marked for implementation are not always identical to the actual signs placed on the field:
some physical signs can be obsolete, and not all of the logical signs are actually imple-
mented as physical signs (ImplicitSigns, whose information is expressed in other ways).
The actual situation may di er from the ideal and the di erence induce necessary ac-
tions, which can be represented by signpost statuses in PhyFM. To handle this properly,
versioning of the trail data is needed and the historical data kept in the database.
If the network changes, logical signs are checked first as some of them may become
invalid after a structural change in the network. They are backed up (marked as obsolete
and become inactive for the signpost logics) and the status of their implemented signs
is changed in PhyFM as deprecated (and a maintenance action is generated for them to
be removed from the field). After that, all the implemented physical signs are checked
for validity in PhyFM (including a recomputation of the sign track data), and any mis-
matches between the ideal and the actual data are reported as update-or-remove requests
for maintenance. The signpost planner can add or remove any logical signs or change their
necessity level (S
i
). The logical closure of the set of logical signs is, however, always
re-generated after any changes and the signs eventually are in S0 will be then marked as
(to be) implemented signs. The sign track data is generated for them and they are ready
for the signpost designer to craft them onto real sign and information boards, and the
maintenance sta  to organize their production and installation.
If such a sign is to be installed outside existing nodes, a new trail node in the network
must be added. The system should implement it as a seamless way, similarly to how a
new (pseudo-)junction is added, so users are not bothered with extra operations.
Implementation of the logical rules can be based on database constraints and triggers.
The rules are safe as they have no implied negations, and finiteness of closure is ensured
by: the finiteness of the underlying nodes and routes, the limitation of i for S
i
and the
fact that the only rules generate structurally new logical signs imply them into S
i
’s with
higher i as of their preconditions.
A further characterization of allowed logical rules, or defining a more sophisticated
logics (e.g. considering to frame it as a proper modal logic) and their implementation
schemes is a future issue, but the aim is to make a generic system which is flexible for
multiple signage systems with di erent signpost policies.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a terminology and the skeleton of TRAILSIGNER, a
conceptual model suite for hiking trail networks of various signage system types, which
goes beyond the particular models of current platforms and can handle special or com-
plex situations in an integrated way. It can be refined and implemented as a basis of an
integrated, collaborative information system for multiple stakeholders and visitors for the
consistent planning, promotion, management and maintenance of trails and their signage
assets. This will reduce potential confusion, mistrust and danger for visitors caused by
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information mismatches including incomplete, incoherent or inconsistent trail route in-
formation or signposting.
To ensure consistency of incrementally planned signposts with each other and with
the (possibly changing) underlying trail network, a novel, systematic, set-based approach
has been developed with generative rules for managing logical trail signs, which mediate
the physical implementation and trail signage facility management. An extensive example
ruleset is developed for signpost logics, and incorporated into the conceptual model suite.
The next steps can be the refinement of the model, defining model suite connections
and collaboration patterns for di erent phases of the network developments, and interac-
tion modeling with storyboarding and mini-stories for possible event scenarios. Creating
a reference implementation and testing with an existing complex regional trail network
and signpost system is an on-going work [22].
Future work may include personalization features for di erent visitors and situations
(virtual signposts, adaptive route recommendation, feature engineering for ML methords,
etc), designing an easy-to-use GUI, investigating on automatized location generation and
poi assignments, enhancing the OpenStreetMap data model and implementing an on-line
tool for checking the consistency of existing signposts and/or recommending trip routes,
and ultimately, to develop a fully-fledged pilot system implementation with complex trail
networks of di erent types. This approach may further be generalized, personalized and
adapted to other application fields having similar requirements or phenomena.
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A. Appendix: A Reference Axiomatization for Signpost Logics
A.1. General Notations, Atoms, Predicates and Functions
N1. Letters q, r, ... denote (simple) trail routes.
N2. Capital letters M, N, ... denote trail nodes.
N3. Location(N ,D) : Node N is at named location D (by RouLocNet and GeoTrNet).
N4. Route predicates (based on RouLocNet and GeoTrNet):
Route(N ,r,M) : Node N is (not necessarily directly) followed by M along r.
IsEndpoint(r,M) : M is the end node of r.
IsReversed(r,q) : r is the reversed version of q (by RouRel in TourPres).
HasIdenticalW aymark(r,q) : routes having the same waymark (causes ambiguous junctions without
direct identification)
N5. Sign types:
locSign(N ,D) : location sign denoting D at node N ,
rdtSign(N ,r, ) : route destination sign placed at N showing direction towards the destination of the
follow-up sign   (being either a locSign or another rdtSign, by structural recursion) via route r,
rdtSign(N ,r,Ò) : a symbolic sign atom that means route r should be signposted at N , i.e. a sign
rdtSign(N ,r, ) with some destination should be added by the signage planner if there is no one yet.
If no destinations are added, it is interpreted as a route sign (only a route identification showing its
continuation).
N6. Place of a sign - the node where it is located:
at(locSign(N ,D)) =N , and D is the name of the location: Location(N ,D)
at(rdtSign(N ,r, )) =N and   is either a locSign or a rdtSign (by structural recursion) or the generic
Ò symbol.
N7. Destination of a sign - the location where it points to:
to(locSign(N ,D)) =D, where Location(N ,D) .
to(rdtSign(N ,r, )) = to( ) and   is either a locSign or a rdtSign (by structural recursion).
N8. Necessity (implementation priority) level of a sign:
S0( ) : planned/existing/necessary (exists or is going to be implemented),
S
i
( ) : recommended with priority i = 1,2, ...,d (the lower the more necessary), where d is a small
defined natural constant.
N9. Invalidity of a sign: Inv( ) : the sign is invalid (it was generated earlier and does not match the current
network data) and must be removed from the set of current logical facts.
A.2. Checking Rules
If a checking rule fails, the corresponding sign gets an invalid status and must be inactivated.
C1. True location principle: location signs have to be placed faithfully (checking rule):
¬(S
i
(locSign(N ,D))ô Location(N ,D))Ÿ Inv(locSign(N ,D))
C2. Pointing forward principle: signposts show destinations along routes in their direction (checking rule):
¬(S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r, ))·  ë Òô Route(N ,r,at( )))Ÿ Inv(rdtSign(N ,r, ))
¬(S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))ô «M : Route(N ,r,M))Ÿ Inv(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))
C3. Propagation of invalidity by structural recursion: Inv( )·S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r, ))Ÿ Inv(rdtSign(N ,r, ))
A.3. Generative Rules
Note: every rule has an implicit pre-requisite that the referenced signs are valid (≈  in the rule body: ¬Inv( )).
G1. Signposted location identification: Arrival to a previously signposted destination must be confirmed
by a location sign:
S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r, locSign(M ,D)))Ÿ S
i
(locSign(M ,D))
G2. Waymark disambiguation: if two di erent routes with the same waymark meet and continue diverted,
both need signposting:
Route(N ,r,M)·Route(N ,q,L)· r ë q·M ë L·¬IsReversed(r,q)·
HasIdenticalW aymark(r,q)Ÿ S0(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))·S0(rdtSign(N ,q,Ò))
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(rdtSign(N ,r, ))·  ë ÒŸ S
i+1(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò)), i < d






G5. Location identification recommendation: if a route is signposted at a named location then a location
sign is also recommended (note that a node may belong to multiple locations, and in this case, an
explicit decision is possible):
S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r, ))·Location(N ,D)Ÿ S
i+1(locSign(N ,D)), i < d
G6. Completeness of routes at a signposted location: (only as recommendation on the next priority level,
to make the system more flexible, but can be strengthened):
S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))·Route(N ,q,M)Ÿ S
i+1(rdtSign(N ,q,Ò)), i < d
Note: This will imply the derived necessary signposts for route q generated as S
i+1 and the related
recommentations will be S
i+2
G7. Traversing: when a signed destination is out of the first followed route, the destination must be sign-
posted at the place of route transfer:
S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r,rdtSign(M ,q, )))Ÿ S
i
(rdtSign(M ,q, ))
G8. Forward-continuity: if any destination has been signposted along a route, it must be repeated at each
signposting place where any destination is signposted for the same route, until the destination is reached






Route(N ,r,M)·Route(M ,r,at( ))Ÿ S
i
(rdtSign(M ,r, ))
G9. Recommendation of subsequent place: If signposting is planned at a place, then it is suggested to
choose the next signpost location (if named) or named location as a destination (note: for avoiding
indetermininsm caused by this rule, all implications for level S
i





(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))·Route(N ,r,M)·Location(M ,D)·
(NextSignpostAt(N ,M ,r)‚NoNamedLocBtw(N ,M ,r))
Ÿ S
i+1(rdtSign(N ,r, locSign(M ,D))), i < d where:
(a) no signpost is along r between N and M :
NextSignpostAt
i
(N ,M ,r) = S
i
(rdtSign(M ,q,Ò))·
»L,j : (Route(N ,r,L)·Route(L,r,M)·S
j
(rdtSign(L,r,Ò))· j f i)
(b) no named location is along r between N and M :
NoNamedLocBtw(N ,M ,r) = »L,E : Location(L,E)·Route(N ,r,L)·Route(L,r,M)
G10. Recommendation of destinations signposted at subsequent place(s): If signposting is planned at a place,
then it is suggested to choose the destination dispayed on the next signpost(s) along the route(s) (con-






(a) along the same route (primarily):
...·S
j
(rdtSign(M ,r, ))Ÿ Smax(i,j)+1(rdtSign(N ,r, )), i,j < d
(b) along a di erent route (secondarily):
...·S
j
(rdtSign(M ,q, ))· q ë r·¬IsReversed(r,q)
Ÿ Smax(i,j)+2(rdtSign(N ,r,rdtSign(M ,q, ))), i,j < d*1




(rdtSign(M ,q, ))· q ë r·¬IsReversed(r,q)·IsEndpoint(r,M)·
¬«D : Location(M ,D)Ÿ Smax(i,j)+1(rdtSign(N ,r,rdtSign(M ,q, ))), i,j < d
G11. Recommendation of route endpoint: if a route is being signposted at a place, and the endpoint of the
route is a named location, then it is recommended (secondarily) to be chosen for signposting:
S
i
(rdtSign(N ,r,Ò))·Route(N ,r,M)·Location(M ,D)·IsEndpoint(r,M)
Ÿ S
i+2(rdtSign(N ,r, locSign(M ,D)))
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Abstract. The most important mechanism of the computer is that various 
functions are implemented based on programs stored in it. Programs are developed 
by program languages implementing functions of models. One of the efficient 
methods to construct a model is to construct it by semantic computation models. 
Using semantic computation models, we can construct a model in a semantic space. 
In this paper, we present a mechanism to execute models presented by the 
semantic spaces. We have presented a mechanism to implement combinational and 
sequential logic computations based on the semantic space model. The 
combinational and sequential logic computations are the basic functions in 
computer systems. However, we still need a control mechanism like that in 
computers. In this paper, we present a control mechanism based on the semantic 
space model and some of execution examples. The most important contribution of 
this paper is that we first present a concept for control and program based on the 
semantic space model. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed 
mechanism, we performed a demonstration experiment. In the experiment, an 
agent is constructed for unmanned ground vehicle control with the control 
mechanism. A video camera is used to determine the position of the vehicle and 
obstacles on the road. The control signals, including turn left,  turn right,  go 
ahead  and stop  outputted from the agent are used to demonstrate the efficiency 
of the mechanism. 
Keywords. Artificial intelligent, semantic space, semantic computation, unmanned 
control 
1. Introduction 
Control mechanism is a basic required mechanism for automatic control systems. In a 
computer system, the control unit controls the arithmetic and logic calculation to 
implement the basic functions of the computer according to programs stored in the 
memory. Programs are developed by program languages implementing functions of 
models. One of the efficient methods to construct a model is to construct it by semantic 
computation models [1, 2, 3, 4]. The semantic computation models are based on 
multiple matrix calculation which is also utilized for implementing artificial neural 
networks and deep-learning [5]. By using semantic computation models, we can create 
human understandable models.  
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The combinational and sequential logic computations are the basic functions in 
computer systems. We have presented a mechanism to implement combinational and 
sequential logic computations based on the semantic space model [6]. In our semantic 
computing models, data are presented as points in semantic orthogonal spaces [1, 2, 3, 
4], and the semantic calculation is transmitted to calculate Euclidean distances of those 
points. For example, in the case for implementing semantic query, a query data set is 
mapped into a semantic space and summarized as a point in the space. Retrieval 
candidate data are also mapped into the semantic space and summarized as other points. 
Euclidean distance is calculated between the query point and each retrieval candidate 
point. When the distance of a retrieval candidate is shorter than a given threshold, its 
relative retrieval candidate is extracted as the query output.  
Mapping matrixes are used to map input into the semantic space. Different 
mapping matrixes are required when the semantic space model is applied in different 
application areas [7- 15]. Therefore, we developed many methods to create mapping 
matrixes and apply the model in the areas of semantic information retrieving [10, 11, 
15], semantic information classifying [12], semantic information extracting [13], and 
semantic information analyzing on reason and results [15], etc. We furtherly developed 
a method to create the mapping matrixes through deep-learning [16]. 
In order to apply the semantic computation model for implementing the 
combinational and sequential logic computations, mapping matrixes are created 
according to truth tables and state transition tables. Each rows of the tables are 
multiplied with the mapping matrixes and mapped into the semantic spaces. In this way, 
the logical computation is implemented as calculating Euclidean distances of mapped 
points in a semantic space. Thus, we obtained the basic functions for implement the 
intelligent systems. However, we still need a control mechanism like that in computers. 
In this paper, we present a control mechanism based on the semantic space model and 
some of execution examples. The most important contribution of this paper is that we 
first present a concept for control and program based on the semantic space model. In 
order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed mechanism, we performed a 
demonstration experiment. In the experiment, an agent is constructed for unmanned 
ground vehicle control with the control mechanism. A video camera is used to 
determine the position of the vehicle and obstacles on the road. The control signals, 
including turn left , turn right , go ahead , stop , etc., outputted from the agent are 
used to demonstrate the efficiency of the mechanism.  
In the following, we first briefly review the semantic space model in Section 2. In 
Section 3, we review the concept of the combinational and sequential logic 
computations implemented based on the semantic space model. After that, we present 
the control mechanism and execution examples in Section 4. This mechanism 
addresses the concept of time, clock, state memory and subspace creation. In section 5, 
we present the demonstrate experiment and the experimental results. Finally, we will 
present our conclusions in section 6. 
2. The semantic space model 
2.1. Semantic Feature Extracting Model (SFEM)  
In the semantic space model, we create a semantic space by a pre-selected training data 
set into several clusters. In SFEM model [1, 2], a data set is used where each of the 
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clusters has a feature that some common features of data frequently appear among the 
data sets in the same cluster but rarely appear in the data sets of the other clusters. The 
common features which frequently appear in a cluster Ci are referred to as Ci   
features. By using the training data clusters, we construct a matrix, which is referred to 
as K-C matrix. In the K-C matrix, each of the rows corresponds to a key feature set Ki, 
and each of the columns corresponds to a cluster. The ijth entry of the matrix is the 
number of the key features in the set Ki appearing in the cluster Cj. Because key 
features in the set Ki only appear in the cluster Ci, therefore, if i is not equal to j, ji z , 
the value of the ijth entry is 0. Therefore, the K-C matrix is a diagonal matrix. That is to 
say that an orthogonal space is created. The value of the iith entry of the matrix is the 
number of the elements of the set Ki, |Ki|.  
Next step in the semantic space model is to map data into the semantic space. By 
using the K-C matrix, each cluster is represented as a q dimensional vector. We use Ci 
to represent the vector of the cluster Ci. We use a unit vector ci, where its norm is 1 
(|ci|=1), to represent the cluster vector Ci as Ci=|Ki|ci. When the data are classified into 
q clusters, we obtain q cluster vectors. Therefore, we define q unit vectors c1, c2, ..., cq, 
to represent the q cluster vectors. We refer the vector space constructed by the q unit 
vectors to as the space”. Because the inner product of two different unit vector is 0, 
(ci･cj)=0, ji z , and there are q unit vectors, the space is a q dimensional orthogonal 
space.  
When data dj, is vectorized according to the key features, the count of the 
occurrences of the Ci  key features in the data dj is defined to ei,j. We set the value of 
ei,j based on the following rule: when a key feature in the key feature set Ki appearing 
in the data dj, it is counted only once. If the number of the key feature sets is q, the data 




























We use vt to represent the counted value of a key feature t. In the following, we 
use the expression ¦
 iKt
tv }{  to represent the sum of attt vvv  21 , where, t1, t2 ... 
ta are the elements of the key feature set Ki: 
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In this way, the calculation for ei,j is represented by the following formula: 
^ `¦
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where, Ki is the set of the Ci     t is the counted value of one of the 
Ci  key feature t. If the data dj contains the key feature t, vt is set to 1. If the data dj 
does not contain the key feature t, vt is set to 0. 
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In this way, data are mapped onto the q dimensional space.  
The third step is to calculate Euclidean distances for data retrieval, classification or 
recognition. Take the data query as an example. In the processing of data query, the 
retrieval candidates are mapped in the semantic space and summarized as retrieval 
candidate points. A query is also mapped in the semantic space and summarized as a 
query point. We use two methods to implement the Euclidean calculation. The first 
method is to calculate the distances between the retrieval candidate points and query 
point. The second method is to is to select a subspace by a given query and mapped the 
query into the original point of the subspace and calculate the length of each retrieval 
candidate points from the original point. That is to calculate the norms of the retrieval 
candidate points. By ranking the retrieval candidates based on the norms of their 
relative points, the query result is obtained. 
When a subspace is selected from the semantic space based on queries, the 
subspace is a v-dimensional space which is a part of the q-dimensional space, where v 
is smaller than q. The v-dimensional subspace correlates to v clusters. The subspace is 
selected by the following steps. 
(1) When a query Q is given, the data which contain the same features in the 
query is searched. Data that have the same feature as those in the query are 
extracted. 
(2) From all the component items of the selected data vector, the cluster vector ci 
is extracted where the related component item |ei,jci| has the maximum value.  
 jqjjiji eeeMAXe ,,2,1, ,,,  c  
We use a vector q referred to as the query vector to represent the extracted 
clusters. We add the extracted cluster vector ci to the vector q, 
q=q+ci; where the initial value of q is 0. 
(3) A retrieval subspace S corresponding to the query is selected from the entire 
retrieval space by calculating the inner product of ci and q. If the value of the 
inner product qc i  is greater than or equal to a thresholdH , which is referred 
to as the subspace selection threshold, ci is added to S.  
These steps (2) and (3) are repeated for each extracted data vector. 









, ccd . 
In the second step, the data are ranked by calculating the norms of the data vectors 








, ccd . 
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2.2. Mathematical Model of Meaning (MMM)  
In MMM, the semantic interpretation is performed as projections of the semantic space 
dynamically, according to contexts, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Semantic interpretation according to contexts in MMM 
In the Mathematical Model of Meaning (MMM) [4, 7], an orthogonal semantic 
space is created for semantic associative search. Retrieval candidates and queries are 
mapped onto the semantic space. The semantic associative search is performed by 
calculating the correlation of the retrieval semantic space.  
In MMM, the acquisition of information or knowledge is performed by semantic 
computations. Context-dependent interpretation means that information is dynamically 
extracted by a semantic computation with context-recognition. The method realizes the 
computational machinery for recognizing the meaning of contexts and obtaining the 
semantically related information to the given context. MMM is essentially different 
from those methods. The essential difference is that this method provides dynamic 
recognition of the conte t. That is, the conte t-dependent interpretation  is reali ed b  
dynamically selecting a certain subspace from the entire semantic space. The other 
methods do not provide the context dependent interpretation, that is, their space is fixed 
and static. The outline of MMM [4, 7] is summarized as the following:  
The semantic associative computing algorithm is extended to include a deep-
learning process in the MMM semantic space in the following steps: 
(1) A set of m words is given, and each word is characterized by n features. That is, an 
m by n matrix M is given as the data matrix. 
(2)  Con e  ords  and image  are characterized as con e  by using the n 
features and representing them as n-dimensional vectors. 
(3) The context words and image  are mapped into the orthogonal semantic space by 































(4) A set of all the projections from the orthogonal semantic space to the invariant 
subspaces (eigen spaces) is defined. Each subspace represents a phase of meaning, 
and it corresponds to con e .  
(5) A subspace of the orthogonal semantic space is selected according to the given 
con e  expressed in n-dimensional vectors, which are given as con e  
represented by a seq ence of ords  and image.  
(6) The most correlated information resources to the given con e  are extracted as 
the selected subspace by applying the metric defined in the semantic space. 
3. Implementing combination logic calculation by multiple matrix computation 
3.1. The combinational logic computations implemented based on the semantic space 
model 
Logical design is performed based on truth tables. In the truth table, all output values 
are given to all possible input values. The input data values and output data vaudes are 
Boolean values. That is, the value can onl  be 1  or 0 . For e ample, if there are two 
logical input data, x1 and x2, all the possible input data values of the input data x1 and 
x2 are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1), in which (a, b) means the value of x1 is a  and the 
value of x2 is b . As shown in Table 1, each input data pair is given a corresponding 
output value in the truth table. The output values 0 , 0 , 0  and 1  are given to the 
input values (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) in the and  logic truth table. Based on the 
truth table, logical formulas are derived. For e ample, for the and  logic, an equation  
y=x1*x2, 
is derived, where *  presents logic and . In the same wa , an equation  
y= ~x1*x2+x1*~x2 
is also derived for the or  logic, where * , +  and ~  present logic and , or  and 




A logical system is constructed by the derived formulas from the truth table. 
Boolean algebra is applied to simplify the derived formulas in order to reduce the 
complexity of the designed system. For example, the formula  
a*b+a*c+~a*~c+b*c 
can be simplyfied as  
b+a*c+~a*~c. 
 
x1 x2 y x1 x2 y x1 x2 y
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
"and" logic "or" logic "xor" logic
Table 1. Truth Table of "and," "or" and "xor" logic
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In the following, we use an example to illustrate how to implement and,  or  and 
or  combination logical calculation based on the semantic calculation model. First 
we present a data set with two inputs x1 and x2 and three outputs corresponding to 
and,  or  and or,  as shown in Table 2. 
 




The values in data set are set as: when a value is close to 0, it might be logic 0;  when 
a value is close to 1, it might be logic 1.  If a data value is 0.5, it might be logic 0  or 
logic 1.  For the given data set, 1 = 0.9 and x2 = 0.1, it means that the input might be 
x1 = 1 and x2 = 0. The and  output of it might be 0.  The and  output of it might be 
0.  The or  output of it might be 1,  and the or  output might be 1.  
Set a data set as a matrix M. A well-known method of the principal component 
analysis is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is a matrix computation 
widely used in spectral analysis, eigenvector decomposition and factor analysis. The 
computation is performed on a matrix with different entities on the rows and the 
columns. When SVD is performed on the matrix M, this matrix is decomposed into 
three other matri es that contain singular vectors  and singular values . We call 
these three matrixes as U, S and V: 
M = U*S*V  
where, S is a diagonal matrix that contains singular values, matrixes U and V are left 
and right matrix of S, respectively. V  is the transposed matrix of V. The matrix V has 
orthonormal columns, that is 
V *V=I 
where I is the identity matrix. 
We call the space U*S is the semantic space created by the matrix M. As 
M = U*S*V  
M*V = U*S*V *V 
M*V = U*S*I 
M*V = U*S, 
we call the matrix V as the space mapping matrix. That is, any matrixes of data sets 
which have the same number of columns of the matrix M can be mapped to the 
semantic space through the mapping matrix V. 
When SVD is performed to the matrix of the given data set, 
, 
 we get three matrixes: 
x1 x2 Yand Yor Yxor
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.9
0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.8
0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.2
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
M = 0.1 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.9
0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.8
0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.2
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. 
The semantic space U*S is 
. 
This is a five dimensional space. Each row of the matrix represents a mapping point of 
the data set. As it is a four rows matrix, that means four points are mapped to the 
semantic space. It is worth to notice that the values of the last two columns of the 
matrix is zero, therefore, we remove the last two rows and get a new matrix P, 
. 
The meaning of removing the last two rows of the matrix is that the semantic space is 
compressed from a five dimensional space to a three dimensional space. 
Strictly speaking, that is each of the value of the last two rows is smaller than a 
threshold. In this example, the absolute value of the threshold is set to 0.003.  
As U *U=I, that is 
 
, 
the data set is mapped to an orthogonal space. This orthogonal characteristic is not 
changed to the compressed space: 
 
 
U = S = V =
-0.1 -0.1 0.1 -1.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 0.6 0.1 -0.5
-0.5 0.6 -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 -0.7 -0.2 -0.5
-0.5 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.6 -0.3 0.5 0.5
-0.6 -0.7 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.6 0.1 0.1 -0.6 0.5
-0.4 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.0
-0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
-1.3 0.6 -0.5 0.0 0.0
-1.3 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0






1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
P'*P =
-0.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.6 -0.3 0.0 0.1
0.0 0.6 0.2 -0.7 * -1.3 0.6 -0.5




0.0 0.8 0.0 .
0.0 0.0 0.6
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As the data set is mapped to an orthogonal space, Euclidean distance calculation can be 
applied to calculate the distance of a new mapped point to the points already in the 
space. 
For example, give a new input set x1 = 0.7, x2 = 0.3. As is different from the given 
data set, we should calculate four outputs Yand, Yor and Yxor for the given input data set. 
As the output value is not known, we set the values of the three outputs as 0.5, that 
means it might be logic 0  or logic 1.  Thus we get a vector 
[0.7  0.3  0.5  0.5  0.5]. 
Mapping the vector to the semantic space, 
[0.7  0.3  0.5  0.5  0.5]* V, 
we get a mapping point px represented as a three dimensional vector, 
px - [-1.1  -0.2  0.2]. 
Dividing each rows of matrix P, we get four mapping points of the given data set in the 
semantic space, p1, p2, p3 and p4, represented as four vectors:  
p1 = [-0.3 0.0 0.1], 
p2 = [-1.3 0.6 -0.5], 
p3 = [-1.3 0.2 0.6], 
p4 = [-1.6 -0.7 -0.2]. 
Calculating the Euclidean distances of px to p1, p2, p3 and p4, we get four values: 0.64, 
1.01, 0.44 and 0.58. Among them, the smallest value is the third one, 0.44. That is, 
point px is most close to the point p3. The value of p3 in the data set is 
[0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.8],  
thus we set the output value as Yand = 0.1, Yor = 0.9 and Yxor = 0.8 for the input value x1 
= 0.7 and x2 = 0.3. 
3.2 The sequential logic computations implemented based on the semantic space model 
Sequential logic calculation is required for Spatio-temporal data processing. The 
Spatio-temporal data processing includes the processing of text understanding, sound 
recognition and motion processing, etc. We use an example case to illustrate the 
mechanism. In the example, we have two values s0 and s1 to present a state (s0, s1). 
When the state (s0, s1) is (0, 0), its next state is (0, 1). When the state is (0, 1), its next 
state is (1, 0). When the state is (1, 0), its next state goes back to (1, 0).  The output in 
the state (1,0) is 1. The output is 0 in the states (0, 0) and (0, 1). This is illustrated in 
Figure 2 and summarized in Table 3.  
 
 






Table 3. State transition table 
 
 
From Table 3, we get a matrix M, 
 
   M= 
. 
 
When SVD is performed to the matrix of the given data set, we get three matrixes: 
. 
The semantic space U*S is that 
. 
This is a five dimensional space. As the values of the last two columns of the matrix is 
zero, we compress the semantic space by removing the last two rows and get a new 
matrix P, 
. 
In this example, the absolute value of the threshold for the semantic space compressing 
is set to 0.001.  
Dividing each rows of matrix P, we get three mapping points of the state table in 
the semantic space, p1, p2, p3 and p4, represented as three vectors:  
p1 = [0  0 -1], 
p2 = [-1.4 0 0], 
p3 = [0  -1.4 0]. 
During the processing of text understanding, sound recognition and motion 
processing, etc., tt is common that input data are not logical data. Suppose that the 
input data set is s0 = 0.2 and s1 = 0.9, we set the input vector as 
[0.2 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5]. 
s1 s0 next S1 next S0 output
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
U= S= V=
0 0 -1 1.41 0 0 0 0 0 -0.7 0 -0.5 -0.5
-1 0 0 0 1.41 0 0 0 -0.7 0 0 -0.5 0.5
0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0.7 0 0 0.5 -0.5
0 0 -1 0 0
0 -0.7 0 0.5 0.5
U*S=
0 0 -1 0 0
-1.4 0 0 0 0





This vector is mapped to the semantic space by multiply the vector V. the Euclidean 
distances of the input vector and p1, p2, p3 are 1.2, 0.8 and 1.4, respectively. The input 
vector is closest to p2. Therefore, we get out vector as [ 0 1 1 0 0]. That is, the 
processing state now is (0, 1). Its next state is (1, 0) and its output is 0. 
4. The control mechanism and execution examples  
In this section, we use a case study to illustrate the control mechanism. We suppose 
that there is an agent with a control unit created based on the control mechanism. The 
agent moves on a plane surface with obstacles. We set a start point and an end point for 
the agent. We define a path to as the traces of the agent moved from the start point to 
the end point and a matrix X to represent the paths and obstacles on the surface.  
 
𝐗 =
0 0 0 0
𝑆 1 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 𝐺
       (1). 
 
This matrix X represents that the plane surface is divided into 16 areas. Each 
element of the matrix X represents an area. When an area is on the path, the relative 
value of the matrix X is set to 1 . If there is obstacle in the area, that is the agent 
cannot path through the area, the relative element of X is set to 0 . The area with the 
start point is set to S  and that with goal point to G . In this example, the value of 
X(2,1) is S , and that of X(4,4) is G . All the 1  value elements are X(2,2), X(2,3), 
X(2,4), X(3,2), X(3,4), X(4,2) and X(4,3). 
We design a control unit with a state memory access function, a clock function, 
and a control signal memory access function. The state memory access function is used 
to access the state memory. The control unit works based on the clock function. The 
outputs of the clock function are execution step signals, Step-1, Step-2, Step-3, ... The 
control signal memory access function is used to access the control signal memory. 
Along with the step signals, the state memory access function and the control memory 
signal access function are executed. The control unit works as follows: 
 
Step-1: Execute the state memory accessing function to obtain the next step state 
matrix and control signal matrix. Execute the clock function and go to Step-2. 
Step-2: Execute the state interpretation function to obtain the control signals. 
Execute the clock function and go to Step-3. 
Step-3: Executing the sate memory accessing function to store states into the state 
memory. Execute the clock function and go to Step-4. 
Step-4: Execute the clock function. The output of this function is the next step 
signal. If the output is Step-1, go to Step-1. If the output is Step-4, stay in this step. 
 
The clock function detects the states of the control unit. If a state is changed, this 
function will output a next step signal. Otherwise, the next step signal will be the same 
one of this time. This is based on concept of time in our mechanism. Here we use an 
example to illustrate this concept. Suppose that we have one state and a timer in a 
system. The time e pressed b  the timer in the s stem is t1, t2, t3,  We use T1, T2, 
T3, , to e press the time in the outside of the system. If we observe the state from the 
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outside of the system, and we find that state is change at T3, but inside of the system, 
the time is lasted from t1 to t2. That is, the times inside and outside of the system are 
different. The time lasts speed depends on the detection of state changes. 
We use matrixes to present states. Suppose an agent with the control mechanism 
moves on the path described by equation (2).   
 
 
0 0 0 0
𝑆 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 𝐺
    (2) 
 
If the positions of the agent on the surface are defined as states, the states s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 
and s6 are defined as: 
 
𝑠1 =
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
 . 
 
If the traces of the agent on the surface are defined as states, the states s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 
and s6 are defined as: 
 
𝑠1 =
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
, 𝑠 =
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
 . 
 
When we put the agent at the begin point, the state s1 appears. This triggers the 
clock and the control unit in the agent starts to go to the Step-1 processing. Suppose 
that the state memory and the control signal memory are empty at the beginning. In this 
processing, a semantic control subspace, sp1 is created. We call it a subspace because 
we refer to the space mapped all the states as the full space. On the subspace, the 
movement of the agent from the position (2,1) to (2,2) as shown in the equation (2) is 
presented as a point pR. If we define four movement actions, Left,  Right,  Up  and 
Down  as four points in the subspace, the point pR that presents the movement from 
the position (2,1) to (2,2) is interpreted as move right  action and set close to the point 
Right,  as shown in Figure 3. The agent cannot move from the position (2,1) to (1,1). 
The reason of this is interpreted as Block  on the subspace and a point pU is set close 
to it. In the same reason, the movement from the position (2,1) to (3,1) is also 
interpreted as the Block  and a point pD is set close to it. The agent cannot move from 
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the start point to the Left  direction because the start position is at edge of the plain. 





Figure 3. The semantic control subspace with interpretations and actions 
 
During the processing of Step-1, if the state memory is not empty, the semantic 
control subspaces are read out from the memory. When the processing of this step is 
finished, the processing of Step-2 is started. In this processing, four passible action 
signals presenting move left,  move up,  move right  and move down , are 
randomly generated and mapped to the semantic control subspace. In the case of 
presented in Figure 3, move left  is mapped close to Forbidden,  therefore, it is 
interpreted as to disable action. Same as that, both move up  and move down  are 
interpreted as to disable action. Onl  move right  is an effective action, therefore 
move right  signal is outputted. In this step, if a random generated action signal is a 
disable action, the action signal generation is continuing to perform until an effective 
action signal is generated. 
The random action signal generation processing is performed based on the 
random area  as shown in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, the area of Random area 
A  is smaller that of Random area B , the occurrence probabilit  of the actions in 
Random area A  is lower than that of in Random area B . That is, in this e ample, 
the signal of move right  has a high probabilit  to be generated. In the case that the 
agent is at the position (2,2) as shown in equation (1), it can move to two positions, 
(2,3) or (3,2) mapped as pR and pD on the semantic subspace. In this case, the random 
area  for each movement has the same area Random area B  and Random area C  as 




Figure 4. The semantic control subspace with two same size random areas 
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After the processing Step-2 is finished, the processing of Step-3 is started. In this 
step, the new generated semantic control subspace is stored together with the state s1 is 
into the state memory. 
It will be occurred that a path is blocked by some accident. For example, the path, 
presented by the points (2,1), (2,2), (3,2), (4,2), (4,3), (4,4) is blocked by an accident 
that an obstacle is appeared at place (4,2), as shown by equation (3).  
 
 
0 0 0 0
𝑆 1 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 𝟎 1 𝐺
    (3) 
 
When the agent happened moves to the position (3,2), it cannot move to the 
position (4,2) because there is an obstacle there. A new semantic control subspace is 
created as shown in Figure 5 (b). In Figure 5 (a), the semantic control subspace shows 
that the agent can go down from the position (3,2) to (4,2). In Figure 5 (b), it shows 
that the agent must be go back, that is go up from the position (3,2) to (2,2) because an 
action is happened that position (4,3) is blocked. 
 
  
(a) Possible to move from (3,2)          (b) Impossible to move from (3,2) 
     to (4,2)       to (4,2) 
 
Figure 5. The semantic control subspace when an accident happened 
 
When the agent goes back to the position (2,2), a new semantic control subspace is 
created as shown in Figure 6. We can create two kinds of the subspace as shown in 
Figure 6 (a) and (b). 
 
  
(a) Setting a small size of random   (b) Adding Accident  concept 
area C          close to the point Down  
 
Figure 6. The semantic control subspace of s2 when an accident happened 
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The first one is to set a small si e of Random area C  as shown in Figure 6 (a). In 
this wa , the agent will move to the right  direction in high possibilit  and in small 
possibilit  tr  to go to the down  direction testing if the obstacle is removed out or not. 
The other one is to add Accident  concept and map this concept as a point close to the 
point of Down . If a move down  signal is generated, it will be interpreted as a 
useless action because it is close to the Accident  point. 
5. The demonstrate experiment and the experimental results 
In the demonstrate experiment, we construct an agent for unmanned ground vehicle 
control with the control mechanism. We set a video camera in a car driven at a driving 
school. The video camera is used to determine the position of the vehicle and obstacles 
on the road. In our experiment, we use recorded video as inputs of the agent. The 
control signals, including turn left,  turn right,  go ahead  and stop,  etc., 
outputted from the agent are used to demonstrate the efficiency of the mechanism.  
State are constructed b  several basic parts, go right sign,  straight,  forward 
arrow,  lane,  oncoming lane,  no entr  sign,  one wa  sign  and obstacle , etc., 
as shown in Figure 7. We constructed a convolutional neural network (CNN) to catch 
these parts from the recorded video. As the car moved along the lane, different parts are 




Figure 7. Parts for constructing states 
 
 The control subspaces are constructed with actions, turn right curve,  turn left 
curve,  go ahead,  turn left,  turn right,  back  and stop,  and concepts same as 
that of the state parts. Actions and concepts are set on the control subspaces based on 
the driver s actions at each state. Figure 8 shows an example.  
 
        
(a) A video scene before right curve               (b) Control subspace for turn right 
 
Figure 8. An example of video scene and control subspace 
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Figure 8 (a) shows the scene when the car arrives at the right curve. Therefore, 
turn right curve  signal should be outputted. The created control subspace is shown in 
Figure 8 (b). As shown in the figure, turn right curve  signal is close right curve lane  
and go right sign . 
The state with the parts right curve lane  and go right sign  are used as the 
teacher data. Recorded video is used to train the CNN network with the teacher data. 
After the training, when the recorded video is played again, states are generated by the 
network with the video as its input. The scenes used for training and playing are 
different. The scene extracted from the video used for training is not used during the 
playing as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 (a) is the scene used for training and (b) is the 
scene used in the playing.  
 
    
(a) A video scene before right curve         (b) Control subspace for turn right 
 
Figure 9. Parts for constructing states 
 
We use different scene as the input of the agent to imitate it moving. We exam the 
output control signals of the agent to demonstrate the efficiency of the mechanism 
proposed in this paper. In the following, we present part of experimental results.  
As shown in Figure 10 (a), there is an obstacle on the road. The agent must avoid 
the obstacle by turning right. It should go ahead through the oncoming lane.  
Therefore, we e pected that the output signal at Figure 10 (a) position is turn right  
and that at Figure 10 (b) is go ahead.  The agent correctly outputs the two signals at 
these two positions. 
 
   
(a) The position to output turn right          (b) The position to output go ahead  
 
Figure 10. Check the output signals turn right  and go ahead  
 
In Figure 11 (a), the scene shows that the agent is in the lane of oncoming lane.  
The agent must go back to the correct lane. Therefore, we expected that the output 
signal at Figure 11 (a) position is turn left.  In Figure 11 (b), the scene shows that 
there is an obstacle on the lane of oncoming lane.  As the obstacle is not on the lane 
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that the agent will go through, go ahead  signal is e pected. The agent correctl  
outputs the two signals at these two positions. 
 
    
(a) The position to output turn left          (b) The position to output go ahead  
 
Figure 11. Check the output signals turn left  and go ahead  
 
The next experimental results are shown in Figure 12, in which the agent correctly 
outputted two signals, turn right curve  and stop.  In Figure 12 (a), a state is shown 
that the agent is in front of a right curve. In Figure 12 (b), it is shown that the road is 
blocked.  
 
    
(a) The state for output turn right curve   (b) The state for output stop  
 
Figure 12. Check the output signals turn left  and go ahead  
 
In Figure 13, we present our experiment to test if the agent can correct its action 
from an error state. In Figure 13 (a), it can be find that at right side, there is a no entr  
sign.  We set the agent in a state trying to enter the right side road. We expect that a 
turn left  signal can be outputted from the agent. In our e periment, we obtained the 
expected result. 
 
    
(a) At right side, there is a“no entr  sign .              (b) A turn left  signal is outputted. 
 
Figure 13. Check the output signals turn left  and go ahead  
 
When the agent arrives to the goal, we set a series actions, slow down  and soft-
break . The slow down  relates the action of easing the accelerator.  The slow 
down  actions relates the action of stepping on the brake lightly.  This action will 
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perform several times till the agent arrived at goal point. During our experiment, the 
expected signals are corrected outputted from the agent. 
 
    
(a) A signal“slow down  is outputted.        (b) A soft-break  signal is outputted. 
 
Figure 14. Actions before and reaching goal  
 
Based on the above presented experimental results we demonstrate the efficiency 
of the proposed mechanism. 
6. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, we presented control mechanism based on the semantic space model. 
This mechanism is the base for implementing the programs presented by the semantic 
spaces, referred to as the control subspaces. It is the most important contribution of this 
paper. In the paper, we presented design idea of the mechanisms. A state memory is 
designed for storing states and control subspaces. In the mechanism, states are the input 
and the control subspaces are the output of the memory. Like the programs stored in 
the memory of computers, the control subspaces implement the required functions. We 
use examples to illustrate the basic idea on the control subspace construction. Another 
contribution of the paper is the idea of indicating control signals on the semantic space 
instead of coding program with program language. Using the semantic space to indicate 
control signals makes it possible to add both the reason and the explanation for the 
control signals on the space. As all those are presented as points on the space, we can 
implement semantic interpretation for the control signals by Euclidean distance 
calculation. This is the third contribution of this paper that we presented a method for 
constructing artificial intelligence systems based on the semantic and knowledge. We 
furtherly introduced the concept, time, and presented the clock mechanism for the 
execution flow of this mechanism. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the 
proposed mechanism, we performed a demonstration experiment. In the experiment, an 
agent is constructed for imitating an unmanned ground vehicle control with the control 
mechanism. We use recorded video as inputs of the agent. The control signals, like 
turn left,  turn right,  go ahead  and stop  outputted from the agent are used to 
demonstrate the efficiency of the mechanism. As all the expected control signals are 
obtained at proper times, we confirmed the efficiency of the proposed mechanism. As 
our future work, we will use this mechanism to implement some artificial intelligence 
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Abstract. As the electricity generation is shifting to renewable energy sources 
(RES), the grid infrastructure faces multiple challenges, such as intermittency and 
volatility of a wide range RES. A high penetration of renewables requires profound 
changes to the current energy distribution system. The conventional grid is 
increasingly becoming a bottleneck for expanding the share of RES because of its 
rigid architecture, which is built around centralized energy source. We propose a 
new energy exchange model for a routed energy distribution system, which can 
perform electricity routing based on smart routing algorithms and presented 
protocols. We utilize a concept of an energy router device that controls energy flows 
and utilizes protocols stack to smartly route the energy between houses in the grid. 
This paper describes current results with experimental network of Maui village with 
multiple houses interconnected through energy routers.  
Keywords: Energy distribution system, RES, Smart Grid, Energy Router.  
1. Introduction 
To support increasingly high penetration of intermittent renewables, such as solar and 
wind power generation, and distributed generation (DG), many regions are planning to 
add new high capacity transmission lines. These additional transmission lines strengthen 
g d ch a  b   a  c ea e he g d  e a  e e  e e e  
and protection complexity, and furthermore will be very costly.  
The conventional approach of providing electricity from the point of generation, 
such as power plant, deals with a high power and therefore requires very powerful 
equipment. Every sub-station is responsible for providing power to designated region or 
area. If a sub-station goes down, the area is left without energy supply. Such case is 
highly undesirable, that is why to ensure energy supply there should be reserve sub-
stations or more complex fault-tolerant equipment. Modern energy grid has been 
developed with extensive interconnections with the purpose to improve reliability 
through redundancy. However, this interconnection increases the risk of wide area 
failures because any imbalance can be propagated quickly over an ever-widening area 
[1]. 
As the electricity generation is shifting to renewable sources, the grid infrastructure 
faces multiple challenges: intermittency and variability of a wide range of renewable 
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sources, geographically distributed generation, bi-directional power flow and a need for 
energy storage systems (ESS) for meeting demand response requirements [2, 3, 4]. A 
high penetration of renewables requires profound changes to the current energy 
distribution system. The conventional grid is increasingly becoming a bottleneck for 
expanding the share of renewable energy sources (RES), because of its rigid architecture, 
which is built around centralized energy source. 
Modern solutions such as renewables based distributed generation (DG) units, 
energy storage systems (ESSs), and advanced control strategies based on information 
and communication technologies have made possible for energy engineers and 
researchers to redesign the conventional power systems. However, not all these 
redesigning procedures are accomplished until now, as more researches are needed to 
make such advanced systems a reality [5, 6]. 
Modern world needs more than a set of new improvements. The need of a revolution 
of the energy generation and distribution is essentially important. The new system has to 
be redesigned from a scratch using all achievements in the field and to have a target to 
meet all the eed  f da  a d f e eeab e f e. 
The direction of the future energy system needs a way to standardize the area to 
some extent and contribute to projects cooperation to move to the common goal. The 
new standard needs to be based on the common concepts so that different systems could 
be easily integrated together but be open for extensions, so that it does not limit the 
possibilities. And researches do not need to invent entire architecture complexity with 
all the details but focus only on specific aspects without the need to prove and explain 
all possible implementation variety. 
This paper presents an alternative way of energy distribution. It is based on our 
recent research paper where we proposed a new energy exchange model for a routed 
energy distribution system, which can perform electricity routing based on smart routing 
algorithm and protocols [12]. We utilized a concept of an energy router device that uses 
energy as an input and protocols stack to smartly route an energy between houses in the 
grid.  
It is a smart grid where electrical energy flows are controlled by routers. Such 
network is a combination of both power system and information communication system 
networks. Energy distribution and management system by means of the new concept of 
the energy routing aims to make a significant step forward into the next generation of 
electric grid and smart energy management. 
This paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. Section 
3 describes flows calculation approach. Experiments results are presented in Section 4. 
Section 5 presents conclusions of this work. 
2. Related Work 
To the best of our knowledge, there is not much work on the next generation energy 
smart grids in the world today that radically shifts the vision of electric grids and 
significantly changes the topology of the energy network.  
However, during the last two decades researchers started to explore alternatives 
ways for energy systems. Several attempts have been done by researchers to propose 
distributed energy generation concepts for RES and new architectures for the energy 
distribution. Some researches try to reuse most of the existing infrastructure and simplify 
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the transition into a new architecture [1,9], others require complete rebuild from the 
ground up but with integration option into existing electrical grid [10, 11]. 
Moreover, there are some ongoing research projects, like in Okinawa Island in 
Japan. There is a direct current (DC) based Open Energy System (DCOES) joint research 
project. This project is researching on a DC-based, bottom-up system that generates, 
stores, and shares electrical energy. Every house is equipped with PV panels, batteries, 
and an energy exchange system. These houses are interconnected via DC networks. It is 
designed to use the combination of various renewable energy sources and is expected to 
be deployed in various types of communities [7]. 
Annette Werth et al. analyzed a new type of DC-based, distributed interconnection 
of DC nanogrids. In her paper she proposed a new concept, both in terms of hardware 
and software architecture and showed the benefits on four-node simulations using 
physical model. Werth noted that the research is ongoing and some parts of the concepts 
still need to be studied [8]. 
DC power network with the concept of micro grid (MG) can provide power supply 
only to a restricted area, such as a small village, or building, for example a university 
campus. However, it is impossible to shift from AC to DC network globally and make 
DC power network a standard for commercial energy systems as it was done with the 
AC power network. Nowadays there are centralized power stations and electricity has to 
be transmitted over long distances. 
Moreover, currently RES have installations limitations in the modern power grid 
due to two main reasons. First, backfeeding energy at peak times can break transformer 
and other equipment in the grid, when generated energy amounts are too high. Second, 
if baseline power plant generation goes too low when RES provide enough energy it 
becomes a risk, because power plant ramp rate might be not enough to quickly provide 
high power; for example when clouds covers all photovoltaic (PV) panels in the grid and 
RES generation is suddenly stopped. 
3. Approach 
This chapter describes the flows calculation approach and discusses the convergence 
of the entire system by continuously adapting the behavior of routers individually. A 
simple model simulation and results represent the important feature of the system to 
automatically reorganize the flows in case of broken transmission lines. 
3.1. Flows calculation 
The proposed energy exchange model is built on an idea of storage units and flows 
between them where energy routers represent a virtual storage unit and electrical lines in 
the network carry the flows. Every router 𝑅  has its level 𝐿 , input and output flows 
𝐹(𝑅 , 𝑅 ) with connected router 𝑅 . Directly connected routers have an energy flow to 
equalize their levels as shown in (1), where k is a flow sharing coefficient. Differential 
equation (2) shows how the router level depends on flows connected to router Ri. 
 
𝐹(𝑅 , 𝑅 )  =  𝑘 ×  (𝐿 −  𝐿 ) (1) 





Energy flow F(Ra,Rb) is positive if energy is flowing from router Ra to router Rb and 
is negative if the direction is opposite, so the F(Ra,Rb) = – F(Rb,Ra). 
For a more realistic case the energy flow has to be limited according to physical 
constraints of the wire which links the two routers, so the flow equation becomes as 
shown in equations (3.1) and (3.2). 
𝐹(𝑅 , 𝑅 ) = 𝑔 ( 𝑘 ×  (𝐿 − 𝐿 ), 𝐹𝑚 𝑥(𝑅 , 𝑅 )) (3.1) 
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑚) =
−𝑚 , 𝑥 <  −𝑚
𝑥 , −𝑚 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑚
𝑚 , 𝑥 > 𝑚
 (3.2) 
3.2. System Convergence 
The entire system is converging to satisfy all demands. The router levels L do not 
become equal. Instead, the levels get values different to amount of flows between routers, 
and the system keep dynamically adjusting to the changing energy demands. 
System convergence speed depends on the network topology, number of routers and 
links between them, as well as depends of the demand values from the customers. On the 
other side, the model has a flow sharing coefficient k which can be chosen specifically 
for a given static configuration of the network. The lower is the value of k, the slower 
the system gets to the convergence. If the coefficient is chosen too high, the model may 
not get to the convergence. Figure 1 shows how model reaches convergence given the 
different values of the k. 
 
 
Figure 1. Convergence of the system depending on different flow sharing coefficient k. 
For a case of a relatively small network with multiple routers where consumers are 
located many hops away from energy generators a notable delay can appear between the 
moment of demand and the moment when energy is supplied. It happens because the 
demand gradually propagates through routers path to the generator and then gradually 
the energy supply makes its way back to the consumer. 
In a more populated network the energy flow is constantly high, so individual 
c e  e  de a d variations are small compared to overall network demand and 
he  ca  be ed ed a e  a  he c  f e e  d  f  a  e ghb  f  
a short period until the system converges again. 
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Convergence factor is a changeable parameter and it has to maintain the balance 
between the responsiveness and stability. On one side it specifies the convergence speed, 
on the other side it prevents energy to travel between routers in arbitrary way due to 
quick demand fluctuations. 
3.3. Grid Model and Simulation 
The considered case with 20 houses in a village and one power station connected to 
a routed smart grid was chosen as a model for simulation and experiments. In the basic 
simulation every house demands 5 kW of energy. The goal of the simulation was to 
determine the energy flows between routers (R1-R7), houses, and the power station S. 
Figure 22 shows the simulation result. Arrows in the figure show flows directions and 
amounts in kW. 
Table 1 shows a simulation result for the experimental model. All houses are 
receiving the demanded energy flows from connected routers. The second part of the 
experiment shows what happens when a single connection line breaks. The results after 
switching down line S-R5 is shown in Table 2. The system adapted to deliver energy to 
customers through new paths passing the broken line. 
 
Table 1. Energy flows in experimental village model. 
 S R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 H 
S  0.00 0.00 0.00 26.14 27.05 21.92 24.64  
R1 0.00  -2.26 -1.96 -10.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.0 
R2 0.00 2.26  0.30 0.00 -7.55 0.00 -9.97 15.0 
R3 0.00 1.96 -0.30  -8.76 -7.85 0.00 0.00 15.0 
R4 -26.14 10.73 0.00 8.76  0.91 -4.22 0.00 10.0 
R5 -27.05 0.00 7.55 7.85 -0.91  0.00 -2.41 15.0 
R6 -21.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.22 0.00  2.72 15.0 
R7 -24.64 0.00 9.97 0.00 0.00 2.41 -2.72  15.0 
H  -15.0 -15.0 -15.0 -10.0 -15.0 -15.0 -15.0  
 
Table 2. Village model with changes after disabling line between S and R5. 
 S R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 H 
S  0.00 0.00 0.00 36.09 0.00 28.33 34.03  
R1 0.00  -1.15 -0.74 -12.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.0 
R2 0.00 1.15  0.41 0.00 -2.56 0.00 -13.74 15.0 
R3 0.00 0.74 -0.41  -12.09 -2.97 0.00 0.00 15.0 
R4 -36.09 12.84 0.00 12.09  9.12 -7.76 0.00 10.0 
R5 0.00 0.00 2.56 2.97 -9.12  0.00 -11.18 15.0 
R6 -28.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.76 0.00  5.71 15.0 
R7 -34.03 0.00 13.74 0.00 0.00 11.18 -5.71  15.0 





Figure 2. Model simulation result for experiment 1. 
From the result we can see that all consumers receive demanded energy 5 kW, total 
output flow from the power station S is equal to the total consumed power by all 
consumers and is 100 kW. What is important to mention is that the energy distribution 
configuration was not calculated in a single place, but instead every router was 
performing local simple calculations and none of the routers has information about the 
network topology, size, or any other configuration. So, the solution for a complex system 
is getting found through a swarm intelligence (SI) where every individual performs 
simple operations and calculations. 
4. Experiments 
In this chapter we describe experiment of the proposed routed energy distribution 
network concept in a part of Maui village, located in Hawaii islands, USA. The village 
part of 37 houses is connected to utility power line station was chosen as a model for 
simulation and experiments. For the simulation every house demand was measured for 
24 hours with discretization by 1 second. 
4.1. Existing Power Lines 
The considered case is based on a part of village in Maui, an isolated island in Hawaii, 
USA. The village part of 37 houses connected to utility power line station was chosen as 
a model for simulation and experiments. Every house demand was measured for 24 hours 
with discretization by 1 second. Figure 2 shows the existing power lines provided by the 




Figure 3. Existing power lines. 
 
4.2. Maui Village Model 
In this experiment a village model was created based on the existing power lines and 
houses connection to closely simulate a real usage scenario. The goal of the simulation 
was to show the operation of the system throughout the 24 hours and to determine the 
energy flows between routers R1-R10, houses H1-H37, and the power station presented 




Figure 4. Maui village model. 
 
Figure 5 shows a typical house load data (a) and its breakdown into components 
which shows own consumer load (b) with a periodic component (c), and high frequency 










Figure 5. Breakdown of a load signal from a real world consumer. 
 
Figure 6 shows 5-minute fragment of the simulation result which shows how the 
network reacts to high-frequency fluctuations in the houses loads. The model shows that 
fast fluctuations and jitter are not propagating much with a network affecting only local 
segments. Network smooth out any quick fluctuations which makes the system stable 
and resistant to noise. 
 
 
Figure 6. 5-minute fragment of the simulation with high-frequency fluctuations. 
 
Table 3 shows total amount of energy passed by connection lines in kWh for 
simulation period of 24 hours. We can clearly see that full amount of energy is passing 
through the router R1 which is the only path between the village and the power plant 
substation. Every further line down passes less and less energy delivering it houses down 
the line. 
 
Table 3. Total amount of energy flows between routers and houses of the network in kWh. 
 G1 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 H 
G1  965 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
R1 -965  0 832 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 
R2 0 0  -517 0 0 0 444 0 0 0 73 
R3 0 -832 517  274 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 
R4 0 0 0 -274  109 0 0 0 0 0 165 
R5 0 0 0 0 -109  48 0 0 0 0 62 
R6 0 0 0 0 0 -48  0 0 0 0 48 
R7 0 0 -444 0 0 0 0  381 0 0 63 
R8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -381  242 0 139 
R9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -242  147 96 
R10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -147  147 
H  -133 -73 -41 -165 -62 -48 -63 -139 -96 -147  
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4.3. Distributed Generation 
Since the penetration of renewable energy resources increases, the need to effectively 
manage these resources in distribution networks also increases. By means of Energy 
Routers more renewables can be installed compared to the conventional networks. 
Customers are not limited in the power of renewable energy generation units and their 
amount in the network. The house owners are able to use own generated energy, and the 
energy router is spreading the remaining energy between other routers as much as they 
can accept. 
This experiment includes 7 photovoltaic (PV) generators in the model very close to 
how these are installed in the existing houses. PV panels generation was taken based on 
measured values for 24 hours data with discretization of 1 value per second. Figure 7 
shows locations of PV panels and new network configuration for total of 55 nodes. 
 
 
Figure 7. New network configuration with PV. 
 
The results of simulation are shown on Table 4. The values are much lower compared 
to previous experiment shown in Table 3, because the energy was mostly consumed 
locally, therefore reducing the high energy flows throughout the entire network. 
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Table 4. Total amount of energy flows between routers and houses of the network in kWh with PV. 
 G1 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 H PV 
G1  141 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
R1 -141 0 0 8.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 0 
R2 0 0 0 43 0 0 0 -11 0 0 0 73 -105 
R3 0 -8.1 -43 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 0 
R4 0 0 0 -10 0 4.2 0 0 0 0 0 165 -159 
R5 0 0 0 0 -4.2 0 -58 0 0 0 0 62 0 
R6 0 0 0 0 0 58 0 0 0 0 0 48 -105 
R7 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 63 -95 
R8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -21 0 -2 0 139 -116 
R9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 16 96 -114 
R10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -16 0 147 -130 
H  -133 -73 -41 -165 -62 -48 -63 -139 -96 -147   
PV  0 105 0 159 0 105 95 116 114 130   
 
Ultimately, the more people install own energy sources such as PV panels the less 
network depends on the power station energy. The area or a village with many RES 
generators and ESSs becomes more independent in this case. Central power station 
becomes less important and less used. Instead the whole network becomes a 
decentralized virtual power plant (VPP) with multiple small power sources which 
together can cover needs of the whole network. 
Conclusions 
In this paper we introduced a novel approach of energy distribution based on routing. 
The proposed Routed Smart Grid system has a lot of advantages compared to 
conventional energy systems widely used nowadays. 
More stable source load. When we are using energy routers the network has a 
potential to have a more stable network load. Energy is not just flowing from the source 
to customers, it is smartly routed between photovoltaic panels, houses and other routers. 
Especially effective stabilization can be achieved when batteries are added to the system 
and distributed throughout the grid, so that routers can store and manage generated 
energy. In the future work we are planning to extend the proposed routed energy smart 
grid model with batteries, which will further stabilize the load in the network.  
Greater usage of renewable energy sources. By means of energy routers, we can 
install more renewables compared to the system without routers. Customers are not 
limited in any way in the power of solar panels they install on the roofs. The owner will 
be able to use generated energy, and the energy router near the house will be spreading 
the remaining energy to the neighboring routers as much as they can accept. Furthermore, 
the network will not be damaged because excesses are not sent to the network. Moreover, 
to minimize energy losing in the case of very powerful PV, the neighboring routers and 
wires to them can be replaced with a slightly more powerful ones, and the house can 
install additional battery. 
Higher reliability of the system and better fault tolerance. Since there are many 
ways how energy can be provided to the every consumer, the damage of routers or wires 
will not cause the network to stop operate and not provide the energy to clients. What is 
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also very important, the bigger is the network, the higher is the reliability, because bigger 
networks have more energy sources and more links that can be used to deliver energy. 
Routers give smart control over energy flows. We can easily measure, route, and 
limit the amounts of energy for any node in the system. 
Better scalability. Conventional energy distribution networks are not flexible in 
terms of scaling. Equipment need to be changed when the network grows bigger and 
bigger. On the other hand, proposed Routed Smart Grid system easily scales by simply 
connecting and disconnecting nodes anywhere in the network. 
Finally, energy distribution system which is based on presented energy routers, opens 
new possibilities in building less expensive, stable, scalable and reliable energy networks 
with ability of measuring, controlling, and mining energy flows. Based on that, we can 
bring energy networks to the next generation of energy management. 
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Abstract. Data (conceptual, data, information, knowledge) modelling is still the 
work of an artisan, i.e. an art in the best case, made by humans, because of the need 
for human intelligence. Data modelling is an essential part of Information System 
(IS) design, specifying how data is implemented as part of an IS. The principles of 
data modelling follow the evolution of IS development paradigms, and these in turn 
follow the progress of technological changes in computing. Although technology 
has changed a lot during the decades of commercial use of computers – since the 
early 1950s to now, close to 70 years – data modelling is still based on the same 
basic principles as decades ago. Or is it really so? Finding the answer to this question 
was the main motivation to start writing this paper.  Since the future is more 
interesting than the past, we set our research problem to be What are the challenges 
for data modelling in the future? . The reason for this is that we see some significant 
changes in the future in the data modelling sector which we wanted to examine. 
However, the future is a continuum of the past. The future cannot be fully 
understood without understanding the past. Humans also tend to forget the details 
of the past. Even the most remarkable innovations from the past have become part 
of the new normal. Consequently, at the beginning of our paper we look shortly at 
the progress of data modelling during the era of commercial computing. Our focus 
is on the recent past and we look at the technological changes that have been of key 
importance in data modelling in the role of triggers and enablers. To find the answer 
to our research question, we retrieved some recent studies handling the future of 
data modelling and analyse the challenges found in these sources. The paper is 
concluded by some future paradigms. In general, the big changes seem to be the 
growing importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) as its 
fuel. AI not only conducts algorithmic rule-based routines, it has learning capability, 
which makes it more intelligent and adaptable, and able to compete with human 
intelligence, even in data management tasks. 
Keywords. data modelling, information modelling, information system modelling, 
information system design, data base 
1. Introduction 
Data Modelling defines the principles of how to create data models (physical, logical, 
conceptual, etc.) related to an information system (IS). It covers defining and determining 
the data needs of the target organization, and the goals of using the data. It is an essential 
part of IS design and creates the foundation of the whole development life cycle. Since 
the 1950s – the early phase of the commercial use of computers – the paradigms and 




technologies of IS development have changed radically. The same goes for the principles 
of data modelling. 
A variety of terms - conceptual modelling, data modelling, information modelling, 
etc. – are used to describe the same basic element of IS design from different points of 
view and abstraction levels. In our paper we have adopted the term data modelling  to 
cover the use of modelling techniques in different parts of the IS development lifecycle; 
thus it is an umbrella term covering conceptual modelling as well as data-oriented aspects 
in IS design at all levels of abstraction.  The development of the model reflects the 
principles of the development paradigm. The final manifestation of the conceptual model 
(after several modifications during the development life cycle) can be seen in the data 
structure (database, software data structure) and functionality of the application. 
The aim of this paper is to consider the changes in data (conceptual, information, 
…) modelling over the decades, with the main aim to look at the current situation and 
the future. We look backwards to a paper from the late 1990s, which the second author 
of this paper co-wrote (Chen, Thalheim & Wong in 1999) [3]. If we examine the era of 
databases and the conceptual modelling related to it, that paper was written in the growth 
era (technology was maturing towards the growing use of relational databases) of 
database management systems (DBMS). It is reviewed briefly in Section 2 of this paper 
to provide an opportunity to compare how the future was seen in 1999 , what really 
happened,  and how we see the future today. 
What has been the progress of data modelling over the decades? Foote s paper in 
2017 [7] answers this question; it is slightly modified in the following according to the 
authors  subjective interpretations. It separates four (overlapping) phases covering the 
era of systematic data modelling from the 1960s to 2020. These are briefly introduced in 
the following paragraphs. 
The development of DataBase Management Systems - DBMS (from roughly the 
1960s to 1999). In this period a variety of implementation architectures existed: 
hierarchical, inverted list, network, and at the end of the period the idea of object-oriented 
database management systems - OODBMS. The last mentioned emerged in parallel with 
the coming of the object-oriented programming paradigm and Smalltalk. The first 
commercial database system, the integrated data store (IDS), was introduced in 1964 by 
Charles Bachman. Most of the OODBMSs  were implemented on top of an existing 
architecture without having the pure properties of an object model; these extensions were 
also typical in the following era (RDBMS).  
The birth of Relational DBMS – RDBMS (started at the end of the 1980s/early 90s). 
Edgard F. Codd introduced his data model based on relational calculus in 1969/19703. 
At the beginning, it was the focus of a wide researcher community, and the first 
experimental implementations occurred quite quickly. Although the first commercial  
implementations (Multics) was available in the late 1970s, RDBMSs were not adopted 
for real commercial use until the 1990s. In addition to the logical structure of databases 
it brought a user-friendly way to define database contents and to implement queries in it 
                                                        
3 The starting point of relational model and RDBMS is based on the following two 
articles: 
Codd, E.F (1969). Derivability, Redundancy, and Consistency of Relations Stored 
in Large Data Banks, Research Report, IBM. 
Codd, E.F (1970). A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks. 
Communications of the ACM. Classics. 13 (6): 377–87. doi:10.1145/362384.362685. 
Archived from the original on 2007-06-12. 
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the Structured English QUery Language (SEQUEL), which was later abbreviated to the 
more commonly known SQL. This also gave rise to the commonly used name for this 
era: SQL Databases. In IS industry practices this era is continuing, but to an increasing 
extent it is mixed with approaches providing additional functionalities for data handling.  
Specialized DBMSs and their use in data analysis (started in 1990s and continuing 
in its varying forms). Foote refers to this era as the support for online analytical 
processing (OLAP) but in practice it covers a variety of forms to apply managed data for 
business intelligence applications, data mining and a variety of (big) data analytics. 
OLAP itself is an approach that allows multi-dimensional handling of data. To allow 
powerful processing the data must be organized to support this (multidimensional) 
method of data handling. In practice these are different applications of relational and 
NoSQL? databases. Currently the frontier technologies support effective handling of 
mixed structured and non-structured data in (big) data analytics. One of the frontier 
technologies today is Apache Hadoop4, which consists of a data storage part (distributed 
file system (HDFS)) and a processing part (MapReduce programming model) supporting 
parallel data processing. We see this as a continuum of the progress that began with more 
simple intelligent  data analysis, despite it being considered as the start of a new era of 
(specialized) data processing. 
NoSQL (started in late 2000). The progress of the NoSQL data model was 
accelerated by the growing need for big data analytics. NoSQL provides a mechanism 
for handling data that no longer follows the structure of relational databases. The source 
of such data may be in large masses of documents and in the data streams (pipelines) of 
real-time WWW applications. In this kind of context, the role of data modelling faces 
new challenges; traditionally the data model is based on a structure – with components 
and the relations between them presented in a selected framework. In NoSQL data 
modelling, with such data stores, the model is embedded in the code, instead of 
traditional data models.  
From this, we continue in the following sections of this paper by providing a look at 
the current situation and the future. The purpose and the role of data modelling have 
varied over the eras presented above. There is a clear link between the models, the IS 
development paradigms and the tools used in different life cycle phases. The evolution 
of programming languages has had a strong influence on shaping the practices of using 
these languages, as well as on the tools used to build the IS models. An additional aspect 
worth noticing is the capabilities of computing environments. Lack of processing power, 
computer memory capacity, the structure and capacity of mass memory are typical 
reasons for delays in adopting new technologies. What is the reason for RDBMS 
becoming a commercial success some 20 years after its theoretical foundations were 
introduced? According to Jaakkola et al. in 2017 [15], computer performance (memory, 
processing), mass memory capacity and networking (technology, speed) are triggers for 
adopting new paradigms and technologies. Progress in storing and handling data, as well 
as in data modelling, has had the same change triggers. 
The aim of this paper is to consider the changes in data modelling over the decades, 
with the focus on the future. The history and path of the progress were dealt with above. 
We continue in Section 2 by mirroring the current situation with a view from 1999. 
Section 3 reports our findings related to the future of data modelling based on a literature 
mapping  study. In Section 4 two future paradigms  are discussed. Section 5 concludes 
the paper.  
                                                        
4 Apache Hadoop – see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Hadoop. 
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The research problem of this paper can be crystallized as follows:   
What are the challenges for data modelling in the future? 
 
2. How the future was seen in 1999 
2.1. View of the future from the past  
The work of Chen, Thalheim & Wong in 1999) [3] summarizes and abstracts the papers 
of a 1997 workshop published in a post-proceedings form. The papers in this volume 
were written by several researchers, mainly from the conceptual modelling community 
and especially by contributors to ER conferences. The paper we reconsider summarizes 
the entire post-proceedings, which were the basis for subsequent compilations by various 
authors, e.g. Embley & Thalheim in 2011 [6] and Thalheim in 2000 [25]. Here, however, 
we will use the summary from 1999 and then discuss the differences with the current 
state of the art. 
The future and important directions are divided into the following in this paper:   
• Active modelling: Modelling should become a continuous process. Once a 
model has been implemented within a system, the improvement of the system 
and the database code should be accompanied by a revision of the model. 
Models need continuous improvement due to changes in the applications, 
changes in the technology, integration of systems, extension to areas in which 
databases can also be successfully used, the quality of data in use, 
modernization of DBMS, and size of code and models. 
• Relationship between natural languages and conceptual modelling: The 
semiotics of natural languages has great potential for improvement of modelling 
languages. At the same time, a sophisticated methodology similar to literal 
would improve modelling. Modelling languages should become as powerful as 
natural languages. 
• Conceptual framework for sharable information services: Technology may 
enable the development of global information services that can be called in a 
variety of exchange facilities and protocols. The information explosion has to 
be met by the provision of small and effective services for the needs and 
demands of users. 
• Relationships between the real world and the software world: From the 
viewpoint of normal users, computer systems are mainly software systems since 
hardware has become encapsulated and interfaced by software. Models of the 
software world and its activities allow us to handle, understand and evolve it 
properly according to the needs of the real world. These models should also 
support the cross-infusion of the software world and the information systems 
world. 
• Conceptual model as the basis for interoperability: Systems should be 
transitioned into harmonized systems that run in a consistent and seamless 
manner instead of using a let s-glue-pieces-together  approach. Models and 
conceptual models might be a top-down solution. 
• Conceptual modelling as the first step for application engineering: Systems are 
continuously evolving. New users need their own interfaces which should be 
based on proper understanding of the entire metadata. Modelling should 
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become a continuous activity which includes management of change, extension 
of scope, and utilization as well as integration into existing infrastructures. 
• Global communication: While global data sharing is going to take place, sharing 
knowledge and high-quality information remains a key concern. Aspects of 
information and knowledge management have to be included. 
• Human knowledge integration: Human knowledge can be understood from 
three perspectives: normative, situational and existential. Its integration is the 
ultimate goal for information technology development. Such systems must 
support inference, justification, question proliferation and answer generation 
according to the profile of human beings. 
x Pragmatics of conceptual modelling: Modelling languages should be extended 
in such a way that they allow the development of a conceptual data model at a 
high-quality level. At the same time, they should correspond to improved 
object-relational database management systems. 
The list of trends remained incomplete at that time. It would never be possible to 
provide an exhaustive list. However, it is a survey of most of the major trends as seen in 
1999. 
2.2.  Continuing - Some trends since 1999 
The architecture of information systems became separated into a frontend system and a 
backend system. The frontend system can use several data model paradigms. The 
backend system is typically built as an object-relational system. The systems around 
1999 followed a global-as-design approach with a global data model for the backend and 
derivable views defined on this global model for the backend. With the sophistication of 
the frontend, this decision has been revised, especially for web architectures and 
distributed databases. Data models then became model suites (by Thalheim in 2008) [26]. 
This model suite approach also allows the co-designing of data models with business 
process models. 
The experience gained with the maturation of classical applications has been 
summarized, generalized and abstracted in reference models. These reference models 
can be used in new projects as a starting point. Universal applications use such 
generalized data models for the generation of a specific model 
Information systems became the kernel of data-intensive applications with the 
advent of web infrastructure. These systems are distributed and integrate a number of 
viewpoints. They use a variety of data models and are continuously revised and 
modernized.  The two main branches of programming (in the small and in the large) have 
been extended to programming in the web by partners that only partially follow a 
common strategy. Typical programming in the web is not governed by any guru. Projects 
co-evolve without tight coordination, integration or harmonization. 
Data modelling has become an issue for almost all disciplines of science and 
engineering. While in the past databases were developed by specialists, laymen have now 
become systems developers. At the same time development and research have become 
more interdisciplinary. Collaborations that use common data are not yet supported by the 
co-development of the corresponding databases.  
Databases have become huge in some cases. At the same time, data models have 
become more complex. Big databases are highly distributed and run in parallel. Data 
replication has enabled controlled redundancy. 
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2.3. Analysis and the state of the art compared to 1999 
Let us now structure our trend observations and experience gained in many projects into 
three groups: directions that have resulted in almost completed research, directions that 
are still research tasks but achievable, and directions that proved to be unachievable: 
(1) Successful research5:  
x The linguistic foundation of modelling has become a common framework in 
data modelling. 
x Modelling methodologies have reached maturity at ISO 33001 level 2 or 3. 
x Distributed and federated database systems have become well-supported by 
modelling. 
x Ontologies can be used for harmonization of viewpoints for business users. 
x Service architectures and provision have become the standard. 
x Question-answer forms combined with input-output forms provide an initial 
solution to the global communication problem. 
(2) Issues for continuing research:  
x Data modelling is still an art and has not become a culture. Each research and 
development group follow their own approach. The integration and 
harmonization of the variety of approaches hinder data integration in such 
collaboration projects.  
x Model transformation and active modelling has not yet become state-of-the-art. 
x Co-evolution of database systems and models is nowadays tackled by models-
as-programs. 
x Continuous modelling in dependence on changes is still a major lacuna. 
(3) Tasks that have not been continued:  
x Modelling languages will not achieve the expressivity of natural languages.  
x Pragmatics of modelling did not receive common treatment in dependence of 
users. 
x Research on object-oriented database systems became the source for object-
relational system technology. 
x Interoperability of data-intensive systems and applications can only be provided 
for greenfield application development and cannot be supported in migration 
and evolution scenarios. 
x Knowledge and information management inside a database system is not 
supported. 
We will return to these topics to some extent in the following sections. 
3. How the future is seen in 2020 
3.1. Challenges to data modelling in its current form 
We know of more than two dozen data modelling languages. For instance, the handbook 
of conceptual modelling by Embley & Thalheim in 2011 [6] discusses almost a dozen of 
them. Half a dozen of these languages have found their way into practice with the most 
                                                        
5 Obtained from a large reference list for this body of knowledge and research. 
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prominent UML class diagrams and various extensions of entity-relationship modelling 
languages. Data modelling based on such languages faces several challenges: 
x The challenge of neglected foundations: Most languages are purely syntactically 
defined. Some of them exist only as graphical languages. UML class diagrams have 
several interpretations. Data modelling languages mainly provide notions with one 
lexical meaning of a word in a given culture and organization, e.g. the term 
Person_Name  has many different meanings. Part of the foundation is thus to 
enhance a data model with concepts from a conception space. The syntax orientation 
of constructs limits semantics to local semantics for each construct. Full semantics 
of a data model are not derivable.  
x The challenge of model usage beyond the description purpose: So far, data 
modelling has eroded to descriptive modelling. Data models are generally 
considered to be inspiration models for database system developers. The model will 
not be used as a prescription for development since many essential elements that are 
needed for development can be interpreted in various ways or are missing. The 
model will become an historic document for system documentation that cannot be 
and will not be maintained or modernized with respect to changes.  
x The challenge of non-agreement in the community of practice: The (conceptual) data 
modelling communities have not agreed on a common notion of the (conceptual) 
data model in 45 years of its investigation in conferences, international bodies and 
projects. There are more than threescore different notions (Thalheim in 2018) [27]. 
Three ER conferences (2017, 2018 and 2019) incorporated workshops for the central 
issue of developing a commonly accepted notion of the conceptual model. 
x The challenge of language simplicity: The entity-relationship model in its current 
widely used form uses rather simple language constructs. The main sentence 
constructor follows the SPO paradigm, i.e. two or more kinds of object are 
associated by a relationship type. English language has 25 sentence patterns and is 
thus far richer. The ER language is not cognitively complete. It allows only 
representation of three out of six cognition dimensions. Advanced extensions of the 
ER modelling language struggle with the sixth dimension. 
x The challenge of the logical separation of syntax and semantics: Natural languages 
use wording that have a syntax, semantics and pragmatics. A word field combines 
all three semiotic dimensions. Computer science uses rigid layering and omission: 
syntax first, semantics later on the basis of the syntax, and pragmatics is not of 
interest. This separation leads to flat models, i.e. models whose constructs do not 
have an inner structure and an inner semantics, e.g. Person_Name  with its specific 
nature. 
x The challenge of concentration on one abstraction level for data: Data often come 
from various sources with their quality, i.e. micro-data, cleansed meso-data, 
aggregated macro-data. OLAP cube applications suggest that it might be essential 
to drill down from more abstract data to less abstract or to roll up from fine granular 
data to less granular. Moving though data abstraction layers requires understanding 
of the meaning of the data and of the attributes at their abstraction layers (Molnar & 
Thalheim in 2007) [22]. 
x The challenge of structure-behaviour separation: A common understanding of a data 
model is that a data model defines the data structures, data operations, and so forth, 
that together make up the abstract machine with which the user interacts  (Date in 
2005) [5]. Data models thus concentrate on the data structure, constraints defined on 
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those structures and, to a certain extent, operations which can be compiled from 
higher-order functions in order to support computing on these structures. Structures 
and constraints may however be dynamic (Thalheim in 2000) [25]. Furthermore, 
performance support requires auxiliary structures, application-governed 
management of the data and structuring. The theory of normal form which is today 
outdated has been developed for data restructuring according to performance and 
behaviour.   
x The challenge of M0-M1-M2 layering: Natural languages allow definitions and 
construction of complex items inside the same language. They are somehow flat . 
OMG proposes to separate things at the M0 layer from their representation at the 
M1 layer (termed the model layer), to separate representation from the language 
layer (M2, called the meta model layer), and to separate the language layer from 
the foundations layer (M3, called the  meta meta  layer). This leads to a difficult 
treatment of IsA hierarchies together with class hierarchies (`a student is a person', 
`the class of student is a sub-set of the class of persons'). It is often inappropriate, 
e.g. the difference of various variants Is-A and of Is-Instance associations is not clear. 
Multilevel data modelling (Frank in 2014) [8] crosses these layers. 
x The challenge of global-as-design: Data modelling assumes that a global schema is 
specified at the conceptual and implementation layers (which can be separated into 
a logical and a physical layer). The external layer concentrates on defining views 
which represent the viewpoints of business users. The three-layer architecture was 
appropriate for mainframe systems. Local viewpoints have to be represented by 
views. Co-design of data and business processes becomes very difficult since the 
business processes are based on a local-as-design paradigm. It results essentially in 
an impedance mismatch between the two extreme modelling strategies. 
Despite these challenges there are many other lacunas, unexplored scientific issues and 
hidden culture problems.  
3.2. First steps from the past to the present  
At the end of section 1 we defined the research problem of this paper:  What are the 
challenges for data modelling in the future . We also concluded that data modelling 
principles cannot be distinguished from the general trends in IS development, which in 
turn influences the IS development environment, including modelling and 
implementation tools. We also emphasized that progress in tools and environments 
depends significantly on progress in the triggering technologies. What are the leading 
technologies defining the trends in IS development? Some of these are listed here, 
referring to a variety of sources: virtualization and cloud, XaaS (something as a service), 
opportunity to use parallel (cluster based) processing, growing importance of system 
interoperability and commonly used open interfacing solutions (APIs, e.g. REST), 
integrating (big) data analytics to legacy ISs, the transition from plan-driven 
development towards agile development processes, distributed development and 
DevOps, the growing importance of application development for affordable devices 
(mobile terminals) using development platforms for them, the scalability of IS to be used 
in varying platforms, the use of the internet as a delivery mechanism, new kinds of 
revenue logics (transfer from licenses to pay-as-you-go), replacement of the customer by 
a faceless user (loose, if any, supplier-customer relationship), the importance of openly 
available components and (sub)solutions, growing value of the (external) data, every 
product is a software product  – the era of IoT and embedded software. This progress 
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was examined from the point of view of the software business in a paper by Yrjönkoski 
et al. in 2019 [29].  
Going back to history, the basic principles of conceptual modelling (e.g. ER models) 
were developed in the period of very traditional IS development based on the waterfall 
type of life cycle, a strong client-customer interface and the use of IS in a customer-
managed operating environment. The progress in modelling has gradually followed the 
progress in the characteristics of ISs and their development process by adapting to the 
changes. One remarkable step towards the real needs of the ICT sector was the 
unification of modelling practices (languages) by introducing the unified modelling 
language (UML)6 in the middle of the 1990s. Closely related to this, an iterative software 
development process – the rational unified process (RUP)7 - was introduced to replace 
the traditional waterfall model. An important step in the adoption of UML was 
introduced by Kruchten in his 4+1 view software architecture model 8. It integrates five 
views of IS models (based on UML) and highlights the principle of multiple (consistent) 
models in the modelling of IS during its development life cycle. Where traditional ER 
modelling focused on the static structure of the IS (concepts and their relations) leaving 
modelling of its dynamics (behaviour) to be done separately, UML highlighted and 
supported the need to model IS s dynamics as an integrated part of the whole. UML 
replaced the scattered set of models with an integrated set of modelling languages and 
transferred IS development from the era of structured development to the object-oriented 
(OO) era.  
When analysing ER conference proceedings since 2010, we observe an increasing 
number of papers that solve some of the modern application problems by developing 
enhancements for the current technology. The data models proposed are essentially 
extensions of classical data models. Typical data modelling examples are proposals 
oriented to application challenges such as the following: (big) data analytics, data 
warehouses and data marts, data exchange among distributed systems, heterogeneous 
data ensembles, weakly structured massive data, evolving and migrating systems, clients 
such as search clients, web-based systems, support of the entire development cycle 
starting with requirements, graph-based computation, support for advanced systems such 
as geographic information systems, XML representation, challenging applications such 
as genomics and life sciences, enterprise data integration, service systems, research 
collaboration, support of model-driven approaches, privacy, not-only-SQL (NoSQL) 
systems, and the integration and collaboration of systems.  At the same time, ontologies 
have become widely accepted as a modelling technique. 
 
                                                        
6 OMG (1997). UML Specification version 1.1 (OMG document ad/97-08-11)". 
Retrieved from https://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?ad/97-08-11 on January 29th, 2020.  
7  Wikipedia (2020). Rational Unified Process. Retrieved from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_Unified_Process on January 29, 2020. 
8Kruchten, Philippe (1995).  ViewModel of Software Architecture. IEEE Software 
12 (6), November 1995, pp. 42-50. Openly available and retrieved from 
https://www.cs.ubc.ca/~gregor/teaching/papers/4+1view-architecture.pdf  on January 
29th, 2020. 
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3.3. The current trends  being prepared for future needs 
We approached this topic by conducting a simple literature study, implemented as an 
Internet search, applying (freely) the principles of the mapping study approach by 
Pettersen in 2008 [23]. From the results we selected a dozen articles for further 
investigation. The study gave evidence of our expectations: this topic has not been dealt 
with widely by researchers in scientific writings, but more by well-known analyst 
companies (Gartner, Forbes, McKinsey etc.) in their studies. In turn, these have been 
analysed in numerous articles, which were finally selected as the sources of our 
summarizing analyses. This was done in a critical manner augmented with interpretations 
/ concluding remarks / subjective experience-based opinions.  
The article by Ghosh in 2019 [13] names Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 
Learning (ML) as the key factors of the current dynamic in data modelling.  She lists 
some remarkable changes that are discussed in the following paragraphs - interpreted 
and integrated by the authors.  
Data Science. Significant changes will occur in the division of jobs and duties. 
Ghosh refers to the study of Gartner in 2019 [12], which predicts 40 per cent automation 
in data science tasks (augmented analytics, with augmented data analytics as part of it). 
Model analytics decreases the opportunity for human error and increases the quality of 
models, whereas automatic model generation decreases human work. Data analysis tasks 
and traditional practices in master data management (MDM), metadata management and 
data governance can be automated by AI/ML. More power in (business) data modelling 
will be offered to citizen data scientists; analytics will be driven by automated ML 
models. Two types of data models (views of the same data) are needed – one for 
professionals and one for citizen users on a plug-and-play basis to execute quick solution 
type tasks.  
Non-structured data and pipeline-driven data integration. The growing importance 
of non-structured data is a reality. New database technologies - NoSQL/non-relational 
databases, data lakes – are becoming part of ISs. In applications, instead of on the 
traditional ETL (extract, transform, load) basis, data is transferred in a pipeline-driven 
manner as a continuous stream from a variety of sources (IoT, social network data 
streams, etc.), which is not common in traditional ISs.  
Traditional DB technologies are not disappearing  instead there is a hybrid mix of 
technologies. In spite of the rise of non-relational databases, the hybrid mix of database 
technologies maintains the importance of traditional data modelling - relational systems 
are not disappearing and will have a more important role than ever as part of the data 
infrastructure. Although algorithmic intelligence, self-describing data formats and 
standardized models  have taken some of the labour out of data modelling, the newer 
database technologies have initiated a whole new set of challenges for data modellers. 
These hybrid systems are challenging for data modellers, who must be familiar with the 
beneficial use of opportunities that AI and ML provide for their traditional tasks.  
Robotic Process Automation (RPA): The rise of RPA gives an increasing role to 
business process modelling. Combined with the cloud trend - SaaS (software as a service) 
solutions and ML (MLaaS – machine learning as a service) -, this creates challenges in 
data governance issues, which may remain external to the organization (externalization).  
Transition? from problem specific to problem area specific solutions. In data 
modelling there is a transition from problem specific to problem area specific 
instruments. This is analogous to the progress of ISs, which are no longer single systems 
but complicated systems of systems; see the conference Paper of Boehm in 2006 [1]. At 
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the conceptual level we can also create an analogy as the transition towards concept 
systems instead of concepts per se – a kind of hierarchy. Interoperability-related 
requirements will of necessity move towards commonly used standardized data 
structures and models. Modern systems are to an increasing extent built with the 
guidance of existing frameworks – platforms and ecosystems, which leads to the higher 
abstraction of the models. The role of the ecosystem owner may create links and 
dependences that are not fully under the control of an individual organization. The 
performance expectations of modelling are expanding to new areas – to the ability to 
manage complex IS network structures, their interfaces and interactions, for example. 
Data governance is becoming more problematic – there are an increasing number of 
unknown data governance issues, due to cloud-based (XaaS) solutions. Cloud dominance 
affects data structures and needs support from a complicated data management 
ecosystem.  
In summary, it is easy to see the growth of modelling complexity, the transfer of data 
(modelling) related tasks from professionals to end users and AI to support human work. 
At a basic level, data modelling remains as it has always been, but in practice a lot of 
new challenges are appearing. 
The paper by Knight in 2020 [21] emphasizes that in the future (and now): 
Modeling will need to do more, faster, with less . Faster means speed, more refers to 
the growth of the amount and complexity of data, and less indicates the need to lower 
the costs. Information must be processed faster, the volumes handled are greater, having 
their source in a multitude of systems, and a certain dynamic (readiness to react quickly 
to changing needs) is expected. AI will have a growing role in automating business tasks, 
even in the data management sector. The work of data modellers will transition to solving 
a decreasing amount of complex business problems in a short timeframe. The aim of 
companies is to optimize the data modelling activities to be able to manage them at lower 
cost; this includes the adoption of AI and the ML within it. Knight emphasizes four 
important trends in data modelling in 2020: just-in-time data modelling, better 
automation and machine learning, more widespread use of data modelling, and focused 
data modelling. These are briefly explained in the following paragraphs. 
Just-in-time data modelling. This refers to changes in the IS development process. 
In agile development, even agile data modelling is expected. Because the agile 
philosophy is based on minimal (sufficient) design, even modelling activities are based 
on the on-the-fly principle. Just-in-time data modelling deals well with varying mixed 
(hybrid) data structures – relational, NoSQL, dimensional9 (data warehouse), master 
data10, graph database11, etc. The basic work of a data modeller remains the same – 
documenting relational (and other) structures. The work will happen to an increasing 
extent in the cloud because of its easy scalability, availability and low cost. This will also 
encourage use of larger (and more complicated) applications. Thanks to accelerating 
data transmission, data modelling is becoming portable  – higher volumes of data from 
a wider range of systems and easy access to data models from anywhere by the relevant 
stakeholders.  
Better automation and machine learning. Knight follows the same theme as Ghosh 
(discussed above) a year earlier. A lot of tasks will be automated based on the AI and 
ML built in the tools and development environments. The tasks following predefined 





processes will be replaced / supported by RPA-type solutions, which transfer human 
routine work to machines. Therefore, the duties of data scientists / data modellers will be 
changed to more complex (non-routine, non-algorithmic) tasks.  
More widespread use of data modelling. This confirms the trend already discussed 
above. Put simply – the role of citizen data scientists is growing because of the higher 
intelligence of the plug-and-play type (flexible) analysis and modelling tools. 
Focused data modelling. Data modelling will become more focused; this is because 
less comprehensive general-purpose data models are needed for use with hybrids of DB 
architectures and data streams. The scope of the data models will cover larger amounts 
of enterprise knowledge and technical details.  According to the IDC study and 
prediction12, unstructured data will account for 80% of enterprise knowledge by 2025. 
The focus of data management will move to a higher level of abstraction, the 
management of knowledge. The models will be used by an expanding audience of 
stakeholders and must be customized to cover the needs of specific purposes. Data 
models must be organized by multi-level concerns covering business level, solution level 
(logical level concerns) and implementation, in some cases providing additional 
viewpoints.  
Related to the other papers selected for our analysis, the findings seem to repeat the 
topics handled above. This is evidence of penetration (as a stop rule in the literature 
study) in the coverage of the topics handled. Therefore we will satisfy ourselves with 
considering these papers and articles briefly in the following paragraphs, by highlighting 
some new findings.   
Frisendal (in 2020) [10]. This paper points out the importance of semantic graph-
based modelling techniques and graph databases as an important category of NoSQL 
databases. Semantic graphs allow the modelling of semantic relationships between 
concepts. The ISO/IEC JTC1 SC32 WG3 database languages committee (SQL 
committee) has decided to add support for property graph queries within SQL. Graph 
databases represent data and its relations as a set of nodes; this semantic network  
supports data analysis type tasks. Frisendal also refers to traditional semantic web  
technologies (RDF, OWL etc.), which support the knowledge graph idea and have been 
adopted by some vendors.  
Cagle (in 2018) [2]. This article focuses on large-scale enterprise models with large 
vocabularies to manage. He provides RDF13 (resource description framework; semantic 
web) as a tool for such enterprise-level modelling.  
Roussopoulos & Karagiannis (in 2009) [24]. This paper provides an interesting 
historical perspective on the progress of conceptual modelling. The last section of the 
paper focuses on the future. Conceptual modelling is seen as a continuous process. The 
web environment is seen as a constantly changing environment. The user must have the 
opportunity to adapt the conceptual schema and to track his interactions with the Web 
and SOA (service oriented architecture).  This approach is called schema-d ring (SD) , 
in which the process of conceptual modelling is on a continuum with the operations in 
the database. Maintenance of the model needs a user-friendly click-language tool for 
end-user conceptual modelling. This approach is convergent with the growing 
                                                        
12 https://www.datanami.com/2019/08/23/enterprise-search-in-2020-and-beyond-5-




importance of citizen data analysts – more responsibility is being transferred from 
professionals to end users. 
Harper (in 2019) [14]. This article emphasizes the change from relational database 
towards heterogeneous data sources, which are purpose-built for real-time use (IoT, data 
from a variety of sources based on pipelining). Adaptable data modelling practices 
accelerate the modelling process, especially when including diverse sources. It is based 
on the use of tools supporting codeless models (model-driven techniques) and visual 
model building, which can be used for collaborative data management, especially when 
the data comes from a wide variety of different sources.  
Wells (in 2016) [28].  This article provides an interesting view of data pipelines, 
which lead to reverse (backward) data modelling. The traditional model is built on a top-
down basis – conceptual modelling -> logical design -> physical model - to get the 
structure to store the data. In pipeline-based data sources, the data already exists and is 
stored without the opportunity to change its physical structure. The logical model is then 
deduced in a reverse modelling process by starting with fields, then trying to deduce the 
items that they describe and finally the relationships between those items. ER models are 
not able to handle many constructs that are typical of NoSQL databases. Wells lists the 
following:  many-to-many relationships, multi-valued attributes, embedded arrays, 
associations implemented without foreign key relationships.  
Guess (in 2020) [11].  This article handles the role of low-code programming. 
Although this phenomenon is a little beyond the scope of the debate on data modelling, 
it confirms the transfer of work from professionals to end users, as in the citizen data 
analyst  and no-code  data modelling discussed above. Low-code development is 
supported by a platform that provides an environment for the programmer to use when 
developing an application using a graphical user interface. The platform typically 
supports application area-oriented development and may need additional coding for 
special situations. Typical applications suitable for low-code development cover 
databases, automation of business processes, user interfaces and web applications.  
David (in 2017) [4]. This paper largely follows the same approach as the one we 
followed at the beginning of this paper. It lists milestones that have had / will have high 
importance in IS development, including aspects related to data modelling. All the 
aspects included in the paper have already been covered in the discussion above.  
Kiyoki et al. handle in their paper [20] semantic modelling. It is based on the 
Mathematical Model of Meaning (MMM), in which an orthogonal multidimensional 
semantic space is created, and used for semantic associative search. Retrieval candidates 
and queries are modelled - mapped - onto the semantic space, and the semantic 
associative search is performed by calculating the correlation of the retrieval semantic 
space. In [20] the method is applied in the multi-spectrum images used for environmental 
analysis, covering spatial, temporal and semantic axis in the analysis and modelling. 
We have analysed a set of articles / papers dealing with data modelling, and a slightly 
wider scope of IS modelling. The concluding message is that the future of modelling 
work – already visible in the present – faces a lot of challenges caused by the 
breakthrough of new types of data sources. On the one hand automation helps the work, 
but on the other hand the remaining work needs new updated skills. The role of the end 
user will grow in IS development and in the use of data sources. The essence of data is 
changing towards built-in semantics and characteristics of knowledge.  
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3.4. Summarizing the findings  discussion   
We apply the categorization of technological changes introduced by Freeman & Perez in 
1988 [9] in the classification of the changes in data modelling; the changes are divided 
into four categories (discussed in detail by Jaakkola et al. in 2017 [16; 17]):  
x Incremental changes appear continuously in existing products and services 
(continuing the existing trend); these accelerate the existing change in the 
existing trend. 
x Radical changes appear when new research findings are applied in products to 
transfer their properties or performance to a new step or cycle; at a certain 
moment there is an upward shift (break in the trend) caused by the innovation. 
x Changes in technological systems are caused by combinations of several 
incremental and radical innovations in societal and organizational systems; 
these changes provide the means for increasing competitiveness and fast growth 
of productivity for early adopters. 
x Changes in paradigms are revolutionary and lead to pervasive effects 
throughout the target system under discussion.  They indicate permanent 
changes in societal systems, daily ways of operating and business models that 
replace the old ones.  
Although the ideas of Freeman & Perez were developed to analyse technological changes 
in society, the principle can be applied in the case of a single technology, i.e. data 
modelling (as one of the technologies in IS design).  We have included one additional 
category in our analysis below - triggering and enabling technologies. These are changes 
that do not have a direct connection to data modelling itself, but act as an enabler to make 
the changes necessary or possible.  
In technology analysis it is worth noting that the situation does not remain stable. 
New change-driven innovative technologies tend to become the new normal over the 
course of time. This has happened for instance to UML and the object-oriented approach. 
These were revolutionary (radical, system change, paradigm change) at the time of their 
appearance, but no longer cause any significant changes.  
In sub-section 3.1 we discussed the challenges related to the practices of data 
modelling and the languages used. The source of the challenges lies in the expression 
power of the modelling tools (languages), which typically are semi-formal by nature. 
They have high (but limited) expression power, but lack precision, which leaves space 
for interpretation. The beneficial aspect is high (visual, graphical) readability from the 
point of view of a heterogenous set of interest groups. The challenges have solutions, 
which are incremental, and are at most radical in character.   
Sub-section 3.2 focused on the near-past phenomena that mainly have characteristics 
of triggering and enabling technologies and radical changes. ISs are transitioning 
quickly and powerfully towards cloud-based implementation and service architectures 
(XaaS, SOA). This has caused remarkable changes in data modelling. Modelling tasks 
are outsourced  to the responsibility of the cloud data management and to an increasing 
extent an individual organization has to adopt the dominance of e ernal  da a models 
and adapt their own solutions within these. We listed the following trends, which belong 
to the category of changes in technological systems: 
x the growing importance of system interoperability and interfaces (API),  
x transfer from plan-driven to agile development processes,  
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x the use of distributed collaborative (concurrent) development environments 
(Devops),  
x transition towards platform and ecosystem dominance, and 
x the growing value of external (non-modellable, non-structured) data produced 
by IoT and a variety of other external sources.  
We are also losing the power of direct supplier-customer communication, which is 
being replaced by the development paradigm faceless supplier to faceless client  caused 
by the growing demand for service-based systems, the use of web-based and ecosystem-
dominated applications, and openly available components. This makes requirements 
engineering and elicitation of requirements of an IS more demanding.  
Sub-section 3.3 focused on the future  of data modelling. The future is partially 
already here as a continuum of the current movement towards the more mature solution 
models and technologies of the future. These are long-term changes in data modelling. 
Consequently, we have included these in the system changes category. Almost all the 
papers we analysed underlined AI and ML as the key change factors in data modelling. 
Undoubtedly, these have characteristics of triggering / enabling technologies. We do not 
want to separate these from their application context: on their own they are not important 
but, when connected to a variety of application contexts, they are. AI supports the work 
of data analysts, which is partially automated. Part of the work is also transferred to the 
stakeholders in their other roles – as citizen data scientists, low code programmers, end 
users etc. Data modelling must support the heterogenous needs of all these groups – the 
transition to multilevel concerns covering a variety of abstraction levels is a reality. 
Adaptable schemas, adaptable data modelling and visual model building are needed to 
support the needs of end users. In addition, the agile development process needs an on-
the-fly type of modelling.   IS complexity is growing. Consequently, models are growing, 
and focus must be placed on a multitude of systems instead of only one. Data 
management solves complex business problems rather than less complex IS problems.  
In data modelling the role of external data (pipeline-based, having the source in IoT 
nodes, sensors and a variety of data streams) is growing. Challenges in managing mixed 
(hybrid) data formats in one application make data modelling complex. External pipeline 
data requires reverse modelling without the opportunity to affect its structure. Platform 
and ecosystem based IS development supports the transition from specific data models 
to less comprehensive, problem area specific and general-purpose data models that 
support interoperability between independent systems. RPA transfers the focus in 
modelling from IS level to business process modelling.  
In section 4, we will build a view of the future by presenting ideas about paradigm 
changes in data modelling.  
4. Future paradigms in data modelling 
4.1. Data modelling will become database programming  
Data models are widely used in most data-intensive applications. Data models could be 
reduced to a database systems construction. There are, however, also other scenarios for 
the usage of a data model: communication and negotiation, description and 
conceptualization, documentation, explanation and discovery for applications, 
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knowledge discovery and experience propagation, and explanation and discovery for 
systems.  
For system construction, we can see the first generation of data modelling: Models 
are used as a mediator and blueprint for database realization, for the description of the 
data in an application, for negotiation etc. They allow reasoning on database systems, i.e. 
model-based development and reasoning. This generation can be characterized as data-
modelling-enabling-data-programming. 
Jaakkola and Thalheim in 2020 [18] have also envisioned a second generation of 
data modelling: Model development and the modelling infrastructure have reached a 
maturity that allows the derivation of database structuring and supporting programs (or 
their essential parts) from data models or data model suites. Models will thus be the 
source code for executable programs. We characterize this generation as data-modelling-
as-programming. 
The next generation can be characterized as data-models-as-database-programs. 
Data models can be directly translated into database dictionaries and database programs, 
i.e. database programming can be performed almost entirely through modelling. The 
third generation of data modelling is then the true fifth generation database 
programming, which essentially frees the database developer from writing database 
programs and host programs with third or fourth generation languages. Everybody, 
including database laymen, who can specify data models will become a database 
programmer. Data models will then be model suites.  
4.2. Data modelling must change along with application changes and technology 
evolution  
Modern database applications are becoming more voluminous, have higher velocity, use 
a variety of models, are often hampered by data quality and veracity, are becoming more 
viable, have to cope with variations, use highly heterogeneous data, are challenged by 
viability, and must provide tangible added value. An appropriate technology has still not 
been found. To some extent, big data machines can solve some of the problems. It seems, 
however, that conventional technology must also be revised. Already very large data sets 
frighten us and result in the avoidance of complex operations beyond n ∙ log  
complexity. Big data should be supported by technology with operations far below data 
size (i.e. n) complexity. Proper data modelling approaches that could meet these 
challenges are under investigation. So far, modelling research has not led to any 
convincing approaches. 
The classical database systems have been based on OLTP-web_frontend, distributed 
database, OLTP-OLAP, OLTP-data_warehouse-data_mart, or the micro_data-
macro_data-analysis_data layered database architecture. They result in an increase in 
data size and computational problems. We already know solutions for modelling through 
model suites, i.e. a collection of coherent and sufficiently tightly associated models 
where each of the data models reflects some of the aspects in these architectures. Kiyoki 
& Thalheim in 2013 [19] revised the layered architecture for a real big data application 
to a highly distributed data network with some data collaboration styles and patterns, 
e.g. publish-subscribe or master-slave. Each node in this network could use its data 
model. In the given case, each node used an internal data model, an import data model 
and an export data model where the last two were essentially views of the first model. 
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The application world will result in a number of rapid changes to data modelling as 
well as the capability of modern systems. All these changes will initiate revision 
modernization of data modelling. Let us consider some of them: 
x Flexible model transformation without information loss: Models represent a specific 
application viewpoint that coexists with a larger variety of viewpoints in other 
application fields. At the same time, partners essentially operate using the same data. 
Therefore, we need data models that can be transferred to each other without loss of 
data and structure information. The notion of infomorphism is a starting point. 
x Large data models: Already legacy (or rather heritage) applications use models that 
have been developed by generations of developers and have become mannered and 
stilted cathedrals . With the wide spread of database technology, data models 
become larger and larger. Their management is becoming an obstacle for 
applications.  
x Weakly structured data: Data might be weakly structured and can be enhanced at a 
later stage with refined structuring. Data models must be sufficiently robust for this 
kind of evolution or complete modernization.  
x Data models reflecting provenance and quality: Data is seldom 100% correct. This 
observation was already true in 1999. Nowadays, such data is widely used. We use 
data that is partially corrected and cleansed together with data that needs 
improvement. Data might also be changed especially for biased usage with 
decreasing quality.  Engineering has learned how to cope with errors inside its 
systems without changing the system. Such kind of inner quality correcting data 
models? allow to become robust. 
x Toughening the data model: A data model might be a starting point that is 
continuously improved during exploitation. The model has a higher quality within 
the quality portfolio of the application. The classic code-that-smells  repair 
approaches will be replaced by the co-evolution of models and their data.  
x Adaptable and self-adapting data models: Data structures and applications 
continuously evolve. This evolution can be mastered by a real artisan. It is far better 
to integrate the evolution strategy and the adaptation tactics into the data model. 
x Heritage extraction models: Many applications have journeyed through data models 
that have evolved over time. This journey is badly documented. It is also hampered 
by very special implementation issues. We will fall into the Excel macro trap if we 
are unable to recover the models in such a form that the current status of data is 
captured. 
x Just-in-time data models: Data models will be developed wherever data occurs in an 
application. The initial data model will often be proprietary and not harmonized with 
existing ones.  A typical case is large research clusters (e.g. within the German 
Excellence Programme) without controlled data integration. 
x Data models reflecting storage are separated from data models supporting 
computation: It is not necessary to keep all the data together with the data processing 
facilities. Instead, we might use a universal data store with all the data together with 
local data stores that neatly correspond to the local application. The binding 
mechanism could be a sophisticated export/import view management. 
x Special data models for special tasks: Data mining and analysis also target the 
detection of patterns within the data. These patterns are the kernel of explanation 
models. The data used is empirical data and is thus often of problematic quality. We 
might use data model pipelines that reflect this mining and analysis framework. 
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Similarly, many applications need their specific domain-oriented modelling 
language which is well embedded into the application domain. Enterprise data 
models must thus be different from social data models. 
x Layman data models: Data models are often developed by users that do not have 
sufficient experience and knowledge of modelling. Models reflect their disciplinary, 
education and business context without explicitly stating it. Models are local. Their 
integration is only possible if the full context is known.   
x Harmonization of data modelling languages with computation features: Big data 
challenges current technology and will force us to redevelop current database 
technology. We envision that only those operations that perform well in a given 
architecture and in a given application world are going to be realized in systems. 
Similar to the past when we co-developed algorithms with their own data structure, 
we need data modelling languages that support high-performance computation for 
challenging data volumes.  
This list is at its best only a starting point. It should be enhanced by the trends 
discussed above in order to meet the challenges discussed above. One solution path to 
better data models is standardization. We start with high-quality models as components 
of the models. Model composition follows approved composition approaches. 
Mechanical engineering and industrialization have widely used this approach. Another 
solution is development through generic models. These models are supported by 
sophisticated refinement strategies and tactics for their improvement. Generic models 
are also widely used in engineering for production moulds or forms.  
5. Conclusions 
At the beginning of this paper we set our research problem: What are the challenges for 
data modelling in the future? . We did not dissect it in the form of research questions but 
followed a systematic path that started with an analysis of the progress path of data 
modelling, covering the decades from the early phases of commercial computing until 
the present day. After that we made a forecast of the past  by benchmarking a future 
forecast from 1999 – over twenty years ago. It provided us with an opportunity to 
compare the state of the art of today to the expected progress. Understanding the future 
is not possible without understanding the past – everything is a kind of continuum from 
the past to today and on into the future. The future analysis of the paper is based on the 
literature  mapping study. We collected expert opinions from several sources about 
future visions in data modelling. These findings were then classified and analysed. No 
clear future path can be defined, but a set of dominant factors can be gathered – the 
growing complexity of models, increasing tool intelligence, growing importance of 
external (non-modellable) data, heterogeneity of stakeholders in modelling and 
technology as a change driver – just to mention some of the findings. The paper 
concludes with two future paradigms. 
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Abstract. Semantic computing is essentially significant for realizing the semantic 
interpretation of natural and social phenomena and analyzes the changes of various 
environmental situations.  The 5D World Map (5DWM) System [4,6,8] has 
introduced the concept of SPA (Sensing, Processing and Analytical Actuation 
Functions)  for global environmental system integrations [1-4], as a global 
environmental knowledge sharing, analysis and integration system Environmental 
knowledge base creation with 5D World Map is realized for sharing, analyzing and 
visualizing various information resources to the map which can visualize and 
facilitate the comparisons in multidimensional axes.  
The 5DWM system and its architecture have been implemented as a knowledge 
sharing, analyzing, searching, integrating and visualizing system with multi-
dimensional control mechanisms. This system integrates and visualizes various 
environmental information resources, related to local natural and social phenomena 
to the multi-dimensional world map to be globally shared and analyzed with multi-
dimensional axes. 
 5D World Map System is globally utilized as a Global Environmental 
Semantic Computing System, in SDGs 9, 11, 14, United-Nations-ESCAP:  
(https://sdghelpdesk.unescap.org/toolboxes), as a KEIO-MDBL-UN-ESCAP Joint 
system for disaster, natural phenomena, ocean-water analysis with local and global 
multimedia data resources. This paper proposes a new semantic computing method 
as an important and promising approach to semantic analysis for various 
environmental phenomena and changes in real world. This method realizes Self-
Contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation  as a 
new concept of "Coral-Health-level Analysis in Semantic-Space for Ocean-
environment  for global ocean-environmental analysis [8,9,12,18]. This computing 
method is applied to automatic database creation with coral-health-level analysis 
sensors for analyzing and interpreting environmental phenomena and changes 
occurring in the oceans in the world.  We have focused on Coral-Health-level 
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Analysis in Semantic-Space for Ocean-environment , as an experimental study for 
creating Coral-Health-level Analysis Semantic-Space for Ocean-environment  
[8,9,12,18]. This method realizes new semantic interpretation for coral health-level 
with coral-images and coral-health-level knowledge-chart . 
Keywords. Global Environmental Analysis, Semantic Computing, SPA, 5-
Dimensional World Map System, Coral Nanalysis, Environmental Data Mining 
1. Introduction 
5D World Map System and its applications create new analytical research environments 
with the SPA concept (Sensing, Processing and Analytical Actuation) for searching, 
sharing, analyzing and visualizing natural and social environmental aspects, as shown in 
Fig. 1. This system realizes environmental analysis and situation-recognition  which 
will be essential for finding out solutions for global environmental issues. The 5D World 
Map System collects and facilitates a lot of environmental information resources which 
are characteristics of ocean species, disasters, water-quality and deforestation.  
As conceptual modeling for making appropriate and urgent solutions to global 
environment changes in terms of short and long-term changes, six functional-pillars  
are essentially important with environmental knowledge-base creation  for searching, 
sharing, analyzing and visualizing various environmental phenomena and changes in a 
real world.  
 
(1) Cyber & Physical Space Integration,  
(2) SPA-function,  
(3) Spatio-Temporal computing,  
(4) Semantic computing,  
(5) World map-based visualization,  
(6) Warning message propagation 
 
As an actual implementation of the SPA architecture, 5D World Map System Project 
in Figure 1 has presented a new concept of Water-quality Analysis Semantic-Space for 
Ocean-environment  for realizing global water-environmental analysis [8,9,18]. The 
semantic space and the computing method have been implemented with knowledge-base 
creation with water-quality-analysis sensors for analyzing and interpreting 
environmental phenomena and changes occurring in the oceans in the world.  We have 
focused on sea-water quality data, as an experimental study for creating Water-quality 




Figure 1. Basic SPA functions in 5D World Map System 
We have introduced the architecture of a multi-visualized and dynamic knowledge 
representation system 5D World Map System [4,6,8],  applied to environmental 
analysis and semantic computing. The basic space of this system consists of a temporal 
(1st dimension), spatial (2nd, 3rd and 4th dimensions) and semantic dimensions (5th 
dimension, representing a large-scale and multiple-dimensional semantic space that is 
based on our semantic associative computing system (MMM). This space memorizes 
and recalls various multimedia information resources with temporal, spatial and semantic 
correlation computing functions, and realizes a 5D World Map for dynamically creating 
spatio-temporal and semantic multiple views applied for various environmental 
multimedia information resources.  
2. Semantic Computing in MMM and 5D World Map System 
We apply the dynamic evaluation and mapping functions of multiple views of spatio-
temporal metrics and integrate the results of semantic evaluation to analyze 
environmental multimedia information resources. The MMM is a fundamental semantic 
computing model for the 5D World Map System, as a semantic associative search 
method [1,2,3] for realizing the concept that "semantics" and impressions  of 
environmental multimedia information resources, according to the "context". The main 
feature of this system is to create world-wide global maps and views of environmental 
situations expressed in multimedia information resources (image, sound, text and video) 
dynamically, according to user's viewpoints. Spatially, temporally, semantically and 
impressionably evaluated and analyzed environmental multimedia information resources 
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of the MMM and 5D World Map System is shown in Figure.2 and Figure. 3. The 5D 
World Map system applied to environmental multimedia computing visualizes world-
wide and global relations among different areas and times in environmental aspects, by 
using dynamic mapping functions with temporal, spatial, semantic and impression-based 
computations [4,5,6,7,8].  
 
2.1. Semantic Computing in 5D World Map System  
We have introduced the architecture of a multi-visualized and dynamic knowledge 
representation system 5D World Map System,  applied to environmental analysis and 
semantic computing in Fig.2 and Fig. 3.  The basic space of this system consists of a 
temporal (1st dimension), spatial (2nd, 3rd and 4th dimensions) and semantic dimensions 
(5th dimension, representing a large-scale and multiple-dimensional semantic space that 
is based on our semantic associative computing system (MMM). This space memorizes 
and recalls various multimedia information resources with temporal, spatial and semantic 
correlation computing functions, and realizes a 5D World Map for dynamically creating 
temporal-spatial and semantic multiple views applied for various environmental 
multimedia information resources.  
 
Figure 2. 5D World Map System for world-wide viewing for Global Environmental Analysis 
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Figure 3. The system structure of MMM Semantic-Computing and 5D World Map System 
2.2. SPA: Sensing, Processing and Analytical Actuation Functions in 5D World Map 
SPA  is a fundamental concept for realizing environmental system with three basic 
functions of Sensing, Processing and Analytical Actuation  to design an environmental 
system with Physical-Cyber integration. SPA  realizes a significant function to detect 
environmental phenomena as real data resources in a physical-space (real space) in in 
5D World Map, map them to cyber-space to make analytical and semantic computing, 
and actuate the analytically computed results to the real space by visualization for 
expressing environmental phenomena with causalities and influence.  This concept is 
applied to global water-quality and coral-analysis with our semantic computing in 5D 
World Map System, as shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6. 
  
Figure 4. Global Environmental Analysis and Visualization of Coral  in 5D World Map System 
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Figure 5. SPA functions for Ocean Environment-analysis with multi-dimensional control in 5D World Map 
System [9,18] 
 
Figure 6. SPA functions for Underwater Environment-Images in 5D World Map System 
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3.  Semantic Computing for Coral-health-analysis in MMM 
A MMM-based semantic computing method [1,2,3] is applied to coral health-level 
analysis with a knowledge base in a coral image. This method realizes automatic 
semantic interpretations of Coral health-level with a coral-image containing the 
knowledge base of coral-health. We use Coral-health-chart [26]  as an example, to 
express color-health-level correspondences 
This method consists of three essential elements. 
(1) Coral image 
(2) Coral-health-level-Color-correspondence chart  as a knowledge-base 
(3) Semantic distance computing between Coral-color  and Coral-health-level-
Color-correspondence chart  
The overview of this method is shown in Figure 7, as Self-contained-Knowledge-
Base-Image  & Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation Algorithm   
3.1. Data structure 
The basic data structure of this method is defined as follows:  
(Data-structure-1) Coral-Image-with-chart  with Target-Coral  and Coral-
Chart  
(Data-structure-2) Target-Coral : Coral-color table (81-pixels-coral-color vector 
(3-color-elements (RGB)  between coral-pixel-id  and its 
coral-color vector  
(Data-structure-3) Semantic Interpretation Knowledge Base : (pairs of color and 
its meaning ) :  
Chart-color table (24 chart-color vectors (3-color-elements 
(RGB) )  between chart-color  and its chart-color vector  with  
meanings) 
 
3.2. Ba ic F nc i n  and C n e al-Semantic-In e e a i n Alg i hm  
The two basic functions are defined as follows: 
(1) Semantic-Distance-calculation"  between coral-color vector  and each of 
chart-color vectors  to semantic-distances  
(2) Ranking-calculation in correlations among semantic-distances  as semantic-
ordering  (ascending-order or descending-order) 
 Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation Algorithm  for Self-Contained-Knowledge-
Base-Image  is defined as the following procedure. 
 Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation Algorithm  for Self-Contained-Knowledge-
Base-Image :  
(Step-1) It receives Coral-Image-with-chart  including Target-Coral  and Coral-
Chart  as a single-image (Self-Contained-Knowledge-Base-Image) is as Figure 7. 
 
(Step-2) Coral-color analysis: 
(Step-2-1)  It searches for Target-Coral  in Coral-Image-with-chart , and describes 
horizontal and vertical lines for specifying coral-pixel-id , as Figure 7.  
(Step-2-2) it accesses to each coral-pixel, reads and makes the pixel values (ex, R, G, 
B or H, S, V) as a coral-color-vector ,  
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(Step-2-3) It creates Coral-color table  consisting of coral-pixel-id  and coral-
color-vector  for every coral-pixel 
 
(Step-3) Chart-color analysis: 
(Step-3-1)  It searches for Coral-Chart  in Coral-Image-with-chart , and describes 
horizontal and vertical lines for specifying chart-color  and its chart-color vector  with 
meanings. 
(Step-3-2) It accesses to each chart-color, reads and makes the chart-color values as 
a chart-color-vector ,  
(Step-3-3) It creates Chart-color table  consisting of chart-color  and chart-color-
vector  with meanings for every chart-color 
 
(Step-4)  Semantic interpretation with semantic-distances  between coral-color 
vector  in Step-2-3 and each of chart-color vectors  in Step-3-3  
(Step-4-1) For each of coral-pixel-id , it calculates distances between coral-color 
vector  and each of chart-color vectors  as semantic-distances  of the coral-pixel-id  
 
(Step-5) Ranking-calculation among semantic-distances  as semantic-ordering  
(ascending-order or descending-order) (Step-5 assigns a meaning  to each coral-pixel-
id , as the result of semantic-interpretation for Self-Contained-Knowledge-Base-
Image ) 
(Step-5-1) For each of coral-pixel-ids , it calculates a ranking of chart-colors among 
semantic-distances , as semantic-ordering  (ascending-order or descending-order), 
and extracts the corresponding meaning to the top-ranked chart-color ,  
 
(Step-6) Aggregation Function for meanings of coral-pixels 
(Step-6-1)  It integrates all the calculation results of semantic-distances  for each 
coral-pixel-id  to each chart-color obtained in Step-4, as an integrated coral-pixel-id 
& chart-color table with semantic-distances .  
(Step-6-2) For each chart-color in coral-pixel-id & chart-color table , it computes 
max-value , min-value  and average-value  for all the semantic distances to every 
coral-pixel-id, and makes ranking of chart-colors (each of them has meanings) according 
to   max-value ,  min-value  or average-value , as the ranking of meanings 
interpreted for all the coral-pixel-ids. That is, the top-ranked meaning is interpreted as 
the meaning of the target-coral 
 
Figure 7. “Self-contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation  
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Figure 8. “Self-contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation  with 
extracting Coral-color and Coral-Chart  pixels 
The execution result of Self-contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & Contextual-
Semantic-Interpretation  with extracting coral-color and coral-chart pixels  is shown in    
Fig. 9. This result gives the meaning of the coral health-level as E2  (corresponding to 
damaged-coral in health-level ), according to the distance ordering of minimal value  
between coral-color and the closed color, Color-E2( damaged-coral in health-level ) in 
the coral-chart. This method realizes the automatic interpretation of the health-level of 
Coral with the Self-contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & Contextual-Semantic-
Interpretation algorithm.  
color max-value min- alue  average-value 
E2 199.173291382153 5.3851648071345 92.8795932168451 
B2 180.549162279973 8.30662386291807 78.8662052947991 
B3 157.676884799263 14.7309198626562 68.5533171328608 
B6 211.011848008589 16.0312195418814 115.848366433731 
C2 189.886808388577 20.6639783197718 89.7862646632142 
E3 149.435604860421 22.0907220343745 71.4354194997922 
B5 179.724789609002 36.7287353444139 96.229974266913 
C1 229.150605497782 36.8374809127877 125.545628555143 
B1 219.64289198606 38.7556447501522 119.715940857096 
D1 224.784341091634 39.6610640301039 123.489598143384 
D2 152.558185621093 42.0119030752 83.2472631277141 
E1 233.096546520964 42.8602379834737 130.364768299334 
B4 136.97810043945 43.3820239269677 81.6315504391287 
E6 240.459975879563 45.3872228716409 145.859388823329 
E5 198.597583066864 56.4446631666803 117.369279848312 
D6 249.713836220583 63.7573525171803 157.66160136726 
C6 248.233760798164 67.705243519243 157.742461708311 
E4 155.058053644433 69.9857128276908 103.590703682212 
D5 232.036635038521 73.3552997403732 148.155810217487 
C5 224.385828429516 90.27181176868 148.719759483493 
D3 151.479371532892 98.9393753770459 123.909610409952 
D4 209.461213593352 107.060730429042 146.596739253442 
C3 188.430358488222 107.429046351534 137.932225797416 
C4 222.117086240568 127.334205930692 164.516483142756 
Figure 9. “Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation  of Self-contained-Knowledge-Base-Image  & 
Contextual-Semantic-Interpretation  with extracting Coral-color and Coral-Chart  pixels 
There was some limitation in this method by using 3-color-elements or RGB color 
model as misinterpretation in damaged coral. The damaged coral represents as white 
coral at an unhealthy level which is easily disturbed in coral color by environmental light 
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underwater. Under this light situation, creating shadow, highlight, and reflection on 
either coral or chart or both. Therefore, leading to misinterpretation in the result of 
damaged coral. 
By our new finding, the effectiveness of this method can be increased by partly 
adjusting in 3-color-element. HSV (hue, saturation, value) color model was applied 
instead of RGB color model. HSV is the most used in computer graphics researcher [13-
16] and is closer to humans perceive color than RGB. In order to convert RGB to HSV, 
it can manually calculate by using HSV conversion formula [17] or using online color 
converters which are optionally convenient. 
The result of damaged coral shows as E2 at coral health-level in Fig 10. The result 
of RGB shows in Fig 11, the distance between coral-color and the closed color in coral-
chart is Color-B6  according to minimal value while the result of HSV in Fig 12 shows 
Color-E2  in minimal value. Then, applying HSV shows closer in the result than RGB, 
in case of misinterpretation in RGB. In summary, differences in the color system (RGB 
or HSV) can assuredly affect how closely the result. 
 
Figure 10. Damaged coral in coral health level at E2 
color max-value min- alue  average-value 
B6 143.436397054583 15.6843871413581 53.9530082764298 
E6 113.141504320917 23.5372045918796 52.2947725655229 
D2 179.783202774898 26.229754097208 105.050060069544 
D6 155.206314304541 32.0312347560939 80.9509797660195 
E3 194.887146831185 36.7695526217005 116.012734824335 
B5 101.764433865668 41.1096095821889 60.5440201042771 
E5 105.995282913911 44.1134900002256 66.7361943931025 
C6 167.406690427832 50.0699510684802 97.4038646615865 
E4 141.495582969929 50.1697119784437 85.572961931423 
B4 152.072351201657 51.7397332811061 88.153219620497 
C3 173.856262469892 54.4609952167604 127.88716462633 
D5 149.361976419703 60.6382717431821 88.5311896581875 
B3 226.192395981828 65.00769185258 146.684142614392 
E2 229.322916430086 65.9545297913646 149.154457736076 
D3 141.911944528993 70.3491293478462 107.061472382264 
D4 142.323574997258 93.3005894943864 109.566790703382 
C5 166.72432336045 93.8775798580257 115.962469146496 
B2 258.149181676022 95.1104620953973 177.993696839244 
C2 264.049237832644 103.213371226794 184.514200836705 
D1 261.218299512113 107.694010975541 184.072133009289 
C4 170.393661853955 116.172285851661 137.423837778023 
E1 274.901800648886 118.110118110177 196.728808812628 
C1 301.15776596329 142.256810030311 222.318845971243 
B1 311.117341207461 151.297719744879 231.960252595281 
Figure 11. The result of RGB color model 
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color max-value min- alue  average-value 
E2 17.5569615257933 2.10612650549263 6.31762959664565 
B6 12.5808920997929 2.19201593116456 6.39178314184013 
E6 19.2400953511202 2.59927273045414 12.7081295615523 
C3 19.911280661172 2.67169663296457 9.83780652698295 
E3 16.6462076525158 3.07620746204729 10.4944454715758 
D2 18.614161557258 3.10368116171445 12.8329250384822 
B3 12.8418180694141 3.19913668044159 7.34225025413962 
B2 12.2167221280738 3.50272344440962 7.0180543996998 
C2 14.5340397117224 3.66093731078246 5.9251992689127 
D4 20.1898764369652 4.08300378180018 10.0474629296558 
E5 18.0692860479916 4.45330238797583 12.4111880101652 
E1 13.5860454292085 4.63171603361099 6.63766241940873 
D5 19.833681264057 4.63542752720645 9.23234830474871 
D1 13.3733878102211 4.77153983025864 6.63191130593785 
B5 16.0475570072356 4.81755900775598 10.1462423314754 
D6 18.948684513604 4.81893534182752 8.02499275731741 
C1 13.5621368550884 5.03598786866439 7.04735755271535 
E4 17.5214441479184 5.07105939170588 12.09928801166 
B1 13.7793964600946 5.07241033263328 7.14802014322634 
C4 20.5014728780713 5.23527274022288 11.1633815397469 
B4 15.0575130567888 5.4354499776699 9.70072280774479 
C5 20.4880430672202 6.01199655098454 10.9362854879886 
C6 19.8877963039989 6.01212213159579 9.82187295447358 
D3 19.0145659234063 6.96028363526647 13.7586714234836 
Figure 12. The result of HSV color model 
4. Global and Environmental Coral-Analysis and Visualization in 5D World Map 
This section focuses on semantic computing for Coral analysis with a Semantic-
I e e a i  e h d . We realized the experimental system using SPA function in 
5D World Map and applied the coral-image data.  Coral-leaf analysis has been done in a 
lot of coral-leaf research projects, as discussed in [18-25]. One of the important 
applications of the semantic computing system is Global Environment-Analysis,  
which aims to evaluate various influences caused by natural disasters in global 
environments. Our experimental results have shown the feasibility and effectiveness of 
our semantic associative computing system based on MMM  in global environmental 
analysis. We have constructed "SPA-based Global-Environment-Analysis System  for 
sharing and analyzing environmental situations with MMM functions applied to 
environmental multimedia data sharing,  as a new platform of collaborative 
environment analysis [1-5]. This platform enables to create a remote, interactive and real-
time environmental and academic research exchange among different areas. We 
visualized the important factor off water-quality for coral on 5DWM which it shown in 
Fig. 13 – Fig. 16. 
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Figure 13. Global Environmental Analysis of Coral  in 5D World Map System: (a) Image search by color 
information, (b) Spatiotemporal analysis (global overview of geographical distribution and the time-series 
change), and (c) Example of image data collection 
 
Figure 14. Global Environmental Analysis of Coral  in 5D World Map System: (a) Image search by color 
information, (b) Spatiotemporal mapping in the global overview of geographical distribution 
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Figure 15. Global Environmental Analysis of Coral  in 5D World Map System: (a) Image search by color 
information, (b) Spatiotemporal analysis (global overview of geographical distribution 
 
Figure 16. Global Environmental Analysis of Coral  in 5D World Map System: (a) Image search by color 
information, (b) Spatiotemporal analysis (global overview of geographical distribution) 
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We have realized several experiments of SPA Function in 5D World Map for Sea-
Water Quality Data in Coral Areas  of Si chang-Islands (http://www.arri.chula.ac.th/). 
We realized the experimental system using SPA function in 5D World Map and applied 
the collected seawater quality data from points Si chang-Islands [11-12]. The major 
issues of seawater quality in Si chang-Islands is an effect of seawater pollution to coral 
life. For the major issue, we integrate the following data sources from Si chang-Islands, 
and water quality data period from 2011 – 2015, which it collected from Aquatic 
Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. We upload them to 
5D as text data with spatial and temporal data. For the result of effect of seawater 
pollution to coral life, we found that temperature, pH, Suspended Solid, Ammonia, 
Nitrate and Phosphorus are an important factor in term of an essential nutrient, quantities 
and equilibrium supported of coral life.  
5D World Map memorizes these seawater quality data in combination of 
environmental coral-image data to make correlation analysis of Ocean environment in 
this area with context-oriented semantic computing. 
5. Conclusion 
We have presented a new environmental-semantic computing system for coral-analysis 
in water-quality and multi-spectral image spaces with Multi-Dimensional World Map.  
The main feature of our system is to realize integration and semantic-search among 
environmental-semantic spaces with water-quality and image databases. This system is 
based on the concept of Coral-Analysis space  for realizing global environmental 
analysis. In our system, semantic associative search is realized in the multiple 
dimensional orthogonal semantic space with semantic projection functions. This space 
is created for dynamically computing semantic equivalence or similarity between water-
quality data resources. We have applied this system to Coral-image data analysis in the 
experiments in the Pacific Ocean Area.  
This system realizes a global-semantic analysis and observation for environmental 
issues  with the integration of remote, interactive and real-time environmental and 
academic research knowledge and information resources existing in our planet. We have 
also presented Environmental Multimedia Computing system and the 5D World Map 
System, as an international and environmental research platform with Spatio-temporal 
and semantic analysers.  
As our future work, we will extend our multimedia computing system to new 
international and collaborative research and education for realizing mutual 
understanding and knowledge sharing on global environmental issues in the world-wide 
scope. 
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Multi-Camera Environments
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Abstract. This work introduces Multi-Fusion Network for human-object interac-
tion detection with multiple cameras. We present a concept and implementation
of the architecture for a beverage refrigerator with multiple cameras as proof-
of-concept. We also introduce an effective approach for minimizing the required
amount of training data for the network as well as reducing the risk of overfitting,
especially when dealing with a small data set that is commonly recorded by a per-
son or small organization.
The model achieved high test accuracy and comparable results in a real-world sce-
nario at the Event Solutions in Hamburg 2019. Multi-Fusion Network is easy to
scale due to shared learnable parameters. It is also lightweight, hence suitable to run
on small devices with average computation capability. Furthermore, it can be used
for smart home applications, gaming experiences, or mixed reality applications.
Keywords. Deep learning, computer vision, human-object interaction detection
1. Introduction
Nowadays, in the era of Internet-of-Things, computers or computational units can be
used on many devices or things, also for personal usage. Computers cannot anticipate
or recognize human activities without users giving them a hint or somehow telling them
about their intent. Human-object interaction detection tries to make computers under-
stand the visual world by learning how humans and objects in the real-world are inter-
acting with each other. There is no common approach to tackle this problem yet, though
almost all state-of-the-art methods are deep learning models trained in supervised man-
ner.
There has been a big hype around deep learning in the last decade, especially in the area
of computer vision. Many solutions in this area are shifting from statistical approaches to
neural networks because of the enormous advantages of convolutional neural networks.
State-of-the-art methods for human-object-interaction detection such as HAKE [3] and
InteractNet [4] are using convolutional neural networks with special architecture as well.
Besides, HAKE and InteractNet integrate human action embedding and region proposal
networks, see Figure 1. Such complex approaches require high computational capability.
1Corresponding Author: Marina Tropmann-Frick, University of Applied Sciences Hamburg, Berliner Tor 7,
20099 Hamburg, Germany; E-mail: marina.tropmann-frick@haw-hamburg.de.
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Figure 1. Region proposal network [4]
Therefore, they are mostly inappropriate for real-world use cases. For instance, when
there can be only one person interacting with the system at once and only some human
body parts are to be seen.
A monitoring system that uses a single camera could struggle to work reliably because of
the dead zones, blind spots of the camera setup or occlusions that occur, when an object
is hidden behind another object, see Figure 2. For that reason, many systems use multiple
cameras to be able to cover the monitoring area fully.
However, an autonomous monitoring system using multiple cameras from different view
angles and positions encounters other difficulties. Namely, additional computational bur-
den and the necessity for merging observed information from all cameras into a final one
stream. Development of such algorithms is highly difficult and time consuming. Further-
more, physical and mathematical approaches to solve this problem may strongly depend
on cameras relative positions and hence require camera calibration or strict camera in-
stallation procedures, which may lead to further problems.
Figure 2. The occlusion problem: Only the camera 1 can see the object
Human perception enables us to understand actions regardless of view angles. Be-
cause we have been seeing and learning them since we were born. If a person cannot
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tell which action is being performed, he or she would try to move around and to look at
the action from different view angles. In consideration of this intuition, deep learning is
well-suited for solving this kind of problems without requiring any calibration or having
to follow any installation rule.
The main contributions of this work are:
1. We introduce an architecture for human-object interaction detection: Multi-
Fusion Network, which is simpler than state-of-the-art methods but is better
suited for simpler use cases: when there is only one single subject to be observed.
More importantly, the architecture supports both, single and multi-camera envi-
ronments.
2. We show the implementation process for a beverage refrigerator with multiple
cameras as a proof-of-concept. The cameras in the refrigerator should recognize
in real-time, what the user is doing with objects inside the fridge and which object
is being interacted with.
2. Multi-Fusion network
Multi-Fusion network follows the divide-and-conquer principle. It firstly divides the task
of recognizing human-object interaction into two smaller ones: action recognition and
object classification. This approach helps to use the data set more effectively and makes
the models intuitive and more simple to construct.
Action recognition with multiple cameras is broken down into movement recognition
with single-camera subtasks, the recognized movements from all cameras are then ag-
gregated, forming a final action. The same approach is applied for object classification.
2.1. Architecture
The architecture of the Multi-Fusion network consists of two sub-models, see Figure 3.
The action classification model is responsible for predictions on each video, the object
classification model is responsible for prediction on every single video frame instead.
Figure 3. Illustration of using two sub-models
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Each pair of action-object should be treated as a single class, however, we lose the
ability of generalization by doing so. The separation of action and object not only in-
creases generalization ability, but also helps to use data efficiently, since using action-
object pair could make the number of classes explode rapidly.
This approach still encounters another issue when building the data set. Not all video
frames of, e.g., ”taking an apple” can be used for object class ”apple”, because there are
also moments at which the hand is not holding anything when it is visible or even moves.
Some pre-processing techniques can solve this problem, which will be discussed in a
later chapter.
2.2. Temporal fusion
In order to detect the performed movements as actions we use the concept of temporal
fusion in our approach. The temporal fusion block can be simply a fully connected layer
or a more complex block that consumes an image sequence and produces an encoded
information. Many scientific papers have proposed various approaches for video under-
standing such as 3D Convolutional Network, Inflated 3D Convolutional Network [5],
CNN-RNN and especially Temporal Relation Network (TRN) [6].
We applied the idea of TRN for temporal fusion block (see Figure 4), which can learn
to reason relations between changes of entities along the time axis. Rather than using
optical flow to learn movement patterns, it only recognizes state changes in time and
anticipates what is happening or reasons what happened.
Spatial information can contribute a lot to many action recognition tasks. However, ac-
tions in this concrete use case of the beverage refrigerator can only be distinguished pri-
marily using temporal information, namely, hand movements and changes in the pres-
ence of an object. Therefore, this use case can evoke the potential of TRN, helping to
achieve good performance with low computational costs. Although TRN can be imple-
Figure 4. How Temporal Relation Network works [6]
mented with multi-scale time relations, in our approach single scale time relation is used.
The reason for that is the fact that multi-scale time relations bring no significant gain for
this use case after some experiments.
Instead of random sampling, as in the original paper, frames are sampled so that they
are equally distributed across the time axis. This type of sampling ensures that the repre-
sentative positions of movement are completely captured, because every hand position is
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crucial for understanding actions. In this case, a skipped snippet can also lead to a change
in the meaning of the action.
After extracting information from sampled frames, the model needs to perform temporal
fusion to connect information from many positions in time. In this work, the acquired in-
formation is fed into a GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit), which works as an encoder. The fi-
nal hidden state of the GRU is then passed for further processing. This approach is intro-
duced in the paper ”Temporal Reasoning in Videos using Convolutional Gated Recurrent
Units” [7].
2.3. View fusion
Due to the limitations of camera perspectives, a camera may not always be able to see
an object, leading to wrong classifications. Multiple cameras can co-operate with each
other to produce the best result. The main idea of multi-view fusion is to find a consensus
among all the cameras, see Figure 5. The ideal mapping of temporal fusion block (before
Figure 5. The illustration of the view fusion
the view fusion) is signal strength of informative movement patterns that each individual
camera can observe despite their different view angles so that combining that information
from all cameras can help to make the best decision. Therefore, instead of using another
fully connected layer to merge all into one, the mean values of these signals from all
cameras are calculated.
2.4. Architecture overview
The pre-processing blocks contain pre-processing operations such as inactivity removal,
background subtraction, and density-based cropping, which clean the input and prepare
it for further processing, as we will show in a later chapter. Video frames from the pre-
processed input are then sampled and fed into the feature extractor. The extracted visual
features are fused together by an encoder in the temporal fusion step. The encoded infor-
mation from different cameras is aggregated into one, which is then finally passed to the
classifier. The overview over the architecture is shown in the Figure 6.
Simultaneously, with action recognition, all pre-processed frames are also passed to the
object classifier. The object classifier performs prediction on every frame that it receives
from the pre-processing block. All object predictions, therefore, also need to reach a con-
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Figure 6. Architecture overview
sensus. Different policies can be applied to this action. The most frequently classified
object (with a high confidence score) is chosen for this work.
2.5. Shared weights
Despite multiple input sources, a single feature extractor with shared weights is used for
extracting visual features in each frame, so that it can learn to see an object from different
points of view and also keep the number of parameters as low as possible.
The extracted features are then passed to corresponding temporal fusion blocks to recog-
nize movement patterns. The GRU cell in temporal fusion block is shared since it should
also learn to see actions from different angles. The hidden state of the GRU cell is reset
after completing a computation task for a single camera.
All learnable parameters in feature extraction and temporal fusion stage are shared; only
a mean calculation is performed in view fusion stage. Furthermore, the Multi-Fusion net-
work architecture is scalable because increasing the number of cameras does not require
an increase in the amount of parameters.
3. Data set
The data set for the beverage refrigerator contains seven object classes and three actions,
captured by MQ013CG-E2 cameras (1.3 Megapixel) with wide-angle lenses at 20 FPS,
see Figure 7. Some of the chosen objects possess different shapes and colors, which helps
the model to distinguish between them easily. However, some pairs have the same shape
or color in order to find out how well the model performs. An object can be taken or put,
or nothing can also be done with the object (in each video sequence), see Table 1.
Four cameras are used to capture actions from different angles, preventing objects from
being fully covered by hands or other objects. Two cameras are mounted at the front
top left and right corners, pointing inwards. If an object is being taken by the left hand,
the left camera may not be able to see that object, but the other front camera will. The
third camera is mounted at the rear top left corner, pointing outwards, and the fourth is
mounted on top of the refrigerator in order to provide more information.
No camera is mounted at the top center position (pointing downwards), because it would
only be able to see bottle caps, and the model may have no chance to classify when
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Table 1. Objects and actions in the dataset
working with low-resolution images correctly.
In the beginning, each camera recorded 1818 video frames. However, the model trained
Figure 8. Camera positions
with those videos was strongly overfitted regardless of how hyperparameters were con-
figured. The model performed very well during training; accuracy increased up to 99%,
but made random guess during the validation phase. After some investigations, it turned
out to be caused by the lack of diversity in the data set.
Only four persons participated in the recording phase. Although there was an effort of
changing clothes as well as shuffling object positions frequently, it was still insufficient
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for the model to generalize. Besides, the background in the third and fourth cameras
rarely changes. The evaluation was performed on a model with base architecture, i.e.,
Figure 9. Images captured by camera 1 and 2
Figure 10. Images captured by camera 3 and 4
without additional pre-processing blocks. Due to the overfitting problem, the third and
fourth cameras were removed. The model did show significant improvement by mak-
ing reasonable classifications. Accuracy increased slowly over time and stopped at about
50% and about 30% for action classifier and object classifier, respectively.
4. Preprocessing techniques
The data sets were recorded several times, each time with minor changes in the camera’s
field of view. At first, various models were trained with different numbers of segments.
The fact that the data sets are small and were recorded by four persons on the same day at
the same location led to overfitting of all models, despite many regularization techniques
such as reducing the number of hidden units, dropout, and adding regularization terms.
The root cause of this overfitting problem is highly likely to be the lack of variance
among samples in the data set. Background, surrounding objects, and clothing were in-
frequently changed. Since it is very labor-intensive to record such a data set that has
many different backgrounds and users, some techniques should be applied in order not
only to overcome overfitting by ignoring irrelevant information in video frames, but also
to keep the amount of training data needed as small as possible.
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Figure 11. Spatial attention block [1]
4.1. Finding the region of interest
The fundamental idea of attention in video action recognition is that humans only need
to look at parts of a video at each instance of time in order to understand which action is
being taken. The ability to know where and when to pay attention to grasp the happening
has been acquired since humans were born. Therefore, attention is nowadays widely
applied in many machine learning fields in general and in action recognition tasks in
particular. This work only makes use of spatial attention (where to look), see Figure 11;
temporal attention is neglected to let the action classifier learn to understand the video
by reasoning action sequences.
Spatial attention
A soft attention mechanism [1] was inserted before the feature extraction model and is
responsible for blacking-out irrelevant parts of input to minimize their impacts on pre-
diction. The spatial attention block consists of a convolutional network with the ’same’
padding in all layers that learns to produce an importance mask for each input image,
which is then multiplied element-wise with the original input image. Same padding
means the width and height of output will be the same as those of input image. This
block is designed to be plugged-in in any existing network easily. The input image will
be fed to the spatial attention block, whose output will be then passed to the classifier.
However, the spatial attention block failed to produce reasonable importance masks in
practice, and the training loss did not converge. Insufficient variation in images could be
again the main reason for this failure.
Background subtraction as an attention mechanism
Background subtraction is a technique used for segmentation of the foreground objects
from the background. In other words, background subtraction detects moving objects
and is mostly used for traffic monitoring tasks such as detecting and tracking vehicles,
pedestrians, etc.
Traditional methods, e.g., Frame Differencing, produce good results when the camera is
stationary. Otherwise, every pixel in the image would change, and the background esti-
mation algorithm fails. Many deep learning approaches developed in the last few years
are, however, computationally too expensive for being used in a real-time application
due to their convolutional encoder-decoder architecture.
Fortunately, in our approach, all of the cameras are stationarily mounted in the refriger-
ator in this specified use case. Thus, traditional algorithms could be applied to generate
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Figure 12. Encoder-decoder architecture for foreground detection [8]
foreground masks, which effectively works as a spatial attention mechanism.
Andrews Sobral implemented various algorithms and introduced BGSLibrary for fore-
ground detection and background estimation in his work [9]. Although the library was
written in C++, BGSLibrary can also be used in Python, Java, and MATLAB with spe-
cific wrappers.
BGSLibrary supports different OpenCV versions, but the number of available algo-
rithms does differ at the time of this experiment. BGSLibrary compiled with OpenCV 3,
OpenCV 4 has 41 and 15 algorithms, respectively. Therefore, BGSLibrary used for this
work was compiled with OpenCV 3.4.1 on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
41 available algorithms were benchmarked to find which is the best-suited candidate
for this problem. Benchmarking criteria are computational complexity, noise level in the
mask, intersection over union (Jaccard-index) of the detected moving object and ground
truth.
According to the criteria mentioned above, the algorithms fall into three main groups
(see Figure 13):
1. Fast, low mask quality
2. Slow, high mask quality
3. Average speed, average mask quality
Frame Differencing, SuBSENSE [11], and Local Binary Pattern with Markov Random
Field (LBP-MRF) [10] are the representative algorithms for group 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively.
There is also a trade-off between speed and quality. Slow algorithms are not suitable
for real-time requirements. Fast algorithms produce low-quality masks with a high noise
level, which makes the relevant features in images barely recognizable. Eventually, LBP-
MRF is selected due to its sufficient speed to fulfill the real-time requirements, and due
to its more than acceptable mask quality. More precisely, the density of positive pixels in
the area of the moving objects is here much higher than that in the background area. The
density difference between those two areas plays an important role in enhancing input
quality, which will be further discussed in the next section.
4.2. Zooming to the region of interest
Input video frames usually contain black regions after multiplication with their masks.
The average percentage of area that contains a moving object in the recorded data set
is only about 10%, i.e., 90% of data the neural network processes contains no informa-
tion. Furthermore, most convolutional neural networks for extracting features are built
in such a way that small, simple patterns in small areas are detected by the first filters;
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(a) Input image (b) Low quality (c) Average quality (d) High quality
Figure 13. Different mask qualities with a wide range of noise level and coverness
dimension of the input is step-wise reduced, complex patterns formed by simple ones
are then detected by the last filters. Consequently, complex patterns in small areas are
hardly detectable. Zooming to the area of the moving object helps to reduce wasted com-
putation, to make patterns in images easier to detect by enlarging them, though it is also
challenging to do so without affecting the real-time capability.
Spatial Transformer
Spatial Transformer [2] was introduced by Google DeepMind and became popular by its
ability of learning rotation, translation, scale, etc., to help simplify classification tasks.
The principle of STN is to use convolutional layers (or fully-connected layers) followed
by a last fully-connected layer with 6 perceptrons to look at input image and produce
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. The affine transformation is then applied to a sampling
grid G. Because, we only need to zoom into the region of interest, only translation and
Figure 14. Spatial Transformer Network [2]
scale are needed for our approach. The number of parameters for affine transformation






Spatial Transformer works as a plugin to many classification tasks on such data sets as
MNIST, Street View House Numbers, German Traffic Signs, etc. However, the zooming
effect of STN in this specific data set is not remarkable and reliable. Although it did zoom
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(a) Input image (b) After mean filtering (c) After thresholding
Figure 15. Illustration of density-based cropping
into moving objects successfully, sometimes input images were squeezed or translated
until they completely disappeared.
Density-based cropping
To utilize the fact that there is nothing else visible than the moving object in every frame,
density-based cropping is introduced based on the following assumption. Density of pos-
itive pixels in an area that contains the moving object is significantly higher than that in
an area solely containing background.
Firstly, a mean filter is utilized to reduce noise by computing the percentage of positive
pixels in fixed-size areas, resulting in a blurry grayscale version of the input image. The
area containing the moving object will still be white due to its high pixel density, while
noise areas will fade to gray. Image thresholding is then applied to remove noise pixels
completely, see Figure 15.
The cropping procedure is simple; all it needs to do is to slice the image, so that every
row/column contains at least one white pixel. Hence, choosing the right threshold value
plays a crucial role in producing reasonable results.
The image size for this use case is 96x96, the averaging kernel size is 5x5, and the
threshold value is set to 0.7. Density-based cropping has proved its ability in practice
by producing desired results in most cases. Sometimes, input image is not well cropped
because noises were not well eliminated; even one tiny noise in a corner that passed the
thresholding stage could affect the results seriously, see Figure 16.
Unlike spatial transformer, density-based cropping may also fail to output good re-
sults as expected due to incorrect parameters (kernel size, threshold value). Moving ob-
jects are still visible in failure cases.
5. Evaluation of Multi-Fusion Network
The models are trained on a single GTX 1080Ti for maximal 50 iterations (epochs) with
SGD optimizer. The batch size for the action model and object model is 16 and 64, re-
spectively. Both action and object classifiers have a pre-trained ImageNet ResNet-18 as
the base feature extractor. All layers of the base model ResNet except the last convolu-
tional block are frozen, allowing them to learn blurry features that appear due to hand
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(a) Input image (b) Good result (c) Bad result
Figure 16. Success and failure of density-based cropping
and object motion. If this last block was frozen, the model could not achieve high accu-
racy.






Table 2. The result table of the action model
The number of features in this work is much smaller than that of the ImageNet data
set. Shapes and colors of hands, bottles, cans, etc. are the most important features for
this specific use case. Logically, a 512-dimensional output of ResNet is superabundant.
A dropout layer with a rate of 0.7 is applied, followed by a bottleneck layer for hon-
ing common visual features into specific ones for this approach. 16 frames are sparsely
sampled from every video in the same manner. The action classification model achieved
91.235 % accuracy with 128 bottleneck features and 32 temporal units. The object clas-
sification model is trained for 41 epochs and achieved 98.954% accuracy.
A practical test is performed to ensure the accuracy of the trained models. The accuracy
of both models in practice is just slightly lower than that in the validation step. The ac-
tions (put, take, nothing) are correctly classified in most cases, except some special cases
where the object couldn’t be seen or fully detected in the background subtraction stage.
The action classifier performed well in the test, but it still can make false decisions, es-
pecially when unseen artifacts appear (e.g., different sleeve colors) or when other objects
are also seen in the foreground (bad background subtraction).
The refrigerator is equipped with an external display for showing recognition results, see
Figure 17. It was placed at the Event Solutions in Hamburg 2019 and Sommerfest 2019
for real-worl use case scenarios. The models performed well even at the event, where
many other light sources could have had a negative impact on the results.
The experiments serve as proof-of-concept, and they have confirmed the feasibility and
efficiency of the proposed architecture. The model performed its tasks correctly in prac-
tice, although it was trained on a tiny data set. However, more quantitative and qualita-
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Figure 17. A photo of the beverage refrigerator
tive data, numerous classes recorded in various domains, are needed in order to fully and
fairly evaluate the Multi-Fusion network architecture’s effectiveness.
6. Conclusion
Supervised learning tasks are data-consuming giants, and it is extremely labor-intensive
to make a large data set with a diversity of features. Nevertheless, it may be possible to
minimize the amount of required data by analyzing project requirements, data set, then
applying some techniques to reduce dimensionality. An important result of this work
shows that decisions strongly depend on the presence/absence of an object currently in
motion. Attention mechanism bring remarkable contribution to reducing the amount of
data if it can focus on the moving object. Using background subtraction as a strong at-
tention mechanism can also help to reduce overfitting. However, which background sub-
traction algorithm should be used depends on specific characteristics of the use case. Bad
choice of background subtraction can lead to loss of relevant information and, therefore,
to performance degradation.
Data recorded by a small organization could contain not enough variations for the model
to be able to recognize and extract relevant features, which leads to the problem of over-
fitting. The presented Multi-Fusion network reduces the amount of training data and,
therefore, also reduces the required effort and the risk of overfitting.
A lot of unexpected cases in real-world experiments are inevitable. Input standardization
and noise removal are much more crucial in practice. This work utilizes density-based
cropping and inactivity trimming in the pre-processing step for achieving the best results.
Multi-Fusion network has proved its potential by achieving 91.235% accuracy on the test
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data set with only hundreds of training samples.
Potential of Multi-Fusion network could be also indoor activity recognition for gaming
experiences, smart home applications, or augmented / mixed reality devices. This archi-
tecture could be used in embedded systems with average computational capability or
small toolkits such as Google Coral or NVIDIA Jetson due to its lightweight and scalable
architecture.
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Abstract. The paper examines the Third Mission of universities from the point of 
view of company collaboration in the prototype development process. The paper 
presents an implementation of university-enterprise collaboration in prototype 
development described by means of process modeling notation. In this article, the 
focus is on modeling the software prototyping process in a research context. This 
research paper introduces prototype development in a university environment. The 
prototypes are made in collaboration with companies, which offered real-world use 
cases. The prototype development process is introduced by a modeling procedure 
with four example prototype cases. The research method used is an eight-step 
process modeling approach. The goal was to find instances of activity, artifact, 
resource, and role. The results of modeling are presented using textual and graphical 
notation.  This paper describes the data elicitation, where the process knowledge is 
collected using stickers-on-the-wall technique, and the creation of the model is 
described. Finally, the shortcomings found in our existing practices and possibilities 
for improving our prototype development processes and practices are discussed. 
Keywords. Software process, process modeling, knowledge management, 
modeling methods, prototyping, modeling  
1. I d c  
It is a common conception that the modern university serves three main purposes: 
teaching, research, and a broader social function. The latter of these functions, commonly 
dubbed The Third Mission  [1-4], is considered to include measures contributing to 
social influencing and interaction. Nevertheless, multiple views in terms of defining the 
Third Mission exist, and Henry Mugabi [5] for example, compiled a selection of the 
varying definitions present in recent research literature in his dissertation. Moreover, the 
concept has been increasingly integrated into university strategies as well as operations 
pertaining to regional development [6]. Universities serve to produce and share 
knowledge and technological expertise, contributing in their part to the modernization 
and success of enterprises, and the Third Mission  is often associated with tech-driven 
collaboration between the university and enterprises in addition to its social function. 
The social significance of the Third Mission is widely acknowledged, and an 
international evaluation indicator conducted by UNESCO [7] places Finland among the 
top countries regarding collaboration between university and enterprises. In Finland, the 
most common manifestations of this kind of collaboration are various research and 
development projects that are often funded externally, examples of which include 
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contributions by the Academy of Finland, Business Finland, various foundations, the 
European Union, and other international sources. For small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) [8] in particular, collaborative projects with a university offer 
significantly better opportunities to participate in R&D activities for instance, as opposed 
to relying on internal funding and expertise only. 
This paper introduces the model of prototype development practices that have been 
applied in research projects between university and enterprises (mostly SMEs) in Finland. 
The practices have been applied for many years in several collaborative projects between 
Tampere University, Pori unit, and regional enterprises. In this paper, the model is 
presented with the help of a few cases serving as concrete examples. Promoting and 
contributing to the Third Mission of the university from the perspective of regional 
development, the format introduced in the present paper is but one example of 
collaboration between the university and enterprises. 
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, background information along with 
work related to the subject are presented. The research approach in terms of the applied 
model is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the process knowledge with the 
help of examples, after which Section 5 describes the creation of the Prototype 
Development Process (PDP) model in selected cases. Section 6 discusses the 
observations and challenges confronted during the use of the model. Finally, Section 7 
summarizes the paper. 
2. Re a ed d e   he b ec  
This section describes some points of view, factors, and experiences, which relate to the 
collaboration context between universities and enterprises. Earlier research results in this 
field are examined below. 
In their research, Basili et al. propose guidelines on how collaborative research could 
succeed between public sector research and industry. In [9], a couple of arguments are 
present, which are worthy of examination. First, they say that there is not enough research 
considering real development contexts. Second, they suggest that software engineering 
research needs to foster context-driven research if it seeks to evolve towards a brighter 
future. The main contextual factors are human, organizational, and domain-related. In 
[9], they believe that practical software engineering, the big picture, and suitable 
solutions are mostly born from bottom-up research and a succession of case studies rather 
than from top-down research. 
In context-driven research it is necessary to have intense collaboration between 
industry and academia. There need to be cycles of model building, experimentation, and 
learning in software engineering research. Usually researchers face some problems in 
identifying the challenges of collaborating organizations. After overcoming these 
challenges, the gap between the state of the art and the requirements for a solution must 
be assessed. In developing a solution, it is important to clearly define working 
assumptions in order to achieve applicability and scalability in context [9]. 
Another major part of this collaboration relates to funding. There are a couple of 
ways to start funding a research project between industry and academia. Companies can 
give grants to students/researchers for a specific project, build collaborative projects with 
academia in short- or long-term existing relationships, and there is an opportunity to 
build up a wider network of partners between industry and academia [10]. Also, 
governments are encouraging this kind of collaboration because it improves innovation 
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efficiency and thereby enhances wealth creation [11]. As a result, several countries have 
already put innovative programs in place [9]. 
Industry-academia collaboration benefits those organizations that do not have their 
own R&D facilities. Companies can utilize the knowledge of academic resources to 
understand their modern-day software engineering problems. Industry has noted that it 
can support innovation and development processes when collaborating with researchers 
[9]. 
Companies are increasingly investing in software development, although their core 
areas of expertise are defined around business areas and systems rather than software. 
However, most companies do not have the necessary resources and know-how to develop 
effective solutions to software engineering problems. This makes collaboration between 
industry and academia very useful [9]. 
The aim of a study by Wohlin [12] was to gather experiences and lessons learned 
from successful collaboration between industry and academia in two different 
environments. First, it was performed in Sweden and included a six-year collaborative 
project. The collaboration partners were five different-sized companies from various 
sectors and the Blekinge Institute of Technology. Later the study was replicated in 
Australia. Industry roles included product managers, project managers, developers, and 
testers. Academic roles included professors, researchers, and students at different levels.  
The results from Wohlin s study [12] were that support from company management 
is crucial. There must be a champion at the company who argues for the cause, and not 
only a person assigned the responsibility for the project. There are different levels of 
understanding between different categories of people (for example, people in industry, 
senior researchers, and students). Social skills are particularly important in long-term 
collaboration. 
In the study by Carver [10], there is an example of industry-academia collaboration. 
The background of the study was that the challenges faced by the companies were too 
labor intensive, lacked context-specific validation, or were not embedded into existing 
tools or design processes. Collaboration between industry and academia produces 
successful results when there is a good connection between academic and industry 
partners, there are the right collaborators on both sides, the timing of the interaction fits 
the requirements on both sides, and it is understood that the process from research 
prototypes and an academic publication to a deployed solution takes time.  
In [13], the author interviewed researchers to understand their needs and problems 
in research-based projects. University research was more concerned with community 
issues, and companies had clients that were constrained by formal agreements. The 
industry groups had defined roles and responsibilities; the research teams were more 
dynamic. Industrial companies used formal development methods, but most university 
projects did not. The milestones for industrial projects were set by the customer, while 
the milestones for university projects were usually set by the funding partners. After the 
interviews, the author decided, for a number of reasons, including the uncertainty about 
the research objectives, that university researchers were unable to use a well-defined 
software development method.  
The above-described examples provide the research background for the context that 
is discussed in this paper. The following section concentrates on explaining the basis of 
the process modeling, which is relevant background information for the description later, 
in Section 4, of the implementation of the university-enterprise collaboration with the 
help of the process modeling notation. 
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3. Re ea ch a ach  A  e gh - e  de  
This section deals with software process modeling in a research context. Modeling is an 
approach for analyzing and understanding a complex phenomenon resulting in a model, 
which is a simple and familiar structure that can be used to interpret some part of reality 
[14]. When the phenomenon to be analyzed is a software process, information is captured 
and classified into a model with the help of a process-modeling schema [15], i.e., a meta-
model specifying the concepts, relationships, and rules [16] used when modeling 
processes. The basic concepts related to the software process include activity, artifact, 




   
 
Figure 1. The basic concepts related to software processes.  
 
 
The results of modeling are presented using a textual or graphical notation. There 
are several approaches for eliciting information for process models [15] such as 
interviews and artifact analyses. Process modeling can be prescriptive or descriptive. 
While a Prescriptive Process Model (PPM) describes how a process should be 
performed, a Descriptive Process Model (DPM) describes how it actually is performed 
[18]. 
In this study our aim is to model software development practices performed in an 
academic context. We follow the DPM approach proposed by Becker & al. [19]. The 
approach consists of eight steps grouped into two phases: 
  
Set-up phase  
1. Objectives and Scope   
2. Define Schema   
3. Select Language   
4. Select and Tailor Tools  
Execution phase  
5. Elicitation   
6. Create Model   
7. Check Model  
8. Check Process  
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We will apply the DPM approach in the following way: The data for the models is 
collected through interviews with the developers involved in the processes. The schema 
shown in Figure 1 guides the data collection, the results of which are shown on stickers 
on the wall during the work (Figure 2 in Section 4). In the resulting models, the activities 
are represented as rectangles with rounded corners. Stick figures represent roles and 
different icons represent resources. Artifacts appear as parallelograms, cylinders, and 
document symbols. The associations between activities and artifacts are represented by 
continuous arrows and the links between activities and roles and resources are dashed. 
Gray symbols and dashed rectangles represent aggregations (Figures 3-6 in Section 4). 
Graphical representations of the models are produced by a free online diagram software, 
draw.io. (DPM Steps 2-4). 
The objectives and scope of the modeling are presented in the introduction of this 
paper (Step 1). The following section provides an example of data elicitation (Step 5) 
including the modeling results (Step 6). After that, the possibilities for improving the 
modeled processes are discussed (steps 7-8). 
4. P ce  e c a  a d e g de  
This section describes the steps 5 and 6 of the DPM approach. Process knowledge is 
highlighted in this section, which introduces four different prototype development 
processes (PDP 1-4). 
 
Information for the process models is collected from four cases: 
 
PDP 1 - Verification of customer complaints related to bus routes [20]. 
PDP 2 - Verification of customer complaints related to garbage collection. [20]. 
PDP 3 - Data collection in a public indoor swimming pool [21, 22]. 
PDP 4 - Passenger counting in a free-to-ride bus [23]. 
 
Common to all of these example cases is the software development resulting in a 
working prototype.  The development process starts from the idea of collecting certain 
data with certain equipment. Then the idea is validated – can it be viably implemented?  
If the answer is yes, the implementation phase produces the first working prototype. 
Usually prototype implementation includes software coding and the implementation of 
hardware from off-the-shelf devices. The working prototype is tested in a laboratory and 
if the device displays sufficient reliability, the device is moved to real-world testing. The 
development processes and testing phases usually produce data. The overall outcome 
from these prototype development processes has been academic output such as a research 




Figure 2. Whiteboard and notes. 
 
This whiteboard and the Post-It notes are one way to highlight development process 
practices [24]. The notes are color-coded: Yellow markers are roles, green denotes 
activity, red is for resources, and the blue notes are artifacts. The orange notes describe 
issues and improvement ideas that came up during the data elicitation process. 
Knowledge of the development process is collected by means of this whiteboard and 
note notation (stickers-on-the-wall technique). 
Further, this section presents the creation of a model for each of the PDPs. First we 
introduce the developed model for PDP 1 and 2. Figure 3 presents the university – 
company interaction. The model includes six steps which have been identified from the 
development process. The steps start from requirements definition and end with the 
publication of results. The gray boxes – the software development step and the 
development artifacts – are discussed more in the subsections on the bus case and the 
garbage collection case.  
 
 
   
Figure 3. The illustration of university – company interaction during development (common to all PDPs). 
 
The model includes all the main factors. The university representatives are the 
research group including the project manager and software/hardware developers. This 
group has the main responsibility for the prototype development. The company 
representatives are involved in the development process in the role of instructor. In the 
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presented PDPs 1-4, the company representatives are active at the starting and ending 
points: at the start with the definition of requirements and at the end where the results are 
presented to them. They also provide the testing environment if the testing is done at 
their company. However, they are not involved in the development process itself. 
4.1. Verification of customer complaints related to bus routes (PDP 1) 
The bus case (PDP 1) was established for handling customer complaints. The bus 
company had received complaints from customers that the buses did not stop to pick up 
customers or did not come at all. The prototype was developed to collect photos with 
time stamps at defined bus stops. This prototype was implemented in mobile phones and 
the main idea of prototype was to collect photos of the bus stops as the bus approached. 
The project group at the university developed a working prototype, which was then tested 
in the buses [20]. 
The development process is illustrated in Figure 4, expanding the previously 
presented steps Develop Software  and Develop artifacts . The development group in 
this process consists of only university personnel. The development process starts with 
a design discussion – the first activity, which produces the first artifact: the whiteboard 
sketch. The results are then used in the software construction phase. This activity 
produces the second artifact: software code with documentation. After that the test 
activity starts, which produces the collected data artifact.  The coding and testing 
activities could be iterated several times. Figure 4 also includes the resources used during 
the development process: programming language, test device with GPS, camera and 





Figure 4. The development process of the bus case. 
 
 
The presented development process produces a working prototype. In this case, the 
prototype was introduced to the customer – the bus company.  
4.2. Verification of customer complaints related to garbage collection (PDP 2) 
The garbage collection case (PDP 2) was similar to PDP 1. The use case was also 
intended for managing customer complaints. The garbage collection company had 
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received complaints from their customers that the trashcans had not been emptied. In 
most cases the reason was a vehicle blocking the garbage collection truck or similarly 
that the truck was unable to empty the trashcan. The prototype solution in this case used 
the same idea as in the bus case: namely, put the camera in the truck and take pictures 
when the GPS registers the right location [20]. 
Figure 5 shows the activities and artifacts. The biggest difference was in the 
resources: the cellphone was replaced by a Raspberry Pi with a camera, GPS, and 
network device. The data collector resource was the MySQL server instead of the phone. 




Figure 5. The development process of garbage collection case. 
 
 
The developed prototype worked and the piloting phase in the garbage truck lasted 
several weeks. The development process captured data, which in this case were photos. 
In addition, the device – a Raspberry Pi, generated a test log during the pilot phase.  
4.3. Combined model of bus and garbage collection cases 
PDP 1 and PDP 2 should be presented together because the second prototype – the 
garbage truck camera system – utilized the definitions and results of the first prototype. 




Figure 6. The combined model of the bus and garbage collection cases. 
 
The outcomes of these PDPs were a public repository and research publication [20]. 
The public repository includes all the developed software code. 
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4.4. Data collection in a public indoor swimming pool (PDP 3) 
PDP 3 handled a prototype system with the purpose of improving the quality of manually 
collected data. The prototype was a mobile application that the maintenance personnel 
used to collect and store data from several different meters in a public swimming pool. 
More information on the prototype can be found in the research articles by Soini [21, 
22]. 
The Prototype Development Process was similar to the one shown in Figure 3. 
Activities included the discussion of requirements, software coding, and the presentation 
of the results. In addition, the artifacts were similar: discussion notes, software, and a 
research publication. The biggest difference to the other cases was that the implemented 
prototype remained in use after the pilot phase. This extended piloting  period is 
handled in the research paper by Soini [22] along with aspects of software evaluation. 
Also, long-term piloting is examined from the point of view of system developers, 
administrators (maintenance), and end users [22]. 
4.5. Passenger counting in a free-to-ride bus (PDP 4) 
PDP 4 handled a prototype system with the aim of counting passengers on a free-to-ride 
shuttle bus. Unlike an ordinary people counter, the customer wanted more information 
on where and when passengers got on and off [23]. 
The Prototype Development Process was similar to the one shown in Figure 3. 
Activities included the discussion of requirements, software coding, and the presentation 
of the results. Again, the artifacts were similar: discussion notes, software, and a research 
publication. The difference compared to PDP 1-3 was that this prototype was developed 
for a real-life use case of collecting statistics about bus passengers on a free-to-ride 
shuttle bus route at a large public event in the summer of 2018 in Pori, Finland. In this 
case, the development process ended in the one-month pilot. The outcome of the pilot 
was the presentation of the pilot results to the customer. 
5. D c  
The process introduced and modeled in this paper has been used to create multiple 
prototypes and pilot experiments during recent years. Thus, based on the observed results, 
it can be considered to be successful and fit the needs of our development cases. However, 
while discussing past projects with the team members several challenges did come up. 
Furthermore, while collecting data for the model, notes were made of issues that the team 
members pointed out (the orange notes on the whiteboard in Figure 2). 
The first issue was the documentation of intermediate specifications described on 
whiteboards. The funding or goals of the projects do not especially require extensive 
intermediate documentation, and in practice, only very rarely has there been the need to 
study the intermediate specifications created during the process. The low requirements 
for documentation have probably been one of the main reasons for the bad habits in 
documentation practices. Generally, the decision of whether to prepare any 
documentation has been based on the developer teams' "gut feeling" about how complex 
the specification was. In other words, "proper" documentation has been created for more 
complex intermediate specifications, but simpler specifications and drawings have not 
been documented in any way. Nowadays, it is quite simple to use a smartphone to capture 
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the information on whiteboards, so in the future, it might be better to document 
everything systematically. 
The second issue was the interaction with the customers (e.g., companies) - or the 
lack of it - during the actual prototype development process. The interaction has often 
been limited to the use case definition phase, to the organization of practical 
arrangements of pilots (e.g., agreements on which bus lines could be used for testing 
prototypes), and to the presentation of the research findings. In the final presentation 
meetings, the companies have never indicated that they would have liked to be more 
involved in the process. The feedback from the companies has mainly been related to the 
research findings, and the developed prototypes, and not to the development process 
itself. In our case, the companies have often not been software-oriented, which could 
have had an effect on their interest in the process, and it could also have limited the 
advantages achievable by involving them further in the process. In addition, the 
companies did not (directly) invest any resources (money or personnel) in the projects. 
This might have further reduced their interest in participating more deeply in the 
development process. Furthermore, as the companies had their actual business to run, 
there could have been challenges in creating a common schedule for meetings for all the 
parties involved. Of course, depending on the outcome of the research and pilots the 
companies can obtain knowledge, business ideas, or even working software to use in 
their actual business, but during the development these results may be too abstract to 
evoke deeper interest. In addition, the fact that the issue was not brought up in the 
meetings does not necessarily mean that there is a lack of interest in deeper involvement 
from the company side. As the university team did not especially raise the issue, it might 
be that the companies felt that they simply did not want to interfere in the university 
practices. Thus, to improve our model, the actual company interest in the prototype 
development process should be further studied. 
Third, the subject of the usability of the project results came up. In principle, anyone 
can use the results because the codes and documentation are published as open source, 
but no studies have been performed on how or if the results are actually used. In general, 
after the projects (and thus, funding) has ended, the results have been left "as is" without 
maintenance, bug fixes, or feature improvements. The purpose of the projects was not to 
create "end products", and usually productization is not one of the project goals, leaving 
the created software and hardware applications in a state that would require further 
development into an end-user quality product. Also, it can be slightly challenging to find 
the material from, for example, the GitHub repository if one does not know exactly what 
one is looking for. Internally, the published codes and specifications have been reused in 
future projects when applicable. One potential future direction for research would be a 
study on how the results of university projects should be published to be most useful for 
outside parties, and what the crucial elements are that should be published — or are the 
elements practically the same as in any other prototype development project? 
Finally, the participation of university students was discussed. The advantage of 
involving the students more deeply would be to give the students more meaningful task 
assignments (for example, for programming or other software engineering courses), but 
in practice, in the past the participation of students has been rare, and has mainly been 
limited to PhD students who have been hired by the university or worked at the university 
on their own funding. In the future, the model introduced in this paper could also be 
expanded to describe the involvement of students. 
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6. S a  
The paper examined the Third Mission of universities from the point of view of company 
collaboration in the prototype development process. The paper presented an 
implementation of university-enterprise collaboration in prototype development 
described by means of process modeling notation. The process introduced and modeled 
in this paper has been used to create multiple prototypes and pilot experiments over 
recent years. The prototypes were made in collaboration with companies, which offered 
real-world application problems.  
The prototype development process was introduced by a modeling procedure with 
four example prototype cases. The research method used and presented here was an 
eight-step process modeling schema. The basic concepts relating to the software process 
included four factors: activity, artifact, resource, and role. The results of the modeling 
were presented using textual and graphical notation, and the elicitation of process 
knowledge the creation of the model were described. Furthermore, certain shortcomings 
in our existing practices were discovered. Based on the findings the model as well as our 
prototype development process and practices could be further improved in the future. 
In summary, the PDP model provides one concrete and systematic example of how 
university-enterprise collaboration can be executed in practice. Moreover, the model 
presented is a real-life indication of how the Third Mission task set for universities can 
be successfully implemented. Thus, based on the observed results the model can be 
considered to be successful and fit the needs of our development cases. 
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Abstract. This paper describes principles and structure for a software
system that implements a dialect of natural logic for knowledge bases.
Natural logics are formal logics that resemble stylized natural language
fragments, and whose reasoning rules reflect common-sense reasoning.
Natural logics may be seen as forms of extended syllogistic logic. The
paper proposes and describes realization of deductive querying function-
alities using a previously specified natural logic dialect called Natura-
Log. In focus here is the engineering of an inference engine employing as
a key feature relational database operations. Thereby the inference steps
are subjected to computation in bulk for scaling-up to large knowledge
bases. Accordingly, the system eventually is to be realized as a general-
purpose database application package with the database being turned
logical knowledge base.
Keywords. Natural Logic, Deductive Querying, Large Logical Knowledge
Bases, Relational Data Base Operations
1. Introduction
In a number of papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] we have proposed and analyzed a dialect of
natural logic intended for knowledge base use. Natural logics are forms of formal
logic that appear as stylized fragments of natural language. Therefore, a knowl-
edge base consisting of natural logic sentences can be read and understood right
away by domain specialists without understanding of predicate logic, description
logic or logic programming.
In the applied dialect, called NaturaLog, one can state implicitly quantified
relationships between introduced classes. In particular one can specify formal
ontologies by means of the subclass relationship and partonomies by means of
parthood relations. Moreover, one can introduce relations ad libitum. The natural
logic NaturaLog basically covers a fragment of predicate logic with respect to
expressivity, see also [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Natural logics are further distinguished
by their appealing to high level “natural” reasoning rules reminiscent of and
departuring from the elementary reasoning rules known from syllogistic logic.
This paper focusses on the engineering of an appropriate inference engine
serving diverse forms of deductive reasoning and querying. In order to address the
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scaling-up problem encountered as computational intractability this paper pro-
poses an inference engine using relational database operations such as selection
and equi-join. Thereby logical consequences of knowledge base sentences are com-
puted and recorded en masse rather than in a conventional stepwise fashion. We
envisage applications e.g within the life-sciences employing quantitative complex
models with thousands of classes structured into ontologies supplemented with a
variety of class-class relations.
The paper is organized as follows: After having introduced NaturaLog in
section 2, section 3 explains how sentences are encoded in a relational data base
relation, and section 4 describes realization of the inference engine by computing
and storing of relevant parts of the deductive closure using relational database
query operations. Section 5 covers implementation and section 6 covers query
issues.
2. The NaturaLog Natural Logic
Our natural logic comprises sentences that specify relationships between stated
classes of not further described entities. Here we describe a somewhat simplified
version of NaturaLog. For the currently full version we refer to [12]. Classes
of not further described entities are introduced by common nouns such as cell,
betacell, insulin, hormone. In the case of substances such as insulin the entities
of the class may be conceived as portions of such substances.
The key class-class relationship is the well-known subclass relationship isa.
Thus one can form sentences such as betacell isa cell and insulin isa hormone. The
pertinent sentence form C isa D is actually a shorthand of every C isa D. This is
reminiscent of a rmative categorical sentences in syllogistic logic, cf. [2].
This sentence form is actually a special case of the more general NaturaLog
key sentence form
every C R D
where R is a linguistically transitive verb (or more generally a verb form) des-
ignating a binary relation. This is exemplified by the sentence every betacell pro-
duce insulin. Again, the determiner every is optional: betacell produce insulin is
shorthand of every betacell produce insulin.
There is also the NaturaLog form
some C R D
in which presence of the determiner some is made mandatory.
These natural logic sentence forms have predicate logical construals: [ every ]
betacell produce insulin in predicate logic becomes the rather incomprehensible
’x(betacell(x) æ ÷y(produces(x,y) · insulin(y))), and in description-logical be-
comes the obscure betacell ı ÷produces.insulin. The sentence insulin isa hormone
is explicated simply as ’x(insulin(x) æ hormone(x)). The subclass relation isa is
equipped with built-in rules yielding reflexivity and transitivity.
NaturaLog adopts existential import, meaning that for each mentioned
class C there is implicitly what in a predicate logical construal appears as the
existential statement ÷xC(x), see for instance [12, 2, 12]. As a consequence, there
is no notion of empty class in our natural logic. Two classes are assumed disjoint
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if they have no common subclass. Introduction of a common subclass makes the
two classes overlapping, since their common subclass is bound to be non-empty.
Thus classes at the outset are disjoint. This is in accord with the common default
principle for scientific taxonomies and formal ontologies. We refer to [2, 12] for
further discussion of the rationale.
NaturaLog in addition to simple classes designated by common nouns im-
portantly a ords compound terms comprising modifiers that restrict classes to
subclasses. For instance, the sentence [ every ] cell that produce hormone reside-in
gland comprises the compound term cell that produce hormone consisting of the
class cell attributed the modifier that produce hormone linguistically in the form
of a restrictive relative clause that R D. The compound term cell that produce
hormone thereby designates a subclass of cell. This conforms with the notion of
generative ontologies introduced in [13] reflecting the recursive structure of the
attached modifiers for generating evermore specialized subclasses.
To this end let us specify the recursively defined syntactic notion of compound
concept terms:
A concept term Cterm is a class name C as introduced above, optionally af-
fixed a modifier taking form of either
– a restrictive relative clause that R Cterm, where R is a verb form, or
– a prepositional phrase R Cterm, where R is a preposition here also desig-
nating a binary relation.
Compound modifiers may further be combined by means of logical conjunc-
tion in NaturaLog as introduced in [12].
An essential aspect of natural logic is the provision of inference rules reflect-
ing direct “natural” reasoning on the linguistic forms in sentences. It is important
to stress that the computational reasoning enabling deductive querying is accom-
plished directly on natural logic forms and thus are not conducted by reduction to
predicate logic. This is detailed in section 4. As a preliminary step we explain how
NaturaLog sentences are represented in a database relation.
3. Encoding of Natural Logic in Data Base Relations
The NaturaLog sentences are to be represented in a database relation in the
knowledge base. In the simple cases with no compound terms this is done straight-
forwardly in principle with tuples such as,
kb(..., every, betacell, produce, insulin)
for the sentence [ every ] betacell produce insulin. The tuple is stored in a relation
kb and specifies values for attributes QUANT, SUB, REL, OBJ. However, to distin-
guish given sentences from derived and to separate propositions from definitions
two additional attributes MODE and TYPE are added such that the full schema
for the kb relation becomes:
kb(MODE, TYPE, QUANT, SUB, REL, OBJ)
where MODE can take the values given and deriv, TYPE can take the values prop
and defin and QUANT is either every or some.
Sentences with compound terms are decomposed into simple sentences fol-
lowing the methods detailed in [2, 6, 12], that is, by introduction of appropri-
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ate auxiliary class names representing the compound terms. As an example, the
above sentence cell that produce hormone reside-in gland gives rise to the auxiliary
class name cell-that-produce-hormone which has to be defined by two additional





Figure 1. Example graph including three sentences
The sentences included in the graph in figure 1 will be represented by the
following tuples in the kb-relation:
kb(given, defin, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, isa, cell)
kb(given, defin, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, produce, hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, reside-in, gland)
Notice that in the graph notation unlabelled arrows represent isa. The definitional
contributions are logically explicated as “if-and-only-if”:
cell-that-produce-hormone(x) ¡ cell(x)·producehormone(x)
This reduction of recursive compound terms serves easing and streamlining of the
computation of inference and query answers.
4. Inference through Data Base Query Operations
Let us begin considering a tiny natural logic knowledge base containing solely the
two sentences betacell produce insulin and insulin isa hormone. Suppose we wish
to know which kind of cells that produce hormone giving this information. To
this end we might form the parameterized “query” sentence X produce hormone,
aiming at obtaining answers as instantiation of the parameter variable X. How-
ever, no answer is obtained. This is because the common-sense expected answer
X = betacell necessitates the introduction of inference rules capable of combin-
ing information in sentences according to logical consequence principles in the
computation.
In [6, 12] we devised a collection of deductive inference rules for decomposed
and encoded NaturaLog sentences in a knowledge base. The rules are specified
in Datalog. This means that Datalog functions as a metalogic for Natura-
Log, where also various forms of deductive querying are stated. Here, instead of
Datalog we apply an ordinary relational database query language. The derived
sentences are added to the database relation kb. In this way the query-relevant
part of the deductive closure is materialized in a iterative pre-compilation in-
volving the knowledge base in its entirety. In the course of this computation new
compound terms being potentially relevant to queries are generated. This implies
that subsequent deductive query answer computations reduce to mere sentence
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retrieval from the knowledge base now being extended with materialized inferred
propositions. For instance, for the above example with just two sentences, the
inference engine adds the encoded form of the deduced sentence betacell produce
hormone using one of the inference rules described below.
This approach to computation replaces the common goal-driven top-down
approach to derivations, known e.g. from logic programming, with a bottom-up
pre-computation with caching drawing on the entire knowledge base. Thereby,
backtracking computation is avoided at the expense of deriving sentences being
irrelevant to the queries at hand. Thus time-consuming query reasoning is traded
for compile-time computation of the deductive closure and storage use.
As indicated above, the inference engine is a mechanism that iteratively ma-
terializes (adds) new tuples to the kb relation by application of the inference
rules. The NaturaLog inference rules are presented below along with examples
of inferred propositions, that is, tuples that can be inferred from other tuples in
the kb relation. The result of adding all propositions that can be inferred is a
limited deductive closure of the knowledge base. For practical purposes this com-
putation should not be performed tuple by tuple. In section 5 examples of how
materialization of inferred tuples can be performed using SQL bulk insertions.
4.1. Weakening and Dual Relationship
As mentioned in section 2, all classes are non-empty (due to existential import),
and therefore we have that any default every proposition can be weakened to a
some proposition. This is expressed in the weakening rule:
every C R D
some C R D
(1)
allowing to make derivations such as:
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(deriv, prop, some, betacell, produce, insulin)
Mathematically, each relation R possesses an inverse relation R≠1. Therefore,
for strictly logical reasons and given our pervasive principle of non-empty con-
cepts, for C R D (i.e. every C R some D) implicitly, as explained in chapter [12],
we also have the dual
some D R≠1 some C
Dual relations need to be explicitly specified in the knowledge base. For this
purpose we introduce a database relation inv with the schema:
inv(R, Rinv)
Using this we can e.g. specify produced by to be the inverse of produce:
inv(produce, produced by)
The rule expressing the existence of an inverse is the following:
some C R D
some D Rinv C
(2)
where Rinv is the inverse relation to R. As an example we have:
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kb(given, prop, some, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(deriv, prop, some, insulin, produce by, betacell)
Notice that relation inversion corresponds to active to passive voice switching as
covered in more detail in [12].
The weakening (1) and the dual relationship (2) rule in combination implies:
C R D
some D Rinv C
(3)
An example of application of this rule is:
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(deriv, prop, some, insulin, produce by, betacell)
Observe that for the copula isa we have inv(isa, isa).













Figure 2. Monotonicity rules: (a) inheritance and (b) generalization. Dashed relations are
inferred.
A query task appeals implicitly to appropriate deduction rules. This is be-
cause a query normally involves propositions that are deducible from the ones
given explicitly in the knowledge base. As an example, given the knowledge base
propositions insulin isa hormone and betacell produce insulin, the query
X produce hormone
would intuitively yield X = betacell (with multiple answers to be expected in a
more comprehensive knowledge base). This is achieved by means of a pair of logical
deduction rules known as monotonicity rules in natural logic [7], the inheritance
and the generalization rule, which can be stated as follows:
Csub isa C C R D
Csub R D
(4)




examples of application of these rules are:
kb(given, prop, every, pancreas, isa, gland)
kb(given, prop, every, gland, produce, hormone)
kb(deriv, prop, every, pancreas, produce, hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(given, prop, every, insulin, isa, hormone)
kb(deriv, prop, every, betacell, produce, hormone)
The rules are illustrated in figure 2. The inheritance rule provides inheritance to
all sub-concepts of a concept C, while the generalization rule admits generalization
of an ascribed property. A special case, the monotonicity rules provide transitivity
of isa with the relation R being isa.
The two monotonicity rules above apply to the form every C R D. The logic
calls for corresponding rules to the form some C R D.
Recalling existential import, we get an overlap rule:
every C isa D1 some C isa D2
some D1 isa D2
(6)
as well as negative sentences:
”„ some C R D
no C R D
(7)
As a special case we get the non-overlap rule where R=isa:
”„ some C isa D
no C isa D
(8)
The conclusions obtained in rules 7 and 8 by means of negation by non-provability
are not added to knowledge base.
4.3. Subsumption
The presence of if-and-only-if definitions in the knowledge base, indicated by the
use of definitions for compound terms, calls for the following subsumption rule:
D isa D1
o





indicates the compound term definition as in the decomposition of the
form D isa D1 that R D2. The rule is shown in graph form in figure 3(a). This
subsumption rule yields a derived concept inclusion proposition depicted as a
dashed arc in figure 3. Due to the if-and-only-if definition of D, it holds that for


















Figure 3. The subsumption rule with an example. Dashed relations are inferred.
An example of application of this rule is :
kb(given, defin, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, isa, cell)
kb(given, defin, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, produce, insulin)
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, isa, cell)
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(deriv, prop, every, betacell, isa, cell-that-produce-insulin)
this example is also shown in graph form in figure 3(b)
4.4. Materialization
All concepts potentially contributing to the answer of a query are to be made
explicit in the knowledge base. To achieve this, we now introduce materialization
inference rules for integrating new concepts. For instance, from cell and produce
and hormone we can construct the constant cell-that-produce-hormone. We dis-
tinguish two materialization cases for pairs of definitional arcs and for pairs of
non-definitional arcs. The following rule take care of pairs of definitional arcs.
A isa B
o
A R C C isa D
ÈB-that-R-DÍ isa B
o
ÈB-that-R-DÍ R D A isa ÈB-that-R-DÍ (10)
Where B-that-R-D is a new concept positioned as illustrated in figure 4 that also
includes a concrete example where the materialized concept is cell-that-produce-
hormone. Observe that in the graph rendition pairs of definitional arcs, unlike
non-definitional arcs, meet in their starting points.
An example of tuples inferred by materialization for definitional arcs is the
following:
kb(given, defin, every, betacell, isa, cell)
kb(given, defin, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(given, prop, every, insulin, isa, hormone)
kb(deriv, defin, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, isa, cell)
kb(deriv, defin, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, produce, hormone)
kb(deriv, prop, every, betacell, isa, cell-that-produce-hormone)


























Figure 4. Materialization from definitional arcs with example. New concepts B-that-R-D
and cell-that-produce-hormone
C isa D C R E
ÈD-that-R-EÍ isa D
o
ÈD-that-R-EÍ R E C isa ÈD-that-R-EÍ (11)
The rule is shown in graph form in figure 5, that also includes an example. The
materialized concepts in the figure are D-that-R-E and cell-that-produce-insulin re-
spectively. The example in figure 5 in inferred database tuple form is the follow-
ing.
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, isa, cell)
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, insulin)
kb(deriv, defin, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, isa, cell)
kb(deriv, defin, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, produce, insulin)


















Figure 5. Materialization from non-definitional arcs with example. New concepts are
D-that-R-E and cell-that- produce-hormone
5. Implementation of the Inference rules by means of Data Base Querying
Execution of queries in a system consisting of a knowledge base and a set of
inference rules as presented in the previous section, can be prohibitively ine ective
if these rules must be applied while evaluating the queries. Instead, as a preprocess
before querying, the knowledge base can be extended with the relevant deductive
closure, i.e. assertion of all the expressions that can be inferred from the set of
inference rules over that base.
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Given the following SQL definition of the database schema to represent the knowl-
edge base kb and the inverse relations inv
CREATE TABLE kb(
mode TEXT,--  given  or  deriv[ed] 
type TEXT, --  prop[osition]  or  defin[ition] 
quant TEXT, --  every  or  some 
sub TEXT, -- subject
rel TEXT, -- relation
obj TEXT -- object
);
CREATE TABLE inv(
rel TEXT, -- relation
invrel TEXT -- inverse relation
);
the deductive closure of the knowledge base kb can be achieved by insertion of all
the new tuples that can be inferred from existing tuples using the inference rules,
as shown in the previous section.
For the monotonicity rule (4)
Csub isa C C R D
Csub R D
the following SQL statement inserts all tuples inferred from the tuples in kb
INSERT INTO kb(
SELECT  deriv ,  prop ,  every , kb1.sub, kb2.rel, kb2.obj
FROM kb AS kb1, kb AS kb2
WHERE kb1.rel =  isa 
AND kb1.obj = kb2.sub);
And for the subsumption rule (9)
D isa D1
o
D R D2 C isa D1 C R D2
C isa D
the following SQL statement inserts all tuples inferred from the tuples in kb
excluding the cases where D is equal to C and D1 is equal to D2.
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INSERT INTO kb(
SELECT  deriv ,  prop ,  every , p1.sub,  isa , d1.sub
FROM kb AS d1, kb AS d2, kb AS p1, kb AS p2
WHERE d1.rel =  isa 
AND d1.type =  defin 
AND d1.sub = d2.sub
AND d1.obj <> d2.obj
AND d2.type =  defin 
AND p1.rel =  isa 
AND p1.sub = p2.sub
AND p1.obj = d1.obj
AND p1.sub <> d1.sub
AND p2.obj = d2.obj
AND d2.rel = p2.rel);
The remaning inference rules can likewise be expressed as insertion statements.
Note, that the insert statements also must take into account not adding tuples
that are already present in kb, which is left out here for clarity.
Assuming a set of functions that extends the knowledge base if the inference
rules can be applied, for instance, the function monotonicity rules() to apply the
two monotonicity rules. An algorithm applying all the inference rules until all possible
inferences are asserted into the knowledge base would look:
LOOP





WHILE count <> SELECT COUNT(*) FROM kb;
Applying this algorithm on the knowledge base in figure 6 will recursively assert all
inferred tuples. The first rule to be executed in the algorithm is the inverse rule which
add all the inverse edges to the knowledge base as shown in figure 7, where the dotted
lines represent the inverted relations in the form some D R≠1 some C to distinguish
from the every form. In the rest of the example figures in this section the inverted edges













Figure 6. Knowledge base with given propositions
Figure 8 shows the result of running one iteration of the algorithm (omitting dual propo-










Figure 7. Applying the dual relationship rule on the knowledge base from figure 6
kb(given, prop, every, alphacell, produce, hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, betacell, produce, hormone)
and the materialization rules the following tuples
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-glycagon, produce, glycagon)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-glycagon, isa, cell)
kb(given, prop, every, alphacell, isa, cell-that-produce-glycagon)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, produce, insulin)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, isa, cell)





















Figure 8. The first iteration of the algorithm (dual propositions omitted)
The first iteration adds in total eight new tuples (plus all the inverted edges) to the
knowledge base and thus the algorithm will continue with another iteration. In this next
iteration the monotonicity rule will add
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, produce, hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-glycagon, produce, hormone)
and the materialization rules will add one new concept leading to the following tuples
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, isa, cell)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-hormone, produce, hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-insulin, isa, cell-that-produce-hormone)
kb(given, prop, every, cell-that-produce-glycagon, isa, cell-that-produce-hormone)
Here we have shown the first steps of the deductive closure, but the algorithm will





















Figure 9. The second iteration of the algorithm (dual propositions omitted)
6. Deductive Querying
Section 4 introduced to the inference rules that apply to a NaturaLog knowledge base
and gave examples of how the rules apply to specific tuples. Section 5 exemplified how
deductive closure corresponding to the given inference rules can be derived through
database updates that iteratively extends the database relation kb by adding new in-
ferred tuples. Below we introduce di erent types of queries and describe how these can
be evaluated by accessing the kb relation.
6.1. Concept querying
A basic query form is an open proposition with one or more free query variables. To
query e.g. ”what produce insulin” the following parameterized NaturaLog sentence
can be used:
X produce insulin
For the knowledge base shown in figure 9 this query would yield {betacell, cell-that-
produce-insulin} as possible instantiations for the variable X, while the query X produce
hormone would lead to the answer {alphacell, cell-that-produce-alphacell, betacell, cell-
that-produce-insulin, cell-that-produce-hormone}, and the query betacell produce Y would
lead to the answer {insulin, hormone}. Using a variable in the position of the relation
provides similarly the possible instantiations. For instance, the query betacell R hor-
mone yields {produce}, while X R hormone leads to the answer {(glycagon, isa), (cell-
that-produce-hormone, produce), (cell-that-produce-glycagon, produce), (cell-that-produce-
insulin, produce), (insulin, isa), (alphacell, produce), (betacell, produce)}.
Expressions for such concept queries with one or more free variables in SQL are straight-
forwardly obtained from the proposition form: The first and the last of the queries
mentioned above can be expressed in SQL as follows.
SELECT sub
FROM kb
WHERE rel =  produce  and obj =  insulin ;
SELECT sub, rel
FROM kb
WHERE obj =  hormone ;
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In the examples above we consider the default proposition form every C R D. As
noticed, the indicated closures shown in figures 6, 8 and 9 does not include propositions
derived from the dual relationship rule that take the form some D R≠1 C. This is
to avoid cluttering and maintain readability especially in the two last of these figures.
Figure 7, however, includes duals derived from the given propositions in figure 6 and
indicates how the knowledge base expands when closuring also with respect to dual
relationship. For instance the query X R insulin to the knowledge base in figure 7 would
yield, explicating also the quantifier: {(every, betacell, produce), (some, hormone, isa)}.
The SQL expression to retrieve this would simply be:
SELECT quant, sub, rel
FROM kb
WHERE obj =  hormone ;
6.2. Commonality querying
Among the more sophisticated query forms that NaturaLog enables there is common-
ality querying. The commonality for a pair of stated concepts C and D are the proper-
ties they have in common. Considering for instance alphacell and betacell in figure 9 the
commonality would be {(produce, hormone), (isa, cell), (isa, cell-that-produce-hormone)}.
This can be retrieved by the simple SQL expression:
SELECT obj
FROM kb




WHERE quant =  every  AND obj =  betacell ;
However, the most interesting contribution to the answer in this case would be the most
specific part, that is, {((isa, cell-that-produce-hormone)}. This can also be expressed in
SQL in a straight manner, such as:
SELECT obj, count(*)
FROM kb




WHERE quant =  every  AND obj =  betacell 
GROUP BY obj;
ORDER BY count(*) DESC LIMIT 1;
6.3. Pathway querying
The entire knowledge base graph forms a road map between all the applied concepts.
The introduction of a universal concept at the top of the ontology ensures that all
concepts are connected. This concept map can be queried by means of dedicated rules
searching pathways in the graph between two stated concepts in the knowledge base.
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The pathway querying applies the given sentences suplemented with their duals, ignoring
other derived propositions. A simple example is given in figure 7.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have described principles and structure for a software system that im-
plements a dialect of natural logic for knowledge bases. This has been done by explaining
how the various inference rules can be realized by relational database query facilities.
The derived sentences forming a deductive closure are stored so that querying in the
natural logic is conducted as a mere retrieval process. Accordingly, the system is to be
implemented as a general-purpose database application. It remains to be seen whether
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Abstract. This paper presents a new knowledge base creation method for 
personal/collective health data with knowledge of preemptive care and potential risk 
inspection with a global and geographical mapping and visualization functions of 
5D World Map System. The final goal of this research project is a realization of a 
system to analyze the personal health/bio data and potential-risk inspection data and 
provide a set of appropriate coping strategies and alert with semantic computing 
technologies. The main feature of 5D World Map System is to provide a platform 
of collaborative work for users to perform a global analysis for sensing data in a 
physical space along with the related multimedia data in a cyber space, on a single 
view of time-series maps based on the spatiotemporal and semantic correlation 
calculations. In this application, the concrete target data for world-wide evaluation 
is (1) multi-parameter personal health/bio data such as blood pressure, blood glucose, 
BMI,  uric acid level etc. and daily habit data such as food, smoking, drinking etc., 
for a health monitoring and (2) time-series multi-parameter collective health/bio 
data in the national/regional level for global analysis of potential cause of disease. 
This application realizes a new multidimensional data analysis and knowledge 
sharing for both a personal and global level health monitoring and disease analysis. 
The results are able to be analyzed by the time-series difference of the value of each 
spot, the differences between the values of multiple places in a focused area, and the 
time-series differences between the values of multiple locations to detect and predict 
a potential-risk of diseases. 
Keywords. Semantic Search, Semantic Computing, Medicine, Medical Data, Big 
Data, Biographical Data, Vital Data, Sensing, AI, Cyber-Physical System, 
Visualization, Data Mining, Warning, SPA, Sensing, Processing, Actuation, SDGs, 
SDG3, UN, United Nation,  
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1. Introduction 
Preemp i e Care  is a preventive medicine that diagnoses, predicts, and intervenes of 
a s bjec s disease b  checking biologic da a s ch as blood press re, blood gl cose, 
blood protein, uric acid level, BMI, CT images, personal genes, mRNA, etc.. If 
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preemptive care is realized, it is possible to prevent disease by detecting abnormal values 
of biologic data even in cases where an individual does not have serious symptoms but 
have mild symptoms. In addition to suppressing rising medical and nursing care costs in 
the aged society, it has attracted attention because it can improve treatment results and 
extend healthy life expectancy. 
Although the survival rate of patients of adult-onset disease and infectious disease 
is improving due to the emergence of new medicines and the development of new 
treatments, the number of those patients will continue to increase depending on the trend 
of globalized society, which requires the information infrastructure to support constant 
healthcare treatments. It has been proven in many diseases that the early detection of the 
symptom and prevention will increase the survival rate.  
This paper presents a new knowledge base creation method for personal/collective 
health data with knowledge of preemptive care and potential risk inspection with a global 
and geographical mapping and visualization methods of 5D World Map System. The 
final goal of this research project is a realization of a system to analyze the personal 
health/bio and potential-risk inspection data and provide a set of appropriate coping 
strategies and alert with semantic computing technologies.  
The main feature of 5D World Map System is to provide a platform of collaborative 
work for users to perform a global analysis for sensing data in a physical space along 
with the related multimedia data in a cyber space, on a single view of time-series maps 
based on the spatiotemporal and semantic correlation calculations.  
In this application, the concrete target data for world-wide evaluation is (1) multi-
parameter personal health/bio data such as blood pressure, blood glucose, BMI,  uric acid 
level etc. and daily habit data such as food, smoking, drinking etc., for a health 
monitoring and (2) time-series multi-parameter collective health/bio data in the 
national/regional  level for global analysis of potential cause of disease. This application 
of 5D World Map System realizes a new multidimensional data analysis and knowledge 
sharing for both a personal and a global level health monitoring and disease analysis. 
The results are able to be analyzed by the time-series difference of the value of each spot, 
the differences between the values of multiple places in a focused area, and the time-
series differences between the values of multiple locations to detect and predict a 
potential-risk of diseases. 
The originality of this research is in the realization of the system to collect 
fragmented biologic data and knowledge of healthcare and set into the systematic 
Sensing-Processing-Actuation (SPA) process model to analyze, share and automate the 
SPA calculation model and realize the functions to extract the important and essential 
elements of SPA for prediction from fragmented knowledge systematically. 
2. Global and Geographical Visualization of Health Data with 5D WMS in SPA 
Process model 
5D World Map System [1][2][3] is a knowledge representation system that enables 
semantic, temporal and spatial analysis of multimedia data and integrates the analyzed 
results as 5-dimentional dynamic historical atlas (5D World Map). The composition 
elements of 5D World Map are a spatial dimension (3D), a temporal dimension (4D) and 
a semantic dimension (5D).  
A semantic associative search method [4] is applied to this system for realizing the 
concept that "semantics" of words, documents, multimedia, events and phenomena vary 
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according to the "context". The semantics of each target multimedia data regarding to 
any events, phenomena or topics are calculated on a multidimensional vector space and 
represented as one dimensional ranking on a time-series world map space. The main 
feature of this system is to create various context-dependent patterns of social stories 
according to user s viewpoints and the diversity of context in phenomena dynamically. 
The main feature of this system is to create infinite patterns of stories or scenarios, 
according to user's viewpoints dynamically. Semantically evaluated and analyzed 
multimedia data are mapped onto a time-series multi-geographical space dynamically. 
When the users set up conditions and inquire them into the system, the system evaluates 
all the multimedia data connected to the system by means of spatial, temporal and 
semantic computation functions, and integrates these results of dynamic multi-contextual 
computation onto a set of chronologically-ordered world maps. The basic concept of the 




Figure 1. Conceptual Overview of 5D World Map System [1] 
 
5D World Map System [1][2][3] has been providing various functionalities to share 
and visualize various types of multimedia data [5][6][7][8]. A combination of the 
analysis and visualization functions for multimedia and real-time sensing-data of 5D 
World Map System has been proposed to make environmental analysis much richer and 
deeper, which contributes to activities of collaborative environmental knowledge 
creation [5][6]. Also, a multi-dimensional and multi-layered visualization and 
Monitoring-Analysis-Warning functions of 5D World Map System for building disaster 
resilience has been proposed for monitoring Sustainable Development Goals in United 
Nations ESCAP [8]. 
In this project of preemptive care with 5D World Map System, we apply these 
analytical visualization functions in the SPA (Sensing-Processing-Actuation) process 


























Figure 2. SPA process of 5D World Map System for Preemptive Care 
3. Implementation 
In this section, we introduce multiple applications of global and geographical mapping 
and visualization of personal/collective health/bio data with 5D World Map System to 
show the feasibility of the method. The applications are 1) Spatiotemporal Analysis with 
Single Parame er Vis ali a ion: he case of Corona ir s disease (COVID-19)  infection 
spreading around the world (2020), 2) Spatial Analysis with Multiple Parameters 
Visualization: the case of Oesophag s Cancer  - drinking habit relation around the 
world (2018), 3) Demographical and Seasonal Analysis with Multi-layered 
Visualization: the case of Deng e Fe er  in S raba a, Indonesia (2007  2012), 4) 
Personal Action-History Analysis: the case of "Infectious-disease danger-zone" in 
Honolulu, Hawaii, 5) Spatiotemporal Document-based Analysis: the case of A ian 
Infl en a  aro nd he orld (2007-2017). By showing these multiple applications, we 
will examine the feasibility and applicability of 5D World Map System for Preemptive 
Care in the field of health care. 
3.1. Spatiotemporal Analysis with Single Parameter Visualization: Corona ir s 
disease (COVID-19)  infection spreading around the world (2020) 
To examine the feasibility of applying spatiotemporal analysis with single parameter 
visualization function of 5D World Map System to analyze the time-series change of 
geographical distribution of infectious disease, we focused on the early stage of emergent 
disease COVID-19  and collec ed he dail  n mber of infec ed people aro nd he orld 
from Jan. to March 2020 from WHO [9], AFP BB [10] and Nikkei [11]. 
In the case of COVID-19 analysis in SPA process model, the important 
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Solid (TDS) Salinity pH Turbidity
FAO001 0-699 0-449 0-0.5 - - Excellent for drinking and irrigation
FAO002 700-2999 500-1999 0.5-1.9 - - Slightly saline to toxic
FAO003 3000-1000002000-100000 2.0-10 - - Severe for irrigation
J001 0-249 0-149 0-0.14 - - Low toxicity for crop
J002 250-749 150-499 0.15-0.49- - Toxic to sensitive crop
J003 750-2249 500-1499 0.5-1.49- - Toxic to low tolerance crop
J004 2250-1000001500-100000 1.5-10 - - Toxic to highty tolerance crop
E001 0-1499 0-959 0-0.9 - - Excellent for agriculture
E002 1500-4999 960-3199 1-2.9 - - Very satisfactory for agriculture
E003 5000-7999 3200-5119 3-4.9 - -
Satisfactory for agriculture (livestock) and poor
for agriculture (poultry)
E004 8000-199995120-7039 5-6.9 - -
Poor for agriculture (livestock) and not
acceptable for poultry
E005 20000-1599997040-10239 7-9.9 - - Unfit for agriculture
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In this preliminary experiment, we tried to focus on the visualization of the early 
stage of COVID-19 spreading trend without Processing process. Figure 3 (a)  (h) shows 
the temporal change of the geographical distribution with the number of total confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 from Jan. 20 to March 14, 2020 by every 3 days.  
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Jan. 20, 2020 Jan. 23, 2020 Jan. 26, 2020
Jan. 29, 2020 Feb. 1, 2020 Feb. 4, 2020
Feb. 7, 2020 Feb. 10, 2020 Feb. 13, 2020
Feb. 16, 2020 Feb. 19, 2020 Feb. 22, 2020
Sensing: the daily number of total confirmed cases, total confirmed new 
cases, total death, total new death, transmission classification, total 
PCR test, total antibody test, total antigen test, positive rate, 
effective reproduction number, etc. 
Processing: calculation of increasing rate 
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Figure 3. Spa io emporal is ali a ion of infec io s disease spreading:  (a)  (s) he 
n mber of infec ed people of Corona ir s (COVID-19) from Jan. 23 o March 14, 
2020 (e er  3 da s) 
Da a So rce: WHO[9]/AFP BB[10]/Nikkei[11] 
 
From Figure 3 (b) Jan. 23 and (c) Jan. 26, we can find that the number of 
confirmed cases of COVID-19 in China was increased from 571 to 2,744, and the cases 
outside mainland China was expanded to South-East Asia countries. From (d) Jan. 29, 
(e) Feb. 1 and (f) Feb. 4, we observe that the number of cases in China was increased 
from 7,711 to 20,438, and the cases outside China was spread to South Asia and Europe. 
From (g) Feb. 7, (h) Feb. 10 and (i) Feb. 13, it is observed that the number of cases in a 
cruise ship anchored off the shore of Yokohama Port in Japan was increased from 61 to 
218 while that of other countries was not very much increased, and the number of cases 
in China was increased from 31,147 to 58,761.  
As shown in Figure 3 from (i) February 13th to (s) March 14th, it can be 
confirmed that the infected areas were spread to the Middle East, Central and South 
America, Africa, and Eastern Europe and Northern Europe. The characteristics are found 
not only the number of cases but also in the geographical spread. The number of countries 
and regions where new infections have been confirmed is increasing explosively. 
In addition, the important point that can be discovered by these observations is 
not the grasp of the countries / regions that have undergone large changes such as the 
rapid increase in the number of confirmed cases, but the "danger of lurking in the 
countries / regions without changes of numbers" as a sign. It is easy to confirm by daily 
Feb. 25, 2020 Feb. 28, 2020 March 2, 2020
March 5, 2020 March 8, 2020 March 11, 2020
March 14, 2020
Jan. 23, 2020
1 10 100 1000 10,000
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news reports and WHO reports for areas where the number of confirmed cases and death 
has increased sharply, whereas there are few reports about areas where the number of 
confirmed cases has little or no change in the early stage (E.g. Italy: Feb.1 = 1, Feb. 7 = 
3, Feb. 22 = 9, Russia: Feb. 22 = 2, March 8 = 3, March 11 = 11, March 14 = 34) 
From these results, in the case of COVID-19 analysis, there can be an 
assumption that the countries / regions where the number of infected people continues to 
increase at a constant rate, especially in developed countries, can be considered to be the 
countries / regions where the infection is controlled to some extent. On the contrary, it 
can be assumed that the developed nations, where there is no or almost no change in the 
number, suggests that the actual situation cannot be grasped accurately by the tests or 
inspection. This can be used to predict the trends of the second and third waves that may 
occur in near future. 
3.2. Spatial Analysis with Multiple Parameters Visualization: Oesophag s Cancer  - 
Drinking habit relation around the world (2018) 
To examine the feasibility of applying spatial analysis with multiple parameters 
visualization function in the national/regional level to analyze the cause-effect relations 
be een disease and dail  habi a , e foc sed on he Oesophag s Cancer .  
It is known that there is a cause-effect relation between a smoking habit and 
lung/voice-box cancer. Also, it is said that there is cause-effect relation between a 
drinking and smoking habit and oesophagus/digestive system cancer, and Helicobacter 
pylori (HP) infection and stomach cancer. 
In the case of the analysis of oesophagus/digestive system cancer in SPA 
process model, the important elements of SPA process are defined as below. In the case 
of stomach cancer analysis in regional/national level, the detection of HP (by urine/blood 
test) is added to Sensing process. 
In this preliminary experiment, we collected the share of drinkers who have had 
a heavy drinking session in past 30 days, 2010 from Our World in Data [12] and the 
estimated number of new oesophagus cancer cases in 2018, both sexes, all ages from 
WHO Cancer Today [13]. Figure 4 shows the geographical mapping and visualization 
results of the share of heavy drinkers and estimated number of new oesophagus cancer 
cases in national/regional level without Processing process.  
Figure 4 (a)(d)(g)(j) show the share of heavy drinkers of each country in Europe, 
South-East Asia, Africa and Latin America respectively by red circles, and Figure 4 
(b)(e)(h)(k) show the estimated number of oesophagus cancer cases in each country in 
each area by yellow circles. Then, Figure 4 (c)(f)(i)(l) show the layered visualization of 
both parameters of the share of heavy drinkers and estimated number of new oesophagus 
cancer cases. 
 
Sensing: alcohol consumption per person in the year, share of adults who 
drank alcohol in the year, share of drinkers who have had a heavy 
drinking session, share of adults who smoke, daily cigarette per 
smoker, etc. (Ref: [12]) 
Processing: calculation of correlation between sensed data and the 
confirmed/estimated disease cases, estimation of increasing rate 















































Figure 4. Geographical mapping and is ali a ion res l s of he share of hea  
drinkers and he es ima ed n mber of ne  oesophag s cancer cases in 
na ional/regional le el: (a)(d)(g)(j) = he share of hea  drinkers of each co n r  in 
E rope, So h-Eas  Asia, Africa and La in America respec i el  b  red circles, 
(b)(e)(h)(k) = he es ima ed n mber of oesophag s cancer cases in each co n r  b  
ello  circles, and (c)(f)(i)(l) = he la ered is ali a ion of bo h parame ers. 
 
Contrary to expectations, the results did not show a strong cause-effect relation 
between the share of heavy drinkers and the estimated number of oesophagus cancer 
cases as a whole. From Figure 4 (a)(b)(c) of Europe and (j)(k)(l) of Latin America, we 
can find some countries which have correlating trend of both parameters, whereas other 
countries do not have any correlations between them. For example, Poland, Germany, 
UK, Ireland, Italy, Spain in Europe and Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico have a high 
estimated number of oesophagus cancer cases although their shares of heavy drinkers are 
not so high. From Figure 4 (d)(e)(f) of South-East Asia and (g)(h)(i) of Africa, totally 
opposite trend is observed. The countries without high share of heavy drinkers such as 
China, India, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Afghanistan and the countries in the 
south-eastern Africa have high estimated number of oesophagus cancer cases. 
From these results, we reaffirm that a cause-effect and correlation analysis of 
the disease cannot be done simply. We may need to consider and examine the other 
factors/parameters such as personal anamnestic history of other diseases and 






(heavy drinker + oesophagus cancer)
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3.3. Demographical and Seasonal Analysis with Multi-layered Visualization: Deng e 
Fe er  in S raba a, Indonesia (2007  2012) 
To show the feasibility of applying multiparameter visualization function to analyze the 
demographical and seasonal analysis of infectious-disease spreading phenomena in a 
local le el, e in rod ce he mapping res l s of infec io s disease Deng e Fe er  i h 
multimedia, sensor data and demographical data collected from Surabaya local 
government and EEPIS-HDRC, Indonesia from 2007 to 2012 [14] . 
In the case of dengue fever analysis in SPA process model, the important 
elements of SPA process in national/local level are defined as below. 
In this preliminary experiment, we tried to focus on the geographical 











Sensing: 1. Humidity, 2. Precipitation, 3. Number of media (mosquitoes), 
4. Geolocation of places with high population density (open-air 
market, mall, school, hospital, etc.) 
Processing: Calc la ion of area s risk degree of spreading by sensing data 
1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Actuation: Spatiotemporal visualization of high-risk area and 
geographical indication of high-risk spots, Prediction of annual trend 









Number of infected cases 
 
 
Figure 5. Mapping and o erla ing res l s of s a is ical da a: n mber of infec ed 
cases of deng e: (a) socio-c l ral da a, m l imedia and sensor da a rela ed o 
deng e fe er, and (b) geographical dis rib ion of school, residence, hospi al, and 
ind s rial dis ric s, and he informa ion of h man con ac , (c) he n mber of infec ed 
cases in each dis ric  i h ariable-si e markers i h con in o s colors (Marker 
si e= n mber of infec ed cases, marker color: dark=small n mber, brigh =large 
n mber), (d) he same infec ed cases  n mber da a in KMZ files o erlapped on o he 
map (Dis ric  color: red=high densi , ello =medi m, green=lo  densi ), (e) he 
o erlapping res l s of se eral KMZ files and a KML file of geographical and 
h man-con ac  informa ion, and (f) he in erface o sho  he de ailed informa ion of 
each area b  ra  da a  [14]. 
 
Low High
Shopping Mall (the place where a lot of people get together)
Outdoor Market (the place where people may contact with mosquitos)
School (the place where young people get together)
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Figure 5 (a) shows the mapping and overlying results of various types of data: socio-
cultural data, multimedia (image, text and movie) and sensor data, and the combination 
of image data about weather sensor and sociocultural information related to drive 
contagious among people. Figure 5 (b) shows different feature classes of the area. Points 
represent the buildings of school, market, mall, and hospital, and polygon represents the 
area of industry or resident. It is overlaid in shape file and converted to KML/KMZ 
(Keyhole Markup Language) file type for 5D mapping. Both (a) and (b) are the 
information infrastructure for the following spatiotemporal analysis of dengue spreading 
phenomena. 
Figure 5 (c) shows the number of infected cases in each district in variable-size 
markers with continuous colors by the analytical visualization function of statistical and 
sensing data, and (d) shows the same data as a density of infected cases by KMZ files 
processed in the common GIS software, ArcGIS, and overlapped onto the map by the 
historical-geographical information visualization function. Figure 5 (e) shows the 
overlapping results of several KMZ files and a KML file of geographical and human-
contact information, and (f) shows the interface to show the detailed information of each 
area by raw data. 
From Figure 6 of monthly visualization of the number of infected cases, we can 
observe that the areas with many infected cases (yellow to red) are increasing from 
January to March, April, May, and then those are decreasing from June to December. 
This trend represents the relation between seasonal weather (dry season and rainy season) 
to the number of infected cases.  
 
Jan. 2007 Feb. 2007 March 2007 
April 2007 Ma  2007 June 2007 
Jul  2007 Aug. 2007 Sep. 2007 
Oct. 2007 No . 2007 Dec. 2007 
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Figure 7. Vis ali a ion res l s of mon hl  change of he n mber of infec ed 
cases of Deng e fe er in 2007 b  KMZ mapping  [14] 
 
Next, we focused on the same seasons  April (rainy season) and November (dry 
season)  in every year. The results are shown in Figure 8. From the results, we can 
observe that there are not very many cases in both April and November in 2011 and 2012. 
We can presume that this phenomenon happened because in 2011 and 2012, dry season 
in Surabaya is longer than wet season. Water is media of mosquito breeding, if the 
quantity of rainfall is decrease, media of breeding will shrink. As a consequence, the 
population of mosquito also decreases [15]. Also, it is pointed that the government 
controlled dengue actively more by involving local communities to remain alert to the 




Figure 8. Comparison of he n mber of infec ed cases of deng e fe er in 
S raba a, Indonesia be een rain  season and dr  season for 2007-2012: 
is ali a ion of he normali ed al es b  KMZ  [14] 
 
Accessing and visualizing infectious disease-related data has been the challenge 
for awareness building. Data sources are not homogeneous and the data collection is not 
centralized. It is scattered across various platforms and databases at both the sub-national 
and national levels. The multi-dimensional and multiple contextual analysis of 5D World 
Map System will contribute to bring together data under one platform in order to 
understand the multiple factors/parameters/contexts in infectious disease analysis. 









April 2007 April 2008 April 2009 
April 2010 April 2011 April 2012 
 
 
Figure 8. The number of infected cases of dengue fever in Surabaya, Indonesia 
in April for 2007-2012: visualization of the normalized values by KMZ  [14] 
 
Low High
Nov. 2007 Nov. 2008 Nov. 2009 
Nov. 2010 Nov. 2011 Nov. 2012 
 
Figure 9. The number of infected cases of dengue fever in Surabaya, Indonesia in 
November from 2007-2012: visualization of the normalized values of patient by 








In this section, we introduce our trial on mapping of personal action history to 5D World 
Map to examine the feasibility of health monitoring by daily habit tracking in individual 
level.  
In the case of personal infectious-disease danger-zone analysis in SPA process 
model, the important elements of SPA process in individual level are defined as below. 
In this preliminary experiment, we set two kinds of user, User A and User B 
and track their walking movement and the path by GPS without Processing process. 
Figure 9 shows the results of preliminary experiments in Honolulu, Hawaii.  
 In Figure 9, the walking path of User A is shown as blue line, and the walking 
path of User B is shown as green line.  The yellow pin #1 in the northern part of the map 
indicates a crowded shopping mall with high infection risks of influenza. The pin #2 in 
the middle part indicates the points of a lot of mosquitos existing, and the pin #3 in the 
southern part indicates the points of a lot of ants existing. From the results, we can 
assume that if User A stays long in the point of yellow pin #1 and is infected to influenza, 
the point of yellow pin #1 could be a point with high infection risk of influenza. In the 
same way, we can assume that if User B gets mosquito-borne disease and ant-borne 
allergy after this movement, the point of yellow pin #2 and #3 could be points of high 
infection risks of these diseases. 
 
 
Figure 9. Vis ali a ion of personal mo emen  racking and he poin s of infec ion 
risks: Bl e line = alking pa h of ser A, Green Line = alking pa h of ser B, 
Yello  Pins = poin s of infec ion risks of #1 infl en a, #2 mosq i o-borne disease 







Sensing: 1. Tracking of the route of personal movement, 2. geolocation of 
places where the infection occurred 
Processing: Calculation of spatiotemporal overlap between 1 and 2 as a risk 
Actuation: Geographical indication of personal danger-zone 
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3.5. Spatiotemporal Document-based Anal sis: A ian Infl en a  aro nd the orld 
(2007-2017) 
In this section, we introduce the document retrieval and visualization results [7] with 
5,941 global arming -related news articles from 2007 to 2017 owned by Nikkei 
Newspaper [17] . 
In the case of personal infectious-disease risk-hotspot analysis in SPA process 
model, the important elements of SPA process in individual level are defined as below. 
In this preliminary experiment, we examine the effectiveness of the spatiotemporal 
mapping and analytical visualization functions of 5D World Map System. Figure 10 and 
Figure 11 show the search and visualization results with a keyword "Avian Influenza" 
 
 
Figure 10. Example of News articles retrieval and visualization results: Period = Sep.  
Dec., 2007 (Uni  = Mon h), Ke ord = A ian Infl en a  [7] 
 
Figure 10 shows the document retrieval results for a group of articles of every 
month from September to December 2007. From these results, we can grasp how the 
infection phenomenon and the infection control strategies spread over the world: the first 
infection of the year was reported in China and Japan in September 2007, the infection 
spread to Southeast Asia and eastern United Kingdom from October to November. In 
December, the infection spread to South Asia, and in the EU, the European Commission 
decided an embargo on Dec. 5th, 2007. Finally, the vaccine development began in the 
United States on Dec. 11th, 2007. 
 
Oct., 2007: Korea and Vietnam 
(Infection)
Sep., 2007: Infections were reported in 
China and Japan.
Nov., 2007: Infections were reported 
in Indonesia, China, Korea, Japan and 
Eastern UK.
Dec., 2007: Infections were reported 
in Pakistan, Myanmar, China and Japan. 
EU decided embargo, and vaccine 
development was started in US.
Oct., 2007: Infections were reported in 
Korea and Vietnam.
Sensing: Extraction of Regional/National level (City/Country) geolocation 
and time of places where infection occurred  
Processing: Extraction of important keywords (metadata) from newspaper 
articles, mapping he me ada a o he seman ic space of Global 
Warming , and calc la ion of seman ic correla ion be een he 
input keywords and the articles 
Actuation: Spatiotemporal visualization 
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Figure 11. Example of News articles retrieval and visualization results: Period = 2007  
2017 (Uni  = Year), Ke ord = A ian Infl en a  (The res l s indica e a rend or 
periodicity of the infection phenomena.) 
 
Figure 11 shows the document retrieval and visualization results for a group of 
articles from 2007 to 2017 year-by-year. Based on these results, from the geographical 
distribution of articles and the trend of increase / decrease in number of articles per year, 
we can heuristically grasp the fact that the worldwide spread of infection is happened in 
2008 first, and many infection cases in the East and Southeast Asia region were reported 
in 2011, 2013-2014 and 2017 periodically. 
The results show the effectiveness of the spatiotemporal mapping and visualization 
functions of 5D World Map System as a tool of Vis al Da amining  as well as a 
verification tool of phenomena. 
4. Future Work 
In this paper, we have presented a new knowledge base creation method for 
personal/collective health/bio data with knowledge of preemptive care and potential risk 
inspection with a global and geographical mapping and visualization methods of 5D 
World Map System. This research project focuses on the realization of a system to 
analyze the personal health and potential-risk inspection data and provide a set of 
appropriate coping strategies with semantic computing technologies.  
We have examined the feasibility and applicability of 5D World Map System with 
SPA process modelling for Preemptive Care by showing 5 applications: 1) 
Spa io emporal Anal sis i h Single Parame er Vis ali a ion: he case of Corona ir s 
disease (COVID-19)  infec ion spreading aro nd he orld (2020), 2) Spa ial Anal sis 
i h M l iple Parame ers Vis ali a ion: he case of Oesophag s Cancer  - drinking 
habit relation around the world (2018), 3) Demographical and Seasonal Analysis with 
Multi-la ered Vis ali a ion: he case of Deng e Fe er  in S raba a, Indonesia (2007  
2007 (Sep. – Dec.) 2008 2009
2010 2011 2012
2013 2014 2015
2016 2017 (Jan. – July)
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2012), 4) Personal Action-History Analysis: the case of "Infectious-disease danger-zone" 
in Honolulu, Hawaii, 5) Spatiotemporal Document-based Anal sis: he case of A ian 
Infl en a  aro nd he orld (2007-2017).  
As a next step of our project, we will develop a system to estimate a user's own 
health-condition, compares his/her own health condition with the selected data set to 
predict the risk of disease occurrence, and performs a context-dependent multi-
parameterized Processing process  in he SPA archi ec re in 5D World Map System.  
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XML Sche a  i  edge 
a age e  
B ja  UMAKa , Ma ja  HERI KOa and Maja PU NIK a,1 
a
 University of Maribor, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
Abstract. Well organized data contributes extensively to classification possibilities 
and quality of knowledge management. XML schemas play an important role in data 
organization activities and provide basic foundations for companies and 
organizations, dealing with large amounts of data. In times, where knowledge 
represents greatest advantage in a competitive economy and is relatively simple to 
find through different web providers, quality of internal data structures and efficient 
a age e  f c a  a ab e i f a i  i  f utmost importance. XML 
schemas are one of the mechanisms that can provide a data organization system in 
a qualitative manner and efficient knowledge management as soon as data is defined 
or accumulated. A good XML schema support is a way to increase competitiveness 
of an organization with ensuring structured data quality and simplifying the 
knowledge management process. 
Keywords. Information management, Data management, Knowledge management, 
XML schema, XML document, Data quality 
1. Introduction 
Knowledge is a product of well-developed data and by definition, knowledge 
management (KM) is an efficient handling of information and resources within an 
organization. It is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using 
organizational knowledge [1] b  a i g he be   f gi e  da a. I  a  
interdisciplinary field, an intersection of computer science and management, addressing 
benefits in organizational aspects of business sectors, however greatly relying on 
computer and information science. KM has been around since the mid-1990s and its 
attempts to collect, store, categorize, mine, and process data into knowledge [31], 
correspond to Big Data challenges (capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, 
sharing, transfer, visualization, as well as querying, updating, information privacy and 
data source), in both cases dealing with large size data.  
Managing large size data or knowledge within an organization is unimaginable 
without the use of advanced information systems; while the design and implementation 
of such systems demands great organization as well as presents several technical 
challenges. Another closely tied discipline is knowledge engineering, which refers to all 
technical, scientific and social aspects involved in building, maintaining and using 
knowledge-based systems, which is vital for enterprise interoperability and networking. 
                                                          
1 Corresponding Author, Corresponding author, Book Department, IOS Press, Nieuwe Hemweg 6B, 
1013 BG Amsterdam, The Netherlands; E-mail: bookproduction@iospress.nl. 
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The paper focuses on advanced information and knowledge based systems, 
supporting KM. Furthermore, it is specifically focusing on the data part of IT systems, , 
containing the potential for creating knowledge. The data can originate in several forms, 
where common denominators are often XML documents and XML schemas, defining 
the structure of XML data. The quality of data structure is a precondition for the 
knowledge based system and the basis for many other disciplines such as machine 
learning, data mining and others. Difficulties and importance in building a qualitative 
data sets are addressed in this paper, focusing on XML schemas as de facto standard for 
data interchange [2] and an important part of information solutions, considered a 
prerequisite to knowledge management. 
In time of e-business, data is exchanged based on XML documents, a mark-up 
language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both 
human-readable as well as machine-readable. Several other formats (MS Office, Open 
office), can be easily translated in XML files, which provide users several advantages, 
information and knowledge extraction being only one of them. Each XML document is 
defined by XML schema (https://www.w3.org/XML/Schema), the focus technology of 
this paper. The structure and contents of XML schema documents has a significant 
influence on the value of data, which indirectly influences data quality in general, 
presenting a challenge in the first levels of information and KM. A good XML schema 
leads to a higher efficiency of data usage, extraction and organization as well as 
simplification of information solutions, simplified maintenance and therefore higher 
quality of data, information and knowledge. The paper focuses on measuring quality of 
XML schemas and addresses it from structural and contents/data perspective, presenting 
da a a  he ha  f da  ec  [3] as well as the fundament of KM. 
Companies use different databases, often including some sort of XML contents due 
to e-oriented business world, suitable for web presentation of data in various domains 
and digital libraries, which allow users to find anticipated search items [4]. Based on 
empirical research of 200 case studies of XML schema usage [5] (from various 
humanistic, natural and technical domains), XML schemas are often built in a manner, 
merely satisfying the minimum requirements of syntactic correctness and contents 
sufficiency (the effort however varies between previously mentioned domains). Often 
this is the problem with generated XML schemas or inappropriate (simplified) approach 
to XML schema building by non-experts. Difficulties occur when extending, reforming 
or reusing poorly designed XML schemas and consequently KM is less efficient.  
Existing metrics for quality evaluation only partially address the problem; they 
base their metrics on existing solutions known in software engineering and do not address 
the problem of an objective quality evaluation. Dynamic creation and adaptation of XML 
schemas presents an additional research challenge that requires the use of new 
approaches and solutions. Additionally, while the structure rules are mostly acquired, a 
good data organization is often neglected and often insufficient, especially in case of 
large size data. For example in case of Big Data, where volume, velocity, and variety is 
emphasized (in addition to veracity, variability, visualization and value of gathered data), 
the quality of data organization is crucial, suitably addressing challenges eci c to big 
data [25]. As the authors in [25] point out: big data is a lot of data, and with the IT support 
the user should be able to import and process data based on specific c i e ia de ed by 
the user (in form of an XML schema or otherwise). The ability to handle different kinds 
of data sources in a systematic and controlled manner, with the goal of generating 
suitable information for organizing data, would provide the most value to the user. XML 
schemas and Big Data combined could provide possibilities to evaluate not only quality 
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of data but also enable a quantitative analysis of attitudes, intentions and motivation of 
(XML schema) users, possibly providing insight about descriptive and predictive user 
behavior. In this paper, the quality of XML schemas is evaluated on a structural level of 
200 examined examples, however an additional quantitative analysis (statistical 
modelling for good data structure practices identification) could immensely improve 
XML schema quality, KM support and also reduce risk of data misunderstanding. Based 
on [25] and [32], the hierarchy of data, information, knowledge and how it connects to 
XML technologies, is presented in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1 The hierarchy of data, information, knowledge and wisdom [11], connected to XML technologies 
 
The aim of this paper is to focus on KM needs and ensure evaluation of XML data 
quality in business documents, supporting a better quality of data organization. 
Theoretical knowledge was tested on an expanded set of test data of already established 
XML schemas (for business documents) in various organizations with help of composite 
metrics. The a e  ai  e ea ch e i  i e iga e , how XML schema 
characteristics impact the quality of data, and influence knowledge management 
possibilities. To provide an answer, XML schema quality aspects were defined. A set of 
metrics for assessing different quality aspects of XML schemes was developed and 
results were combined with XML Schema Quality Index, a tool for reporting data quality 
of XML schemas [5]. In the following sections, those aspects are presented, indicating 
that quality of XML schemas address KM quality as well.  
The structure of the paper is as follows: after introduction to the problem (section 1), 
the paper presents related work on XML schema quality research (section 2) and 
establishment of knowledge management connection with XML schemas is provided 
(section 3). Section 4 focuses on quality aspects and in section 5 results of analysis are 
provided. The conclusion (section 6) holds a summary of results and future research 
plans are given. 
2. Related work 
Several scientific and professional papers are addressing quality of XML schemas in 
software applications in general within the time scope of last 15 years. There have been 
few attempts to evaluate and measure XML schemas, however the number of evaluated 
XML schemas was low and the quality aspect of XML schemas was mostly one-
dimensional, focusing only on complexity. Several metrics are summed by Zhang in [8], 
and significantly related work was done by [6], [7] and [8], where attempts to measure 
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XML schemas and software in general were made. Finding suitable metrics for XML 
technologies was addressed in other papers, however their backgrounds mainly being 
software metrics, not applicable to all data aspects of XML schema quality measurements, 
the main focus in this paper. Authors in [9] address metrics for evaluation of XML 
schema structure complexity, pointing out entropy. The proposed metric is empirically 
evaluated based on a case study. While applying the metric, the authors do not include 
the variety of preferences for XML schemas based on their purpose or data domain. The 
authors in [10] share the approach to measuring XML schema quality; however they 
consider structural aspect as well as aspect of contents. Their metric enables user 
modification of quality measurement settings. In our paper we take a step forward and 
include several other aspects of XML schema quality although not providing user 
modification possibilities. 
Improving XML schema quality is the focus in [11], addressing the problem of 
changing existing XML documents (according to XML schema changes). To present the 
problems, each change has an assigned cost and preference weight. A scalar 
measurement is provided for each XML schema quality aspects, as proposed and further 
developed in this paper. Assigning properties and rules in XML schemas is addressed in 
[12], focusing on information system integration and the role of XML schemas in the 
integration process. Furthermore, the evaluation of standard quality in [12] is a simplified 
version of evaluation proposed in our paper. The complexity aspect is addressed in [13], 
based on internal structure of XML schemas and providing validation variables and a 
measurement method for calculating complexity. The above mentioned researches depict 
several variables, important for XML schema quality evaluation and measurement, 
however mostly stay on the data level and do not address the quality aspects, affecting 
the knowledge management based on XML schema defined documents. Main focus on 
the data level quality, respectively data bases and XML schemas is evident in papers [20] 
and [21] enforcing the important connection of XML schemas and data sources. 
According to [2], the integration of heterogeneous data sources has become a central 
problem of modern computing, especially in domains where data currently resides in 
many different formats. In addition to a relational database, XML data can be stored in 
an object-oriented database, or in a semi-structured system, providing more possibilities 
for KM activities.  
A lot of effort and application of XML related technologies was addressed also 
within the EJC conference on all levels of IT development (from concepts, models, and 
data bases to higher logic layer and user interfaces, applying XML technologies as a 
format for data extraction). The usefulness and wide application of XML documents and 
schemas is addressed in [24] and the authors in [22] presented the widespread usability 
of XML, by describing a conceptual model for XML, dividing the modeling process to 
conceptual and structural level, using XML documents as well as XML schemas. The 
author in [23] developed a framework for modelling and implementing layered database 
applications, defining a database model for each of the layers and a facility for exchange 
of data throughout different layers in a coherent form, using XML as a hierarchical 
modelling language for internal, conceptual and external schema. The connection of 
(XML) data and knowledge is clearly addressed in [25] while XML application at all 
levels of development of IT solution is presented in [26], where the output of a developed 
algorithm is an XML file. XML is clearly infiltrated in all levels of IT architecture and 
the authors in [27] address the use of XML in modelling (used for communication 
between interest groups and inside development teams), revealing different modelling 
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cultures and emphasizing the significance of data planning [28] [29] [30] and importance 
of XML supporting technologies in knowledge management. 
3. Knowledge management and XML schemas 
The amount of available knowledge has grown in the past years, bringing challenges for 
controlling and managing [14]. A well collected and organized data is easily summarized 
and analyzed, providing possibilities of synthesizing information into knowledge, 
enabling several advantages to organizations. Efficient classification of data for example, 
important for various fields, such as libraries science [15], is well supported by XML 
schemas through different restriction building blocks. In addition, a suitable use of XML 
schema building block can largely support multilingual data, often necessary in the 
information globalization process [16]. Low-level data collection process is a fundament 
for higher knowledge creation levels, indicating the importance of data quality, which is 
often received and stored in XML documents. Figure 2 includes basic transformation 
levels from data to knowledge and connects them with XML schema building from basic 
structures to advanced XML schema use, indicating the knowledge about data. In the last 
years knowledge has become an important wealth indicator and KM has become a critical 
factor for organizations and an important tool for international and local competition. 
The goal of KM is to make organization, classification and validation work more 
effective; it   j  ab  he edge i e f b  ab  h   e a d ead he 
knowledge in the most effective and wide way. In order to be valuable, knowledge must 
be shared [14], while (quality) XML schemas provide support within the KM process. 
 
 
Figure 2. Data, information and knowledge management [1] 
 
KM is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using organizational 
knowledge [17]. On the level of using XML schemas, organization and classification are 
the most important aspects. The knowledge management methodology has been 
designed to ensure a proper, comprehensive, systematic and consistent approach and is 
in many ways coherent with XML schema development (respectively quality levels). It 
ensures proper attention is given to the critical success factors and quality aspects in 
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successfully implementing knowledge management programs [18]. Several process steps 
are depicted in Figure 3, connected with XML schema quality levels. The XML schema 
building process, consists of the following levels: 
x Simple hierarchy XML schema includes only element and attribute sequence 
and cardinality definitions, 
x Local data type definitions add information to each element or attribute about 
its existing or newly defined data type, 
x Global data type definitions provide globally defined building blocks for 
increased reuse, especially in cases of external XML schema use, 
x Quality index indicates how advanced and controlled defined XML schemas 
actually are.  
 
 
Figure 3. Knowledge management process and XML schemas [18] 
Competitive advantage of organizations is gaining all possible knowledge to 
assimilate and learn faster. The need for knowledge management is infiltrated in several 
organizational frameworks using XML documents as well. Knowledge management in 
software industry deals with problematic of having specialists of a narrow sector, not 
always in tune with other knowledge intensive branches using their products [19]. 
Therefore, data refinement and information extraction is crucial for understanding and 
gathering knowledge. A quality XML schema simplifies this task, benefiting knowledge 
management in organizations as well as providing a metric, estimating quality of existing 
XML schemas. Main XML schema building blocks, influencing its quality will be 
indicated, providing a guideline to build more adapted XML schemas, suitable for data 
definition in the first level of knowledge management process. 
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4. Measuring quality of data in XML schemas 
XML schemas define the structure and content of all elements and attributes, storing 
valuable organizational data in XML documents, which is gaining popularity [4]. It 
provides a number of features that makes it suitable for the web based application. Its 
role is definition of all elements and attributes, organization of the hierarchy, sequence 
and cardinality of data elements. Each element or attribute is defined (its structure and 
contents) by a data type or integrated building blocks. Covering a wide range of data 
demands, organized and well-formed exchange of documents is essential in different 
domains of e-business (e-health, e-library, e-government etc.), web applications as well 
as data storage. XML schemas must therefore be extendable and flexible, suitable for 
future changes and have a rich set of building blocks 
XML schema is a model, defining document structure and enabling a creation of an 
agreement regarding structure and contents, supported security via XML encryption. It 
enables a simplified creation of complex content models, focused on reuse of elements 
and attributes as well as data types, storing valuable data. One of most significant 
advantages of XML schemas is data type support, simplifying document contents 
description, validation of data correctness, defining data restrictions and data patterns. 
XML schemas are extendible and can be reused within other XML schemas. Within one 
XML document there is a possibility of holding several XML schemas (by include or 
import building block), spreading a set of possible types or/and elements. A well-shaped 
XML document is a document, adapted to all XML syntactical rules, as are XML 
declaration, one root element, suitable tag names, case- sensitivity, end tags, the 
hierarchy rules and attribute values within quotes. Although an XML document is well 
formed, errors can still exist, having serious consequences on data storage and system 
well-being. The problem is addressed by a suitable approach to building XML schemas, 
where good practices already exist. 
 
 
Figure 4. XML schema quality aspects [19] 
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Literature review results of XML schema quality measurements field provided several 
metrics, historically linked to approaches and measurements methods in program 
engineering, focusing mostly on XML schemas structure and complexity. Based on 
definition of structure metrics, the paper includes other aspects of XML schema quality, 
important also for advanced knowledge management, summarized based on ISO/IEC 
9126, theory of decision models and other papers. While choosing metrics with which 
we wish to improve XML schema quality, the paper includes parameters, effecting XML 
schema improvement (Figure 4): 
Figure 4 presents a set of parameters, organized in 6 aspects. A composite metric is 
equally combining all six aspects (structure, clarity, optimality, minimalism, re-use, 
flexibility), presenting a general quality index, and defining a joint grade of quality. 
5. Results 
Two types of XML schemas were included: (1) XML schemas, designed through a 
standardization process of larger independent organizations (W3C, OASIS) and (2) 
XML schemas, defined within different companies and organizations for needs of e-
business and knowledge management. Based on a data base of 200 XML schemas, found 
in the search process, all schemas were analyzed and measurable elements were extracted. 
The analysis was semi-manual with help of a tool, developed in Institute of Informatics, 
University of Maribor.  
 
Table 1. Overview of positive and negative variables 
Predictor Beta value 
Number of included XML schemas ,164 
XML schema type -,384 
Number of local elements -,017 
Number of global complex elements ,308  
Number of global simple elements ,145 
Lines of code -,012 
Number of attribute groups ,133 
Number of annotation ,130 
Number of derived data types ,047 
 
Analysis of data was conducted by regression analysis with help of a standard linear 
regression. Table 1 presents variables with significant impact on quality of XML 
schemas. The Beta indicator presents a value (positive or negative), indicating the 
addition or deduction of an XML schema quality in case an additional variable occurs in 
XML schema. For example with each additional external XML schema (Number of 
included XML schemas), the quality of XML schema goes higher for 0.1645 on a scale 
from 0 to 1, indicating that in fact XML schema characteristics (measured parameters) 
i ac  i  a i  and furthermore the possibilities of qualitative knowledge 
management 
Overall findings about XML schema use produced the following results [33]: 
structure of XML schemas influences the quality of data application and further data 
management, however different domains require different XML schema types: economy 
related fields typically require a very non-flexible and strict structure, while technical 
and humanistic domains are much less strict. The most flexible XML schema structure 
is required in natural science domains, where possibly the pool of data varies the most. 
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The general conclusion is that no XML schema type can be applied on all domains and 
needs, as well as the understanding of what makes a useful XML schema vary. Also, not 
all aspects can be equality satisfied, however there are some good practices, which can 
be used as general guidelines, presented in Table 2 (compared to average XML schemas): 
 
Table 2. Good and bad characteristics of general XML schemas.  
 Standardized properties of the 
average XML schema 
Good XML Schema Properties 
Use of external 
schemes 
0.8 use external schema per XML 
schema (import or include) 
Minimum usage (1 or 2), suitable for 
separating data type definitions from 
element and attribute definitions. 
Use of elements 3x more local than global 
2x more complex than simple 
Global 1, other local. It uses more in 
exceptional cases when an XML schema 
defines multiple XML documents. 
Use of attributes Typically local attributes, 0.6 attributes 
per element, 
Attributes minimum (0.05 per item). 
Use of groups 4.4 groups per XML schema. Not recommended 
Use of data types 2.3 more simple data types At most as many global data types as 
there are elements and attributes. Simple 
are less than complex; a better complex 
element with simple content that makes 
it easier to modify the XML schema in 
the future. 
Documentation 1 annotation per complete scheme Annotation affects the quality of XML 
schemas, but minimal documentation is 
sufficient to improve it. 
Limits 1.3 restrictions per individual building 
block. 
Each block should be restricted. 
6. Conclusion 
The paper addresses knowledge management issues through XML schemas, its 
characteristics, influence and contribution to knowledge organization and classification, 
focused on assessing the quality of XML schemas. The literature review reviled the 
importance of XML schemas within XML technologies and their importance in 
integration of information systems and knowledge management. In the paper we have 
analyzed demands of quality in XML schemas and the meaning of XML schemas in 
knowledge management organizations. 
We have listed most important building blocks for quality evaluation by 
experimenting on 200 XML schemas of different origin. XML schemas were analyzed 
with regression analysis to establish which characteristics (building blocks) influence the 
quality of XML schemas the most, indicating critical quality aspect for future building 
of XML schemas.  
Six aspects of quality were defined, combined into one value: the quality index. The 
quality aspects included (1) structure, (2) transparency, (3) optimality, (4) minimalism, 
(5) reuse and (6) integrability. All aspects are separately measured; a regression analysis 
was conducted, discovering nine variables; significantly (positively or negatively) 
influencing the final XML schema quality estimation. Results expose the following 
parameters as most significant: number of included external XML schemas, XML 
schema type, three variables connected to element use, number of attribute groups, lines 
of code, annotation usage and number of derived data types. All significant variables are 
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in different forms included in metrics, addressing specific aspects of XML schema 
quality estimation, providing an answer to the research question: XML schema 
characteristics do impact quality of data, influencing knowledge management 
possibilities. More detailed impact of XML schema quality on knowledge management 
is yet to be empirically confirmed in the future work. The results in this paper provide 
possibilities for further scientific and applicative research in the field of XML schema 
quality, as well as in the field of XML data impact on knowledge management. 
Additional note: based on our research, 30% of XML schemas were not properly built 
and need adaptation mostly in fields of structure and transparency, therefore not 
providing enough support for knowledge management  
The research within the paper also has limitations due to human error when 
analyzing XML schemas. To confirm validity of results, the research should be repeated. 
The future work will address the knowledge management efficiency connected with 
XML schema quality in more detail, as well as the influence of contents (data) on XML 
schema quality aspects. To efficiently address these aspects, new refined metrics will be 
introduced, tailored according to knowledge management specific needs. Additional 
future study will include measurement of higher architectural levels of IT solutions and 
how foundational XML schemas correlate with software quality, perceived usefulness of 
end product and user experience of creating, sharing, using and managing the knowledge 
and information to achieve organizational objectives by making the best use of data and 
knowledge. The possibilities of integrating Big Data concepts will also be examined.  
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Abstract. While individuals benefit from the goods and services provided by com-
panies that enrich their lives and that have adapted to a dynamic environment that is
always changing, these companies pay a high communication cost to access oppor-
tunities to provide these goods and services and to seek a better understanding of
individual customers’ changing needs. Although vast amounts of information can be
obtained, databases and machine learning are playing an increasingly important role
in extracting meaning from this information, turning it into meaningful information
assets that consider circumstances and contexts, and individualizing the economy
of information. I propose an implementation method for providing information to
enrich the profiles of individual customers by consolidating di!erent data, calcu-
lating the individual customers’ needs through the relationships between customers
and products, evaluating the change in relationships between individual customers
and products over time, and providing goods and services to suit di!erent intervals
of change to factors such as lifestyle and living environment. As there are di!erent
factors involved in estimating the incidence of needs, and di!erent frequencies and
rates at which they occur, based on the special characteristics of products, di!erent
data are required to estimate such needs. By profiling individuals over the long term,
it is possible to build an information provision environment that is conducive to
companies’ customer acquisition.
Keywords. Recommendation system, Mathematical Model of Meaning, Logistic
Regression Mixture Model, Local Variational Inference, Retail Application, Hawkes
process,
1. Introduction
We live in an era in which digitalization technology, along with high-speed communi-
cation, large volumes of data, and advanced artificial intelligence technologies such as
machine learning, can e!ectively support the use of information. Today, companies can
not only send various types of messages to a massive number of customers and obtain
their responses but also interact with them and get feedback on products and services
through messaging. There is a growing expectation that further development of infor-
mation digitalization will make it possible to store a huge amount of information in the
form of databases that can be applied to digital marketing. In addition, the popularization
of smartphones has increased the number of digital points of contact with customers,
enabling the consideration of reachability, segmentation, perception, and recordability
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when evaluating such messaging media and recording their position, time, and response in
more detail. Given the need to find meaning from information, convert it to a meaningful
property that considers the situation and context, and personalize its economic e"ciency,
information technologies involving databases and machine learning are expected to be
advanced further.
The era of digital marketing is forcing companies to change their business formats
and break away from single channels with only brick-and-mortar stores. The same can be
said about marketing channels, which require a paradigm shift to digital omni-channels
and need to stop relying only on traditional distribution channels and sales methods.
Thus, in this new era, adopting an omni-channel strategy is essential for survival. The
essence of marketing is to generate and control customer needs for products and direct the
flow of products and services from manufacturers to consumers and users by combining
products, distribution, promotion, and prices. To this end, it is necessary to capture the
behavior of each customer, record it as data, and monitor its trend for long periods.
The advertisement industry uses a technique that considers the processes of attention,
interest, desire, memory, and action (AIDMA). For each of these processes, it identifies
elements of perception, knowledge, feelings and emotions, intentions, and actions that
form a consumer’s attitude and measures advertising e!ectiveness by applying an attitude
scale used in psychology. Companies are required to turn these processes into data and
understand each process from the perspective of customers for all products and services.
To ensure communication that encompasses the entire living environment of the dweller
or consumer and stimulate these processes, as each person assigns a di!erent value to
information and requires it at di!erent times, it is important for companies to specialize
for each customer, design the value of information, record it, and use it to predict demand.
Response: Customer responses to messages Recommend: Recommendations made
by companies based on analysis of customer responses Reach: Messages reach both com-
panies and customers Relation: Sell products and services through relationship building
Repeat: Multiple uses of products and services Retention: Maintain a customer base by
transforming them into repeat purchasers Royalty: Win customer loyalty by gaining their
trust
Several advertisement techniques are based on passive information, but users nor-
mally provide poor responses to information they did not request. Merely recorded infor-
mation increases asymmetry, driving companies to implement massive promotion mea-
sures for marketing activities that explore the emergence of customer needs. Therefore,
for companies to detect customer interest in products that emerges with life events, obtain
information close to the timing of their purchase intention, and understand the customer’s
needs, they must evaluate the economic e"ciency of the information through the use of
a database.
When companies regard each customer as a human being, they can record marketing
activities from the customer’s human side, taking into consideration what kind of products
and services would make their lives more comfortable, from birth till death. It can be
said that understanding customers through communication is becoming an increasingly
important element. In this context, companies are increasingly expected to implement
digital marketing strategies that predict the timing of customer needs according to their
life stages and events.
The expansion of contact points with customers faced limits. In face-to-face channels
ʕbecause customer information, service history, and past suggestions are not shared
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across channels in real timeʕwhen collecting information regarding a first-time customer,
it is necessary to interview them from the ground up; thus, the process from suggestion
to purchase takes a considerable amount of time.
It is possible to identify the relationships among products from di!erent backgrounds
such as durable goods (e.g., cars, houses, furniture, household appliances), consumer
goods (e.g., food, daily-use items), non-durable goods (e.g., eating out, cultural enter-
tainment), and luxury consumer goods (e.g., travel, jewelry) as well as those among the
methods of payment used to purchase such goods and financial products such as mort-
gages, fund management, and asset formation. Customers’ opportunity and frequency of
purchase of these products and services varies in their life. Companies are also expected
to ensure consistency between customers’ life events, evaluate their economic power in-
cluding consumption capability (e.g., work and family history, asset status), analyze how
it changes over time, and suggest products and services with adequate pricing. Financial
institutions, particularly banks, possess a large number of information assets obtained
through payment and deposit data for each customer. These information assets create op-
portunities for them and other companies to suggest financial products and o!er services
that suit customers’ life events and style. Such use of information is expected to play
an important role in the stimulation of processes through corporate marketing activities
in the next years. While companies are working to stimulate marketing processes indi-
vidually by o!ering products and services with di!erent frequencies and cycles, banks
and other financial institutions are expected to understand customers’ global needs from
their perspective and e!ectively support the stimulation of marketing processes. Banks
record not only customers’ attributes but also their purchase history and behavior through
various points of contact, and, based on the potential needs identified, make suggestions
from various channels through establishing contact in real time and immediately evaluate
the causal e!ect and prediction accuracy of those suggestions. Based on the assessment
results, they can quickly make further suggestions according to the customer needs identi-
fied. In such processes, the advancement of information technologies related to databases,
machine learning, and big data analysis plays an essential role.
The advancement of such digital banking services will allow companies to build
full profiles of their customers, enabling them to o!er products and services according
to their life events and styles and suggest related financial products. The e!ect of this
process can be maximized if companies reduce the asymmetry of the information volume
designed to learn about customers and make the information acquisition process more
e"cient. Targeting can play the most important role in maximizing the return on marketing
investments.
2. Related Works
We have previously proposed a recommendation system that utilizes action and demand
vector simultaneously and updates a recommendation list in a same cycle [1]. After this
work, we have proposed another system that utilizes the action vector more frequently
than the demand vector [2]. In this paper, we introduce a new concept life time that is
longer interval to update than the action and the demand.
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3. Basic Theories
Here, we introduce the methodologies used in this study. Specifically, we use the mathe-
matical model of meaning (MMM) and machine learning; Bayesian inference of a logistic
regression mixture model (LRMM) and Hawkes process.
3.1. Mathematical Model of Meaning
The MMM was first used to extract semantic information behind data deterministically
[3]. Let X !RN"M be a data matrix, where N is the number of data and M is the number of
features. We normalize each column of the matrix by the 2-norm, and denote the resulting







This is referred to as the fundamental data matrix. For the product of (1) X̃TX̃, we calculate
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Let !1 # !2 # · · · # !M # 0 be the eigenvalues and
v1,v2, . . . ,vM the corresponding eigenvectors , Y = [YT1 ,Y
T
2 , . . . ,Y
T
t ] ! Rt"M t"M context
matrix, and Q = [v1,v2, . . . ,vM] ! RM"M . Then, for a threshold ", MMM determines the
index set of the chosen eigenvectors !" by
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#






i=1 YiQ, (QY ) j is the j-th element of QY , and $QY$% = max1& j&M|(QY ) j|. Ar-
ranging the chosen eigenvectors, we obtain the semantic projection
P(Y) = [vTj | j ! !"] ! R|!" |"M , (3)
where |!" | represents the cardinality of !" . When we apply the projection to each datum
g ! RM , the datum is regarded as an element of a semantic space, denoted by P(Y)g. In








i=1 P(Y)Yi. Let D̄ j and (P(Y)g) j be the j-th elements of the vectors; the
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3.2. Logistic Regression Mixture Model and Local Variational Inference
LRMM is a mixture of a logistic regression model, and used to solve classification
problems like those found in marketing, clinical trials, and psychology [4,5,6]. This model





where y ! {0,1}, x ! RM , bk ! RM , 0 & ak & 1 for 1 & k & K,
"K
k=1 ak = 1, and r(·) is
a sigmoid function r(x,bk) = 1/(1+ exp('xTbk)). w = (a1,a2, . . . ,aK ,b1,b2, . . . ,bK) is a
parameter, and we must estimate it or the probability distribution itself from n pairs of
input and output (xn,yn) = (x1, x2, . . . , xn,y1,y2, . . . ,yn).
Several methods have been proposed to estimate the parameters [7,8,9]. In this study,
we use the method proposed by [1] to estimate the probability distribution because it
is more accurate than the other methods. Moreover, the method leverages mini-batch
learning; thus it learns e"ciently. The calculation is as follows. In the first step, we assume
a prior and a posterior distribution of the parameter given the training data. Let #(w) be
the prior distribution, and p(yn|xn,w) the likelihood of (6); then, the posterior distribution






p(yn|xn,w)#(w)dw. By using the posterior distribution, we obtain the output





However, the normalization constant Z of the posterior distribution is intractable.
To avoid the problem, we leverage an approximated posterior distribution replacing (7).
Local variational inference (LVI) with mini-batch learning can construct the approximated
distribution e"ciently and accurately. [1]. In mini-batch learning, we first divide the
whole data (xn,yn) into T mini-batches of data:
{(xn,yn)} = {(xn1 ,yn1 ), (xn2 ,yn2 ), . . . , (xnT ,ynT )}.











where $,% ! R+ are hyperparameters that are tuning parameters. Then, the approximated
posterior given the t-th partition (xnt ,ynt )= ((x1,t,y1,t), . . . , (xnt ,t,ynt ,t)) is written as follows
[1]:
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For simplicity, we set the initial conditions as $̂0k = $, %̂
0
k = %IM , and (̂
0
k = 0. In






































where "(·) is the digamma function, i.e. "(x) = ddx log#(x), where #(·) is the gamma
function. Note that (10) - (14) and (15) - (18) include their opponent each other, thus
by iterative update the method can attain a local minimum. Algorithm 1 outlines this
approach.
The predictive distribution for the t-th partition is approximated by replacing the
obtained approximated posterior distribution with the posterior distribution used in (8),
as follows:
p(y|x, xnt ,ynt ) *
,




k=1 âkr̃(x) (y = 1)"K
k=1 âk(1' r̃(x)) (y = 0)
. (19)














Algorithm 1 Mini-batch LVI for LRMM
1: procedure M!"!#$%&'($,%, iteration, tol, partition)
2: F+%
3: Initialize $̂k, %̂k, µ̂k
4: for t+ 1,% do
5: pick up next (xnt ,ynt )
6: while ite & iteration do
7: ĝik(')+ (18), v̂ik(')+ (16)









Hawkes process is one of a point process which is modeled to describe the timing of
events like the timing of purchase, e-mail message, tweet, earthquake, and so on [10,11].
Especially, Hawkes process leverages past events, that is the more events happen in the
past, the more likely they are to happen at the current time. We utilize the process to
classify a current status of life event.
Let !(t) be an intensity function at time t, then the probability distribution of the
number of event occurrence N(t, t+ *) between t and t+ *, where * > 0 is a su"ciently
small real number, is described as,
p(N(t, t+*) > 1) = o(*),
p(N(t, t+*) = 1) = !(t)*+o(*),
p(N(t, t+*) = 0) = 1'!(t)*+o(*).
Here, o(*) represents a term that converges to 0 faster than *. In particular, the Hawkes




g(t' t j), (20)
where µ !R+ and t j is the timing of the event. g(t' t j) is non-negative real valued function
and usually used the following exponential kernel:
g(t' t j) = $%exp('%(t' t j)),
where $,% ! R+. Figure 1 shows a intensity function of the Hawkes process and timing
of events. The solid line shows the intensity function !(t) = 10+" j|t j<t exp('(t' t j)), and
the cycle shows the timing.
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Figure 1. Example of Hawkes process with intensity function !(t) = 10+" j|t j<t exp('(t' t j)).
In practice, we should decide the parameters µ, $, and % from the timing data tn =
(t1, t2, ..., tn). Several methods to infer the parameters have been proposed [12,11,13,14].
In this paper, we optimize the following objective function: the function L(µ,$,%|tn) is






























where T is total time that observes the events and c1,c2,c3 ! R+ are hyperparameters. To
minimize the objective function, we use quasi-newton method.
4. Implementation for Architecture
This section specifically shows the method to implement our recommendation system.
Previous work [2] assumed that personalized recommendation system is necessary be-
cause the needs highly depend on each customer, and utilizes demand and action vectors
to personalize the system. Additionally, we assume that the customer’s behavior highly
depends on their stage of life event, therefore we detect the status of the life event in this
paper. Figure 2 shows a calculation flow that takes the above concept into account. In
the term and cycle phase, the demand and action vector are updated respectively, and the
stage of the life event is classified in the life time phase. The di!erence among the phases
is their interval; the cycle phase is the shortest interval among the phases such as 1 hour,
30 minutes, 1 minutes, the term phase is the intermediate such as 1 week, 1 month, and
the life time phase is the longest such as 1 year, 10 years. Note that we assume that the
products information like assortment, sale products is updated in the term phase. We will
explain each phase one by one.
4.1. Initialization phase
The system initializes the setting here. Since the system has no information about action
vector at this phase, it utilizes the product information and the purchased information for
each customer at the first cycle. The process comprises the following steps.
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Figure 2. Calculation flow considered the above concept.
Step 1-1.
Determination for Recommendable products:
The system picks up products that can be recommended in the current term, and
regard the normalized ones as a fundamental data matrix X̃ !RN"M as we explained
at section 3.1. Here, N is the number of possible products to recommend, and M
the number of their features.
Step 1-2.
Generation of a Demand Vector:
Let Y j be a context matrix that represents feature matrix of products that was pur-
chased previously by the j-th customer, then the system can calculate the semantic
projection P(Y j) in (3). Using the projection, the system projects a feature vector
of a product onto the meaning space which we call the demand vector in this paper.
For feature vector gs ! RM of an product s, the system projects it onto the demand
vector P(Y j)gs.
Step 1-3.
Determination of Recommended Items:
The system calculates a weighted Euclidean distance dist(D̄,gs) in (5) between
the s-th demand vector P(Y j)gs and the centroid of the meaning space D̄ in (4),
and recommends the products in ascending order of the distance by the number of
possible indicating products L.
4.2. Cycle phase
After initialization phase, a customer’s phase moves to the cycle phase. In the cycle phase,
the system updates the recommendation list of customers that purchased something in
the previous cycle. The process is the following steps.
Step 2-1.
Aggregating Customer’s Action:




After aggregating the customer’s action, the system calculates a purchase willing-
ness for each product. The value of the purchase willingness Ws for action vector




1 (dist(ā,rs) & "r)
0 (otherwise).
(22)
Here, ā represents a centroid of action vectors that was purchased previously,
and dist(ā,rs) represents the Euclidean distance between ā and rs. The purchase
willingness represents whether the action vector is close to the action vectors
previously purchased or not.
Step 2-3.
Updating Learning Model:
In this step, the system adopts the mini-batch LVI for LRMM in section 3.2 to score
the products. The demand and the action vectors of the products are the inputs
xnt , and the purchase willingness of the products are the outputs ynt . Note that the
learning model assumes that a dimension of the input does not change dynamically,
thus the system initializes the model if the context is updated because the new




In this step, the system updates the recommendation products on the basis of pre-
dicted strength of the purchase willingness, which is obtained by p̂(y = 1|x, xnt ,ynt )
in (19). Since there is no information on which products will be purchased or
reacted in the next cycle, the system substitutes the input of the next cycle for the
current ones that was utilized for learning. The system recommends the products
by ascending order of the strength p̂(y = 1|x, xnt ,ynt ) by the recommendation size
L.
4.3. Term phase
After several cycle updates, the customer’s phase moves to the term phase. In the term
phase, products information is updated, therefore the system updates the demand vectors.
The process is the following steps.
Step 3-1.
Updating Recommendable Products:
Like step 1-1, the system picks up the products matrix that that can be recommended
in the current term, and normalizes it.
Step 3-2.
Updating Demand Vector:
In this step, the system updates the context for the customers that purchase some-
thing in the previous term. After that, the semantic projection is recalculated, and
the demand vector for the current term is updated.
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4.4. Life time phase
After several term and cycle updates, the customer’s phase moves to the life time phase.
In the life time phase, the system classifies the stage of the life time, and the context is
specialized on the basis of the life time stage. The process is the following steps.
Step 4-1.
Defining Life Time Products:
In this step, the system sets the life time products for each life event such as
marriage, child care, education, and so on. For example, a marriage ring is in the
marriage event, a house is in the child care event.
Step 4-2.
Predicting Status of Life Event:
In this step, the system detects the status of the life event. Let {1,2, ...,L} be a
category set of each life event tnl = (t
(1)
l , ..., t
(nl)
l ) the timing of the life event l,
where l = 1, ...,L, then the estimated intensity function !l(t) for the life event l is
obtained by minimizing (21). Since the intensity function is proportional to the
event occurrence probability,
l̂ = arg max
1&l&L
!l(t)
is regarded as the label of the current life stage.
Step 4-3.
Updating Context Based on Life Stage:
In this step, when the estimated life stage l̂ is di!erent from the previous one, the
system detects a change of life event. In that situation, the context is initialized on
the basis of products that was previously purchased by other customers in the same
life event.
4.5. Algorithm
Summarizing sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, we can describe Algorithm 2 to implement them.
Note that the sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 are based on one customer, but in practice,
the entire system needs to consider all customers, therefore a step of registration for
customers to be calculated is appended in the algorithm.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a personalized recommendation system that not only consider
about simple use of purchased information and action log, but also the purchased timing
to detect specific life events. Compared to previous works, it is considered that our
recommendation system may be proper for the area where products highly depend on the
customer’s life event such as finance. To validate our method and improve our model in
tuning level, conducting numerical experiments based on synthetic and real data is our
future work.
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Recommendation System
Require: C = ,: A set of customers
1: procedure R(&)**("+$%!)"(L)
2: for i+ 1, su"ciently long time do
3: Wait for a cycle.
4: if i = 1 then
5: Check a set of customers C- who purchased items in the past time.
6: else





10: for each c !C do
11: if c is appended at time i then
12: Procedure for initialization phase, i.e. section 4.1.
13: else
14: if Life time is changed then
15: Procedure for life time phase, i.e. section 4.4.
16: end if
17: if Term is changed then
18: Procedure for term phase, i.e. section 4.3.
19: end if
20: if Cycle is changed then
21: Procedure for cycle phase, i.e. section 4.2.
22: end if
23: end if
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Abstract. Wafer-defect maps can provide important information about 
manufacturing defects. The information can help to identify bottlenecks in the 
semiconductor manufacturing process. The main goal is to recognize random versus 
patterned defects. A patterned defect shows that a step in the process is not 
performed correctly. If same defect occurs multiple times, then the yield can rapidly 
decrease. This article proposes a method for yield improvement and defect 
recognition by using a feed-forward neural network. The neural network classifies 
wafer-defect maps into classes. Each class represents certain defect on the map. The 
neural network was trained, tested and validated using a wafer-defect maps dataset 
containing real defects inspired from manufacturing process.  
Keywords: wafer, semiconductor, yield, defects, neural network 
1. Introduction 
As semiconductor devices are being incorporated into more and more devices, the need 
of producing high-performance cost- c  a d c c  (IC) increases. The 
semiconductor IC fabrication process is complex, containing various processing steps, 
among the most important being crystal growth, photolithography, etching, thermal 
oxidation, implant, deposition. The sand used for wafers growth has to be very clean. It 
is heated above its melting point and then a pure silicon seed crystal is placed into the 
molten sand bath. While being rotated, the seed is pulled out resulting an ingot. The ingot 
is sliced into very thin wafers. Wafers are polished till are very smooth and then they are 
going through other steps where new layers of material are added. During the flow, the 
wafers can be affected by adhesion of dust or particles, cracks, scratches, contaminants, 
process variations, operators or equipment errors that can cause defects.  
Probing has an important role in the management of manufacturing process being 
also used for finding defects. Rapid defect learning and reduction is important in order 
to quickly find the processes where the failure appears. Defect reduction can be achieved 
by: 
x defects detection  
x defect classification 
x source defects identification 
x process correction in order to eliminate or reduce the defects 
x monitoring the process for yield excursions. 
                                                          
1 Corresponding Author 
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Over the last period, the semiconductor companies are keenly seeking ways for 
elimination of the defects in order to improve the yield. Defect pattern recognition, 
clustering and classification is one of the well-investigated ways. Clustering defects 
refers to grouping the defects with closer relationship. Clustering may indicate an 
external surface damage, such as a scratch or also the wrong manipulation with the wafer. 
Many studies were done by the researchers in this area. Young-Seon Jeong et al., in 
their paper [1], were showing a new methodology for classifying the defect patterns and 
also detecting the special autocorrelations using spatial correlogram. Their method was 
robust despite of the location and size of the defect. 
Late in 2017, Kouta Nakata et al. [2] are presenting a way for monitoring the failure 
pattern, identifying the cause and also monitoring the failure recurrence by using 
machine learning and data mining algorithms. They are using: 
x K-Means++ for pattern monitoring [3] 
x FPGrowth for identification [4] 
x standard supervised learning approach for recurrence. 
The recent paper of Takeshi Nakazawa [5] is focused on defect pattern classification 
and image retrieval using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The image retrieval 
is using a binary code generated for each wafer map.  
Another paper focused on same subject is [6]. It describes the classification of 
missed-type defect patterns using CNN. Using both simulated and also real examples, 
CNN performed significantly better even if mixed pattern defects are on a wafer with 
random defects. Moreover, the paper presents a detailed way of generating WBM data 
that mimics a real WBM dataset. 
Single and mixed defects patterns using deep machine learning based approach were 
studied by [7]. At first, the random noise is filtered out with a spatial filter followed by 
the defect separation into single and mixed patterns. The single patterns are identified 
using randomized general regression network and the missed patterns are identified using 
deep structural convolutional network. 
Clustering the defective patterns on wafers was also presented in [8]. The method 
used was based on the defect spatial dependence across all the wafers. The system was 
called DDPfinder and it uses the dominant defect as the base for clustering the patterns.   
1.1 Defect Patterns and Recognition 
The result of probing process is showed in wafer maps. Probing means testing of 
potential future chips while they are still part of the wafer. In Figure 1 can be seen the 
wafer map where the potential future chips represented as squares (also known as dice). 
A die can be pass (good die) or fail (bad die). In the figure, to a good die is associated 
the binary value 0 and to a bad die is associated the binary value 1.  
The detailed problem is described in Chapter 2. The main goal of the paper is to 
automatically recognize patterns in wafer maps after probing. For better understanding 
of defects and patters were created few examples. The first example is shown in Figure 
1 and illustrates a wafer map. As can be seen, the bad dice are located and clustered in 
the top part of the wafer. It can be, for example, the incorrect manipulation with the wafer 










x Random defects (Figure 2)  bad dice are located in random positions. If no 
pattern is visible then wafer map is not so helpful regarding bottlenecks 
identification in manufacturing process.  
 
 
               
 
Figure 2. Example of random defects 
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x Patterns in following Figure 3 
 
a) RING_CENTER  bad dice are located around the center of the 
wafer. 
b) RING_CENTER_FILLED  bad dice are located in the center. 
c) TOP_CLUSTER  bad dice are clustered in the top half-part.  
d) RIGHT_TOP_EDGE  bad dice are located in the right top edge. 
e) SCRATCH  bad dice are showed as a line (straight or skewed). 
 
 
               
  
      a)                      b)   c)  
         
  
       
 
     d)             e)     
  
Figure 3. Patterns a) Ring Center; b) Ring Center Filled; c) Top Cluster; d) Right top edge; e) Scratch 
 
 
This paper is focusing on providing a method for improving the yield by finding 
the defect die using a feed-forward neural network. The article is structured as follows. 
In the first chapter, a brief overview of the manufacturing process flow is given, followed 
by the state of the art. The chapter continues with the description of defects and defects 
patterns. The second chapter describes the problem. The solution proposed and the 
experiments are presented in chapter 3, respectively Chapter 4. The paper ends with 
Chapter 5 - Conclusions. 
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2. Problem description 
The main problem during manufacturing process relates to high number of bad dice on 
 a  a  ca   d. L  a , on a wafer are 30 dice. If 3 of them are failed 
during the tests and 27 are passed, then it results in a 90% yield. Therefore, only 90% of 
the chips will be ready for shipping. This is called die yield, and it decreasing based on 
the number of total defective dice.  
As already mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the number of bad dice 
decrease yield. The paper main goal is to present a method for increasing the yield. Based 
on various reasons (for example: human error, machine error, combination of both), in 
most of the cases the yield will not reach 100%. The die yield loss reasons can be random 
and non-random. 
When a certain type of scratch appears regularly in a similar place on the wafer, it 
shows that it is probably caused by a non-random event. The scratches could be due to 
machine error and the defects on the wafer can caused by the operator. A machine can 
get damaged and scratch the wafers but also a person can manipulate the wafers 
incorrectly. The operators are using tools and equipment that can also damage the chips.  
The yield, respectively productivity can be increased by identifying the 
bottlenecks. In manufacturing, from time to time you can meet a slow process. This is so 
called bottleneck and it refers to a process that accumulates the longest queue. A 
bottleneck can be automatically identified by: 
x using mathematical computations (analytically) 
x running a digital model for a period of time 
x analyzing the process data. 
By analyzing the data can be found diverse defect patterns on the wafer that can 
reveal important information about the abnormalities. One of the way of recognizing the 
defect patterns is by using machine learning techniques, such as: 
x clustering algorithms using Bayesian interface 
x using  correlograms 
x multi class support vector machine (SVM) 
x CNN 
x fuzzy rules. 
3. Proposed method 
The method proposed in this article is focused on identification of process bottlenecks 
using pattern recognition. The m d   are: 
1. data preprocessing and transformation 
2. configuration and training of a neural network 
3. classification of new items (wafer defect maps) 
4. identification of bottlenecks in a process. 
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3.1. Process Description 
 
 
Figure 4. Activity Diagram. 
3.2. Load Data, Preprocessing and Transformation 
The classification accuracy mainly depends on the data quality. Low-quality data may 
lead to the training of over-fitting or not accurate classifiers. Thus, data preprocessing 
techniques are essential for data mining. Good preprocessing can improve the quality of 
the data, thereby helping to increase the accuracy and efficiency of the classifier. A series 
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of data preprocessing techniques can be used, for example data cleaning or reduction. 
Cleaning means removal of the noisy data which can make the classifier mistaken. 
Reduction means subtraction of the data-size by aggregating and eliminating of the 
redundant or very similar (correlated) features. [9] 
Each type of data requires different approach for preprocessing. Probe data from 
semiconductor manufacturing are stored in files generated by probers (probe tools) or 
retrieved from SQL databases. Therefore, all the available data from different sources 
should be considered for preprocessing. In this paper, preprocessing of data described is 
done by filtering the data, cleaning data and also performing transformations on those 
data (Figure 5).   
The basic problem with creation of the training dataset is unequal sample-size. 
Therefore, the appropriate dataset for training of the classifier contains equal number of 
training data for each class. The dataset presented in this paper was generated from 
observation and replicating some real defects and patterns. This was done for having 
high-quality data and avoiding the imbalanced sample-sizes.  
The transformation steps described below are shown to understand how the defect 
wafer maps represented as matrixes can be transformed to vectors. The top part Figure 5 
is actually the top part of the wafer (first 3 rows) represented in the Figure 1 - Example 
of the wafer map. The maps are available for each wafer as binary matrixes, however the 





Figure 5. Example of the transformation step from a wafer map to a binary vector 
 
Figure 5 shows the transformation steps from wafer map matrix to vector by joining 
all rows:  
ro  1 + ro  2 + ro  3 +  = result ector. 
 
The result vector is interpreted as an array of binary values (the term array comes 
from programming languages). Each cell of the vector (array) contains 0 or 1 value. The 
number of input vector cells equals to the number of input neurons. All the neurons of 
the input layer (input neurons) are fully interconnected with all neurons of the first hidden 
layer of the neural network. Always when new item is provided to a neural network, it is 
provided to the input layer of this network. 
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3.3. The classification using Multilayer Feed-forward Neural Network 
The techniques for classification of the wafer maps can be also used as supportive 
techniques for defect recognition. The machine-learning methods help to classify the 
wafer maps and recognize the patterns, which are useful for identification of the 
bottlenecks in the manufacturing process. The classification is a process that is closely 
related to the pattern recognition. The neural network trained for classification is 
designed to take input samples and classify them into groups (classes) [10, 11]. The set 
of the features given is represented by the cells of the binary values in the vector. The 
decision to be made is to which class number the value belongs. The given features can 
be filled into an input vector x, also known as result vector in Figure 5. Being given a set 
of pattern samples, where each consists of a vector of the attribute values and the 
corresponding class label, the classifier will be trained to group the wafer maps. [12]  
The Feed-forward is a common architecture for data classification. The Feed-
forward with more hidden layers is commonly used with the supervised training 
algorithm called Back-Propagation. Bac -Propagation training of the neural network 
searches for a set of weights and biases that most accurately predicts value from input 
samples. Once we have these weight and bias values, we could apply them to an 
c  da a     c a  .  [13, 14] 
The supervised training is deducted from the training dataset. [10] The labeled data 
transformed into vectors is necessary for training the neural network.  
The training of the neural network is the process of finding a set of weight and 
bias values. For a given set of inputs, the outputs produced by the neural network are 
 c    a  a .  [13]  
3.4. Design and Configuration 
Nowadays, the deep learning is a popular term in the research community. Today, many 
neural networks are still based upon manual design and configuration due to practical 
and performance reasons. A person having knowledge about the specific application 
specifies a network architecture, configuration and activation dynamics. This is perhaps 
not surprising, given the fact that the general space of possible neural networks is large 
and complex. The automatically searching for an optimal network architecture may be 
computationally intractable or impractical for complex applications [15, 16]. Feed-
forward network begins with input layer. The input layer is connected to hidden layers, 
which are connected to the output layer.  
In this case the neural network is used to solve a classification problem. Items are 
classified into separate groups. Each output neuron represent specific pattern. [10] More 
information about the selection of the optimal neural network architecture and activation 
c  a  b  b d   a  a d F d  a  O timal Configuration of 
the Feed- a d N a  N . [17]  
The four-layered feed-forward network with hyperbolic-tangent activation function 
in hidden layer and soft-max activation function in the output layer neurons is trained 
using the scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation training algorithm. The training of 
the neural network automatically stops when generalization stops improving, as 
indicated by an increase in the cross-entropy error of the validation items. The example 





Figure 6. The designed Feed-forward multilayer neural network 
 
The Table 1 below shows more detailed description of four layers included in the 
designed neural network from Figure 6. 
 
Table 1. Description of layers. 
Layer Number of Neurons Activation Function 
Input         - dependent on wafer size -  









The hyperbolic tangent activation function (tanh) is used for neurons of the hidden 
layers. This activation function has been chosen for hidden layer because it returns both 
positive and negative values. When graphed, the hyperbolic tangent function looks quite 





Figure 7. Hyperbolic tangent activation function. 
 
The important difference between log-sigmoid and tanh is that tanh function returns a 
value between -1 and +1 instead of a value between 0 and 1. The algebraic expression of 
the hyperbolic tangent activation function from the family of hyperbolic functions is 
illustrated bellow (1). 
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The softmax activation function is popular as activation function for the output 
neurons of the feed-forward neural network. A softmax converts an arbitrary real-valued 
vector into a multinomial probability vector. It is used in the classification problems. 
This is the version of winner-take-all nonlinearity, in which maximum output is 





                   (2) 
4. Experiment 
A neural network was designed and trained for classification of the wafer maps. 
Back-propagation as a supervised training has been used for the training of the neural 
network. [18], [19], [20] The experiment was performed in R environment by using R 
studio and MxNet library. 
4.1. Dataset Description 
The training dataset contains the row data (transformed wafer-defect maps) 
represented by binary parameters. The goal is to classify the items into 6 categories 
(patterns). These patterns have been created based on real wafer-defects observed during 
manufacturing process. The defects are divided into six groups. One group contains 
random defects, and next five groups contains patters, e.g. ring-center, ring-center filled, 
right top edge, edge top side, scratch. A whole dataset consists of 862 items. The dataset 
has been divided into two subsets. The first subset includes 518 items. It is used for 
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computing the gradient and updating the network weights and biases. The second subset 
includes 344 test items. It is used for measurement of the neural network accuracy. 
4.2. Training, Validation and Results 
The four-layered feed-forward network with hyperbolic tangent hidden and soft-
max output neurons is trained using scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation training 
algorithm with a learning rate of 0.02. The training of neural network automatically stops 
when generalization stops improving. It is indicated by an increase in the cross-entropy 
error of the validation items. The goal is to avoid the over-fitting of the classifier. 





Figure 8. Part of the Training State Plot  Validation Checks 
 
The plot with the validation performance (Figure 8) shows the results of the 
validation error during the training process. The X-axis represents the trainings rounds 
and the Y-axis represents the training accuracy or error value. The best results of the 
validation are indicated at epoch 15. The best validation performance at this epoch is 
when error value is 0.19 (validation accuracy is 99.81%).  
           
Figure 9. Test Confusion Matrix. 
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The results of the classification testing accuracy are visualized using confusion 
matrix. The confusion matrix (Figure 9) shows the items number and its percentage 
classified correctly or misclassified to each class. Overall accuracy of designed classifier 
(feed-forward neural network) is 99.4% using independent testing dataset.           
5. Conclusion 
This paper shows a way of improving the yield using the machine-learning supportive 
technique called classification. The wafer-defect maps are classified, using a multilayer 
feed-forward neural network, into six groups: random defects, ring-center pattern, ring-
center filled pattern, right top edge pattern, edge top side pattern, scratch pattern. One 
group is non-pattern and five are pattern groups. The network is trained by back-
propagation training algorithm.  
The training dataset was composed by 862 items: 518 items are used for computing 
the gradient and updating the network weights and biases are 344 items are used for 
measuring the neural network accuracy. A four-layered feed-forward network with 
hyperbolic tangent activation function on hidden layer and with soft-max activation 
function on output layer was trained. The training algorithm used is scaled conjugate 
gradient back-propagation. It is shown that the lowest validation error value is 0.19 in 
the epoch 15 when the neural network stopped improving. Using the confusion matrix 
(Figure 8), it is shown that 342 items with percentage 99.4% were classified correctly to 
given groups and 2 items with percentage 0.6% were misclassified.  
The overall accuracy of proposed method for improving of yield which is using 
custom designed classifier (feed-forward neural network) is 99.4%. The accuracy was 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the comparison of (heterogeneous) temporal dat-
ings in pre- and protohistory. It will present a first draft of a conceptual model for
the description of the most common types of scales used in this context. The aim is
to enable a system to compare objects according to their dating, regardless of the
used method and scale. Thus temporally relevant objects can be selected by a query
and do not need to be selected individually by an expert. Especially for larger data
sets, automated computations, integrity checks, or pattern mining this is beneficial.
Keywords. conceptual modelling, archaeological dating, data selection, data
filtering, data management
1. Introduction
Spatio-temporal analyses are an important tool in archaeology.3 Especially when exam-
ining transformations and processes of change the differences in spatial distributions over
time are of high value. In this (short) paper we will focus on the temporal information
needed to perform such analyses and deal with the task of managing data concerning
archaeological datings.
Determining the age of archaeological objects is no uniform act. Depending on criteria
like material, state of preservation, object-type, available funding and expertise different
methods are applicable/available for the temporal classification. In effect the data is di-
verse regarding precision, accuracy, and robustness. Especially when the results of age
determination map to different scales the comparison of datings is not trivial. Selecting
adequate (data-)objects by their dating is therefore often done manually4 and thus time
consuming. We want to ease this process by designing a (conceptual) model which en-
ables the systematic description of ’temporal-dating-scales’5 and their interlinkage in or-
der to use these information for an automated comparison of dating instances regardless
of the used scale.
For sure this approach cannot create more precision than given by the scales/methods and
thus is itself often vague and unprecise. But this is typical for this context. An archealog-
1yk@is.informatik.uni-kiel.de
2thalheim@is.informatik.uni-kiel.de
3see for example [5], [4], [6]
4Even when a database is used, has the ’allowed’ time frame to be defined (manually) for each scale.
5We will explicitly not compare or rate the methods, but try to match the scales.
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ical dating is more or less an ’educated guess’ and just possible to a significant degree
of (statistical) probability.6 In addition datings often refer to phases or periods and not to
a single point in time. For example do buildings have a certain time between construc-
tion and destruction during which they just exist. Typically the datings consist of ranges
which might span several years. These ranges can be cultural epochs like ’neolithic’,7
but may also occur as variance in scientific measurements.8 Also the transitions between
temporal phases are in most cases no sharp events, but fuzzy, stepwise and procedural.9
We are aware of those (and more) effects which make the comparison of datings not
very exact. Anyhow this challenge is normal in the given context and this is the kind
of data which is available. When dealing with processes and objects from 10.000 (or
more) years ago a certain fuzziness is unavoidable (not only in regard to dating).10 We
thus do not aim for a full interoperability of dating-scales, but for enabling basic ordi-




















Figure 1. Possible relations between temporal periods according to [11]
’younger/older’ (<,>), but by representing periods by start and end times the basic re-
lations of periods can also be used. Figure 1 shows these according to [11].12
In effect the automated cross-scale comparison of datings won’t be precise and exact,
but will be sufficient for the purpose of identifying an initial set of potentially adequate
objects by their dating. We will approach this objective by firstly examining and classi-
6The data is probabilistic but mostly not as sophisticated as in the probabilistic databases described in [13].
7part of the stone age
8The ’hallstatt plateau’ is a famous example for a systematic variance up to 400 years in the radiocarbon
dating method.
9’Unfortunately’ are often these transition phases the times which are scientifically most interesting.
10Archaeologists have certain methods to cope with it, see for example [10] or [9].
11For more information on ordinal scales (and other scales) see [12].
12As the datings are often not precise and a bit fuzzy, the relations which require an exact congruence in one
point (meets, starts, ends, and maybe even equals) will probably in most cases result in FALSE, but especially
the relations overlaps and during are very useful.
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fying the most common dating-scales in archaeology (section 2).13 Afterwards we will
present a first draft of a conceptual model for the management of the dating-scales and
actual dating-instances in section 3. Hereby we keep in mind, that the model shall en-
able ordinal comparisons of datings, regardless of the used scale. Finally section 4 will
conclude our paper.
2. Scales of Dating
Temporal datings in archaeology are not only performed by archaeologists, but for exam-
ple also by experts in botany, (geo-)physics, chemistry, biology/anthropology, climate,
etc. For example belongs the popular radiocarbon dating-method to the academic field
of chemistry. Depending on the objects and the material which shall be dated the ap-
plicable methods vary. The mentioned radiocarbon dating-method is for example only
applicable on organic material. Anyhow the variety of methods is not the topic of this
paper. We will focus on the dating-instances which result from applying the methods and
take a look on the used scales.14
Traditionally there are two major types of datings in archaeology. On the one hand ab-
solute datings which refer to absolute points in time and on the other hand relative dat-
ings which refer to some event or object which does not necessarily has to be dated ab-
solute.15 As we deal with the scales we will additionally differentiate between textual
(mostly ordinal) scales and numeric/quantifiable (mostly interval or ratio) scales.
2.1. absolute numeric dating
Absolute numeric datings are typically the ones which also ’normal’ people understand
easily. Basic example for such a scale would be the Gregorian calendar and datings like
10.000 BC or 1066 AD. A more ’archaeological’ example are calibrated radiocarbon
dates basing on the analysis of 14C-isotopes. These give the age of objects in (ranges of)
years before present (BP).16 Also (calibrated) dates computed by using other isotopes fit
in this category.
In general do scales of this category have two main features:
• a fixed global reference point, often given by a specific (gregorian) year
• a steady numeric unit of measurement, like (earth-)years, enabling comparisons
of ratio
2.2. relative numeric dating
Relative numeric datings do also have a steady numeric unit of measurement, but lack
the globally fixed reference point. Examples are:
13As we are in involved in the research project CRC 1266, which explores transformations in pre- and proto-
history, most of the presented scales are from that context.
14The information about the used methods are still valuable metadata and should not be disposed.
15Typically absolute datings are done by laboratories and are costly in terms of money and time and are
thus not performed for all objects of an excavation. In addition is the (relative) on-site chronology often more
important than the absolute dating of single objects (at least when dealing with just one/few site(s)).
16
’present’ is in most cases assumed with the (gregorian) year 1950
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• dendrochronology (tree-ring dating) - As a tree at average gains one growth-ring
per year and the pattern of the rings is roughly the same for all trees originating
from the same region17 it is possible to compare the difference in age of wooden
objects in years/seasons using these information.
• laminated sediments - Under specific conditions the seasonal (organic) sediments
(leaves, pollen, etc.) are visible in the soil of (former) lakes as single layers. It is
possible to count the seasons/years between two layers.
• written records - In some cases ancient texts exist which describe events and their
dating by using other events. Thus statements of the form ’event A took place 14
years after event B’ are used for temporal information.
In general this type of scaling provides a chronology and a quantified temporal sequence,
but no fixed reference on an absolute scale. Still this kind of scale might be mapped to
an absolute scale if some of its objects are dated absolute. But the precision of absolute
dating is often worse than the relative connections and thus the relative information stay
highly valuable.
2.3. absolute textual dating
Absolute textual scales refer to datings which use labels that are seen as synonyms for
(more or less) specific absolute time periods. These temporal periods do not need to be
equally long or uniform. In particular these scales mostly refer to cultural epochs like
Neolithic or Iron Age. But also climatic/geological periods like Holocene or Boreal fit to
this category, as well as the dynasties of ancient Egypt.
While climatic and geological periods are mainly global phenomena and the egyptian dy-
nasties mainly concern Egypt, do cultural epochs have a strong spatial component. Actu-
ally they are not datings per se but describe a certain state of society and technology. The
Neolithic for example is defined by the presence of settlements, agriculture, husbandry,
ceramics and (flint-)tools. This cultural state has been reached in different regions at dif-
ferent (absolute) times. Thus ’Neolithic in Germany’ is not equivalent to ’Neolithic in
Japan’. Also the duration of such phases differs depending on the regions. In effect there
is not one global scale for cultural epochs, but multiple scales for the different regions.
Although there are some general patterns and hierarchies in the sequence of the epochs,
in some regions certain epochs are skipped or left out. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of an
overview about differing durations of cultural epochs within Germany.
In summary this kind of scales can be characterised as follows:
(hierarchical) sequence of textual values which are used as synonyms for absolute
time periods, in some cases (especially cultural epochs) having a scope on specific
spatial regions
2.4. relative textual dating
Relative textual dates have neither a fixed global reference point nor a steady numeric
unit of measurement. They consist of qualitative ordinal relations between objects,
events, etc. and are often basing on common sense and heuristics. Some examples:
17same seasonal weather conditions etc.
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Figure 2. differing durations of cultural epochs within Germany, taken from [7]
• These artefacts originate from the same grave, they were probably deposited at
the same time.
• This coin/text mentions a famous person, it must have been created after or while
that person lived.
• Artefact A was (three layers) deeper in the ground than artefact B. A must be
older than B.
Even if a referred object/event can be dated absolute18 there is just an indirect transitive
connection to an absolute scale for the remaining objects/events, but no actual absolute
dating for them. So this type of scale is more useful for (relative) chronologies and to
determine ages when something was (definitely) not existing.
3. Handling different ’temporal’ Datings
As section 2 described, are the common ways of temporal dating in archaeology not al-
ways equivalent, but might refer to different types of scales. In order to enable (computer)
systems to compare ’incongruent’ datings we use a straightforward approach:
• describe scales in a conceptual model
• add used scale to every dating instance
Figure 3 shows our initial draft of the conceptual model for temporal datings and dating-
scales. Basically the model contains elements for each type of scaling which was de-
scribed in the previous section. The absolute scales are backed with information about
18If for example tephra is found within a (geological) layer it is mostly possible to determine the exact
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Figure 3. draft of a conceptual model for temporal datings and dating-scales
their orientation in the gregorian calendar.19 This information can be used (by automated
functions) to check questions like:
Is ’Neolithic’ on the northern-Europe scale the same like ’Neolithic’ on the Mediter-
ranean scale?
Is 4000 BC within the range of ’Neolithic’ on the Mediterranean scale?
Is 4000 BC the same as 6050 BP?
etc.
In general the comparison of just absolute datings is quite unproblematic having the
reference to the gregorian calendar as a ’mediating’ scale. The comparison of relative
datings or a relative dating and an absolute dating is more interesting. Especially when
dealing with data from just one excavation-site, most of the objects will probably be
initially dated with the same (unprecise) cultural period.20 In such a context the relative
relations of the artefacts and relative temporal sequences are highly valuable. Artificial
phases or concrete events are used as reference to gain a temporal order. By explicitly
considering such relations in the conceptual model we are not only able to store these
information, but also to use them for (automated) logical reasoning. Some examples:
19having (sun-)years as the basic unit and a fixed starting point 2020 years ago
20
’This site, including all artefacts, is Neolithic.’
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• If B is older than A and C is older than B then must C be older than A and the
sequence must be C-B-A. (due to transitivity of time)
• If A is older than B and C is older than B, it is unclear if the sequence is A-C-B, C-
A-B, or even (A=C)-B, but other sequences like A-B-C, C-B-A, etc. are definitely
incorrect.
The ordinal position of two objects can apparently also be derived from absolute datings.
And if an object is dated on more than one scale (especially on absolute and relative
scales) objects which are (only) dated on different types of scales can (sometimes) be
compared:
• A is dated 4000 BC and C is dated 4500 BC and B is older than C
=) C is older than A
But the direct temporal comparison of two objects is not always possible or (logically)
derivable. If in the last example ’C would have been older than B’ the ordinal relation of
A and C could not have been computed.21 Also the ordinal position of two objects which
are both just dated by ’Mediterranean-Neolithic’ is not clear, as this dating refers to a
fairly long period.
Anyhow the result ’no ordinal relation is available/derivable’ (due to lack of informa-
tion) is acceptable, as an automated system will probably find this result faster than a per-
son would and thus the work of archaeologists will still be eased. In addition the structure
allows to (automatically) detect logical errors like circles, inconsistencies, contradictory
values, etc. and to compute/check (feasible) chronological/ordinal sequences.22
4. Conclusion & Outlook
In this (short) paper we deal with temporal datings of objects/artefacts in an archaeolog-
ical context. We do not address the general concept of time (see [3]) or archaeological
questions like ’What time-span is relevant for which phenomena?’ (see [1], [2]), but re-
strict ourself to pure age determination. We though do not address challenges23 of the
process ’dating’ and its methods24 itself, but focus on data, scales, and comparability of
object-datings.25
We characterised the different types of dating scales by the dimensions absolute-relative
and textual-numeric. In general these types of scales are at least ordinal, but especially
some of the numeric scales have interval- or even ratio-level. We introduced a draft for
a conceptual model which allows the description of different scales and the storage of
corresponding dating instances within one system.
The structure does also have the potential for enabling automated ordinal comparison
of objects (in respect to temporal chronology) basing on the available datings regardless
of the actual scales. Even if the available information is not sufficient for a meaning-
21At least if the relative relation of A and C wasn’t quantified, like in ’C is 30 years older than B’.
22To perform this tasks the available ordinal information about objects can for example be viewed as math-
ematical transitive relations or directed graphs.
23age of object vs. age of material, different ages (of different parts) in one object, etc.
24The used method is a valuable metadatum, which should be captured in another system-component.
25Other temporal entities like time of excavation, age of data, etc. and can for example be handled by
Kramers general time-component [8].
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ful result, the outcome that there’s a lack of information is all right. Without sufficient
information also a human expert could not perform better. In addition does the struc-
ture have potential for automated detection of contradictions and inconsistencies and for
feasibility-tests of chronological sequences.
In summary does this (short) paper present initial ideas for handling temporal informa-
tion across scales and a draft for the conceptual model, but no existing system. The sys-
tematic definition of rules, algorithms, and functions for (ordinal) comparisons, auto-
mated deduction, logical reasoning, etc. is part of future work.
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Abstract. In recent years, with the development of information technology, many 
cyber-physical systems, in which real space and the information space are linked for 
data acquisition and analysis, have been constructed. The purpose of constructing a 
cyber-physical system is to solve and improve social and environmental problems. 
An important target is the railway space, which aims to provide safe and stable 
transportation services as part of the social infrastructure. In this paper, we propose 
a new data model, the "Context Cube Semantic Network", for the railway space and 
a metric method that employs an integrated scale based on heterogeneous 
correlations of purpose, sensibility, and distance for the railway space. Furthermore, 
we constructed a station guidance system that implements the proposed method and 
evaluates subjects at the station. As a result, we clarified the effectiveness and 
applicability of the system. 
Keywords. Context Awareness, Semantic Computing, Data Modeling, Information 
Retrieval, Cyber-Physical System 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, with the development of information technology, many cyber-
physical systems, in which the real space and information space are linked for data 
acquisition and analysis, have been constructed. The purpose of constructing a cyber 
physical system is to solve and improve social and environmental problems. An 
important target is the railway space, which aims to provide safe and stable transportation 
services as social infrastructure. An information provision system for railway users is 
important for improving the value of railways. 
An important research field and technology for constructing cyber-physical systems 
is a database system that has functions of retrieving, combining and analyzing 
information on multimedia in various contexts. The basic function of this system is the 
application of the Mathematical Model of Meaning (MMM), which is a semantic 
computing model with a contextual analytical methodology [1]. Kiyoki et al. have 
proposed a mathematical model of meaning, which is a context-dependent semantic 
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associative memory model, and have conducted research on semantic and associative 
retrieval systems for various data [2,3,4,5,6]. Therefore, the application of these models 
to dynamically correlate various objects in railway space increases the feasibility of 
creating new services and business. 
Today, railway operators have built information-providing systems for railway users 
to reduce the load of information acquisition [7,8]. Specific examples include a system 
that displays suspension/delay information on displays installed in stations and trains, a 
system that displays the positions of trains in real time, and a congestion degree 
visualization system that uses cameras installed in stations. In these systems, the 
information acquisition load of users has been improved with the development of cyber-
physical systems. 
Currently, the diversification of user values in Japan is progressing with the decrease 
in the birth rate, increase in foreign visitors, and rapid changes in the social environment. 
An actual problem is the difficulty of providing information to satisfy the user's needs in 
the conventional information provision for an unspecified majority. To solve this 
problem, we have proposed a method to dynamically measure the relevance between 
users and station facilities/stores according to their context. The basis of this approach is 
the Mathematical Model of Meaning that understands and measures the meaning of data 
according to the user’s context. The features of the proposed method are to construct a 
spatial, temporal and semantic data model and measure the amount of correlation among 
the data models and dynamically measure the correlation among the data according to 
the user's context. 
In this paper, we propose a metric method using an integrated scale that is based on 
heterogeneous correlations of purpose, sensibility, and distance for the railway space. In 
addition, a station guidance system will be built. The features of the system are described 
as follows. 
(1) Spatial representation using a data model "context cube semantic 
network" for the railway space.  
(2) Measurement and integration of the correlation among context cubes 
according to time, space, and meaning and the expression of this 
correlation in a one-dimensional space. 
2. Related Studies 
The information that satisfies the needs of individual passengers must reflect the 
context that represents the dynamic/static situation and dynamic/static intention of the 
passenger [9]. Abowd et al. [10] states “We define context as any information that can 
be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, 
or physical or computational object. We define context-awareness or context-aware 
computing as the use of context to provide task-relevant information and/or services to 
a user.” Many information-providing systems that reflect the user context have been 
investigated. For example, a study explored the smartphone application search technique 
by using search keywords that represent the user status.  
Yao et al. and Maroulis et al. aim to improve users by building context-aware 
location recommendation applications. Their method analyzes temporal, locational and 
social network data that are obtained via location-based social networks that are serviced 
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by tensor factorization. This analysis contributes to higher accuracy in the 
recommendation of locations according to the context of the user. [12,13]  
The proposed method in this paper is based on the human memory recall model and 
differs from methods that employ machine learning and neural networks. Studies have 
shown that humans have two intuitive and logical decision-making systems[14]. The 
proposed method in this paper is based on a memory recall model that corresponds to 
these systems. 
3. Approach 
3.1. Data Model 
Our method can rank the services that satisfied passengers. In this paper, we classify 
the context of the passenger into the following eight types: Personal Static Situation 
(PSS), General Static Situation (GSS), Personal Dynamic Situation (PDS), General 
Dynamic Situation (GDS), Personal Static Intention (PSI), General Static Intention (GSI), 
Personal Dynamic Intention (PDI) and General Dynamic Intention (GDI). Personal 
contexts include personal information about passengers and information that is not 
disclosed by companies. The general contexts are information that is always shared, such 
as day, time, and weather information. These contexts are utilized to express railway 
space objects. The structure of each context is shown in Figure 1.  
In this paper, we describe objects of railway space, such as passengers, services and 



































Figure 2. Structure of object context cube 
An object can be easily modeled by expressing it in a cube, and various objects can 
be expressed with the same data model. Both the side that accesses the cube and the cube 
can be designed to autonomously change its state. The cubes are composed of sub-cubes, 
which have elements that are contexts, such as passengers and services. The state of a 
cube changes depending on the state of the railway space and the dynamic interaction 
among the cubes. Private information can be concealed by target encapsulation. 
We dynamically associate entities of the railway space by temporally, spatially and 
semantically filtering and ordering cubes. Semantic space should be constructed for each 
object; it will be the subject of weighing relationships, such as those of passengers, 
facilities and services. For example, in the case of providing information to passengers, 
a semantic space is constructed from meaningful elements based on passengers, and a 
cube is mapped to the space. By projecting to the subspace that corresponds to the context, 
its meaning is determined, and the semantic relation is determined by performing a 
distance calculation (Figure 3). Furthermore, depending on the temporal and spatial 
context, whether each cube is included in the ranking can be determined. Specific 
filtering factors include business hours and ticket gates inside and outside (Figure 4).  
 
 




















































Figure 4. Memory recall by the context cube system 
 
Figure 5. Context Cube Network in Railway Space 
 
In this paper, we propose the Context Cube Semantic Network, which is a semantic 
network model of the Context Cube, and express the railway space. In this model, a node 
of a network is a context cube, and a link represents the correlation (weight) between 
among the context cubes. This model enables context-oriented semantic analysis of the 
railway space (Figure 5). 
3.2. Correlation Metric Method 
In this paper, we focus on the passenger and establish a correlation metric method 
among services to enable information provision in anticipation of passenger needs. The 
preliminary step of passenger needs in this paper is to select a subspace of semantic space 
based on the intention (purpose) and sense according to the context of passengers, 
estimate the passenger's context using the correlation measure results for passenger and 
service. The selection of a space refers to correlation amount weighing, which is an 
associative model that ignites memory recalls in contexts. The results of the memory 
recalls that are performed once in a context are different. The procedure of the method 









• Providing Intention Semantic Space MI and Sense Semantic Space MS. 
• Providing the Passenger’s Context. 
• Selecting the Semantic Subspace of MI and MS. 
• Correlation metric for Passenger’s Semantic Subspace MI’ and MS’. 
• Semantic Correlation Integration in 1-dimension. 
• Ranking 
 
3.3. Providing Semantic Space 
The Intention Semantic Space MI set of m station services (e.g., ticket counter, travel 
center, etc.) and n features, in which context elements are utilized in the field of 
passenger service, is provided in the form of an m × n matrix MI (Figure 6.). Note that 
the Sense Semantic Space has the same structure as the Intention Semantic Space. In this 
example, the matrix represents several services that are accessed in the station. These 
services are characterized using 29 features. C1 to C15 in Table 1 are features of the 
Intention Semantic Space, and the other features pertain to the Sense Semantic Space. If 
the facility and feature are positively related, the matrix element is 1; if they are 
negatively related, the matrix element is -1; otherwise, it is 0. We define the semantic 
space MI and MS as the span of the features in Table 1.  
 
 
Figure 6. Structure of Semantic Space M 
 
Table 1. Abbreviations of context elements 
Abbreviation Feature 
C1 "Want to buy limited express ticket." 
C2 "Want to buy fare tickets." 
C3 "Want to move smoothly inside the station." 
C4 "Want to take a rest." 
C5 "Want to eat." 
C6 "Want to know various information." 
C7 "Want to use transportation that is not JR." 
C8 "Want to meeting." 
C9 "Want to do shopping." 









C11 "Want to go to a safe and secure place." 
C12 "Want to connect to the Internet." 
C13 "Want to pass the time." 
C14 "Want to use the Shinkansen." 
C15 "Want to prepare a groomed appearance." 
C16 "Speedy" 
C17 "Feel free" 
C18 "Fashionable" 
C19 "Elegance" 











This matrix expresses the space formed by the axes that represent the presence or 
absence of a feature. Therefore, the services are represented as a vector of the semantic 
space M, as shown in Eq. (1), (Figure 7). 
!⃗#$%&'($_' = +,'-,⋯ , ,'0,⋯ , ,'12,'0 ∈ 45                           (1) 
 
 








3.4. Providing the Passenger’s Context 
 The elements of a passenger’s context are provided by smartphones or wearable 
sensors. In addition, any elements that cannot be acquired from the user are enabled to 
protect the user’s privacy. In this paper, the context is an explicit input from the user 
interface, such as a button or a list in the smartphone or computer of the user. UC is the 
set of user context elements. Context elements include the user vector, user location ul, 
and time t, etc. The user vector is composed of the intention vector !⃗6' and sense vector 
!⃗6#. Note that !⃗6' and !⃗6# have the same structure. 
78 = {!⃗6' = {:-,⋯ , :∙}, !⃗6# = {:-,⋯ , :∙}, =>, ?}										(2) 
3.5. Selecting the Semantic Subspace 
The partial space M′ (semantic subspace) is selected by using features q', which are 
beyond the passenger’s context, element :', and threshold |C-|, in the context (Figure 8). 
4D ∶= FGHI(K-,KL,⋯K',⋯ , KM)	OℎQRQ	q' ∈ SQH?=RQ, :' ≥ ?ℎRQFℎU>V	|C-|	(3) 
 



















3.6. Correlation metric on Passenger’s Semantic Subspace M′ 
The similarities of the passenger’s context vector !′XXX⃗ 6∙ and service vectors 
!′XXX⃗ #$%&'($_' are computed as follows (cosine similarity) in the semantic subspace M′. !′XXX⃗ 6 
and !′XXX⃗ #$%&'($_' are given as follows: 
!′XXX⃗ #$%&'($_' = +,'-,⋯ , ,'0,⋯ , ,'∙Y2,'0 ∈ Z
D5                           (4) 
!′XXX⃗ 6∙ = {:-,⋯ , :[,⋯ , :∙Y|:[ ∈ !⃗6∙, :[ ≥ ?ℎRQFℎU>V	|C|		}                           (5) 








                     (6) 
3.7. Spatio correlation metric 
In this paper, we propose a method to measure the positional correlation between 
users and facilities/stores on the same floor. The measurement is obtained by filtering 
the area to be searched and measuring the physical distance. The filtering operation is 
realized by specifying the inside and outside of the ticket gate. The measurement of the 
physical distance sets the value range from 0 to 1. For this purpose, the following formula 
is applied (7), where a represents the distance that exists in the same place as the user. 
 
 
Figure 6. Spatio Mesh of Tokyo Station 





	2=>6#$% − =>#$%&'($`2 = n
2=>6#$% − =>#$%&'($`2, 2=>6#$% − =>#$%&'($`2 ≥ H
H, 2=>6#$% − =>#$%&'($`2 < H
(7) 
 
3.8. Semantic Anticipation of Needs 
In this paper, the integrated correlation (IC) among Intention, Sense, and Distance 
is defined by an expression that multiplies each weight. 
 
IC = simi!⃗6(, !⃗#$%&'($`j × simi!⃗6#, !⃗#$%&'($`j × simi=>6#$%,=>#$%&'($`j 
3.9. Ranking 
We rank the services by the integrated correlation (IC). The rankings are displayed 
on a smartphone display and information display. 
4. System 
In this study, we constructed a system that provides facility/store information about 
the concourse on the first floor of Tokyo Station according to the context of the user. 
Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 show the system configuration diagram, class diagram, 
and ER diagram. 
 
 

























Figure 8. Class Diagram of the System 
 
Figure 9. ER Diagram of the Database 
 
The flow of use is listed as follows. 
• The user selects his/her current position, search area (inside/outside the ticket 
gate), purpose, and sense in the input interface (Figure 12). 
 
• The system computes the user input and the measurement of the correlation 
between stores and facilities. 
 
• The system displays a store/facility ranking list based on the correlation amount 
and a map that shows their locations on the output interface (Figure 13). 
 
 
Figure 10. Input Interface 
 
 
Figure 11. Output Interface 
5. Experiment 
We conduct an experiment to verify that the method of measuring the correlation 
between the user context and facilities/stores proposed in this study is effective for station 
guidance. Specifically, a prototype system is employed in Tokyo Station to evaluate the 
usability and information acquisition load. The details of the implementation are shown 
as follows: 
• Implementation period 
May 16, 2018-May 25, 2018 
• Implementation location 
Three locations in Tokyo Station (near the central passage north ticket gate, 
near the Marunouchi north gate, and near the Marunouchi central gate) 
• Number of subjects 
18 
• Evaluation method 
The subject was presented with a usage scene of Tokyo Station and a search 
task, and an information search was performed. The subject was asked to 




Figure 12. Experiment at Tokyo Station 
 
Figure 13. Questionnaire answer scene 
5.1. Correlation Calculation result 
The results of the correlation metric in the experiment are shown. The number of 
stores and facilities targeted by the constructed system is 300, and those with a 





Figure 14 shows a parallel coordinate diagram of spatio correlation, intention 
correlation, and sensitive correlation. Figure 15 shows the integrated correlations of each 
store/facility. Figure 16 shows a visualized structure of the relationship between a user 
context and a store or a similar structure based on the integrated correlation amount. 
Gephi was employed as a visualization tool. In addition, a node arrangement algorithm 
is applied to understand the structure [17]. A user input example is provided as follows: 
{"location":"1F38","intention":{C1},"sense":{C16},"Gate": Inside and Outside”} 
 
 
Figure 14. Parallel Coordinate Diagram 
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Figure 16. Context Cube Network of Correlation Results 
 
5.2. Usability evaluation questionnaire results 
Items of the questionnaire results and tabulation results are shown in Figure 17. The 
evaluation revealed that more than 70% of the participants wanted to use the prototype 
system, which confirms the effectiveness of the prototype system for information 
retrieval. More than 80% of users who utilize the system for the first time answered "I 
thought I need to learn a lot before using this system", “I do not think so or at all”. This 
finding confirmed that the system was very effective. 
 
Figure 17. Evaluation results of usability (18 subjects) 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
1.I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2.I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3.I thought the system was easy to use.
4.I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
system.
5.I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6.I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7.I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8.I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9.I felt very confident using the system.
10.I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Strongly Agree(5) (4) (3) (2)  Strongly Disagree(1)
5.3. Evaluation of purpose and emotional search method 
Figure 18 shows the evaluation of items related to purpose and sense search methods. 
For all items, “Strongly agree” and “Agree” exceeded 60%, which indicates the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. In particular, the items of "This search method has 
potential" and "I want to use this search method in town" accounts for more than 80%. 
The proposed method is novel, and discovering the service consumption of users is 
possible. In addition, more than 70% of participants respond "I would like to recommend 
this search method to my friends." and "I want to use this search method frequently", 
which confirms that the user's search needs can be satisfied. 
 
 
Figure 18. Evaluation of purpose and sense search method (18 subjects) 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this study, we proposed a data model, the "Context Cube Semantic Network 
Model", that determines the user's context and facilities and stores in the station, and a 
measure that integrates the user’s intention, sensitivity, and location with the correlation 
amount among the Context Cubes. We implemented a computing method for the station 
guidance system and allowed the subjects to use the system in the station to verify the 
effectiveness of the method. 
For the usability evaluation, we obtained the evaluation value for usability and user 
experience. As a result, more than 60% of the participants answered positively about the 
ease of information acquisition, and more than half of the participants answered 
positively about the usability. Therefore, the proposed method was effective for 
information acquisition in the station yard. Since more than half of the subjects would 
like to introduce this search method to friends and others, communication to introduce 
the method will likely be induced. In addition, half of the participants indicated new 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
1.I would like to recommend this search method to my friends.
2.I want to use this search method frequently.
3.This search method has potential.
4.With this search method, I  can reach the information I want in a few steps.
5.This search method can find unknown information.
6.I want to use this search method in town.
Strongly Agree(5) (4) (3) (2)  Strongly Disagree(1)
discoveries. For this reason, we believe that more meaningful support for using the 
station premises is possible. 
However, some subjects did not respond positively because they did not know which 
purpose/sensitivity item to choose and the ranking results did not show their desired store. 
Therefore, consider the function that supports the selection of items and the output of the 
ranking results that are more suited to the context of the user. 
In the future, we will acquire a substantial amount of data about the situation, 
purpose, and sensibility when using the store and investigate the application of judgment 
algorithms, such as machine learning, to improve the user's station and railway 
experience. 
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1. Introduction 
P ac    a e  e e . T e e e ce f  a ea , e b c a ea f 
c  a d ca  ac , e  (g . ), a d e a e e f e fa , e 
 (g . ), a   e de e de  a d e e  c f c g a ea , a  e  
  e e  f A c e  G ee  c a  [1, 2], a d a  ef ec ed  c a c 
d a a , e.g.  S c e  A g e a d Oed  Re . I e e g , e Ne  O de  f 
e , de e  e ed ea e e , e g  e e a  e e d f e d a a  [3]. 
P ac  a  a  a  e  ed ca  fe  a  e : W a  I  
 a       a ,      a  a  
 ,        , I   , a   a  
    a .  [4]  e e  f  H c a e  a  a  add e e  
ac  a d c  a c e  d c   ee  a e da a  ec e ! P ac  a d 
c f de a  a e e  a  c e a  e , e ec a   e We e  d, 
a d a e  ed  e ed ca  f e d  [5]. 
P ac  a  e-e e ged a  a  a  e  e de ead f I e e  a d 
d de eb, a e  ec e  f  da a  a  e  c a e ge . E e ge ce f 
c a  e  a  e ed e ec  f a e da a. W a  e  g  d 
e a  a e c d a d ac a  a  ed aga  e   a d/  c e . 
I  g  f e a a  f E ea  U  e  eg a   da a ec   
2013, Ma  Z e be g, e f de  f e  ed c a  e  Faceb , a d 
Faceb  c ef e a  ff ce  S e  Sa dbe g, a ed a  e ac  c  
e e ce e ed a  Faceb  c e a  a  e  [6, 7]. 
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T e  a e ed e Ca b dge A a ca. Be ee  50 a d 87  Faceb  
e  f e , de e d g  e ce ([8] a d [9], e ec e ), e e c ec ed  a 
a e  a  e  e e  f e a   a ed. P e , ee  e e a a ed 
g OCEAN  c g ca  f e ( e e , c c e e , e a e , 
ag eeab e e , a d e c ) a d c e a ed   e  Faceb  ac  ( e  
a d a e ), de a g a  Faceb  f e da a c d be ed ead f a f a  
c g a c e  [9]. I  e  ed e e  e  a d Faceb  da a  b d 
a  a g  a  c d a a e d d a  Faceb  f e  a d de e e e a  
a  ed  g be a  [8]. 50  f e  a  e e e e e ed a d a 
d f ac e N  A e ca  Faceb  e  a d ea  a a e  f e a  US 
e  [8]. D a g d d a ed, g  ac  e age   g e   
ff c e   ac  e ec  e   a fe  a e , e ec a   a  e   a  fe  
a  a c e f d ed a d e  [9, 10]. 
Faceb  de ed a  a e g f  f f e  b  Ca b dge A a ca 
a  a da a b eac  a d e ce fa ed  e  e eg a  a d d d a  ab  e 
b eac [8]. 
Af e   ee  e Ca b dge A a ca ca da  b e , Faceb  a Ma  
Z c e be g a g ed f  a b eac  f   e e a  US a d UK e a e  add  
[11]: I       a   . W   a      
 a  a a .   
F ,  a    a b eac  f ,  a  a b eac  f ac . Sec d , 
ba ed  e  e e e ce , e ca  e  a ed   a e  aga . 
J  I aa  a d M a J. Ha a e: I   a  a  a a  a  
 a  a   a   a a    a   
  a     ,    a      , 
a  , a  a   a    a   a   
    a  a  a   a  a .   
Ca b dge A a ca ca da  a  f   a  e e  a a  be  f 
da aba e  c a g a e da a a d e  a e ead  a a ab e  be b g   
e ed. Sec d , c a ge g f d d a   d ab e   ega , b  
(c e ) a  ega ,  d c e a d f ed c e , c e e  b a g 
a  a d eg a . T d , e e e e  f  d g  a e eg g b e a d e d  a  g  
a e . La , c a  g a d ce g e da a a e a e  e d e b e 
a d f ed a a e .  
A   ca  f  c a ge   c a e a d g e e  e e . C a  d 
a c a e ega  c a ge  a d g e e   e e a  a e a d/  e a  da a 
a e ec ed  a  d d a  ca  be  e e c e e  c e  a  a d 
c a  g , c  a  d e ce , e a  e e e a  bef e e a , e g  
 a ea , f eed  f e e , g, a d -d c a  [9]. 
T e a  f  de e ed c e  e b ga   e ec  f a a  
ac  (e.g., c f de a , a , ec ec  a d da a ec ); ca  ac  
(e.g., de  a d b d  eg ); a c a a  ac  (e.g. a e a g f 
dea , e  a d ec e ); e a  ac  (e.g., e f- e  a d c  e  
e a  de f e , ge e c da a, a d b d  e ); a d dec a  ac  (e.g., 
a  a d c ce  e a  e a ) [12, 13]. I   e ac  f e ec  f e 
a   e c e e e  f e e a  a  ac    ec ed ade a e . T e 
ac  f e ec  c e  f  e e  g a ce  de be a . W e de be a e ac   
a a  a e   a d eed  be a c ed a a e  , e g a ce a d 
c e e e   be add e ed. 
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ec g e ac  a d a  ec g  e beg g f e ce e   b  
f g e ac  b  de g  c e . 
I   a e , e e ea c  e    E ea  eg a   da a ce g, 
e fa  Ge e a  Da a P ec  Reg a  (GDPR) d ec e [14]  e Reg a  
(EU) 2016/679 f e E ea  Pa a e  a d f e C c  f 27 A  2016  e 
ec  f a a  e   ega d  e ce g f e a  da a a d  e 
f ee e e  f c  da a   add e g e ac  b  g e ac  b  de g  
c e . 
T e e  f e a e   ga ed a  f . I  Sec  2, e g e a  e e  f 
e a e e e  dea g  ac  a d ac  b  de g  c e. I  Sec  3 e 
de c be  e ea c  e d a d e e  e e . I  Sec  4 e c c de e 
a e   f a  e a .  
2. Literature re ie  
 P a   a   a a . N  a  a a  a   a .   a  
e e g b e a  b  D. S e [15]. Ne e e e , ac  a d c f de a  
e e e  e ea c ed a d add e ed b  e  a d  a e, a d a e  
add e ed b  a  ec g e .  
A e a c d c   e c ce  f ac  a  beg   e fa  
a c e b  Sa e  Wa e  a d L  B a de  ed T e R g   P ac  [16]. C g 
a , a , a   a  a d a ec g  f      a  
e  a g ed a  e g a  ( .e. e C  f e U.S.A.) aff ded a a   
ec  e ac  f e d d a , a d e  g   e a  e a e a d e e  f 
a  ec . F c g  a ge a   e e  a d b c  a ed b  e  
 e  c  a  g a  a d e a e , b  efe g a  e   
a   e  c e , e  e a ed e a  f ac  b g  ab  b  
b c d e a  f de a  e a g  a e '  a e fe. Wa e  a d B a de  
fe  a a e  f e g ca e  c d be ec ed de  a e ge e a  g   ac  
c  d ec  e e e   c  e'  g , e e , a d e  
c d be a ed  e . U g g a  e  e e  a e g  ec  e e  
d ced,  e ec a  e , b  a e  e eace f d a a ed  c  
ec , e  a d e g   ac  a  ba ed  a c e f a e 
e a  c  a  a  f a ge e a  g  f  f e e , e g   
e'  e a  [16]. Wa e  a d B a de   a d e ega  f da  f  a 
c ce  f ac  a  a  c e  be  a  c  e  f a  ab  
e e f [17]. 
I  1960, P e  e a ca  def ed f  d ffe e  a ec  f a   
be g e d   a : [17, 18]: 
1. I   a e '  ec   de,    a e affa . 
2. P b c d c e f e ba a g a e fac  ab  a  d d a . 
3. P b c  ac g e  a fa e g   e b c e e. 
4. A a  f e'  e e  f  e ad a age f a e  [17]. 
P e  ed a  e   e f  ac  g  ad e a ded be d 
ca   a d ed  a  Wa e  a d B a de  ad bee  c ce ed 
a   e ec d ac  g . Ne e e e , P e  fe  a  b  ea  ab e  
a d b c de a d ad ed  ge e a  acce a ce f e e f  e  f ac  
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a . T a  Nage , e f e A e ca   c e a  e , g e  a 
e c e a  ( ca ) d c  f ac , c cea e , b c  a d 
e e [17, 19]. 
A  a ed b  a   [5], Ada  M e [20], b d g  e e  f R  
Ga  [21], A a A e  [22], S e a B  [23] a d e , ffe  a "c  e  
acce " acc  f ac . Acc d g  M e, ac   a c a  a d ec e  
e a e g   a e e  f c  e  acce   b d e   ace  a d f a . 
W e defe d g e e  a  ac   e a e  ec e  a d c e, M e a g e  
a  ac   b ec e  a ab e: a  be g  a  d   b a  a ce a  e e  f 
c  e  acce   ffe   a  a . M e c a  a  ac , e 
ed ca , ea , a d a a g c a  e a ,  a  e e a  a  f a  
f g  e -be g [17]. 
I  ed ca  c e , a  e ed b  A e  [13], e ac  a  e  e  f e  
c f de a  [24], ec f ca  e c f de a  f a e - de  e c e  
( c d g e e  fac  a  a  e c e  a  a e  ace), a g  e ec ec  a d 
ec  f f a  e a ed  ca , e ec c a d g a c ec d  
c ea ed a  a c e e ce f a e - de  e c e  [24]. C f de a   def ed 
a  e c g f a   e  be g g  a e  f ec f ca  a ed 
ec e  [13, 22, 25, 26]. C f de a  ca  be ac e ed e e  g  fe a  
e ce, ea g  e a  a ec ,  g  ec e da a a age e  [27], ea g 
 ec g e  a d ec e . 
T e a  g f ca ce a ac ed  ac   ef ec ed  da a ec  a d 
ec  eg a  ad ed b  ca  a d a a  a e  a d e d. O e 
c  eg a   E ea  U  Ge e a  Da a P ec  Reg a .  
2.1. P a    
L e a e e e ed ab e a   a  ac  a   be a e  e  a   
add e e  e f e ba c a  g  a d a  a ec a  ace  ega  e . I   
e c  a ed de  A c e 12 f e 1948 U e a  Dec a a  f H a  R g  
a d ec ed b  1 , 3 d, 4  a d 5  A e d e  f e US C  [15]. I  
E ea  U ,   ec ed b  A c e 8(1) f e C a e  f F da e a  R g  f 
e E ea  U  a d A c e 16(1) f e T ea   e F c g f e E ea  
U  (TFEU), a d e e a  a a  c  [15].  
T e O a  P ac  C e  A  Ca a  a  de e ed a P ac  b  
De g  (PbD) f a e  [28-31] c   e a g e eed  ad  a ac e 
a e  a  a eac e c a ce a ac   e ec  f ac . T  afeg a d 
ac , eg a  a d eg a  d  ge  be ff c e ; ac  eed   be 
ac e  e bedded d ec   f a  ec g , b e  ac ce , 
ca  de g , a d e ed f a c e   a g  e defa  [32]. 
I e e g , e f a e  ca  be a ed a  e  de g g ega  ced e  [33, 
34] a d a  bec e a  e a a  a da d f  a g ac   f a  e a 
[32].  
T e f a e  e e   7 c e  [28], ee F g e 1: 
1. P ac e  Reac e; P e e a e  Re ed a  
T e ea g f e c e ead : T  P a   D  a a   
a a   a  a  a  a  a . I  a a  a   
a  a     a . P a   D    a   
a    a a ,        a  a  
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  a     a      . I  , P a   
D   - - a ,  a .  [28] 
 
 
F g e 1: Se e  c e  f P ac  b  De g  
 
2. P ac  a  e Defa  
P ac  a  e Defa  c e ead : W  a  a   a       
a  ! P a   D      a    a   
 a  a  a a a  a a a    a   IT   
 a . I  a  a   ,  a   a  a . N  
a      a    a     a       
 ,  a .  [28] 
 
3. P ac  E bedded  De g  
P a   D       a  a   IT  a  
 a . I      a  a  a - , a   a . T    a  
a   a  a      a   . 
P a   a    ,   a .  [28] 
 
4. F  F c a   P e-S ,  Ze -S  
P a   D    a a  a  a   a    
a -  -  a ,   a a , -  a a ,  
a  a -  a  a . P a   D  a     a  
,  a  a  .   a  a      a  
.  [28] 
 
5. E d- -E d Sec   L fec c e P ec  
P a   D , a           
  a   ,       
  a a     a  a  a   a ,  a   
. T   a  a  a a a   a , a     a  
    ,  a  a . T , P a   D   a   
a ,   a a   a , - - .  [28] 
 
6. V b  a d T a a e c  
P a   D    a  a  a  a  a    
a    ,    a , a  a    a   
a  ,    a . I   a  a  a  
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a   a  a a ,   a   a . R ,   
.  [28] 
 
7. Re ec  f  U e  P ac  
A  a , P a   D   a  a  a     
   a     a  a   a  a , 
a a  , a   -  . K   - .  [28] 
 
T e E ea  GDPR a  d af ed  P ac  b  De g  a  e f e g d g 
f a e  [35, 36]. I    ce a  A c e 25 f GDPR  ed Da a ec  
b  de g  a d b  defa , a d a  Rec a  78  e g e c e  f da a 
ec  b  de g  a d b  defa . 
I  e e  ec , e  a a e e GDPR a d a e  e e ,  a  
e e   GDPR, g   a c e , add e g eac  f e 7 c e . 
3. Anal sis of GDPR and se en Pri ac  b  Design principles 
I   ec  e c ec   eac  f e c e   ef ec ed,  add e ed,  GDPR.  
F   d  e e ec ed e f  f f  a c e  c  e e e  e c e f e GDPR 
a d  e   ec  ac ; e e a g a c e  a e  f  e ab e  
f de e de  e  a e  (e.g. ac  c e ) a d f  e ed e , 
ab  a d e a e . 
We ea e e e e   c  e e c e  a e ef ec ed  GDPR  a c e  
b  g a a ed e  a e  a ac  a d e U e a  Se e ce E c de  
(USE) [37]. USE  a e- a ed e e ce e c de  c  e c de  e  a ag a   
g  d e a  ec  a  ca  be ed f  de ec g e a c a  (a d e  
a a  a g age a , c  a  e  c a f ca   c e g), ee F g e 2. USE  
ca  e- a ed  a a ge f e ed a d e ed a ,  de   
c e e d e a c f a   e  [38]. I   ea g f  a  da a ce  
a d  d e e a   e a  f d a ca  acc da g a de a e  f 
a a  a g age de a d g a  [37].  
 
F g e 2: P ce  f e bedd g a d c a g f d ffe e  e  [38] 
T e   a ab e e g  E g  e  a d e   a 512-d e a  ec . 
T e e bedd g  d ced b  e USE a e a a e  a ed. T e e a c 
a  f  e e ce  ca  be a  c ed a  e e  d c  f e 
e c d g . 
We ed e G g e  Se a c S a   TF-H b U e a  E c de  e 
, a a ab e a  ://c ab. e ea c .g g e.c /g b/ e f / b/b b/ a e / 
e a e /c ab/ e a c_ a _ _ f_ b_ e a _e c de . b, a d 
ca c a ed e a  f e  d c  be ee  e c d g  f 7 c e  e , a d 
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e c d g  f eac  d d a  GDPR a c e  e . I  e a e , e  e ed 
be g  f a ag a   ec  (e.g. 1.  a d (a)  e e e ed). Eac  a c e  
e  a  ed  a g e a ag a   be ab e  ce  . 
T e a a ca  ca c a ed e a c a  a  c ec ed aga  e STS 
Be c a  [39] ( :// a2. .e .e / / de . /STSbe c a ). I  e a a e  
e deg ee  c  a  c e  c ed g USE a e  e  a  
e a a  f a . T e be c a  e  a  c e  f  a d e e e ec  f 
e e ce a . Pea  R  ca c a ed  e a e e e a  ( a ) be ee  
e a a ca  ge e a ed a  c e  a d  a  e a a . T e e  a 
g, e c e a  be ee  ac e a  c e  a d a  e a a , 
c   a ca  g f ca  (R = 0.803,  < 0.005). 
T e a  c e  be ee  e GDPR  f  50 a c e  a d 7 c e  f 
P ac  b  De g  a e e e ed  Tab e 1. A a e f 0 e e e   a , a d 
a e 1 e e e  e fec  e a c a  (e a  e ). 
Tab e 1: S a  c e  be ee  GDPR  a c e  a d 7 P ac  b  De g  c e  
A c e P c e 1 P c e 2 P c e 3 P c e 4 P c e 5 P c e 6 P c e 7 Ma  M  A e age 
1 0.360347 0.491606 0.289023 0.338619 0.284758 0.260049 0.347171 0.491606 0.260049 0.338796 
2 0.236012 0.303697 0.234517 0.185280 0.238605 0.240943 0.183850 0.303697 0.183850 0.231843 
3 0.199190 0.275385 0.211665 0.156431 0.201384 0.288125 0.098190 0.288125 0.098190 0.204339 
4 0.277767 0.328543 0.234926 0.249763 0.255424 0.265395 0.183510 0.328543 0.183510 0.256475 
5 0.389129 0.432845 0.297043 0.425751 0.348858 0.344788 0.387155 0.432845 0.297043 0.375081 
6 0.254904 0.320956 0.217383 0.257224 0.251671 0.245881 0.224717 0.320956 0.217383 0.253248 
7 0.229825 0.350499 0.148846 0.216655 0.238838 0.234083 0.195935 0.350499 0.148846 0.230669 
8 0.206144 0.259325 0.103134 0.144194 0.133171 0.236139 0.095653 0.259325 0.095653 0.168252 
9 0.299966 0.328485 0.218131 0.273811 0.221169 0.219755 0.240247 0.328485 0.218131 0.257366 
10 0.288422 0.319372 0.196702 0.204103 0.249750 0.253504 0.194260 0.319372 0.194260 0.243731 
11 0.304790 0.368847 0.225721 0.227445 0.224513 0.250568 0.163251 0.368847 0.163251 0.252162 
12 0.221201 0.237019 0.104119 0.193814 0.166171 0.163481 0.148146 0.237019 0.104119 0.176279 
13 0.253057 0.362358 0.211481 0.254764 0.259486 0.198734 0.165719 0.362358 0.165719 0.243657 
14 0.319966 0.400297 0.253912 0.297740 0.284296 0.238595 0.212792 0.400297 0.212792 0.286800 
15 0.238152 0.373431 0.185020 0.223043 0.235669 0.180948 0.188269 0.373431 0.180948 0.232076 
16 0.140253 0.337666 0.146838 0.187919 0.245466 0.119677 0.269672 0.337666 0.119677 0.206785 
17 0.307518 0.370307 0.267838 0.322436 0.247481 0.220210 0.207319 0.370307 0.207319 0.277587 
18 0.303190 0.385684 0.236388 0.318092 0.247065 0.210709 0.227209 0.385684 0.210709 0.275477 
19 0.241875 0.324473 0.152771 0.225434 0.172970 0.271217 0.191730 0.324473 0.152771 0.225781 
20 0.234367 0.374052 0.223007 0.231875 0.251366 0.143427 0.161639 0.374052 0.143427 0.231391 
21 0.313663 0.439330 0.268501 0.315681 0.316107 0.252327 0.242396 0.439330 0.242396 0.306858 
22 0.278818 0.347352 0.223850 0.233086 0.242484 0.211744 0.215365 0.347352 0.211744 0.250385 
23 0.271151 0.253360 0.194426 0.246279 0.231250 0.225641 0.226124 0.271151 0.194426 0.235462 
24 0.125837 0.083455 0.062519 0.113094 0.103950 0.166676 0.163227 0.166676 0.062519 0.116965 
25 0.319180 0.389360 0.307548 0.295063 0.376919 0.324592 0.323794 0.389360 0.295063 0.333779 
26 0.079373 0.197641 0.124196 0.082077 0.142194 0.249562 0.178711 0.249562 0.079373 0.150536 
27 0.221496 0.243336 0.202414 0.174030 0.149802 0.234979 0.151558 0.243336 0.149802 0.196802 
28 0.091010 0.121777 0.151472 0.080631 0.136006 0.210217 0.068764 0.210217 0.068764 0.122840 
29 0.074639 0.215947 0.202555 0.050227 0.151180 0.242613 0.090598 0.242613 0.050227 0.146823 
30 0.108839 0.185647 0.158982 0.084969 0.129354 0.201238 0.087208 0.201238 0.084969 0.136605 
31 0.000960 0.040138 0.003260 0.028368 0.023398 0.156040 0.125144 0.156040 0.000960 0.053901 
32 0.280560 0.306986 0.265131 0.256895 0.326574 0.310465 0.236674 0.326574 0.236674 0.283327 
33 0.428107 0.435881 0.266004 0.276108 0.322867 0.274054 0.285993 0.435881 0.266004 0.327002 
34 0.376568 0.466291 0.245363 0.322677 0.327622 0.284251 0.320097 0.466291 0.245363 0.334695 
35 0.291783 0.305647 0.205283 0.186971 0.279808 0.270116 0.260022 0.305647 0.186971 0.257090 
36 0.282082 0.237424 0.176635 0.142290 0.241672 0.233886 0.203028 0.282082 0.142290 0.216717 
37 0.175927 0.274563 0.204100 0.124045 0.227051 0.270106 0.228610 0.274563 0.124045 0.214914 
38 0.245430 0.326263 0.212728 0.197173 0.309278 0.336880 0.283499 0.336880 0.197173 0.273036 
39 0.144685 0.148925 0.095902 0.090626 0.172297 0.224215 0.164543 0.224215 0.090626 0.148742 
40 0.170306 0.145069 0.080152 0.081939 0.112100 0.164508 0.140494 0.170306 0.080152 0.127795 
41 0.204474 0.181865 0.193979 0.157812 0.166187 0.258832 0.146790 0.258832 0.146790 0.187134 
42 0.102236 0.086630 0.146038 0.016430 0.136060 0.214091 0.041492 0.214091 0.016430 0.106140 
43 0.087727 0.033069 0.097247 0.010421 0.075268 0.128426 0.007185 0.128426 0.007185 0.062763 
44 0.099720 0.208492 0.127479 0.086833 0.127452 0.121329 0.087357 0.208492 0.086833 0.122666 
45 0.153965 0.163503 0.136026 0.081461 0.150335 0.139639 0.078758 0.163503 0.078758 0.129098 
46 0.084423 0.115119 0.109503 0.039761 0.162764 0.085834 0.073094 0.162764 0.039761 0.095785 
47 0.234158 0.256798 0.183733 0.187696 0.240033 0.349676 0.202147 0.349676 0.183733 0.236320 
48 0.015412 0.123173 0.082316 0.079838 0.003679 0.073136 0.018383 0.123173 0.003679 0.056562 
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A c e P c e 1 P c e 2 P c e 3 P c e 4 P c e 5 P c e 6 P c e 7 Ma  M  A e age 
49 0.218997 0.270453 0.177729 0.213976 0.202159 0.139674 0.120007 0.270453 0.120007 0.191856 
50 0.251524 0.326452 0.159450 0.186421 0.200024 0.100079 0.272655 0.326452 0.100079 0.213801 
A e age 0.220783 0.277496 0.184460 0.187545 0.210880 0.220821 0.182603    
Ma  0.428107 0.491606 0.307548 0.425751 0.376919 0.349676 0.387155    
M  0.000960 0.033069 0.003260 0.010421 0.003679 0.073136 0.007185    
 
N  g , e  a  a  f d be ee  2 d c e (P ac  a  
e Defa ) a d GDPR  a c e . 2 d c e c ed 32 a  a e  (b e 
aded ce  f Tab e 1), f ed b  6  c e (V b  a d T a a e c )  
13, 1  c e (P ac e  Reac e; P e e a e  Re ed a )  3 a d 5  
c e (E d- -E d Sec   L fec c e P ec )  2 a  a e . 
P c e    a  a e  ad a  ea   a e . Lea  
a  a  f d be ee  7  c e (Re ec  f  U e  P ac )  16 
 a e  ( ed aded ce ), f ed b  3 d, 4 , 6 , 1  a d 5  c e  12, 
11, 7, 2 a d 2  a e , e ec e . 
P c e 2 a     ge e a   e GDPR  e ,  a  a   
g  a . I  ad a ge  a  de  f  a c e  1, 34, 21, 33, 5, 14, 25, 18, 
20, 15, 17, 11, 13, 7, 22, 16, 4, 9 a d 50, a  a e  a g g f  0.491  0.326.  
A c e 5 a   a   a  7 c e   a e age a  a e f 0.375, 
a d A c e 31 a  ea  a   a e age a  a e f 0.054. T , a a c 
e a c e c de  c ec  de f ed e A c e 5 a   c e  f GDPR;  
e  P  a     a  a a . A c e 31  e  
C e a   e e  a , e g c e  a d ce   
c e a e  e e  b d ; e a e a   c e ed b  a  f e e e  
c e , e ce a c e  a e age a   e e e  . 
S a e  be ee  GDPR  a c e  a d 7 c e  ca  ea  be ee   F g e 
3. M  a e  a e f d be ee  GDPR a d 2 d c e; 1  a d 5  a e e 
a  , e ec a   e f  a  f GDPR,   a c e 25.  
Add a , e a   f d be ee  a  c e  a d A c e  32-38. 
T e e a c e  dea   ec  f e a  da a a  be g  C a e  IV ed 
C e  a d ce  [ f e a  da a], Sec  2-4 ed Sec  f e a  
da a , Da a ec  ac  a e e  a d  c a  a d Da a ec  
ff ce , e ec e . 
 
F g e 3: Hea a  f a e  be ee  GDPR  a c e  ( a  a ) a d 7 P ac  b  De g  
c e  ( e ca  a ) 
A  a  ca  be f d  A c e 24, a d 26-31. A c e 24 dea   
e b e  f e c e , c   a ge e a  ega  e . A c e  26-31 dea   
 c e  a d ce  f da a. 
T e e  e a e   a  be ee  7 c e  a d GDPR  A c e  f  
38 a d . T e e a c e  dea   a  f e da a ec  ff ce  (A c e 39), 
 C de  f c d c  a d ce f ca  (Sec  5 f C a e  IV, A c e  40-43) a d 
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 T a fe  f e a  da a  d c e   e a a  ga a  
(C a e  V, A c e  44-50). 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
I   a e , e c ec ed  E ea  eg a   da a ce g, e fa  
Ge e a  Da a P ec  Reg a  (GDPR) d ec e [14]  e Reg a  (EU) 
2016/679 f e E ea  Pa a e  a d f e C c  f 27 A  2016  e 
ec  f a a  e   ega d  e ce g f e a  da a a d  e 
f ee e e  f c  da a   add e g e ac  b  g e P ac  b  De g  
c e  [28]. 
We ed a a ed e  a e  a ac  a d e U e a  Se e ce E c de  
 e c de e  f e GDPR  a c e  a d f e 7 P ac  b  De g   ec . 
I e  d c  f c ed ec  e e e  e a  ea e a g d ffe e  
a  f e . 
We a e f d a  a g a  c e , P c e 2 ( P a  a   D a ) 
a   a , a d  a  a   g  a . Ba ed  a e age a  
c e c e  6 ( V  a  T a a ), 1 ( P a   R a ; 
P a   R a ) a d 5 ( E - -E  S   L  P ) 
f ed.  
Lea  a  c e  e e 7  ( R   U  P a ), 3 d ( P a  
E   D ) a d 4  ( F  F a   P -S ,  Z -S ).  
F  e de  f e c e    a e  g a  7  c e a  ea  
a   GDPR e , de e e c e g g  b d ac  a d a  d d a . 
Af e a , GDPR  ec g e f e ba c a  ( d d a ) g , e g   
ac . O  e e  a d, a a c e a c a a  a  c ec  de f ed A c e 
5 (de c b g e c e  f GDPR)  be  a   e e  c e  f P ac  
b  De g . 
O  e ea c  a   a  a a ed e  a e  a ac  ca  d c e  
e e g a e  be ee  ega  e  a d e de g c e ,    
ge e a , b   a c a  f  eac  a c e c e a . T e  f e  e e e 
 e e a  c e  e a  ca  ea  be c e ed. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we deal with the support in the search for appropriate textual 
sources. Users ask for an atomic concept that is explicated using machine learning 
methods applied to different textual sources. Next, we deal with the so-obtained 
explications to provide even more useful information. To this end, we apply the 
method of computing association rules. The method is one of the data-mining meth-
ods used for information retrieval. Our background theory is the system of Trans-
parent Intensional Logic (TIL); all the concepts are formalised as TIL constructions.  
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1. Introduction 
We live in the era of globalisation, i.e. in times of interaction among people worldwide 
that has grown due to great advances in transportation, information and communication 
technologies. Though being a complex phenomenon, globalisation is usually character-
ised as a form of the integration of local economies into a global, unregulated market 
economy. Yet, the same phenomenon can be traced in other spheres of our lives, includ-
ing science and research development. Globalisation has positive effects on the environ-
ment, culture, economic development, and in general human well-being in societies 
around the world. These are the upsides. However, some people complain that there are 
the downsides of globalisation as well because the gaps between rich and developing 
countries have grown. In 2000, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) identified four 
essential aspects of globalisation: trade and transactions, capital and investment move-
ments, migration and movement of people, and the dissemination of knowledge.1  
Here we are not going to deal with economic aspects of this phenomenon; rather, we 
are interested in the last issue mentioned, namely the increasing amount of knowledge, 
technology and information moving across international borders. Together with human 
innovation and progress in information technologies, these factors give rise to infor-
mation overload . True, there is a lot of knowledge around, spread in the vast amount of 
textual resources available on the Internet. Yet, there are also plenty of disinformation, 
 









fake news, futile texts, canards, merely a lot of words, words, words. Many of our fellow 
researches certainly experienced the situation of googling for relevant, high-quality pa-
pers from reliable resources, only to the effect of obtaining a lot of futile results. The gist 
of the stor  is this. There is a need for an intelligent  question-answering system that 
would not only search by keywords but also evaluate the results, check for inconsisten-
cies, derive their consequences logically entailed or just semantically associated with 
them, etc.  
To this end, we decided to start a project on building such a system. Our background 
theory is the system of Transparent Intensional Logic (TIL) that makes it possible to 
formalise all the semantically salient features of natural language in a fine-grained way.2 
Having formalised thousands of sentences in the form of TIL-constructions, we can now 
proceed in two closely interrelated ways.3 First, we have integrated special rules rooted 
in the rich semantics of natural language into a standard proof calculus of Gen en s nat-
ural deduction or general resolution in order to derive logical consequences of the results 
of a prior search.4 Second, by applying machine-learning methods adjusted to natural 
language processing in TIL, we explicate atomic concepts in order to understand  and 
manipulate them in the way human agents would do if only this task were not beyond 
their capacities.5 Here we mean Carnapian explication (see [2, pp. 7-8, 2]) that is trans-
formation of a given more or less inexact concept (the explicandum) into an exact one 
(the explicatum). Our explicandum is usually an atomic concept such as cat , dog , 
lattice , group  to which a molecular concept is assigned that ontologically defines the 
objects falling under the explicandum. For instance, the concept cat  can be explicated 
b  the biological definition of cats like a small domesticated carnivorous mammal of 
the famil  Felidae . Having such a molecular concept, we can derive even more useful 
information from the vast number of textual corpora.  
Explications of atomic concepts extracted from one textual document have been in-
troduced in [12]. By applying a supervised machine-learning method to multiple textual 
resources, we obtain several different explications (see [10]). For instance, by applying 
the method to the atomic concept lattice , we obtain molecular concepts like a structure 
of crossed wooden or metal strips arranged to form a diagonal pattern of open spaces 
between the strips , a window, gate, or the like consisting of such a structure , or in 
ph sics the structure of fissionable and non-fissionable materials geometrically ar-
ranged within a nuclear reactor . In mathematics, we can find two equivalent definitions 
of an abstract lattice structure, namel  a partially ordered set in which every subset of 
two elements has a unique supremum and infimum  or an algebra with two binar  op-
erations meet and join that satisfy the axioms of commutativity, associativity and absorp-
tion . In music, the same atomic concept can mean an organised grid model of pitch 
ratios.  
The question now arises how to evaluate these results so that to be able to recom-
mend the most relevant, appropriate resources. There are several possibilities. We can 
check the results for inconsistencies or similarities, extract or generalise what they have 
 
2 See, for instance, [17].  
3 The text data are linguistically and logically processed so that TIL constructions are extrac-
ted by the Natural Language Logical Analyzer algorithm, see [9]. 
4 For details, see [4], [5]. 
5 The first application checking the possibilities of supervised machine learning methods ad-
justed to natural language processing has been introduced in [11] where the method has been ap-









in common, etc. The goal of this paper is to introduce the algorithm based on associations 
between the data so that to compute and recommend the most relevant textual resources. 
For instance, concepts that are semantically associated with the above concept of the 
lattice are network , web , grid , structure , algebra , ordered set . Yet, we are also 
interested in associations of concepts that follow from frequencies of their co-occurrence.     
Depending on the amount of input data, users can obtain a huge number of different 
molecular concepts corresponding to the atomic concept that has been asked for. Now, 
the user can pick up one explication and the corresponding resource that seems to be 
relevant, but there can be other similar resources that are appropriate as well. Yet, due to 
a large amount of input textual data, the other proper documents can be overlooked and 
ignored. Thus, to prevent such a situation, we apply the method of discovering hidden  
associations between the constituents of the resulting molecular concepts.  
The whole process can be described as follows. First, a supervised machine learning 
method adjusted to TIL is applied to extract molecular concepts explicating the atomic 
concept that is the subject of the initiative query. As a result, we obtain several such 
explications that should be further evaluated. To this end, we apply the method of asso-
ciation rules. The system organises constituents of the obtained molecular concepts into 
an incident matrix. The rows of the matrix represent particular explications, and the col-
umns represent the concepts of properties mentioned in those explications. We use a two-
valued Boolean matrix. Next step consists in extracting association rules. Each rule is of 
form A  B where A is the antecedent and B the succedent of the rule, and A, B are sets 
of concepts. The sense of such a rule is this. If a given explication contains all the con-
cepts from A then it is to a certain degree probable that it also contains concepts from B. 
The so-called minimal confidence of an association rule, i.e. conditional probability of 
occurrences of concepts from B provided there are concepts from A is defined by a user. 
By computing the rules that are valid at least with this user-defined minimal confidence, 
the algorithm then proposes other textual sources that might be relevant as well.  
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly summarises the main 
principles of Transparent Intensional Logic and introduces TIL constructions that serve 
as a concept defining formalism. In Section 3, we summarise previous results on the 
topic, namely the system of seeking relevant textual resources as presented in [12]. In 
Section 4, we introduce the theory of association rules, while in Section 5, the whole 
algorithm of their computing is described. Concluding remarks and further research pro-
posals can be found in Section 6. 
2. Foundations of TIL  
In TIL, expressions encode algorithmically structured procedures as their meanings. 
These procedures produce extensional or intensional entities, or even lower-order proce-
dures, as their products. This approach has summarised by an algorithmic turn in seman-
tics and advocated, for instance, by Moschovakis in [14]. Yet much earlier, in the early 
1970s, Pavel Tich  defined six kinds of such meaning procedures that he coined TIL 
constructions as the centre-piece of his system, see [6] or [17]. 
The syntax of TIL is a hyperintensional, typed -calculus of partial functions. How-









in TIL terminology) that produce functions or functional values as their products. A lin-
guistic sense of an expression is an abstract procedure detailing how to arrive at an object 
(if any) of a particular logical type denoted by the expression. 
There are two kinds of TIL constructions, atomic and molecular. Atomic construc-
tions (Variables and Trivialisations) do not contain any other constituent but itself; they 
supply objects (of any type) on which compound constructions operate. Variables x, y, 
p, q,  construct objects dependently on a valuation; they v-construct. To each type, 
countably many variables are assigned, which v-constructs elements of the assigned type; 
we also say that variables range over that type. Trivialisation of an object X (of any type, 
even a construction), in TIL symbolism X, refers to or displays the object X without the 
mediation of any other construction. In order to operate on X, the object must be grabbed 
first; Trivialisation is such a simple grabbing mechanism.  
There are two dual molecular constructions, namely Composition and Closure. 
Composition [F A1 An] is the procedure of applying a function f (v-constructed by the 
first constituent F) to a tuple argument a (v-constructed by the constituents A1, , An). 
Composition v-constructs the value of f at a, if the function f is defined at a, otherwise 
the Composition is v-improper, i.e., it fails to v-construct anything. To produce a function 
rather than its value, there is ( -)Closure [ x1  xn X]. It is a procedure of v-constructing 
a function by abstracting over the values of variables x1,  , xn in the ordinary manner 
of -calculi. Finally, higher-order constructions producing lower-order constructions can 
be executed twice over. This is achieved by a fifth construction called Double Execution, 
2X, that behaves as follows: If X v-constructs a construction Y, and Y v-constructs an 
entity Z, then 2X v-constructs Z; otherwise 2X is v-improper by failing to produce any-
thing. 
TIL constructions, as well as the entities they construct, all receive a type within a 
ramified hierarchy of types. Thus, the formal ontology of TIL is bidimensional; one di-
mension is made up of constructions of order n  !, the other dimension encompasses 
non-constructions. On the ground level of the type-hierarchy, there are non-procedural 
entities unstructured from the algorithmic point of view belonging to a type of order 1. 
Given a so-called epistemic (or objectual ) base of atomic types (o-truth values, -indi-
viduals,  -time moments/real numbers,  -possible worlds), the induction rule for form-
ing functions is applied: where , 1, , n are types of order 1, the set of partial map-
pings from 1 x  x n to , denoted (  1  n), is a type of order 1 as well.6 Construc-
tions that construct entities of a type of order 1 are constructions of order 1. They belong 
to a type of order 2, denoted by *1. This type *1 together with atomic types of order 1 
serves as a base for the induction rule of forming functions: any collection of partial 
mappings, type (  1  n), involving *1 in their domain or range is a type of order 2. 
Constructions that construct entities belonging to a type of order 1 or 2 are constructions 
of order 2. They belong to a type of order 3, denoted *2; any collection of partial mapping 
involving *2 in their domain or range is a type of order 3. And so on ad infinitum. 
Empirical sentences and terms denote (PWS-)intensions, functions with the domain 
of possible worlds ; they are frequently mappings from  to chronologies of -objects, 
hence functions of types (( ) )  or  for short. Where variables w, t range over pos-
sible worlds (w  ) and times (t  ), respectively, constructions of intensions are 
usually Closures of the form w t [     ]. We model sets and relations by their 
 
6 The above epistemic base {o,  , , } was chosen, because it is apt for natural-language 









characteristic functions. Hence, while ( ), ( ) are types of a set of individuals and of 
a binary relation-in-extension between individuals, respectively, ( ) , ( )  are types 
of a property of individuals and a binary relation-in-intension between individuals, re-
spectively. Quantifiers ,  are type-theoretically polymorphic total functions of types 
( ( )) defined as follows. Where B is a construction that v-constructs a set of -objects, 
[0 B] v-constructs T if B v-constructs the set of all -objects, otherwise F; [0 B] v-
constructs T if B v-constructs a non-empty set, otherwise F.  
Notational conventions. That an object X belongs to a type  is denoted as X/ ; 
that a construction C v-constructs an -object (provided not v-improper) is denoted by 
C  . Instead of [  x A], [  x A] we write x A , x A  whenever no confusion 
arises. If C   then the frequently used Composition [[C w] t], aka extensionalization 
of the -intension v-constructed by C, is abbreviated as Cwt. We use classical infix nota-
tion without Trivialization for truth-value functions  (conjunction),  (disjunction),  
(implication) and  (negation). Also, identities =  of -objects are written in the infix 
way without Trivialisation and the superscript  whenever no confusion arises.   
Concepts are modelled as closed constructions in their normal form. The atomic 
concept of an object a is its Trivialisation, a, while molecular concept of an object a is 
its ontological definition, i.e. a closed molecular construction producing a. Unlike Frege 
and in compliance with Church, we deal with concepts of entities of any type, including 
concepts of propositions of type  in an empirical vernacular and of truth-values in 
mathematics.7       
For a simple example, where Student/( )  is a property of individuals and John/  an 
individual, the sentence John is a student  encodes as its meaning the concept of the 
proposition 
w t [ Studentwt John] 
The property Student must be extensionalized first, Studentwt  ( ) and only then 
can it be applied to John, [ Studentwt John]   to obtain a truth value according as 
John belongs to the population of students in a world w and time t of evaluation. Ab-
stracting over the values of variables w, t the proposition of type  that John is a student 
is produced. The atomic concept Student of the property of being a student can be further 
explicated by a molecular concept, for instance of the property of being a person who 
attends a school.  
w w x [[ Personwt x]  [ Attendwt x School]] 
This completes our brief introduction to the system of TIL and its theory of concepts. 
3. Explication of atomic concepts by machine learning 
Supervised machine learning is a method of predicting functional dependencies between 
input values and the output value. The supervisor provides an agent/learner with a set of 
training data. These data describe an object by a set of attribute values such that there is 
a functional dependency between these values.8  
 
7 For details on TIL theory of concepts see [6,  2.2].  









For instance, a house can be characterised by its size, locality, date of being built up, 
architecture style, etc., and its price. Obviously, the price of a house depends on its size, 
locality, date of building and architecture style. Hence, the price is called an output at-
tribute, and the other attributes are input attributes. The goal of learning is to discover 
this functional dependency on the grounds of training data examples so that the agent 
can predict the value of the output attribute given the values of input attributes of a new 
instance.9  
In our project of natural language processing and question answering, we decided to 
apply this method to learning concepts. To this end, we have to adjust the method a bit. 
First, instead of input/output attributes, we deal with concepts, that is closed construc-
tions. The role of input attributes is played by the constituents of a hypothetic molecular 
concept, and instead of the output attribute, we deal with the atomic concept that the 
learner wants to learn by refining examples extracted from the textual documents. The 
hypothetic function is the relation of a requisite, or typical property or even a semantic 
association. Training data are natural-language texts, and the supervisor extracts from 
the text data positive and negative examples. The general framework of machine learning 
based on symbolic representation consists of the learning objectives, training data and 
heuristic methods for manipulating the symbolic representation of the data. For our pur-
pose, we voted for an adjusted version of Patrick Winston algorithm [18, pp. 349-363] 
of supervised machine learning. This algorithm applies the principles of generalisation 
and specialisation to obtain a plausible hypothesis. Another adjustment of the algorithm 
is this. In addition to generalisation and specialisation, we also use the method of refine-
ment. By refining a hypothetic concept, we insert new constituents into the molecular 
construction learned so far. 
Generalisation usually consists in replacing one or more constituents of the hypo-
thetic concept b  a more general one, which is either extracted from agent s ontolog  or 
created from the chosen constituents by composing them in a disjunctive way. As a par-
ticular case, generalisation can also be applied to numerical values of attributes. For in-
stance, if we obtain a piece of information that the in-heat period of a wild cat is two 
days and another positive example specifies eight days, we generalise it to the interval  
2  8 days. 
Specialisation is triggered by negative examples. As a result, the negation of a prop-
erty that does not belong to the essence of the hypothetic concept is inserted. Specialisa-
tion serves to distinguish the concept from similar ones. For instance, a wooden horse 
can serve as a negative example to the concept of a horse because a wooden horse is not 
a horse; rather, it is a toy horse though it may look like a genuine living horse. 
For example, let the output  concept (to be learned) be that of a cat, i.e. Cat. The 
role of positive examples is played by ontological definitions of the property of being a 
cat, like Cat is a predator  mammal that has been domesticated . The learner establishes 
a hypothesis that the property  
w t x [[[ Predatory Mammal]wt x]  [ Domesticatedwt x]] 
belongs to the essence of the property Cat. Negative examples delineate the hypothesis 
from other similar objects. For instance, the sentence Dog is a domesticated predatory 
mammal that barks  can serve as a negative example for Cat. This triggers a specialisa-
tion of the hypothetic concept to the construction  
 









w t x [[[ Predatory Mammal]wt x]  [ Domesticatedwt x]   
[ Barkwt x]  [ Dogwt x]] 
Hence, given a positive example, the learner refines the hypothetic molecular con-
cept by adding other constituents to the essence, while a negative example triggers spe-
cialisation of the hypotheses. The hypothetic concept can also be generalised. For in-
stance, the learner can obtain the sentence Cat is a wild feline predator  mammal  as 
another positive example describing the property Cat. Since the properties Wild and Do-
mesticated are inconsistent, the agent consults his/her ontology for a more general con-
cept. If there is none, the union  of the properties, Wild or Domesticated, is included. As 
a result, the learner obtains this hypothesis.  
 
w t x [[[ Feline [ Predatory Mammal]]wt x]   
[[ Domesticatedwt x]  [ Wildwt x]]   
[ Barkwt x]  [ Dogwt x]]   
 
Remark. Both Feline and Predatory are property modifiers of type (( ) ( ) ), i.e. 
functions that given a root property return another property as an output. Since these two 
modifiers are intersective, the rules of left- and right-subsectivity are applicable here.10 
In other words, the predatory mammal is a predator and is a mammal, similarly for a 
feline. If our agents have these rules in their knowledge base, the above Composition  
[[ Feline [ Predatory Mammal]]wt x] 
can be further refined to  
[[ Felinepwt x]  [ Predatorpwt x]  [ Mammalwt x]], 
where Felinep and Predatorp are properties of individuals, i.e. objects of type ( ) .  
Heuristic methods of the original Winston algorithm work with examples that cover 
all the attributes of a learned object. Based on positive examples, the hypothesis is mod-
ified in such a way that the values of attributes are adjusted, or in case of a negative 
example, an unwanted attribute marked as Must-not-be is inserted. In our application, 
the sentences that mention the learned concept contain as constituents some but not all 
the requisites of this concept, and we build up a new molecular concept by adding new 
information extracted from positive or negative examples. Hence, we had to implement 
a new heuristic Concept-introduction for adding concepts of new requisites into a hypo-
thetic concept. Negative examples trigger the method Negative-concept that inserts a 
concept of negated property into the hypothesis. Generalisation is realised by modules 
that introduce a concept of a more general property; to this end, we also adjusted the 
original heuristic Close-interval so that it is possible to generalise values of numeric 
concepts by the union of interval values. 
Description of the Explication algorithm  
Here is a brief specification of the algorithm.  
Refinement. 
1. Compare the model hypothesis (to be refined) and the positive example to find a 
significant difference  
2. If there is a significant difference, then  
 
10 For details on and analysis of modifiers, see [3]. Details on the way of integrating such special 









a) if the positive example contains as its constituent a concept that the model 
does not have, use the Concept-introduction  
b) else ignore example 
Specialisation. 
1. Compare the model hypothesis (to be refined) and the near-miss negative example 
to find a significant difference  
2. If there is a significant difference, then  
c) if the near-miss example has a constituent of the concept that the model does 
not have, use the Negative-concept  
d) else ignore example 
Generalisation. 
1. Compare the model hypothesis (to be refined) and the positive example to deter-
mine a difference 
2. For each difference do 
a) if a concept in the model points at a value that differs from the value in the ex-
ample, then  
i) if the properties in which the model and example differ have the most 
specific general property, use the General-concept  
ii) else use Disjunctive-concept  
b) if the model and example differ at an attribute numerical value or interval, use 
the Close-interval  
c) else ignore example.         
4. Association rules 
The method of association rules extraction has been introduced in [1]. Yet ten years 
earlier a similar method has been described in [8]. Basically, it is the process of looking 
for interesting relations among a large number of items. The method can be applied in 
various areas such as market survey or risk management, and a typical application is a 
market basket analysis. The goal is to discover associations between items occurring in 
a dataset that satisfy predefined minimum support and confidence.  
The algorithm first extracts frequent item-sets, i.e. those item-sets whose occur-
rences exceed a predefined threshold k called minimal support. Then confidence of as-
sociations among these frequent item-sets is computed and compared with predefined 
minimal confidence. Only those associations that exceed the predefined minimal support 
and confidence are then considered to be interesting results of the data mining method.  
To put these ideas on more solid ground, here are the definitions. First, we need to 
define the support of a given set A of items in a dataset. It is the probability of an occur-
rence of the set A in the entire dataset.  
 
Definition (support). Let I = {i1, , in} be a set of items and D = {T1, , Tm} a dataset 
of records such that each Ti  I. Then support of a set of items A  I in D is  
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴












Remark. By |S| we denote the cardinality of a set S. Since |D| = m, the support of a set A 
is the ratio that compares the number of records containing all items from A to the total 
number m of records in the dataset. Hence, the support of A is the probability of the 
occurrence of items from A in the dataset. 
Definition (association rule, confidence). Let I = {i1, , in} be a set of items and D = 
{T1, , Tm} a dataset of records such that each Ti  I. Farther, let A, B  I such that 
supp(A B) k, where k is a predefined threshold. Then A  B is an association rule iff 
A  B =  and A, B   Confidence of the rule A  B is  
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴 𝐵
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴
 
Example. Let us have the following dataset of shopping transactions: 
D = {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5} 
T1 = {milk, butter}, 
T2 = {bread, milk, butter}, 
T3 = {milk}, 
T4 = {bread, milk, butter}, 
T5 = {bread, butter} 
 
Then the incident matrix is this. 
D bread milk butter 
T1    0       1       1 
T2    1       1       1 
T3    0       1       0 
T4    1       1       1 
T5    1       0       1 
 
Let min-supp = 0.25 and min-conf = 0.75. Then there are the following association rules 
meeting the thresholds: 
 
supp ({milk, butter}) = 3/5 
 conf ({milk} {butter}) = 3/4 
 conf ({butter} {milk}) = 3/4 
 
supp ({bread, butter}) = 3/5 
 conf ({bread} {butter}) = 1 
 conf ({butter} {bread}) = 3/4 
 
supp ({bread, milk, butter}) = 2/5 
 conf ({bread, milk} {butter}) = 1 
 
As the example illustrates, the method can be applied for instance, in e-shops to recom-
mend other products to be bought once a customer inserts into the shopping basket a 









to recommend other possible interesting explications of a given concept once a user votes 
for one of the obtained explications.  
5. Algorithm of text-source recommendations 
In this chapter, we summarise the whole system including the modules of supervised 
machine learning introduced in [10]. For the system outline see Fig. 1; the new function-




Fig. 1. Algorithm outline 
 
First, we need to analyse textual resources to obtain the base of formalised TIL con-
structions. To this end, linguistic and logical analysis is applied.11 Then the set of relevant 




Fig. 2. Pre-processing and formalisation of textual resources 
 
Next, the set of the selected constructions serves as an input for machine learning 
techniques, in particular, the Inductive heuristics module (see [12]), to obtain plausible 
hypotheses that explicate the given simple concept (Fig. 3). In this way, we obtain several 
explications, each of which corresponds to one of the input textual documents. 
 
 
11 Textual data are linguistically and logically processed so that TIL constructions are extracted 
by the Natural Language Logical Analyzer algorithm [9]. 
                      
                             
     
                        
      
          
        










Fig. 3. Supervised machine learning 
 
The last module of Relevant Source Selection (Fig. 4) is still work in progress. It is 
the module that deals with hypotheses processing and their evaluation. There are several 
functionalities that might be realised here. They include, inter alia, filtering out irrelevant 
sources according to the additional user-defined linguistic and logical criteria, search for 
inconsistencies among the hypotheses such as contrarieties and contradictions, looking 
for striking news that defies our intuitions and as such might be fake news, checking the 
reliability of resources.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Relevant source selection 
 
Our recommendation system introduced in this paper is incorporated in the module 
Hypotheses processing, see Fig. 5. 
 
           
            
                   
       
          
         
    
        
  
 
    
        
                  
   
        
             
        
         
     
                










Fig. 5. Hypotheses processing 
 
The input data to this module are a collection of closed constructions, i.e. the molecular 
concepts extracted from textual documents by the machine-learning module as explica-
tions of the simple concept c asked for. The algorithm keeps the track of the document 
from which particular explications have been extracted. The algorithm extracts from each 
of these explications e the concepts of properties Pj  ( )  such that these Pj are con-
junctive constituents  of e. B  conjunctive constituents  we mean those subconstruc-
tions that are connected in a conjunctive way. For instance, the conjunctive constituents 
of the molecular concept  
w t x [[[ Feline [ P eda  Ma a ]]wt x]   
[[ Domesticatedwt x]  [ Wildwt x]]   
[ Barkwt x]  [ Dogwt x]] 
are these:  
w t x [[ Feline [ P eda  Ma a ]]wt x],  
w t x [[ Domesticatedwt x]  [ Wildwt x]], 
w t x [ Barkwt x],  
w t x [ Dogwt x]  
 
Let I be the set of all the constituents extracted from the explications. The algorithm now 
computes binary incident matrix, rows of which represent explications and items of col-
umns are constituents i  I. Farther, association rules are computed from this incident 
matrix. Recall that association rule A  B represents an association between disjoint sets 
of sufficiently frequent non-empty sets of items in a given dataset. Our dataset is now a 
set of records (rows of incident matrix) extracted from particular explications, see Table 
1 below.    
The user selects one of the input explications that is the closest one to his/her intui-
tive idea explaining the simple concept c asked for. The goal is to find other explications 
(and thus text documents as well) which concern the concept c and might be potentially 
interesting for the user. Association rules that serve as those recommending other expli-
cations are computed with respect to these criteria.  
1. Antecedent contains only those constituents which occur in the selected expli-
cation e. 
2. Succedent contains only the remaining constituents from I which do not occur 
in the selected explication e. 
3. Support and confidence of the rule are greater or equal to the value of the pre-
defined criteria min-supp and min-conf. 
 
         
            
     
           
   
     
        
        
        









Formally, these criteria are defined as follows. 
Definition: Let A  B be an association rule, E={e1, ,en} the set of all explications, 
e E the user-selected explication, and let Prop(x) be the set of all constituents occurring 
in an explication x. Then the rule A e B is a rule of recommendation generated by the 
selected explication e iff: 
 
𝐴 ⊆ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑒  
𝐵 ⊆ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑒 ∖ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑒  
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛-𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴 ⇒ 𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 
 
Remark. Obviously, to each explication e there can be more than one rule of recommen-
dation generated by e.  
 
Having computed the rules of recommendation, we want to recommend other documents 
dealing with the input concepts c. Thus, we define:  
Definition: Let A e B be a rule of recommendation generated by the selected explica-
tion e. Let exp(d,c) be an explication of an input simple concept c extracted from a textual 
document d. Then the recommended sources dealing with the concept c according to the 
rule A e B is a set of text-sources RS such that 
𝑅𝑆 𝑑: 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑒 𝑝 𝑑, 𝑐   
Moreover, weakly recommended sources explaining the concept c is a set of text-sources 
WRS such that 
𝑊𝑅𝑆 𝑑: 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑒 𝑝 𝑑, 𝑐  
5.1. Case study example 
In our case study, we had eight documents, i.e. text-sources, dealing with the concept of 
a wild cat. From each document, the algorithm selected those sentences where wild cat  
receives mention. These sentences have been formalised as TIL constructions explicating 
the concept wild cat .  
 
Remark. In the constructions below, we use two relations between properties, namely 
Req (for a requisite) and Typ-p (typical property). Though the differentiation between 
Req and Typ-p is irrelevant for the purposes of this paper, we briefly explain. The first 
one obtains between two properties P and Q necessarily. Hence, [Req P Q], i.e. P is a 
requisite of Q, should be understood like this: necessarily, if an individual a happens to 
be a Q then a is a P. On the other hand, [Typ-p P Q], i.e. P is typical for Q, is to be read 
as follows: Typically, if an individual a happens to be a Q then a is a P. Note that both 









than about a particular individual. Hence, that having a fur is a requisite of the property 
of being a wild cat does not exclude the possibility that this or that cat lost its fur.     
 
Source 1. 
 The weight of a wild cat is between 1.2 and 11 kilograms. 
 Wild cats are mammals. 
 Wild cats have fur. 
 The body length of wild cats is from 47 to 80 cm. 
 The average skull capacity of wild cats is 41.25 cm3. 
 The average height of wild cats at the withers is 37.6 cm.  
Exp (Source 1, Wild-cat). 
[ Typ-p w t x [[  [ Weightwt x] 11]  [  [ Weightwt x] 1.2]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Req Mammal [ Wild Cat]]  [ Req Has-fur [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[  [[ Average Body-Length]wt x] 80]  
               [  [[ Average Body-Length]wt x] 47]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [[ Average Skul-Size]wt x] 41.25] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [[ Average Height]wt x] 37.6] [ Wild Cat]]  
 
Source 2. 
 The typical occurrence of wild cats is mixed or deciduous forests. 
 The size of the territory of a wild cat is greater than 50 ha. 
 Wild cat marks its territory with its claws, urination and droppings. 
Exp (Source 2, Wild-cat). 
[ Typ-p w t x [ Live-inwt  x w t y [[[ Mixed Forest]wt y]  
              [[ Decidious Forest]wt y]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Territory-Sizewt x] 47] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[ Ter-Markingwt x Clawing]  [ Ter-Markingwt x Urinating]       
     [ Ter-Markingwt x Droppings]] [ Wild Cat]]  
 
Source 3. 
 The in-heat period of the wild cat is 2  8 days.  
 The wild cat is looking for a mate with a loud meow. 
 The pregnancy period of a wild cat is 65 days. 
 The size of the litter of wild cats is 3  4 kittens. 









[ Typ-p w t x [[  [ In-Heat-Periodwt x] 8]  
                [  [ In-Heat-Periodwt x] 2]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ Seekwt x Mate [ Loud Meow]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [ Pregnancy-Periodwt x] 65] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[  [ Litter-Sizewt x] 4]  [  [ Litter-Sizewt x] 3]] [ Wild Cat]]  
Source 4. 
 Wild cats are mammals.  
 Wild cats have fur. 
 The average skull capacity of a wild cat is 41.25 cm3. 
 Wild cats mark their territory with claws, urination, droppings. 
 The pregnancy period of a wild cat is 65 days. 
 The size of the litter of wild cats is up to 4 kittens. 
Exp (Source 4, Wild-cat). 
[ Req Mammal [ Wild Cat]]  [ Req Has-fur [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [[ Average Skul-Size]wt x] 41.25] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[ Ter-Markingwt x Clawing]  [ Ter-Markingwt x Urinating]       
     [ Ter-Markingwt x Droppings]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [ Pregnancy-Periodwt x] 65] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Litter-Sizewt x] 4] [ Wild Cat]]  
 
Source 5. 
 The average body length of a wild cat is 47 cm or more. 
 Wild cats mark their territory with claws, urination, droppings. 
 The pregnancy period of a wild cat is 65 days. 
 The size of the litter of wild cats is up to 4 kittens. 
Exp (Source 5, Wild-cat). 
[ Typ-p w t x [  [[ Averige Body-Length]wt x] 47] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[ Ter-Markingwt x Clawing]  [ Ter-Markingwt x Urinating]       
     [ Ter-Markingwt x Droppings]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [ Pregnancy-Periodwt x] 65] [ Wild Cat]]  











 The body length of wild cats is 47 cm or more. 
 Wild cat marks its territory with its claws, urination, droppings. 
 Wild cats seek their mate by a loud meow. 
 The size of the litter of wild cats is up to 4 kittens. 
Exp (Source 6, Wild-cat). 
[ Typ-p w t x [  [[ Averige Body-Length]wt x] 47] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[ Ter-Markingwt x Clawing]  [ Ter-Markingwt x Urinating]       
     [ Ter-Markingwt x Droppings]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ Seekwt x Mate [ Loud Meow]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Litter-Sizewt x] 4] [ Wild Cat]]  
Source 7. 
 Wild cats are mammals. 
 The weight of a wild cat is up to 11 kilograms. 
 Wild cats usually live in mixed or deciduous forests. 
 Wild cat marks its territory with its claws, urination, droppings. 
 Wild cat looks for a mate with a loud meow. 
 The pregnancy period of a wild cat is 65 days. 
 Wild cat has fur. 
Exp (Source 7, Wild-cat). 
[ Req Mammal [ Wild Cat]]   
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Weightwt x] 11] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ Live-inwt  x w t y [[[ Mixed Forest]wt y]  
              [[ Decidious Forest]wt y]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [[ Ter-Markingwt x Clawing]  [ Ter-Markingwt x Urinating]       
     [ Ter-Markingwt x Droppings]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ Seekwt x Mate [ Loud Meow]] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [ = [ Pregnancy-Periodwt x] 65] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Req Has-fur [ Wild Cat]] 
 
Source 8. 
 The body length of wild cats is up to 80 cm. 
 The size of the territory of a wild cat is greater than 50 ha. 









Exp (Source 8, Wild-cat). 
[ Typ-p w t x [  [[ Average Body-Length]wt x] 80] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Territory-Sizewt x] 50] [ Wild Cat]]  
[ Typ-p w t x [  [ Litter-Sizewt x] 4] [ Wild Cat]]  
 
Types: 
𝑊𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝐵𝑜𝑑 -𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝑆𝑘𝑢𝑙𝑙-𝑆𝑖 𝑒, 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 -𝑆𝑖 𝑒, 𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟-𝑆𝑖 𝑒, 
𝐼𝑛-𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡-𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐 -𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑/  : attributes 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒/ : attribute modifier 
𝑀𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑙, 𝐶𝑎𝑡, 𝐻𝑎𝑠-𝐹𝑢𝑟, 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝐶𝑙𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑈𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠,  
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑀𝑒𝑜 / : properties 
𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑑, 𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑑, 𝑀𝑖 𝑒𝑑, 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠/ : property modifiers 
→  
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒-𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔/  
𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑘/  
𝑇 𝑝-𝑝/  
𝑅𝑒𝑞/  
 
Table 1 is the incident matrix computed from these explications. 
 
Table 1. Incident matrix. Explications/properties 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
e1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
e4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
e5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
e6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
e7 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
e8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1. ′𝑀𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑙 
2. ′𝐻𝑎s-fur 
3.  𝑡  ′  ′𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡    ′11  
4.  𝑡  ′  ′𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡    ′1.2  
5.  𝑡 ′  ′𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ′𝐵𝑜𝑑 -𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ    ′47  
6.  𝑡 ′  ′𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ′𝐵𝑜𝑑 -𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ    ′80  
7.  𝑡  ′  ′𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ′𝑆𝑘𝑢𝑙-𝑆𝑖 𝑒   ′41.25  









9.  𝑡  ′𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒-𝑖𝑛     𝑡  ′𝑀𝑖 𝑒𝑑  ′𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡   ∨
 ′𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠  ′𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡   
10.  𝑡  ′  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 -𝑆𝑖 𝑒   ′50  
11.  𝑡  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔    ′𝐶𝑙𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑔  ∨
                   ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑈𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  ∨
                   ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔   ′𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠-𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠   
12.  𝑡  ′  ′𝐼𝑛-𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡-𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑    ′8  
13.  𝑡  ′  ′𝐼𝑛-𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡-𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑    ′2  
14.  𝑡  ′𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑘   ′𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒 ′𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑑 ′𝑀𝑒𝑜   
15.  𝑡  ′  ′𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐 -𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑    ′65  
16.  𝑡  ′  ′𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟-𝑆𝑖 𝑒    ′4  
17.  𝑡  ′  ′𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟-𝑆𝑖 𝑒    ′3  
Min-supp = 0.25 
Min-conf = 0.66 
Assume that the user has chosen the first explication as the basic one. Hence, the con-
cepts corresponding to the columns 1-8 can occur only in the antecedents of the recom-
mendation rules. The remaining concepts occur only in rule consequents.  
 
Rules:  
Confidence = 0.66; RS = {s4, s7}  
′𝑀𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑙, ′𝐻𝑎s-fur  𝑒1  
 𝑡  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡   ′𝐶𝑙𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑔  ∨  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡  ′𝑈𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  
∨ ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡  ′𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠-𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠   
 
Confidence = 0.66; RS = {s4, s7} 
′𝑀𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑙, ′𝐻𝑎𝑠-𝑓𝑢𝑟  𝑒1  
 𝑡  ′  ′𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐 -𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡  ′65 ,  𝑡  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡   ′𝐶𝑙𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑔  
∨  ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡  ′𝑈𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  ∨ ′𝑇𝑒𝑟-𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡  ′𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠-𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠   
 
Confidence = 0.66; RS = {s4, s7} 
′𝑀𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑙, ′𝐻𝑎s-fur  𝑒1  
 𝑡  ′  ′𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐 -𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑    ′65  
 
Confidence = 0.75; RS = {s5, s6, s8} 
 𝑡 ′  ′𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ′𝐵𝑜𝑑 -𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑡 ′47  𝑒1  
 𝑡  ‘  ′𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟-𝑆𝑖 𝑒 𝑡   ′4  
 
Based on the first explication e1, the algorithm proposes textual resources as being rele-
vant for the concept of wild cat. According to the first three rules, the algorithm proposes 









that have fur, on territory marking and pregnancy period. The last rule is a recommenda-
tion for the documents No. 5, 6 and 8; these sources contain information on average body 
length and litter size.     
If the algorithm computed also weakly recommended documents (WRS) then it 
would not take into account the properties of being a mammal, having a fur and average 
body length, and thus it would recommend much more documents containing infor-
mation on, for instance, territory marking.  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we described the proposal of exploration of the data mining method of as-
sociation rules  for the search of relevant textual documents. The goal is the selection of 
information sources that contain information relevant for dealing with or explaining or 
answering the initiative query on a simple concept C. The paper broadens our previous 
results on explication of simple concepts by means of molecular concepts extracted from 
textual documents by supervised machine learning methods. By applying these methods 
to textual resources, we obtain several explications of the simple input concept, which 
are further evaluated and processed. We introduced an algorithm that computes associa-
tions of the concepts occurring in these explications with other concepts from other re-
sources. In this way the algorithm discovers hidden associations that might be relevant 
with respect to the query on the simple input concept; as a result, it recommends other 
textual resources that might be overlooked in the huge amount of input documents and 
thus ignored. Future research will concentrate on optimisation of this method, in partic-
ular on an effective generating of association rules from a large dataset obtained from a 
huge number of textual documents.  
Concerning the entire project on natural language processing and question answer-
ing of which this system is a component, we will concentrate on improvement of the 
methods introduced here. In particular, molecular concepts that explicate a simple input 
concept and that are obtained from several textual resources should be checked for in-
consistencies that contradict each other or yield paradoxes. Another promising idea 
seems to be checking the concepts of propositions for striking news that go against our 
common sense and intuitions. In this way, we can signalise fake news coming from un-
reliable Internet sources.     
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Contentual Characteristics of Concepts 
 
Abstract: In traditional approach, i.e. in the Port Royal Logic, the rule of inverse 
relation between the extension and the conceptual content of a concept holds. 
However, Bolzano was able to show the rule invalid, and thus his conception of 
conceptual content of a concept differed from the traditional one. It is shown that 
Leibniz's conception of intensional content of concepts differs from the traditional one 
as well as Bolzano’s conception. Thus, it is now possible to distinguish between the 
intensional and the conceptual content of concepts as well as the extension of 
concepts. 
 
Keywords: Concepts, concept theory, extension, intension, intensional logic, 
relational concepts. 
 
A famous logic text, the Port Royal Logic, composed by two leaders of the Port Royal 
movement Antoine Arnauld and Pierre Nicole in 1662, made a distinction between the 
comprehension [compréhension] and the extension [étendue or extension] of an idea. 
The comprehension of an idea consists of “the attributes which it includes in itself, and 
which cannot be taken away from it without destroying it,” (Arnauld and Nicole, 1996, 
I, 6; II, 17). The extension of an idea consists of “the subjects with which that idea 
agrees,” or which contain it. Both the comprehensions of ideas and the extensions of 
ideas are used in the Port Royal Logic in justifying the basic rules of traditional logic, 
(ibid., II, 17-20). 
 
Leibniz, in turn, distinguished these two types in terms of ideas [secundum ideas or 
per ideas] on one hand, and in terms of instances [secundum individua or per exempla 
subjecta] or individuals belonging to the terms [per individuis terminorum] on the 
other hand, (Adams 1994, 59). Nowadays this distinction is usually made in terms of 
“the intension of a concept” and “the extension of a concept”.  
In the Port Royal Logic “the extension of an idea” constituted both the species and the 
individuals that fall under it, whereas in Leibniz the extensional treatment is almost 
always in terms of individuals that fall under the idea, (Kauppi 1960, 43). Now “the 
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extension of a concept” is taken to be a class (or a set) of all those individuals which 
fall under it. However, nowadays there are at least two different ways to interpret “the 
comprehension of an idea”, i.e. either as “the intension of a concept” or as “the 
conceptual content of a concept”. However, these two things are to be distinguished as 
well, which will be shown in this paper below. 
 
1. Limits of the Traditional Conceptual Content of a Concept 
 
In traditional approach the conceptual content and the extension of a concept can be 
defined as follows: 
 
I  The conceptual content of a concept consists of all those attributes, i.e. concepts, 
which are contained in it. 
II  The extension of a concept consists of all those objects which fall under it. 
 
From these two definitions the rule of inverse relation between the extension and the 
conceptual content of a concept follows: 
 
#  The lesser the extension of a concept, the greater is its conceptual content, and 
vice versa. 
 
However, Bernard Bolzano in his Wissenschaftslehre (1837, §120) gives the following 
examples in order to show that the rule (#) is not always the case: 
 




2. ‘a man, who understands every living European language’. 
 
The conceptual content of the concept (1) is lesser than the conceptual content of the 
concept (2), for the concept (2) has in addition the concept of ‘living’ as its conceptual 
content. Also, the extension of the concept (1) is also lesser than the extension of the 
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concept (2), for there are fewer people who understand every European language 
(including e.g. Latin) than who understand every living European language. Thus, 
according to Bolzano, the concepts (1) and (2) contradicts the rule (#).  
 
A reason why Bolzano was able to show the rule (#) invalid was that his concept of 
conceptual content of a concept differed from the traditional one. On the other hand, 
under the traditional definition of conceptual content of a concept, where (I) is 
constrained only on the conjunctive form of the conceptual content of concepts, the 
rule (#) is still valid.1  
 
 
2. The Non-Traditional Conceptual Content of a Concept 
 
For Bolzano the conceptual content of a concept is the sum of all simple concepts, 
which are parts of the concept. Since the “conceptual content of a concept” is only the 
“sum” of its parts, and the conjunctive is not the only way of holding these parts 
together, Bolzano is not to be classified with traditional logicians. Especially, it is now 
possible to distinguish between the conceptual content of a concept and the concept 
itself, where different concepts may have the same conceptual content, cf. Bolzano’s 
examples (1837, §56): 
 




4. ‘53’ vs. ‘35’, 
 
where the conceptual content of concepts in (3) consists of concepts: ‘son’, ‘learned’, 
                                            
1 However, the conceptual content of a concept can be defined so that the traditional definition will be 
the special case of the general one including Bolzano’s conception. It is worthy of note that Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA) follows basically this traditional approach to concepts as well, see Ganter & 
Wille 1998, and Ganter, Stumme & Wille eds. 2005. Another theory of concepts, i.e. Transparent 
Intensional Logic, TIL, is actually a concept theory at all, since it presupposes already conceptualized 
ideas and represented in meaningful natural language. That natural language expressions is then 
analyzed and turned in “procrustean bed”, i.e. TIL, see e.g. Tichý 1988, and Du í, Jespersen & Materna 
2010. 
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‘father’, ‘non’, and ‘x is a father of y’, and the conceptual content of concepts in (4) 
consists of concepts: ‘5’, ‘3’, and ‘x is power of y’. Accordingly, two different 
concepts may have the same conceptual content. However, the reason why these 
concepts are to be considered as different is left open by Bolzano.2  
 
 
3. The Intensional Content of a Concept 
 
In a letter to Arnauld 14 July 1786 Leibniz wrote, (Leibniz 1997, 62):  
 
“[I]n every affirmative true proposition, necessary or contingent, universal or 
singular, the notion of the predicate is contained in some way in that of the 
subject, praedicatum inest subjecto [the predicate is included in the subject]. Or 
else I do not know what truth is.” 
 
This view may be called the conceptual containment theory of truth, (Adams 1994, 
57), which is closely associated with Leibniz’s preference for an “intensional” as 
opposed to an “extensional” interpretation of categorical propositions. Leibniz worked 
out a variety of both intensional and extensional treatments of the logic of predicates, 
i.e. concepts, but preferring the intensional approach, (Kauppi 1960, 220, 251, 252).3 
 
Now, given the Bolzano’s ‘counter-examples’ (1) and (2), the intensional content of 
the concept (1) is greater that the intensional content of the concept (2). That is, 
because the man, who understands every European language, understands also every 
living European language, whereas the man, who understands every living European 
language, does not necessarily understand every European language. Hence, provided 
that the conceptual content of concepts is now understood as the intensional content of 
concepts, the rule (#) holds. 
                                            
2 A logical analysis of Bolzano’s examples (1) - (4) reveal also that he is using not only monadic 
concepts and other logical connectives than just conjunctions, but also quantifiers and relational 
concepts, e.g. ‘every language’, ‘x understands y’, and  ‘x is power of y’. 
3 Raili Kauppi (1920-1995), influenced by Leibniz’s logic, developed an intensional concept theory in 
(1967). This intensional concept theory, denoted by KC, is presented in a first-order language L that 
contains individual variables a, b, c,..., which range over the concepts, and one non-logical 2-place 
intensional containment relation, denoted by “≥”. When a ≥ b, we say that a concept b is intensionally 
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It is now possible to distinguish between the intensional and the conceptual content of 
concepts as well as the extension of concepts. These differences are illustrated by 
means of Bolzano’s ‘counter-examples’ (1) and (2) as follows: Firstly, the intensional 
content of the concept (1) is greater than the intensional content of the concept (2), for 
the man, who understands every European language, understands also every living 
European language, whereas the man, who understands every living European 
language, does not necessarily understand every European language. Secondly, the 
conceptual content of the concept (1) is smaller than the conceptual content of the 
concept (2), for the concept (2) has in addition the concept of ‘living’ as its conceptual 
content. Thirdly, the extension of the concept (1) is smaller than the extension of the 
concept (2), for there are fewer people who understand every European language than 





In traditional approach, i.e. in the Port Royal Logic, the rule of inverse relation 
between the extension and the conceptual content of a concept holds. However, by an 
example Bolzano was able to show that rule invalid, for his own conception of 
conceptual content of a concept differed from the traditional one. On the other hand, it 
was shown that Leibniz's conception of intensional content of concepts differs from 
the traditional one as well as Bolzano’s conception. Hence, it is now possible to 
distinguish between the intensional and the conceptual content of concepts as well as 







                                                                                                                             
contained in a concept a, or that the intension of concept a contains the intension of concept b. This 
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Abstract. The realisation of smart cities has attracted much attention in recent 
years from  private and governmental actors, as a means to make cities more 
effici ent, climate friendly and socially inclusive through the use of modern 
technology. However, few studies examine how smart cities are framed and 
understood within the public sphere. The aim of this study is to compare how 
domestic smart city initiatives are reported in the news of their respective countries,  
and to clarify the differences and similarities in media content. In this paper, we 
present the initial findings of our planned long-term comparative news content 
analysis. As a first step, we analysed national newspaper articles published 
between 2011 and 2019 in Japan and Slovenia. Our corpus consists of 41 Japanese 
and 20 Slovenian articles, written in relation to domestic smart city initiatives. In 
total, we identified 14 themes, five of which were common in both countries, 
while the remaining nine appeared exclusively in the news of one country. Our 
conclusions indicate that the news in both countries differ in what application 
domains of Smart Cities are discussed (e.g. natural resources and energy, 
transportation and mobility). We establish a procedure for further cross-cultural  
analyses, necessary to understand how smart cities are framed in the public sphere. 
Thereby, we contribute to further discussion on the nature and definition of smart 
cities and how they are communicated. 
Keywords. Smart cities, news media, cross-cultural newspaper content analysis 
1. Introduction 
According to the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs [1], the 
urban population in the world has grown rapidly from 751 million in 1950 to 4.2 billion 
in 2018. By 2050, 68% of the global population is projected to live in urban a reas. In 
conjunction, the number of cities with more than 10 million inhabitants will increase by 
ten, from currently 33 to 43 by 2030. This development brings with it problems, such  
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Figure 1. Overview of research design 
 
as insufficient housing capacity and a lack of job opportunities, leading to an increase 
in poverty. It also poses challenges to inhabitants  health and the environment  [2]. To 
mitigate such challenges, the use of modern Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) to design and build economically and socially sustainable smart 
cities  has received widespread attention [3,4]. 
In general, smart cities are presented as a complex and digital ecosystem that 
includes a network of governmental, academic and business institutions, and citizens; 
however, a  universal definition of smart cities does not exist. Mora and Deakin [5] 
surmise, Researchers seem to agree in picturing the smart city as an urban 
environment in which an ICT-driven approach to urban sustainability is activated . 
However, the concrete understanding of what constitutes a smart city differs among 
researchers, governmental institutions, the industry and among citizens [5], and indeed 
from city to city and country to country [6]. We have, therefore, no clear and concise 
way to define what exactly smart cities are or how they should be realised. Research on 
smart cities has, so far, been focused on economic and technological aspects, 
disregarding the social, cultural and environmental dimensions necessary for ICT-
related urban innovation [7]. 
This study examines how smart cities are portrayed in the public sphere in 
different localities by analysing Japanese and Slovenian newspaper articles on 
domestic smart city initiatives (Figure 1). We thereby hope to provide insights into 
what kind of information on smart cities the general public is exposed to , and how 
public discussions are shaped in relation to this topic. Citizens themselves are core 
stakeholders of smart city development, but the public discourse, especially outside  
Western Europe and the US, has so far been neglected in prior research. 
Based on a content analysis of 41 Japanese and 20 Slovenian daily national 
newspaper articles, we identified 14 thematic structures in articles related to smart 
cities. Five of those were found in both Japan and Slovenia, while 9 themes were found 
exclusively in only one of the countries. We also examined which constitutive elements 
of a smart city were mentioned concretely in each article. The results of this study are 
the first step towards a systematic examination of the public discourse on smart cities 
in different localities. Such an examination can provide valuable input into discussions 
on what does, and what should, constitute smart cities, and on how such concepts are 
communicated to the public. 
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2. Background 
Since the first publications on the topic in 1992, research into how to realise smart 
cities has gradually intensified and grown in scope [7]. Searching for research papers 
including the terms of smart city  or smart cities  in  academic databases, such as 
Google Scholar, ACM, IEEE, it is obvious that research in this field has developed 
since the end of the millennium, currently reaching the highest number of research 
activities in the past two years. As Gupta et al. [8] closly classified the popular research 
areas on smart cities, they found that themes such as design and management of smart 
cities, innovation and technology and citizens  engagenemnt have been extensively 
studied, whilst the focus on the social impact on  society is moderate.  Especially in this 
field, the lack of a common definition for smart cities is noted by several researchers 
[9,10]. In their literature review, Mora et al. [7] came to the conclusion that researchers 
generally agree that a smart city is an urban environment utilising an ICT-driven 
approach to urban sustainability, but also point out thematic and definitional 
differences between the academic literature [11-13], pursuing a holistic view, and 
business reports, focusing on the technological dimension of smart cities [14,15]. 
Despite the lack of a common definition of smart cities, researchers have conducted 
cross-cultural analysis of smart city concepts on the regional and global levels.   
On the regional level, Vanolo [16] compares how smart cities are outlined 
conceptually in policy papers produced by the Italian government and municipalities, 
to documents from the Commission of the European Union. Similarly, Haarstad [17]  
conducted a comparative text analysis, focusing on sustainability, in documents from 
the European Union and Norway. On a  global level, Joss et al. [18] analysed 
documents retrieved on the 27 cities with the highest hit-count for smart city  world-
wide, using co-occurrence and concordance analysis. These approaches showcase a 
focus on official policy papers to examine the current discourses on smart cities, and 
are limited to material available in English; however, systematic reviews on how the 
public conceives smart cities are rarely seen. 
Therefore, in this paper, we conduct a comparative content analysis aimed at 
clarifying how smart cities are framed in the public sphere, by investigating news 
articles in national newspapers. Newspapers are still a  premier source of information 
for a broad range of people, and highly influential in shaping public discourse. By 
comparing news articles from two countries, we can draw conclusions on how and 
what different aspects are seen in smart city discourses across country borders. This 
paper is envisioned as a first step in a larger project towards a comparative analysis of 
the discourses on smart cities. The focus on Japan and Slovenia allows us to examine 
two countries that face similar structural problems, such as an ageing population [19], 
and have similar incentives towards the realisation of smart cities [20]. The outcomes 
of this project contribute to further constructive discussions on how smart cities should 
be communicated to the public. 
3. Method 
In this paper, we present the results of a content analysis of Japanese and Slovenian 
newspaper articles. Content analysis is a widely used methodological approach for 
studying (textual or audio-visual) communication artifacts [21]. First, we selected the 
research subject (i.e. newspaper articles as the primary unit of analysis), and conducted 
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initial analyses by examining a small sub-set of the data . Based on this step, we 
established the code system for this study and proceeded with the main analysis. Table 
1 depicts the variables we gathered for each article, based on Lynch and Peer s guide to 
newspaper content analysis [22].  
 
Table 1. Variables for the newspaper content analysis 
Variable Name Explanation 
Paper ID 6-digit abbreviation of newspaper name, date, article number 
Year Year of the produced article 
Month, Date Month and date of the article 
Page Number Page number of the article 
Section 
Section or theme in which the story appears  
(e.g., politics, business, science) 
Source of Story Author of the article (news service, journalist, reader, unknown) 
Treatment 
The way in which the news story is written  
 (general news, feature, opinion, others) 
Main Theme The most prominent main theme of the article  
Sub-theme The main application domain of smart cities focused on in the article  
No. of Words The total number of words of the article  
 
For the comparison of Japanese and Slovenian articles, we use a dual system of 
inductive and deductive codes. The inductive codes were developed through a close 
reading of the text material and discussion in the research team. They were used to 
signify the overall thematic frame of each article. In addition, we also coded each 
article based on which application domains of smart cities are discussed within [23]. To 
identify the application domains, we used the conceptual framework developed based 
on a literature review by Anthopoulos [24] (see Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Overview of application domains of smart cities, based on [23] 
Application Domain Example 
Natural Resources and Energy Natural resources, natural environment, energy, smart environment, water management, waste management 
Transportation 
and Mobility 
Mobility, transport, activities, walkability, green transportations, smart 
mobility 
Urban Infrastructure Buildings, urban planning, architecture, urban design, housing, facility management 
Living 
Healthcare, safety, security, education, people, density, quality of life, 
technology, smart living, entertainment, pollution control, culture, welfare,  
hospitality, public spaces` management 
Government E-government, e-democracy procurement, transparency 
Economy 
Economy, institutions, urban openness, partnership, smart economy, 
cultural heritage management, innovation and entrepreneurship, human 
capital management, digital education 
Coherency Society, social, connectivity, social integration, social connectedness 
 
Table 3 depicts the national newspapers from which articles were drawn for this 
study, the Japanese Asahi Shimbun and Yomiuri Shimbun and the Slovenian Delo and 
Ve er. They were chosen to represent different political leanings. In the  first step, we 
collected all articles published up to December 2019 from the respective databases that 
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included the term smart city . The first such article was originally published in 2011. 
In the  second step, we identified relevant articles that focused thematically on 
domestic smart city initiatives through close reading.  
 
Table 3. Sources for research 
Country Name Type/Orientation Distributed (Base) Region 
Japan 
 
Asahi Shimbun National daily/Liberal All Japan 
Yomiuri Shimbun National daily/Conservative All Japan 
Slovenia 
Delo (Labour) National daily/Liberal All Slovenia 
Ve er (Evening News) National daily/Conservative All Slovenia 
4. Results 
In total, our data set consisted of 61 articles, 41 from Japan (Asahi Shimbun: 20, 
Yomiuri Shimbun: 21) and 20 from Slovenia (Delo: 10, Ve er: 10). In this section, we 
show the following results from our comparison of Japanese and Slovenian newspaper 
articles: 1) The number of articles published from 2011 to 2019, 2) The distribution of 
articles in newspaper sections, 3) The type of articles, 4) The distribution of main 
themes, and 5) The mentioned application domains for smart cities.  
 
 
Figure 2. Number of articles from 2011 to 2019 
 
Our findings show that Japanese articles began reporting on domestic smart city 
initiatives in 2011, while the first Slovenian article dates to 2013. Although the total 
number of articles per year fluctuated until 2016, a steady rise in the number of articles 
can be seen in both countries since 2017 (see Figure 2). Japanese articles originally 
peaked in 2012, while the first Slovenian article was found in 2013, with a peak of 





Table 4. Distribution of newspaper articles per section 
Section All Japan Slovenia 
Business 28 22 6 
Special 14 9 5 
General 14 5 9 
Politics 2 2 0 
Opinion 2 2 0 
Front Page 1 1 0 
 
Table 4 shows the distribution of the articles in both countries per newspaper 
section. 28 (Japan 22, Slovenia 6) of the 61 articles were published in the business 
section. More than half of all Japanese articles were published here. This was followed 
by the special section, with nine Japanese and five Slovenian articles respectively, as 
well as the general section, in which nine of the 20 Slovenian articles were published. 
The remaining Japanese articles were published in the politics section (2), the opinions 
section (2) and the front page (1). 
 
Table 5. Distribution of article types 
Type of Articles All Japan Slovenia 
News Report 40 28 12 
Feature Article 9 4 5 
Opinion Piece 6 3 3 
Event Report 6 6 0 
 
In both the Slovenian and Japanese newspapers, news reports, written by 
journalists of the respective paper, were the most common form of article found. This 
was followed by feature articles, which were the second most common type in the 
Slovenian newspapers, focusing mostly on social problems. Three Japanese and 
Slovenian articles were opinion pieces on smart city initiatives, written by academics. 
In Japan, six articles reported on events sponsored by the newspapers involving the 
discussion of smart city concepts. 
 
Table 6. Comparison of news themes 
Category All Japan Slovenia 
Smart City – Business 24 17 7 
Smart City – Concept 14 6 8 
Smart City – Development  4 4 0 
Reconstruction after 3.11 4 4 0 
Energy 3 3 0 
Personal information 2 1 1 
Artificial Intelligence 2 1 1 
Foreign Relations 2 1 1 
Overseas Expansion 1 1 0 
Society 5.0 Movement 1 1 0 
Government Project 1 1 0 
Depopulation 1 1 0 
Industry 4.0 Concept 1 0 1 
Smart City – Education 1 0 1 
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A total of 14 thematic categories were identified through the inductive coding 
analysis of the articles (see Table 6). Five of those were found in Japanese and 
Slovenian articles, while another seven themes in the Japanese and two in the 
Slovenian articles were exclusive to those countries. Most articles were focused either 
on smart city initiatives initiated by private corporations (Smart City – Business), or on 
the general concept, purpose and benefits of smart cities (Smart City – Concept). 38 of 
the 61 articles fell into one of those categories. However, despite their thematic 
similarity, the focus of those articles differed between the Japanese and Slovenian 
newspapers. Japanese articles coded as Smart City – Business  were mostly 
announcements of major companies engaging in new smart city ventures, focused 
predominantly on infrastructure, while articles coded as Smart City – Concept  tended 
to discuss the ideal form of smart cities, often in relation to elements of smart living . 
In Slovenia, articles labelled as Smart City – Business  included various concrete 
efforts of local and foreign companies to invest or support cities and municipalities in 
Slovenia, while Smart City – Concept  addressed more abstract strategies of smart 
cities, discussing whether or not citizens are ready for such solutions, and providing 
introspective insights into whether they were aware of the benefits.  
Although not appearing frequently, concerns regarding the handling of Personal 
Information , or expectations towards the use of AI  in smart cities and how smart 
city establishment affects Foreign Relations , were shared in both countries. On the 
other hand, more reports about the country s own Smart City Development  projects 
were evident in Japan, in both liberal and conservative newspapers, whereas the 
Slovenian media  focused more on social issues regarding smart city establishment. In 
Japan, the progress of the Kashiwa -no-ha smart city initiative in Chiba prefecture, 
Japan, has been discussed frequently since 2014. Furthermore, the Japanese articles 
tended to portray the establishment of smart cities as a vision and symbol of hope for 
the cities affected by the March 2011 earthquake, tsunami and Fukushima nuclear 
catastrophe. Aside from this, the Japanese articles also reported on governmental 
initiatives aimed at the realisation of a Society 5.0  and the Overseas Expansion  of 
domestic companies. The realisation of smart cities was also discussed as a possible 
counter to Depopulation  in Japan, based on its ageing population. In Slovenia , one 
further article was focused on Smart City – Education , highlighting successful smart 
city solutions around the globe and how they can be used to adapt best practices in 
Slovenia.  
 
Table 7. Comparison of application domains discussed in the articles 
Domain All Japan Slovenia 
Natural Resources and Energy 21 21 0 
Urban Infrastructure 11 11 0 
Transportation and Mobility 10 1 9 
Economy 10 1 9 
Living 9 7 2 
Government 0 0 0 
Coherency 0 0 0 
 
Table 7 shows what kind of application domains of smart cities the articles focused 
on. In total, five domains were evident in the examined articles. Out of those, three 
were present in the articles in both countries, while two were only observed in the 
Japanese articles. Seven Japanese and two Slovenian articles were sorted into the 
category Living , reporting on how smart cities can enhance health, safety and 
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security, through the use of ICT and data management. The domains Economy  and 
Transportation and Mobility  were also observed in both countries, but appeared more 
frequently in Slovenia, with nine articles each. Economy  subsumed articles reporting 
on the economic benefits that investment into smart cities would have on municipalities, 
while Transportation and Mobility  included articles that mentioned the potential to 
shorten commuting time in smart cities. In the Japanese newspapers, the most 
frequently found domain was Natural resources and energy , again, in relation to the 
discourse on the 3.11 catastrophe and its implications on energy issues in Japan. This 
was followed by articles focusing on Urban Infrastructure , discussing ways to utilise 
innovative ICT to improve infrastructure.  
To summarise our findings, despite their low overall number, articles on smart city 
initiatives have increased gradually since  2017. The most common form of articles on 
smart city initiatives was news reports (Japanese newspapers: 68%, Slovenian: 60%). 
Articles were placed in similar sections in both countries, usually business, general 
news or special feature, although more than half of the Japanese articles were published 
in the business section (54%), while Slovenian articles were found most frequently in 
the general section (45%). Japan and Slovenia shared the thematic complexes of 
Smart City – Business  and Smart City – Concept , although the former was more 
prevalent in Japan (41%) than in Slovenia (35%), whereas the latter was more 
frequently seen in Slovenia (40%), and less so in Japan (15%). In the Japanese context, 
smart cities were often linked to the 3.11 disaster, with 10% of the articles focusing on 
reconstruction efforts in the aftermath. The issues of Artificial Intelligence (AI) , 
Personal  information and Foreign Relations  were discussed in both countries. 
Comparing the smart city application domains, while Japan showed a focus on Natural 
resources and energy  (51% of the articles), Industry  (27%), and Living  (17%), 
Economy  (45%) and Transportation and Mobility  (45%) were most common in the 
Slovenian media. 
5. Discussion 
Our examination of Japanese and Slovenian newspaper articles on smart city initiatives 
revealed similarities in the way smart cities are framed in both countries. Articles were 
based mainly on information provided by governmental or corporate entities. Smart 
city initiatives were also not only discussed to improve liveability and sustainability in 
cities, but also as part of new business opportunities, with chances to partake in 
increasing revenues [25]. Governmental initiatives on the Internet of Things (IoT), AI, 
robots and data management are becoming more visible, and are reported on in relation 
to smart cities, related closely to the Japanese goal of realising  Society 5.0  [26].  
The differences in the examined articles can be explained most easily by the 
differing stages of smart city realisation in both countries. While several projects, such 
as the Kashiwa -no-ha Smart City , are currently under development in Japan, spurred 
by the experience of the 3.11 catastrophe and perceived as an alternative way for the 
Japanese reconstruction efforts [27,28]. In Slovenia, the articles reflected a different 
stage of smart city realisation in the country, discussing mostly business opportunities 
and model cases for the establishment of best practices. While the application domains 
discussed in Japan are influenced greatly by the 3.11 catastrophe and resulting concerns 
on energy and sustainability, Slovenia is more focused on benefits to transportation and 
mobility, aside from concrete business expectations. This reflects the current priorities 
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of the Slovenian government to solve traffic problems and increase people s wellbeing 
in a sustainable manner [29].  
Our analysis suggests that the discourse on smart cities in both countries is 
currently dominated largely by governmental and industrial actors, highlighting the 
benefits of such initiatives. This brings with it potential problems in relation to an 
imbalance of information, and an underrepresentation of academic or civil voices in the 
discourse, that again results in a lack of reports on the application domains 
Government  and Coherency  in the examined articles.  
As this comparison of Japanese and Slovenian articles related to the theme of 
smart cities is a preliminary step in our research, aiming to form the base for our cross-
regional comparative newspaper analysis, the numbers of analysed resources are 
limited. In order to enhance the generalisability of this research, further articles, as well 
as literature, are planned to be examined. This paper contributes to discovering major 
diversities in discourses regarding smart cities, as well as providing a cross-cultural 
analysis foundation for future work.  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we examined 61 Japanese and Slovenian newspaper articles on smart city 
initiatives through a content analysis. We identified 14 thematic complexes, of which 
five were found in both countries: 1) Smart City – Business, 2) Smart City – Concept, 
3) Personal Information, 4) AI and 5) Foreign Relations. Slovenian newspapers tended 
to focus more on educating the public about smart city initiatives, and discussing 
potential benefits towards transportation and mobility, while Japanese articles were 
focused on the business dimension, but also influenced heavily by the 3.11 catastrophe 
and resulting energy issues.  
One motivation for this research was to establish a methodological approach to 
study newspaper content from a  cross-cultural perspective. This paper shows an 
example of a comparative text analysis conducted across regional and cultural borders 
between researchers located in different time zones. Through this study, we contribute 
towards a clearer picture of the underlying structure of current discourses on smart 
cities, and how their definition and the way they are communicated changes across 
countries. As these are the first outcomes of our study, the results are still limited by 
the small number of articles examined. We plan to extend the number of articles for 
further analysis by including more media outlets into our corpus.  
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Abstract. The primary purpose of conducting this research is to determine how 
campus journey application development is progressing.  As a result, this research 
proposes a conceptual model for visitor journey application development. The study 
included 100 top ranking educational institutes and additionally included Finnish 
and Estonian universities.  39 virtual campus tour applications and 38 visitor journey 
applications are benchmarked in total for this study. Provides an example of visitor 
journey mapping with features, complexities, and best practices that are influential 
for improving visitor experience during visitor journey application development.  
Keywords. Omni-channel, visitor experience, visitor journey, touchpoints 
1. Introduction 
The number of smartphone users continue to increase daily. By 2021, 1 in 2 people 
worldwide is projected to use the smartphone for their daily use [1]. Companies, 
enterprises, and organizations in retail and marketing are shifting their strategies for 
reaching out to public from multi-channel to omni-channel strategy. Channel is a 
medium to reach out to visitors. For example in e-commerce, channels are divided into 
two types: physical and digital. Physical channels are mail, catalogs, showrooms, and 
brick and motor stores. Digital channels are websites, email, mobile applications, web 
applications, social media, e-marketplace, virtual, and mixed reality applications. 
Multi-channel is a strategy where channels are heterogeneous, separated, and not 
integrated. The visitors cannot trigger channel interactions, and the enterprise cannot 
control channel interaction and integration [2]. Figure 1a presents the visitor s in erac ion 
in the multi-channel environment, and channels are not integrated. However, in omni-
channel strategy channels are integrated, visitors can trigger channel interaction and have 
a seamless visitor experience. The enterprise has full control over channel integration 
and interaction [2]. 
The omni-channel s primary purpose is to present a single view to the visitor in a 
consistent manner to supply the visitor s needs. Omni-channels originated as a retail and 
marketing concept to improve customer visits and their experience. Therefore, in this 
respect, we consider customer visiting a channel as a visitor and it is slightly different 
from a user as defined computer science and human computer interaction domain. The 
challenge of software developers is to provide the visitors that seamless experience so 
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that they can interact whenever, wherever, and however, they want across all the 
channels, and with multiple touchpoints integrated. Figure 1b presents channel 
integration in omni-channel strategy. 
Understanding visitor s e pec a ions is ano her aspec  for providing a seamless, 




Figure 1.a) multi-channel, b) omni-channel 
The recent developments in technology are virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed 
reality, and the internet of things. These developments bring challenges to visitor journey 
definitions in retail as well as university and other environments that want to improve 
the visitor experience of their brand. A visitor journey is similar to visiting a brick and 
motor store in the virtual space through web application or web site. Many universities 
have built their visitor journey applications. For example Harvard, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), Stanford University, and University Jyvaskyla have their 
visitor journey applications. 
Visitor journey applications are very important for brand identity, service 
improvements, brand experience, giving the right service to the right person, and 
interaction between brand and customers. 
In this research, we investigate visitor journey applications, types of visitor journey 
applications, overall investigation of how channels are integrated, and features of the 
visitor journey. This study has a limitation. Mainly, this paper focuses on university 
visitor journey applications. In the end, we present the functionality and requirements 
for building visitor journey applications. 
There are various types of visitor interactions in visitor journey applications. These 
users can be students, staff, parents, and other visitors in an education environment. 
Omni-channel is not a strategy only for retail industry. However, it can be used in various 
industries to build integrated, seamless visitor experience. 
This study aims to investigate various types of visitor journey applications for omni-
channel visitor journey application development. We discuss the importance of 
customized and personalized visitor experience for such application development. In this 
research, we use benchmarking to identify best practices for the improvement of visitor 
e perience hile sing mobile applica ions. We in es iga e he orld s op 100 
universities [3] mobile applications(apps), and web apps. Surprisingly most of the 
universities do not own their visitor journey applications. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. The second section presents an overview of  




campus journey applications. The fourth section of the paper reports the findings of the 
benchmarking of campus journey applications. The fifth and sixth chapters of the paper 
introduces the research results from campus journey applications. The sixth chapter 
summarizes the paper. 
2. Research Approach 
2.1. Systematic Literature Review 
In order to accomplish research goals, the research must be driven in a theoretical and 
analytical approach. In the first step of this research work, we address recent papers on 
visitor journey applications by conducting a systematic literature review [4]. Within the 
systematic literature review, we have focused on investigating into applications of 
s ccessf l isi or jo rne  applica ions and isi or s e perience cases i h he main 
interest in architectures used, seeking to understand how omni-channel environments can 
integrate visitor s o chpoin s hro gh a f ll range of functionality integration for 
optimum visitor engagement and satisfaction. 
The literature review helped the identification and classification of omni-channel 
architectures as the first step, and this study firstly reviews the characteristics of omni-
channel environments in visitor journey applications. 
Search keywords used for the systematic literature review are omni-channel, 
customer/visitor journey, user experience, virtual campus, campus journey, touchpoint, 
journey planning.  
The systematic literature review is selected as part of the research approach for this 
study[4]. Table 1 provides the selected articles for review. After the literature study, we 
conducted benchmarking of university visitor journey applications to arrive at gathering 
data for building the research objectives.  
 
Table 1.List of reviewed studies 
Paper Title Focused Keyword 
Omni-Channel Product Distribution Network Design by Using the 
Improved Particle      Swarm Optimization Algorithm[5] 
Omni-channel, user 
experience 
Enhanced Visitor Experience Through Campus Virtual Tour[6] Virtual campus, 
campus journey 
System Architecture for Virtual Team Campus on Cloud to Support 
Internal Quality Assurance of Rajamangala University of 
Technology[7] 
Virtual Campus 
User Experience in Mobile Augmented Reality: Emotions, 
Challenges, Opportunities and Best Practices[8] 
User experience 
Mapping Learner-Data Journeys: Evolution of a Visual Co-Design 
Tool[9] 
User journey 
Learning Multi-touch Conversion Attribution with Dual-attention 
Mechanisms for Online Advertising[10] 
Touchpoint 
Key Factors for In-Store Smartphone Use in an Omnichannel 
Experience: Millennials vs. Nonmillennials[11] 
Omni-channel, user 
experience 
Virtual reality interactive media for universitas sumatera utara - a 






Journey Mapping the User Experience[13] User journey, user 
experience 
T2*-Personalized Trip Planner[14] touchpoint 
The Case for Graph-based Recommendations[15] User experience 
Understanding Mobile Phone Activities via Retrospective Review of 
Visualizations of Usage Data[16] 
User experience 
Challenges on the Journey to Co-Watching YouTube[17] User journey, 
journey planning 
Development Plan for Research on Omni-Channel Shopping to 
Purchase Intention[18] 
Omni-channel 
Context-Aware User Modeling Strategies for Journey Plan 
Recommendation[19] 
User journey 
VICTour 1.1: Introducing virtual learning environments and 
gamification[20] 
User journey, virtual 
campus 
An Application of Game Technology to Virtual University Campus 
Tour and Interior Navigation[21] 
Virtual campus 
Just Browsing? Understanding User Journeys in Online TV[22] User journey 
Mobility Crowdsourcing: Toward Zero-Effort Carpooling on 
Individual Smartphone[23] 
User journey 
Customer Experience Modeling: Designing Interactions for Service 
Systems[24] 
User experience 
Redefining Touchpoints: An Integrated Approach for Implementing 




The mobile university: from the library to the campus[26] Virtual campus 
Which platform do our users prefer: website or mobile app?[27] User journey 
A framework for evaluating university mobile websites.[28] User experience 
Customer experience evaluation in the omnichannel environment[29] User experience, 
omni-channel 
 
3. State of visitor journey applications 
3.1. Omni-Channel 
Omni-channel is the deep integration of all available physical and digital channels into 
one touchpoint [5] to create a seamless visitor experience across channels. The 
enterprises such as in retail industry offer visitors a wide range of possibilities to interact 
with their products. At present such means are: the physical store, catalogs, telephone, 
web app, and mobile app. Additionally, the visitor can trigger full interaction, and the 
enterprise controls full integration of all channels [2].  Föhr Janne et al. [29] groups the 
channels into online, offline, and complex channels. Complex channels are promotions, 
showroom, and advertisements. 
A university visitor journey applications can be identified as a journey through 
services such as student services, university news services, sports facilities, email service, 
library services, courses and learning management systems, calendar services, booking 




Ana Mosquera et al. [11] identifies the key factors infl encing isi or s intention to 
use smartphone devices while visiting the in-store and having an omni-channel 
experience. Those key factors are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social 
influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, habit, price, and value. Behavior 
intention is the superset of these factors. Behavior intention, facilitating conditions, and 
habits directly and positively affects isi or s behavior. The physical store is preferred as 
the main channel for selling consumer goods or services to customers in retail. With the 
revolution of mobile technology, customers are ahead of retailers. The customer 
researches the online to find about the product before visiting the physical store. In the 
physical store, the customer expects a brand experience. 
Some enterprises have already implemented this omni-channel approach 
successfully. Examples are: 
Disney: Once a trip is booked, My Disney Experience tool leads to planning the 
entire trip, taking care of all details to locate the attractions the visitor wants to see, and 
the estimated wait time for each of them [30]. 
Virgin Atlantic: A customer service experience is shared, is a story of personalized 
user experience with a representative of Virgin Atlantic who reaches across the 
compan s differen  marke ing channels to give the customer personalized service 
experience [31]. 
Oasis: is a fashion retailer with a fancy e-commerce site, mobile app, and several 
brick-and-mortar locations. They fuse those channels to give a visitor a simple and great 
shopping experience [32]. 
3.2. Touchpoint  
Kronqvist et al.[25] distinguishes touchpoints into physical touchpoints, digital 
touchpoints, and social touchpoints. Physical touchpoints are cards, signs, brochures, 
service desk, robots, etc. Digital touchpoints are web, mobile, tablets, 
Augmented/Virtual Reality, chat, artificial intelligence, etc. Social touchpoints are 
customer service, sales, reception, maintenance, etc. During the visitor journey, the 
visitor can use different devices, interact with a variety of touchpoints, and can choose a 
large number of distributed channels, websites, and apps [14].  
Stein et al. [33] collected qualitative data obtained from interviews and analyzed 
thematically to identify elements of customer experience touchpoints. This analysis 
reveals seven elements of touchpoints: atmospheric, technological, communicative, 
process, employee-customer interaction, customer customer interaction, product 
interaction. Atmospheric elements such as sensory factors, visual effects (paintings, 
colors), and story layouts are essential in visitor experience. Technological elements 
have a direct interaction with visitors and these technologies (kiosks, social media, 
mobile applications, websites etc.,) influence the brand experience. Communicative 
elements are one-way communication from the retailer to the customer and can be 
advertisements, informative messages, and promotions.  Process elements are actions or 
steps of customer needs such as navigation, waiting time, and service process. 
Orchestration and alignment of these various touchpoints in time and quality form a 





3.3. Visitor Journey 
Customer or visitor experience is dependent of the visitor journey. We consider the 
visitor journey as a synonym to the user journey or customer journey. The visitor journey 
is a virtual tour that a visitor navigates while visiting the virtual-space of the omni-
channel application. During a visitor journey, the visitor navigates through touchpoints. 
These touchpoints are services offered to the visitor by the enterprise. Along the visitor 
journey, visitors must engage in impression management to consider how their choices 
might make them appear to others. Emily Sun et al.[17] explores the short-form video 
co-watching journey. The journey starts with searching for pre-watched content or taking 
the time to find new content, to negotiating or turn-taking to make a decision, to 
switching videos less when with another person. The video-sharing platform YouTube 
merge differen  ser s recommended ideos based on common interests and recommend 
to new users. 
Journeys of watching TV Patterns Based on [22], the researchers inspect the 
journeys in each segment to investigate whether to generalize the patterns of user 
behavior in groups within each time segment and how patterns change over time. 
Visitor journeys have starting and ending points. Visitor journey mapping highlights 
movement through space, track the time required, isi or s in erac ion i h he brand, 
and pinch points that users might encounter while performing a task [34]. This mapping 
is integral to understand customer/visitor experience [35]. 
3.4. Virtual Campus 
R F Rahmat et. al. [12] implemented the Unity 3D game engine for creating a virtual 
campus tour application for Universitas Sumatera Utara. In their research, they present 
steps of creating a virtual environment and end-user tests of the application. They state 
all end users agreed that the 3D virtual campus is helpful for new students. 
Rizawati et al. [6] present the problem of representing campus, facilities, services to 
potential students with images and videos. However, potential students cannot participate 
at the intended on-campus information day time and venue. The virtual campus tour 
allows the potential students to visualize and explore campus environments virtually and 
have a significant impact on choosing campus for their studies. 
4. Benchmarking University visitor journey applications 
Camp [36] defines Benchmarking as a process of measuring, finding, comparing 
products, services with the companies, with the leaders in the same sector of the industry. 
One of the essential steps of the benchmarking process is searching for the best in set of 
companies or organizations [37]. 
After conducting a pilot search, testing, and examining different mobile applications 
in university mobile application segment, the criteria for comparing the visitor journey 
applications is identified. Figure 2 presents the steps of the benchmarking process. 
Different universities are compared according to the selected criteria. The list of 36 
benchmarked university visitor journey applications are presented in Table 2. The 
benchmarking process is conducted between April 2019-July, 2019. Data collection for 
benchmarking is performed with iPhone 6, iPad 2, Samsung Galaxy J3 and Lenovo Yoga 





Figure 2. Process of Benchmarking 
 
 
Table 2.List of Benchmarked Universities 












Stanford University Stanford 
Mobile 







Yes Yes Yes 2011 United States of 
America 





Yes Yes No 2018 United States of 
America 
Harvard University Harvard Yes Yes Yes 2012 United States of 
America 
Princeton University Princeton 
Mobile 
Yes Yes Yes 2013 United States of 
America 




Imperial Yes Yes Yes 2011 Great Britain 
ETH Zurich ETH Zurich Yes Yes No 2012 Switzerland 
University of 
California, Berkeley 




Yes Yes Yes 2011 United States of 
America 
Cornell University Cornell 
Connects 
Yes Yes No 2018 United States of 
America 
University of Toronto U of T 
Mobile 
Yes Yes No 2013 Canada 




Yes Yes No 2017 Finland 
École Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne 
EPFL 
Campus 




Jyvaskyla University MyJYU Yes Yes Yes 2019 Finland 
Tuudo App Tuudo App Yes Yes No 2016 Finland 
University College 
London(UCL) 






Yes Yes No 2011 Germany 
The University of 












Yes Yes No 2016 United States of 
America 






Yes Yes No 2015 United States of 
America 
The University of 








Wisconsin Yes Yes No 2011 United States of 
America 
The University of 
Sydney University 











My UvA Yes Yes No 2015 Netherlands 
The University of 
Hong Kong 
HKU Yes Yes No 2012 China 
New York University NYU 
mobile 
Yes Yes No 2012 United States of 
America 
Université PSL(Paris 
Sciences & Lettres - 
PSL Research 
University) 
My.PSL Yes Yes No 2017 France 
The University of 
Melbourne 
my.unimelb Yes Yes No 2014 Austalia 
University of British 
Columbia 
UBC Yes Yes Yes 2014 Canada 
The Chinese 




Yes Yes No 2012 Hong Kong 










Yes Yes No 2011 Singapore 
 
4.1. Mobile Apps 
Android is one of the most used mobile operating systems and holds more than 75% of 
the mobile devices market share worldwide [38]. Google Play is the largest app store for 




maintains the Google Play Store. Android has a large community of application 
developers and supported by Google. From the benchmarking data, we can clearly state 
that almost every mobile application has an Android version.   
 
IOS is the second-largest [38] mobile operating system runs on Apple mobile devices 
such as iPhone, iPad tablets, iPod Touch. IOS applications can be downloaded from the 
App Store and installed on supported devices. Apple maintains the App Store and 
supports its developer community. IOS version is the same version of the Android 
version of the mobile application. During the benchmarking it is discovered, there is a 
minor platform-specific design difference between Android and IOS in the user interface 
of the application. 
4.2. Web Applications 
The web application is a compatible web-browser based version of the same mobile 
application. The web application does not require to install on the user desktop. Web 
Application runs on all available web browsers such as Safari, Google Chrome, Mozilla 
Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Yandex. Android and IOS mobile applications run on a specific 
operating system. However, the web application does not depend on any operating 
system. Mobile applications can be downloaded from the Google Play Store and App 
Store and installed on mobile devices.  
On the other hand, experiencing a web application is simple, can access by URL 
address of the web application, and the application contents load o he ser s bro ser. 
The user of the web application can experience the latest version of the mobile 
application without any update notice of mobile application. Table 3 shows the list of 
universities, which have a web application version of their same mobile applications. 
With the web application, organizations can reach all available audiences, and audiences 
are free to experiences the brand without devices and operating system dependency.   
The visitor starts his/her journey with the mobile application and can continue 
his/her journey with the web application. With the combining of web and mobile 
applications, the visitor s e perience is seamless, consis en , and integrated.  
 
Table 3. List of Web applications 
Universities Web Application URL 
Stanford University https://m.stanford.edu 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology https://mobi.mit.edu/ 
Harvard University https://m.harvard.edu/ 
Princeton University https://m.princeton.edu 
Imperial College London https://mobile.imperial.ac.uk/ 
Duke University https://mobile.duke.edu/ 
Jyvaskyla University https://myjyu.jyu.fi/ 
University College London(UCL) https://ucl.ombiel.co.uk/ 
University of British Columbia https://m.ubc.ca 





       From the benchmarking data in Table 2, we discover that visitor journey applications 
appeared from the beginning of 2011. Year of the first release information is based on 
Android Version. The First-time release data is available only for the users of the 
Android version. App Store does not show details about the first release of the IOS 
version of mobile applications.  
4.3. Features 
Universities may have several campuses in different countries or cities. Furthermore, 
campuses located in different corners of cities. Every campus has its facilities and 
services. Campus selection automatically updates the touchpoints data source with 
selected campus s services and channels. The visitor journey application automatically 
updates its data with campus services. New York University (NYU Mobile) and 
Technical University of Munich (TUM Campus) have campus selection feature. 
 
Visitor mode is an essential feature for visitor journey applications. In visitor mode, 
visitors can use the application without a login to the application. The visitor mode has 
limited features. In visitor mode, visitors can not log in to the system. During the 
benchmarking process, we removed applications from the list which do not have the 
visitor mode. 
Table 4 shows the list of most user touchpoints by universities, which also include 
the visitor mode. Some touchpoints require authorization for accessing the system, and 
these touchpoints are designed for the specific user types. These specific users are 
students and staff.  
 
The persona can be a student, staff, and authorized campus visitors. With a change 
persona feature, the experience of the visitor journey is personalized and customized. 
There are no restrictions for authorized users while using the application. Furthermore, 
touchpoints such as internal chat and messaging, calendar, personalized schedules, 
booking room, library, announcements, health services, study space availability, student 
identification card, jobs, finance, laundry info, parking are fully available for authorized 
users. 
 
The customized navigation feature provides a more personalized visitor experience 
of the brand. Customized navigation helps to minimize and organize the touchpoints. 
The visitor can personalize the application according to his/her specifications and 
preferences. A visitor can create a list of favorite touchpoints and list appears at the top 
of the navigation menu and navigational home screen. The application gives the option 
to add new touchpoints to the list, changes, and adjusts the position of touchpoint to top, 
bottom, and removes from the list. This feature helps to reach touchpoints quicker.  
Following Universities mobile applications have Customized Navigation Feature: 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology(MIT Mobile), University of California 
Berkeley(Berkeley), University of Toronto(U of Mobile), École Polytechnique Fédérale 
de Lausanne(EPFL Campus), University of Pennsylvania(Penn Mobile),  University of 




4.4. Customizing the Features 
For customizing the selected touchpoints, the University of Pennsylvania (Penn Mobile), 
EPFL, ETH Zurich, and Technical University of Munich(TUM Campus) have included 
these features.  
Features may have an extensive range of services and channels. In the visitor journey 
application context, some features have many services. For example, news. University 
has a wide range of channels to provide news. 
This feature helps to optimize the visitor experience. Moreover, provide a more 
specific part of the touchpoint. With customizing this feature, the ser s e perience ill 
be more personalized. Table 4 below provides the most common features related to 
tuchpoints in visitor journey applications. 
 
Table 4.List of most used Features  related to Touchpoints 
Feature Name Description Visitor Mode Staff/Student 
Directory Get the contact information for University students, faculty, and staff, as well 
as for departments, offices, arts, athletic venues, libraries, and services.  
Yes Yes 
Map Navigate the campus by searching for buildings, departments, libraries, 
athletic facilities, dormitories, and offices. Zoom in, zoom out or scroll in any 
direction. Locations include details such as images, website links, and phone 
numbers. 
Yes Yes 
Places Look up places around campus and the services they provide. Get detailed 
information such as open hours, whether space is reserved, contact 
information, and payment types accepted. Examples of places include 
residential colleges, the digital print center, and recreation facilities. 
Yes Yes 
Dining/Restaurants Choose where and what user would like to eat. Look up both residential and 
retail dining locations and check open hours, menus, and nutrition 
information. Integrated with dining services 
Yes Yes 
Transit/Transportation Access transportation routes, schedules, and locations in real-time. Integrated 
with the local transportation system. Read news and see transportation contact 
information. Check/load the balance from the transportation system 
Yes Yes 
Events Browse the public and student event listings by day and category. Find the 
event locations on the campus map. Access the academic calendar for 
important dates and deadlines. 
Yes Yes 
News Keep up to date with and share the latest University news and announcements. Yes Yes 
Accommodation Integrated with university dormitories website, Student/User can make 
book/reservation for Washing Machine/Dryer/Sauna 
Partly Yes Yes 
Sports Check SportsHall timetables, and news.  Book a sports hall for indoor games. 
Users can create sports events with friends. Integrated with sports facilities 
services 
Yes Yes 
Report  Submit fault reports concerning campus facilities, outdoor and indoor areas, 
report a defect in class, outdoor and indoor places. 
Yes Yes 
Courses Search or browse the course schedule to find descriptions, meeting days and 
times, locations, instructors, and class size. Link to instructor contact 
information and check locations on the campus map. 
Partly Yes Yes 
Library Connect to the university library services to search the catalog, see hours for 
each library, and send a text message or check loan status, prolong the book, 
order library card 
No Yes 
Emergency Get quick access to telephone numbers of emergency services in case of 
emergency in the university campus 
Yes Yes 
Social  University social media pages, groups, accounts, and profiles. Follow 
Uni ersi s social media pos ings on happenings aro nd camp s and 
breaking news. 
Yes Yes 
Announcements Student/Staff can share updates about the important events, conferences.  No Yes 
Video/Multimedia See a wide variety of videos about the university, made by students, staff, and 











Settings User can choose the size of fonts, language settings Yes Yes 
Parking Campus Parking places and information, free parking areas. Yes Yes 
Log in/log out User logins to his/her account, personalized schedules/contents, notifications, 
messages 
No Yes 
Chat Internal chat, group conversations. No Yes 
Marketplace Sell, lend and rent things, buy printer quota, buy university t-
shirts/shorts/caps/mugs 
Yes Yes 
Health Service Health Service places/Phone number and contact information No Yes 
Study Space Availability User can check available study/meeting space and can book it, No Yes 
Student Identification 
card 
Virtual student card verified identification of student.  No Yes 
Campus News  Read the latest news from several university news sources Yes Yes 
Laundry Info Check availability of washers and dryers located in campus facilities No Yes 
Jobs(Find Jobs) See the latest open positions from the University employment system. No Yes 
Finance Reminds/Shows the student's tuition fee No Yes 
 
 
5. Virtual Campus Tour and Touchpoint Services 
After completing the visitor journey application benchmarking, research continued 
with top-ranking 60 universities [3] and also included some universities from Finland 
and Estonia, which have virtual campus tour applications. From the process of 
benchmarking, 39 virtual campus tour applications are selected. Table 5 shows the list 
of virtual campus tour applications.  
The virtual campus tour application s primary purpose is to promote key areas of 
both indoor and outdoor campus and attract the attention of prospective students, campus 
visitors, and prospective student s parents. Users of this application explore the campus 
facilities, services, locations from their supported devices. 
The virtual experience of the campus is priceless. These kinds of applications are 
good for promoting university services in a good way.  
Virtual tour applications increase the physical visits 27%, interactive web content 
engagement by 38%, and have resulted in 18% increase in inquires [39].    
Map, Menu, Navigation, Photos, Panorama, Video, 360-degree video, voice-guide, 
Google map, interactive human guide, web app, mobile app, VR device are the supported 
features selected for comparison criteria.  We consider these features are essential and 
core for building virtual campus tour applications.  
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6. Conceptualization  
From the findings of benchmarking during the research, the following conceptual 
model for the visitor journey application is proposed. Figure 3 shows the conceptual 
model for the visitor journey application. The rationale behind the construction of the 
conceptual model is as follows: The connection between channels and services is two-
directional. Data flow between channels and touchpoints also two-directional. The visitor 
journey starts with interacting with touchpoints. Each journey of visitor is recorded to 
the system during the data collecting process. Understanding the visitor helps to identify 
how, from where, and which touchpoints visitor interacts with the brand. The software 
analyzes the collected data from the visitor journey with models, scales, and techniques. 
The software creates visitor journey mapping. In each visitor journey, the visitor 
experiences a personalized visitor journey, and the visitor continues the journey from 
where he/she left each time revisits the application. The process of creating a visitor 










Figure 4 presents the visitor journey process created from the conceptual model for 
the visitor journey application. A visitor interacts with touchpoints, and each interaction 
is recorded to the system and creates a list of visitor journeys. The system creates a visitor 
journey map from the list of visitor journeys and provides a personalized visitor 
experience. The personalized visitor experience depends on the number of journeys. As 
the number of journeys increases, personalized visitor experience optimizes, the 
interaction of the visitor improves. 
 
 
Figure 4.Visitor Journey Application process 
 
7. Visitor journeys and touchpoints mapping  
Table 6 presents the visitor journey across the touchpoints. A visitor journey starts from 
any touchpoint and ends in any touchpoint. In Table 6 visitor journey starts from 
touchpoint (T1) 1 and ends in touchpoint T3. 
T1=>T2=>T5=>T3=>T10=>T11=>T8=>T3 here the simple visitor journey of figure 4. 
 
Table 6:User journey across the touchpoints 
 Starting 
point 








T1 T2 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
T2 T3 T3 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 
T3 T4 T4 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 
T4 T5 T5 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 
T5 T6 T6 T6 T5 T5 T5 T5 
T6 T7 T7 T7 T6 T6 T6 T6 
T7 T8 T8 T8 T7 T7 T7 T7 




T9 T10 T10 T10 T9 T9 T9 T10 
T10 T11 T11 T11 T10 T11 T10 T11 
T11        
 
 
Journeys Route of Journeys 
Journey 1 T1=>T2=>T5=>T3=>T10=>T11=>T8=>T3 
Journey 2 T2=>T7=>T5=>T3=>T2=>T11=>T8=>T5 
Journey 3 T3=>T10=>T11=>T8=>T3 
Journey n.. .n 
 
Table 7: Number of nodes 
Journey 1 Journey 2 Journey 3 Jo rne  n  
T3=2 T3=3 T3=5 n 
T1=1 T5=3 T5=3 n 
T2=1 T2=3 T2=3 n 
T5=1 T11=2 T8=3 n 
T8=1 T8=2 T11=2 n 
T10=1 T10=1 T10=2 n 
T11=1 T1=1 T1=1 n 
 T7=1 T7=1 n 
 
A significant number of visitor journeys help to build visitor journey maps. With 
machine learning algorithms, it is possible to detect the most used touchpoints; most used 
combinations of touchpoints, and the duration of the visitor journey. With this 
information, the user/visitor will have a personalized experience. Analytics can be 
involved to record each step of the visitor while experiencing the brand. End of the 
current journey analytic ools dra  he isi or s journey network. With the help of the 
software, new personalized visitor experience will be created dynamically. The visitor 
can continue the journey where he/she left in the last session. End of each journey 
analytic tools merge the new visitor journey map with the old one. Here the number of 
nodes between the touchpoints are important. The high number of nodes will be shown 
first. In Table 7 the number of nodes connected to the touchpoints are given and 










Figure 5: Simulation of the visitor journey mapping 
8. Concluding remarks 
The primary purpose of conducting this research is to determine how campus 
journey application development is progressing. Campus virtual tour applications mostly 
run on a web browser, and almost every benchmarked visitor journey application of this 
research have a web app. Campus visitor journey applications mostly run on mobile 
devices and few of them have web application versions. Some universities, for example, 
Sydney University, combines virtual campus tour and visitor journey application in one 
application. From the research findings, we recommend combining the virtual tour with 
campus journey applications.  This task may be challenging.  However, there is the 
advantage of it in allocating resources. Further, this research provided insight into visitor 
journey application development, how they are used in the present, the features that are 
necessary for introducing seamless visitor journey mapping, and involving touchpoints 
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Abstract. Augmented Reality is a display and interaction method of future 
computing. It augments digital information in real environments in text, audio, 
image, or video formats. Augmented reality can be more effective if supported by 
knowledge about human needs. Basic human needs are finite in number and with 
the right methods, they are detectable or predictable. To support efforts to develop 
a robust conceptual model, an ontology is developed that describes the structure and 
relations between the elements that combine the concepts of augmented reality, 
context information, and human needs. Ontology development is a knowledge-
driven approach to represent data and reasoning. This paper focuses on linking the 
aforementioned concepts to enable correct data representation and reasoning. The 
research approach, process used, and the evaluation of the ontology is presented as 
well.  
Keywords. Human needs, augmented reality, context-awareness, ontology, 
satisfiers, conceptual model 
1. Introduction 
An Ontology is a notion that has origins in Latin (onto + logy) which means the science 
of being or existence. The term is borrowed from philosophy and used in the field of 
computer science. Thomas Gruber set its definition to be a pecifica ion of a 
representational vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse- definitions of classes, 
relations, functions, and other objects- is called an ontology  [1]. Ontologies are 
commonly used in semantic web technologies to ease computers  understanding and 
manipulation of internet data. The semantic web is built on a set of languages and 
technologies: The Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides the syntax. The 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) represents information about resources. The 
RDF schema enables a taxonomical organization, and the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) provides expressive constructs to extend the RDF schema [2].  
 
This paper presents an ontology that describes the use of Augmented Reality in the 
satisfaction of human needs. 
 
 




1.1. Augmented Reality 
An Augmented Reality (AR) system embodies the following properties [3]: 
x Enhances real environments by adding virtual objects.  
x Works in real-time and provides interactivity. 
x Provides the correct placement of virtual objects within the environment.  
AR has many application areas such as education and learning [4], entertainment 
and gaming [5], food and beverage industry [6], health care [7],  manufacturing [8], 
museums [9],  space exploration [10], and tourism [11].  
1.2.  Human Needs 
There is a difference between needs, desires, and satisfiers [12]: 
x Need: the most fundamental requirement and the base for desires and satisfiers.  
x Desire: personal and intentional, two possible desires may fulfill a certain need, 
however, it is a personal preference to choose one over the other.  
x Satisfier: objects or states that fulfill needs or desires. 
To keep the case general to all users, this research focuses on needs and satisfiers 
rather than desires.  There are many theories of human needs. The goal of using Max-
Neef  model [13] in this research is to provide a base for recognizing human needs 
rather than claiming that it is the only valid model.   
1.3. Problem Definition and Motivation 
The study of human needs has roots in psychology, economics, philosophy, sociology, 
anthropology, and social sciences; which indicates the importance of needs, and their 
satisfaction in human life. Despite that fact, there is still a shortage of incorporating 
human needs in information systems and tools [14]. Augmented reality is a growing field 
that may benefit from the utilization of human needs. A.K. Dey [15] defines context 
awareness a  A em ha  e  con e  o p o ide ele an  info ma ion and/o  e ice  
to the user, whe e ele anc  depend  on he e  a k . Thi  concep  allows augmented 
reality applications to be adaptive [16]; nevertheless, we argue that incorporating the 
concept of human needs leverages the pervasiveness of context-aware systems. This 
creates a motive to study the development of augmented reality applications with a 
concentration on human needs detection and satisfaction. Previous studies focused on 
the development of a conceptual model to address this motive [17] [18]. The 
characteristics of conceptual models according to [19] are: 
x Conceptual models have conceptual semantics 
x They are ontologically grounded 
x They make an ontological commitment 
This reflects the base in which ontologies provide support for the development of 
conceptual models and the use of a foundational ontology to advance conceptual 
modeling [20].  
From another perspective, some of the reasons that drive the effort of ontology 
development are [21]: 
x Providing a shared understanding of the structure of information between 
people or software agents.  




x Allowing domain knowledge reuse. 
x Explicitly defining domain assumptions. 
 
Based on the above reasoning, this paper looks into the development of an ontology that 
combines the concepts of augmented reality, human needs  satisfaction, and the detection 
of those needs from context and user information to support conceptual modeling. 
Previous studies on ontologies included a representation of needs as they are found in 
various theories of human needs [14], an ontology focusing only on Max-Neef  model 
of human needs [22], context modeling [23], and developing augmented reality based on 
ontological context awareness [16].  
The contribution and novelty of this research involve developing a vocabulary that 
conceptualizes the relationship between humans, their needs, existing satisfiers and their 
possible representation in augmented reality; with the ultimate goal of providing 
augmented reality experiences to users according to their detected needs. This ontology 
should enhance and enrich our conceptual model, and enable the development of models 
and systems based on it.  
In addition to the representation of the needs, this research requires building 
relations with many other elements affecting them such as the trigger of a need, the 
context in which it occurs, and the possible services that satisfy those needs.  
To solve such a problem, a bottom-up approach in defining the cycle of needs is 
followed. The cycle starts with a balanced state, a trigger elicits a need which is then 
detected, a satisfier is matched with the need detected, which is then accepted or rejected, 
and feedback is provided by the user at the end of the cycle and a state of balance is 
retained.  All the elements in this cycle must be represented clearly in the ontology under 
development.  
 
This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 explains the research approach used in 
the development of the ontology. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 details the 
steps of ontology development and the outcomes. Then, section 5 presents the evaluation 
of the ontology. Finally, the discussion and the conclusion are in sections 6 and 7.  
2. Research Approach 
To develop the Augmented Reality for human needs ontology the methodologies 
described in [24] and [21] are chosen and combined. Those research papers describe 




In  [24] Methontology (a term coined by the researchers), the ontology lifecycle is 
defined by some states and activities (Fig. 1), these activities represent the method to 
develop the ontology. Below is a list of activities and important notes for each activity.  
 
Methontology Phases [24]  
1. Specification: In this phase, the developers produce an ontology specification 
document that includes the purpose, level of formality, and the scope of the 
ontology under development. 
2. Knowledge Acquisition: This step may be performed parallel to the 
specification phase and continues until not needed, Knowledge can be collected 
from many sources including books, experts, and research papers.  
3. Conceptualization: this phase requires the development of a conceptual model 
based on the information from the specification document. The model should 
demonstrate the problem and its solution. To aid the development of the model, 
the authors suggest creating a Glossary of Terms (GT) including concepts, 
properties, instances, and verbs.  
4. Integration: the authors suggest using previously built ontologies to derive 
terms and their definitions and descriptions. They also recommend building an 
integration document that describes the meaning of each term, the ontology it 
was derived from, and its name in the conceptual model.  
5. Implementation: this activity requires the utilization of an ontology 
development environment or editor to build the complete ontology.  
6. Evaluation: the ontology must be evaluated through verification and validation 
following predefined techniques based on the specification document.  
7. Documentation: in addition to the publication resulting from building the 
ontologies, thorough documentation aids in keeping the ontology, maintaining, 
and reusing it.  
 
The research on ontology development in [21] defines the following steps for the 
ontology development process: 
1. Determine the domain and scope of ontology. 
2. Consider reusing existing ontologies. 




3. Enumerate important terms in the ontology.  
4. Define the classes and class hierarchy.  
5. Define the properties of classes-slots. 
6. Define the facets of the slots.  
7. Create instances.  
3. Related Works 
This section reviews previous research on the topics at the intersection of augmented 
reality, human needs, context awareness, and ontology development.  
The research presented in [16] studies adding adaptiveness to augmented reality by 
using ontologies to represent and analyze context. The defining factor in creating 
adaptivity is user activity. Four main elements compose the structure of the context 
model ontology: user ontology, device ontology, physical environment ontology, and 
service ontology. The developed AR application provides the required information in a 
three steps process: 
1. The mobile device reads the URI object reference. 
2. The device requests the relevant information from the server that returns an 
RDF describing the location of all relevant elements.  
3. The user views a relevant augmented reality scene based on the situation. 
The researchers developed a prototype that enables reading of Quick Response (QR) 
codes and the use of Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology. They provide an 
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) scenario to evaluate the proposed system.  
In [22], Dsouza presents the Fundamental Human Needs (FHN) ontology based on 
Max-Neef  F ndamen al H man Need  heo  [13]. The research defines the main 
entities in the conceptual model as Agent, Role, Need, Satisfier, and Existential 
Category. As a method to further describe the satisfier, he portrayed the existential 
category to be a categorization of the satisfier rather than the need. The author used the 
Methontology [24]  method to develop the ontology and provided a verification and 
validation approach to evaluate it.  
An ontology-based model for human activity representation in smart homes [25], 
proposes a model developed using the NeON methodology [26] and it consists of 
connected ontologies that fall in one of three categories: user ontologies, smart home 
context ontologies, and Activity of Daily Life (ADL) ontologies. The authors provided 
a case describing a scenario of an elder person living in a smart home environment; they 
applied the developed ontology on the case scenario for evaluation. The researchers 
identified two main approaches to model activity in the smart home environment: 
x Data-Driven approach: 
Learns activity models using data mining and machine learning methods. 
o Advantages: good at processing uncertain knowledge, and is able to 
handle long-term temporal data.  
o Disadvantages: suffers from the cold start problem; and lacks the 
reusability in mixed systems.  
x Knowledge-Driven approach (including Ontology development) 
Uses knowledge engineering methods and representation formalisms. 
o Advantage: effective representation abilities and reasoning methods 




A study in [27] describes the use of cultural heritage ontology to provide location 
information in certain cultural sites. The researchers developed an application that 
provides contextual information in mobile augmented reality. They used the Korea 
Cultural Heritage Data Model (KCHDM) to collect and display contextual information. 
The KCHDM has five super-classes: actor, event, thing, time-span, and place. It also has 
eighty-four properties that connect the classes.  
     The researchers in [14] pinpointed the limited use of human needs concepts in 
information systems and the lack of needs assessment tools in computing. They 
developed an ontology called OPENEED and incorporated need theories and need 
assessment methods. OPENEED is composed of a core ontology (Fig. 2) that describes 
basic human needs theories, and extensions that describe adjectives to describe needs, 
and assessment methods.  To validate the developed ontology, the researches performed 
a need assessment study in a Viennese district local community. The collection of 
ontologies in OPENEED has a set of rules in the Semantic Web Rule Language 
(SWRL)[28]. The authors identified five main applications of the ontology:  
1. Enable  p bli hing of ela ed die  a  elf-con ained da a e . 
2. Allows querying the results from single or multiple studies that make 
comparative analysis possible. 
3. Enriches the data collected in studies by using SWRL rules. 
4. Enables tracking the origin of assessments and evaluations whether by 
individuals, experts, or communities. 
5. Allows representation of different sizes of data due to the modular structure 
of the ontology.  
 




4. Ontology Development 
This section provides details on creating an ontology that is capable of representing the 
information of a user, his/her needs, context, AR experiences as services and the 
relationship between these concepts.  
4.1. Specification: Determine the Domain and Scope of the Ontology 
To determine the domain and scope, several questions must be answered [21]: 
x Wha  i  he domain ha  he on olog  ill co e ? 
x For what we are going to use the ontology? 
x For what types of questions, the information in the ontology should provide 
answers? 
x Who will use and main ain he on olog ?  
 
The domain defined fo  he A gmen ed Reali  fo  H man Need  on olog  
includes the information needed to detect human needs, the representation of those needs, 
and elements of augmented reality experiences that represent the satisfiers or aids in the 
satisfaction of those needs. This ontology may be used for applications that match AR 
satisfiers with human needs when they arise. The ontology is used and maintained 
initially by the authors of this research.  
 
As an additional help to answer the third question, the following competency 
questions are proposed so that a system using this ontology should be able to answer: 
x Which human need is currently active for a user? 
x What augmented reality experience can satisfy a certain need? 
x What is the current internal state of the user? 
 
An important task in the ontology development process is to create an Ontology 
Requirement Specification Document (ORSD) which describes the purpose of the 
ontology, its uses and users, and the requirements it should realize [29].  
 
Table 1 Ontology Requirement Specification Document 
 AR for Human Need reference Ontology Requirements Specification 
Document  
1  Purpose 
 The purpose of creating the ontology is to provide a knowledge model for the 
augmented reality domain that responds to various human needs and fulfills them. 
  
2  Scope 
 The ontology should focus on the application development and representation 
part of the described system. 
 
3  Implementation Language  






4  Intended End-Users  
 User 1.   
 
User 2.  
User 3. 
User 4.  
Application developer aiming to develop a system that detects human    
needs and matches it with AR satisfiers. 
The Person who uses the application to find needs satisfiers.  
The Company providing services as satisfiers.  
Heal h ca e p o ide  moni o ing a e  change in heal h  
 
5  Intended Uses 
 Use 1. 
 
Use 2.  
Use 3. 
Use 4. 
Develop an application interface and background that reflect the 
ontology and match needs and satisfiers. 
Create a profile, monitor needs  triggers and view possible satisfiers 
Create AR satisfiers for various human needs 
Provide monitored health information 
 
6  Ontology Functional Requirements  
 FR 1.   
 
 
FR 2.  
The Ontology proposed must support user modeling. Static information, 
as well as dynamic context information about the user, must be 
supported. 
The ontology must support a human needs theory model, in this case, 
Max-Neef  model of h man need .  
 
7 Pre-Glossary Terms 
 Augmented Reality, Human needs, satisfaction, balance, triggers, feedback  
 
4.2. Consider Reusing existing Ontologies 
After a deliberate search for ontologies that encompass the concepts of augmented reality 
and human needs, below are research papers that provide similar ideas and inspire the 
development of our proposed ontology: 
1. FHN- Cloud-based Ontology solution for conceptualizing human needs. 
[22]. 
2. OpeNeed- Ontology for Representing Human Needs [14]. 
3. GUMO- The General User Model Ontology [30]   
4. A Context Model based on Ontological Languages [23]  
The user modeling part in this study is created based on the General User Model 
Ontology (GUMO)[30] [31]. It provides a detailed description of the user including 
physiological state, characteristics, personality, demographics, and emotional state.  
The context ontology section is derived from the work of Hervás, Bravo and 
Fontecha [23]. Concepts from the device model ontology, the environment model 
ontology, and the information visualization ontology are incorporated in the developed 
ontology. The Human Needs section is derived from the FHN [22], and OpeNeed 
Ontologies [14]. 
4.3. Conceptualization 
Conceptual Models are important instruments to represent engineering scenarios. They 




he e o ld  [32]. The model presented in Fig. 3 is application-dependent; it reflects 
the idea of a system capable of recognizing human needs and presenting augmented 
reality experiences that function as satisfiers or means for a satisfier for those needs. This 
model is based on previous research presented in [17] [18].  
 
 
The main concepts in this model are: 
x Person: the user of the system who has a profile and carries sensors to 
detect his/her basic needs. 
x Context: describes the setting/ situation on which a person resides at a 
certain point in time. Context is divided into external and internal states.  
o External State: describes the environment, and all information 
related to it at a certain time including temperature, location, 
activity, social setting.  
o Internal State: it portrays the internal state of a person, the 
change in this state may reflect the occurrence of a need. The main 
elemen  o be checked in he in e nal a e i  he bod  
homeostasis. 
x Need: is one of the basic needs in Max-Neef  model of fundamental 
human needs. The need is a combination of existential and axiological 
categories, having a format of Subsistence/Being need, or 
Subsistence/Having need, etc.  
x Trigger: a trigger is a factor that activates a need. There are three types of 
triggers in psychology [33]. These are Homeostasis imbalance, incentive, 
and stimulation. 
o Homeostasis Imbalance: is the internal state that reflects a 
malfunction in the body processes resulting in a rise of a need. 
o Incentive: is an external positive or negative environmental 
stimulus that motivates a person. 
o Stimulation: is an activity that causes excitement or pleasure. 
x Satisfier: an object, idea, or social structure that contributes to the 
satisfaction of a need. 




x Augmented reality experience: is an experience that is developed to 
function as a satisfier of a basic human need or aid in the satisfaction of the 
need.  
These concepts describe the problem and the possible solution for it. The ontology 
development activity of this research is based on this model to discover all related terms 
and expand the knowledge in this system domain.  
4.4. Enumerated Important Terms in the Ontology 
In addition to the pre-glossary terms identified in the ORSD in section 4.1, further 
concepts and terms are discovered by creating a Glossary of Terms (GT) that includes 
concepts, verbs, instances, and properties [24].   
Table 1 below shows the most important terms to develop the Ontology within the 
subjects of Human, Need, Context, Augmented Reality. The list does not reflect the 
relations between the terms, it just lists them.  
 
Table 1. Important terms in the ontology  
Human Need Context Augmented 
Reality 
User Subsistence Environment AR Satisfier  
Profile  Protection External State AR experience 
Internal State  Affection Location Object 
Hemostasis Imbalance Understanding Incentive Placement 
 Participation Stimulation System 
 Leisure  Direct Satisfier 
 Creation  Indirect Satisfier 
   Satisfaction 
    
4.5. Define the classes and the class hierarchy  
 To define the classes and class hierarchy, the Protégé open-source ontology editor [34] 
is used. To develop the class hierarchy, a combination of top-down and bottom-up 
approaches are used for creating classes and connecting them in relations from top-level 
concepts to details and other times from middle concepts to more general ones (Fig. 4).  




4.6. Define the Properties and facets of Classes-Slots 
The properties of each class describe its structure. In the Protégé editor, there are two 
types of properties: objects properties that describe the relation between classes and data 
properties that describe the instances.  
Classes can have many facets that describe their features. These include slot 
cardinality, slot-value type, and domain and range of a slot. For each of the classes 
identified, defined are the various facets of the properties in the Protégé tool. Each 
property is then linked to the class it describes (Fig. 5).  
 
 
Figure 5 Define Properties and Facets of Classes 
 
4.7. Create Instances 
The creation of instances helps in answering the many queries the ontology must answer. 
An important role of instances is to validate the correct function of the ontology. In Web 
Protégé, the concept of instances is called individuals. To enhance the ontology, several 
instances are created for each of these classes: Human, Need, Satisfier, Augmented 
Reality experience, and Context for ontology evaluation.  
4.8. Ontology Visualization 
To better view the structure and relations in the developed ontology, a visualization is 







5. Evaluation  
Many methods and metrics are developed for ontology evaluation. All these methods fall 
into one of two evaluation categories: verification, and validations. While verification is 
concerned with the correctness of the ontology, validation is concerned with developing 
the correct ontology [35].  
For the evaluation of the AR for Human Needs ontology (AR-HN), the OOPS! 
Ontology Pitfall Scanner developed by Poveda-Villalon, Suarez-Figueroa, and Gomez-
Perez [36] is used. The OOPS! Ontology Pitfall Scanner is a web-based tool that verifies 
ontologies  correctness by detecting possible errors. The developers of OOPS! provide a 
catalog of common pitfalls3 that are categorized into the following classification lists 
[37] : 
Evaluation Classification by Dimension: 
x Structural Dimension  
x Functional Dimension  
x Usability Profiling Dimension 











The list of pitfalls possible to be detected by OOPS! Ontology Pitfall Scanner 
according to the abovementioned classification is presented in Fig.7 and Fig.8 as 





Figure 8 Classification of Pitfalls according to Criteria [28] 




5.1. Evaluating Correctness of the Ontology: Verification 
Ontology evaluation is an on-going process throughout the design and development 
stages. In this section, the correctness of the ontology is verified by comparing the results 
of the scans performed on the Augmented Reality for Human Needs ontology using the 
OOPS! Ontology Pitfall Scanner. The results of the scan done after the complete 
development of the ontology are p e en ed a  AR-HNOnto Previous  in he charts. 
Alternatively, the results of the scan after addressing the issues detected by the first scan 
are ep e en ed a  AR-HNOnto Final .  
The advanced options in OOPS! allows for general and specific scanning by 
dimension or criteria. For comparisons with the developed ontology, the scanner is being 
run on two developed ontologies that are named Good Ontologies by the world wide web 
consortium W3C4 :  
x The Marine Ontology 
x The Good Relations Ontology 
The Marine, Good Relations, and Augmented Reality for Human Needs ontologies 
are comparable since the size difference is reasonable (Table 2).   
 
Table 2 Sizes of the Compared Ontologies 
Ontology Class Count Logical Axiom Count 
Marine 106 267 
Good Relations 38 450 
Augmented Realty for Human Needs 32 260 
 
5.1.1. Verification by Dimensions Classification 
This step presents the results of the AR-HN ontology before and after corrections based 
on the structural, functional, and usability dimensions. The results are compared with the 







Figure 9 Ontology Verification by Dimension Chart 
 
The high number of pitfalls (120 pitfalls) in the usability dimension is due to missing 
annotations which aid in the human readability of the ontology. After providing proper 
annotations in the form of labels and comments, the number of pitfalls decreased 
significantly.   
 
5.1.2. Verification by Criteria Classification 
Figure 10 Ontology Verification by Criteria Chart 
 
The results of the Conciseness criteria, which represent the bad practice in the 
ontology, returned zero pitfalls for all ontologies. Therefore, it is not included in the 
verification by criteria chart. The consistency result of the AR-HNOnto Previous is four 
pitfalls, and after correcting it AR-HNOnto Final has zero consistency pitfalls.   




Ontology Verification by Dimension
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5.2. Ontology Evaluation via Competency Questions 
The importance of competency questions resides in ensuring the correct performance of 
the ontology-based on the defined requirements. This section evaluates the ontology 
based on the competency questions (initially presented in section 4.1):  
x Which human need is currently active for a user? 
x What augmented reality experience can satisfy a certain need? 
x What is the current internal state of the user? 
A manual approach is followed to evaluate using the competency questions as shown in 
[22]. For that purpose, test data for various class individuals are provided, in addition to 
a list for expected answers for the competency questions to perform the evaluation.  
 
The first step in this evaluation is to set up the test data; 17 individuals are created as 
follows: 
x Five User Individuals: Adam, Brad, Emma, Kareem, Maya 
x Three Context Individuals: InternalContextBalanced, 
InternalContextImbalanced, ExternalConextImbalanced 
x Four Need Individuals: SubsistenceNeed, AffectionNeed, LeisureNeed, 
UnderstandingNeed 
x Five AR Individuals: ARFoodService, ARHealth Service, 
AREntertainmentService, ARTransportationService, AREduationalService  
Then, by setting a total of 14 asserted facts on the individuals. The facts are 
random and they reflect a relationship between the major classes. Table 3 
presents the test data, the asserted facts and the total facts per individual.  
 
Table 3 Test Data Individuals, Asserted, and Inferred Facts 














Emma HasNeed= LeisureNeed 1  
Kareem    
Maya HasNeed= AffectionNeed, 
HasNeed= UnderstandingNeed 
2  
InternalContextBalanced Internal State Balanced 1 1 
InternalContextImbalanced Internal State Imbalanced 1 2 
ExternalContextImbalanced    
SubsistenceNeed NeedActive=Active 1 3 




UnderstandingNeed   2 
ARFoodService Satisfies = SubsistenceNeed 1  




AREntertainmentService   1 
AREducationalService Satisfies= UnderstandingNeed 1  
ARTransportationService    
 Total 14 11 
 
The next step is to translate the competency questions into Description Logic (DL) 
queries to be executed against the ontology. Returning the expected answer for each of 
the competency questions indicates that the ontology meets the requirement.   
 
To execute the DL Queries, the Pallet (Incremental) reasoner is used to classify the 
ontology. Afterward, running the DL queries to retrieve the results.  
Competency Question 1: Which human need is currently active for a user? 
DL Query: Need and ExpressedBy value Maya 




Competency Question 2: What augmented reality experience can satisfy a certain need? 
DL Query: AugmentedRealityExperience and Satisfies value SubsistenceNeed 




Competency Question 3: What is the current internal state of the user? 
DL Query: InternalState and  ISExpressedByUser value Emma 
Expected Answer: the internal state of the user 
DL query: 
DL query: 
Figure 11 Active needs query Execution in Protégé  





6. Discussion  
Section 5, provides the evaluation of the Augmented Reality for Human Needs ontology 
for its correctness and completeness using the OOPS! Ontology Pitfall Scanner. Also 
presented is the evaluation of the ontology via the competency questions to check 
whether it provides answers to the queries it is meant to answer.  The evaluations show 
positive results. Using the OOPS! Ontology Pitfall Scanner, the tool pinpointed minor, 
important, and critical pitfalls which are fixed to improve the ontology. The charts in 
section 5.1, which compare the AR-HN ontology to major ontologies, show that it scored 
well in the Structural, and Functional dimensions. The usability dimension scan detected 
a high number of pitfalls caused by missing annotations. The completeness criteria 
contained many pitfalls as well. The consistency criteria returned one pitfall which is 
fixed. Addressing the pitfalls, the final ontology is much improved.  
Section 5.2 present the evaluation of competency questions. 17 individuals are 
created and 14 facts are declared; the Pallet (Incremental) reasoner returned 11 inferred 
facts. For such a small number of asserted facts, a total of 11 inferred facts is a promising 
result. The query results of the competency questions reflect correct inference and 
outcome, which proves that the ontology satisfies the related requirement.  
7.  Conclusion and Future work  
This research presents the conceptualization of an OWL vocabulary that defines the 
Augmented Reality for Human Needs class structure and relationships. The research 
details the development of the ontology based on the Methontology [24] and the ontology 
development guide [21]. The evaluation process for the verification and validation of the 
ontology is also presented. The augmented reality for human needs ontology shows 
promising evaluation results. It provides the vocabulary and concepts of relationships for 
further development of the conceptual model. As a future work and for additional 
development of the Augmented Reality for Human Needs ontology, the integration with 
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Abstract. Cross-cultural religious tourism is computational to promote cross-
cultural communication and understanding according to impression distance. Our 
motivation to implement   semantic search with an emotion-oriented context into the 
proposed system is to realize global tourism recommendations expressed in different 
cultures. The objectives of this paper are (1) to find the religious places by using the 
tour-  a  a c , (2)   a   ac      
same culture but also in the different cultures with the tourist  a  a c  
calculations. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of 
this method. 
Keywords. Cross-cultural, Impression distance, Religious, Tourism.  
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, from a quantitative perspective, and in general terms, Tourism Industry is 
one of the economic sectors that is growing increasingly all over the world, according to 
the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)[1].  Low-cost travels make 
new tourism industry. In several globalized social phenomena, people across the world 
can easily exchange ideas and values whether they are environmental, technological, 
cultural, or economic settings. Consequently, this exchange has enabled the circulation 
of massive knowledge amongst people to understand one another better and this has 
hugely boosted tourism. 
We aim to recognize an emotional context in religious places. We provide a function 
for tourists to find impressions for tourist places. Numerous studies have proposed 
various methods for information retrieval using “Kansei” and semantic computing. 
Semantic computing is an important approach to analysis and information retrieval. The 
function using emotion finds the essential features related to an impression context, 
assisting tourists to find the desired places. The described of the Mathematical Model of 
Meaning (MMM) [2] [3] for emotion-based information retrieval and emotional based 
retrieval system. MMM has proposed a meta-database knowledge system with a new 
search method of semantic associative [2] [3]. In those studies, semantic-searching in 
sensibility and measuring the impression were realized in semantic spaces. In the 
Mathematical Model of Meaning [2] [3] [4] [5], an orthogonal semantic space is created 
                                                          
1 Corresponding Author, Graduate School of Media and Governance, Keio University, Shonan Fujisawa 


















for semantic associative search. In the impression distance in semantic search system, 
our method is using a vector space and  realizes  calculations on  relationships between 
place-data mapped in semantic space and emotion. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the overview of our impression 
distance search system for cross-cultural religious tourism and its key technologies. 
Section 3 shows the implementation of a prototype system. Section 4 presents our 
experimental results of the implemented prototype system, and the conclusion and future 
work in section 5.  
2. Impression Distance Search System 
This paper proposes cross-cultural religious tourism, with computations for promoting 
cross-cultural communication and understanding according to impression distance. Our 
motivation to implement a semantic search with emotion-oriented contexts is to make 
global tourism recommendations expressed in different cultures. The objectives of this 
paper are (1) to find the religious places by using the tourist  a  a c , (2)  
find similar religious places not only in the same culture but also in the different cultures 
that have the same  . 
2.1 Creation of Kansei Spaces  
A Kansei space of religious tourism is connected for impression distance. A Kansei 
vector space K is created as p+4 dimensions by the impression which expresses religious 
place name, image, latitude, longitude, and p impression words of religious tourism as 
shown in Figure 1. The matrix is defined as Kensei vector space Ki , when i define cultural 
(i=1, 2, 3,..m). In the row, vector data 𝑇 𝑗 1, 2, … , 𝑛  composed and their impressions 

















Figure 1. A Kansei-Tour Vector Space 
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2.2 Cosine Similarity 
Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two non-zero vectors of an 
inner product space. This similarity measurement is particularly concerned with 
orientation, rather than magnitude. In short, two cosine vectors that are aligned in the 
same orientation will have a similarity measurement of 1, whereas two vectors aligned 
perpendicularly will have a similarity of 0. If two vectors are diametrically opposed, 
meaning they are oriented in exactly opposite directions (i.e. back-to-back), then the 
similarity measurement is -1. Often, however, cosine similarity is used in positive space, 
between the bounds 0 and 1. Cosine similarity is not concerned, does not measure, 
differences is the magnitude and is only a representation of similarities in orientation ([6] 
[7]). 
 
The Cosine similarity measurement begins by finding the cosine of the two non-zero 
vectors. This can be derived using the Euclidean dot product formula which is written 
as: 
 
 cosA B A B T  
 
 
























In other words, the cosine of the angle between two vectors is the inner product of 
the vectors, after they have been normalized to unit length. If A and B are frequency 
vectors for impressions, a higher relate impression will have a long vector and a rarely 
relate impression will have a short vector, yet the impression might be synonyms. Cosine 
captures the idea that the length of the vectors is irrelevant; the important thing is the 
angle between the vectors. The cosine rang   1   c     
c  (   180 )  +1      a  c  (   0 ). 
W   c  a  a  (   90 ),  c   . W  a  
impression vectors, which necessarily cannot have negative elements, the cosine cannot 
be negative, but weighting and smoothing often introduce negative elements. 
 
3. Implementation of a prototype system 
To recognize an emotion context, the impression distance search system realizes a 
function for the users to express their impressions, such as interesting, clam, elegant, etc., 
for religious tourism places in the same culture or different cultures. This function finds 
  a  a  a    c ,  a    impression of 
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the religious place queries. The overview of this system is shown in Figure 2. This system 
consists of 3 processes: (a) Data aggregation, (b) Space creation and integration and (c) 




Figure 2. System overview and operating procedure. 
 
 (a) Data aggregation 
In the process, we apply information on the religious places by using digital documents 
and traveler reviews from 48 travel websites. Then we using text mining, such as tf idf  
to filtering and frequently words, to find impressions of the places. Moreover, the images 
of the places have been used to find the meaning of the places.  
(b) Space creation and integration 
After that, we select useful data to create impression space and media space and 
integrated both spaces into semantic space. 
  
(c) Data retrieval and querying 
We use cosine similarity to find the places that have the same impression or close to in 
the same culture or different culture by ranking.. 
 
4. Experiment results 
To clarify the feasibility and applicability of our method, we have implemented our 
impression distance search system for temple datasets. In experimental study, we use 10 
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Thailand temples located in Bangkok area, 10 Japan Temples located in Tokyo area,10 
Finland churches located in Helsinki area and 13 emotion contexts as dataset. We set 
retrieved result by ranking that can be (1) show the Thailand temples /Japan temples 
/Finland churches by using emotion context, (2) show the temples in the same religious-
cultures that has the same emotion context and (3) show the temples in the other two 
different religious-cultures that have the same emotion context by queries.  
4.1 Experiment 1  
10 Thailand temples were collected and people were asked to judge the implied emotion 
of each temples. Table 1 is the result of impression words were extracted for Thailand 
temples. We also calculated the precision and recall to evaluate the retrieval performance 
of our method (illustrated in Table 2). The total precision is 63% and the total recall is 
72%. 
 
Table 1. Experimental results of emotion detection for 10 Thailand temples 
 
C1= interesting, C2 = mysterious, C3 = rural-like, C4 = relaxed, C5 = calm, C6 = unique, C7 = 
elegant, C8 = precious, C9= faithful, C10 = historical, C11 = quiet, C12 = bustling, C13 = 
commonplace. 
Detected emotion means implied emotion of religious places which were detected by our system 
 
Table 2. Retrieval performance for Thailand temples 
 
 
 To start with Thailand culture, we c    a  ca , a  
ac  a  Wa  A , S a  T a   Ja a  a  Wa  P  a  S a  T ai to 
F a  a  Wa  S a , shown in Figure 3.  
 The impression distance search system shows the result of Thai temples that relate 
to this impression by queries. As shown in Figure 4, the closest to the impression of 
ca  a  Wa  B a ab , Wa  T a  a  Wa  S a  a  a  0.6  
similari . O    a , Wa  P  a  0.2 a  a       ac  
to visit if the tourist wants to calm.  
id
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13
1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.4
2 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1
3 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1
4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4
5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2
6 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
7 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.1
8 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.2
9 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.4
10 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.1
Precisio
n (%) 100 75 42.9 62.5 50 100 50 80 50 60 57.1 57.1 40 63.43
Recall 
(%) 85.7 60 75 100 75 100 50 66.7 33.3 75 66.7 80 66.7 71.85
F1 0.92 0.67 0.55 0.77 0.6 0.29 0.5 0.73 0.4 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.5
Average
Detected Emotion
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13
Precision 
(%) 100 75 42.9 62.5 50 100 50 80 50 60 57.1 57.1 40 63.43
Recall (%) 85.7 60 75 100 75 100 50 66.7 33.3 75 66.7 80 66.7 71.85








Figure 4.T a a   b  c a  . 
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 Figure 5 shown Thailand temples that give the tourist feeling the same emotion as 
Wa  A  a  a     Wa  A  well and want to find the other 
temples in Bangkok that given the same impression with, this system give you the 










Figure 6. Japan t  b  a   Wat Pho  impression. 
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 Figure 7. shows F a  C c  a  a   a   a  Wa  S a . 
Even though Finland churches and Thailand temples are not the same religion, this 




Figure 7. Search results of Finland churches in the same impression a  Wa  S a . 
 
4.2 Experiment 2  
In a similar way, an experiment was done with Japan temples. The detail results of 
temples retrieval are shown in Table 3. The precision and recall of information retrieval 
are shown in Table 4. The total precision is 70% and the total recall is 68%. 
 
Table 3. Experimental results of emotion detection for 10 Japan temples 
 
C1= interesting, C2 = mysterious, C3 = rural-like, C4 = relaxed, C5 = calm, C6 = unique, C7 = elegant, 
C8 = precious, C9= faithful, C10 = historical, C11 = quiet, C12 = bustling, C13 = commonplace. 
Detected emotion means implied emotion of religious places which were detected by our system 
 
Table 4. Retrieval performance for Japan temples 
 
id
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13
1 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.1
2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.3
3 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.1
4 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.2
5 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.1
6 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3
7 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3
8 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.1
9 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.1
10 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.1
Precisi
on (%) 100 40 40 100 100 100 33.33 28.57 100 75 60 75 60 70.15
Recall 
(%) 66.67 40 50 100 62.5 100 25 50 75 60 50 100 100 67.63
0.8 0.4 0.44 1 0.77 1 0.29 0.36 0.86 0.67 0.55 0.86 0.75
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 Average
Detected Emotion
Precision 
(%) 100 40 40 100 100 100 33.33 28.57 100 75 60 75 60 70.15
Recall (%) 66.67 40 50 100 62.5 100 25 50 75 60 50 100 100 67.63
C11 C12 C13 AverageC6 C7 C8 C9 C10C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
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 This experiment from the Japanese site, shows the Japanese temples by using an 
emotion context and using Japan temples. In addition, by select Japan temples will show 
Thailand temples and Finland churches that have the same impression distance. Figure 8 










Figure 9. Japan t   a  . 
 
 Figure 10  Ja a  T  a  a   a   c   M  
 a  T a a   a  a   a   a  T   









Figure 11. Thailand temples similarity with T  . 
 
 





Figure 12. Finland churches similarity with Ya  . 
4.3 Experiment 3  
The similar tasks were done with Finland Churches as well. The detail results of emotion 
detection are shown in Table 5. In addition, the precision and recall were calculated as 
Table 6. The total precision is 61% and the total recall is 75%. 
 
Table 5. Experimental results of emotion detection for 10 Finland churches 
  
C1= interesting, C2 = mysterious, C3 = rural-like, C4 = relaxed, C5 = calm, C6 = unique, C7 = elegant, 
C8 = precious, C9= faithful, C10 = historical, C11 = quiet, C12 = bustling, C13 = commonplace. 
Detected emotion means implied emotion of religious places which were detected by our system 
 
Table 6. Retrieval performance for Finland churches 
 
 
 Figure 13 shown the keyword in impressions and Finland churches that have been 
selected. The   historical     F  14. 
 
id
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13
1 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1
2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.1
3 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2
4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.1
5 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.2
6 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2
7 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3
8 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4
9 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3
10 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2
Precisio
n (%) 80 60 50 42.9 75 80 80 66.7 40 66.7 42.9 50 60 61.09
Recall 
(%) 66.7 75 100 100 60 100 80 80 50 66.7 75 50 75 75.26
0.73 0.67 0.67 0.6 0.67 0.89 0.8 0.73 0.44 0.67 0.55 0.5 0.67
C11 C12 C13 Average
Detected Emotion
C6 C7 C8 C9 C10C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Precision 
(%) 80 60 50 42.9 75 80 80 66.7 40 66.7 42.9 50 60 61.09
Recall (%) 66.7 75 100 100 60 100 80 80 50 66.7 75 50 75 75.26








Figure 14. Finland Churches  historical  impression. 
 
Finland Churches that have the same impression  T a    
in Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows the Thailand temples that have the same emotion 
a c  a  Ka   and Figure 17 Show Japan temples that have the same 















Figure 17. Japan temples with emotion a c  a  Sa a a  . 
5. Conclusion  
This paper proposed the impression distance search system for cross-cultural religious 
tourism by presenting a variety of emotional responses from different cultures. We have 
described the main features of our research: (1) a culture-dependent metadata extraction 
method function for cross-cultural religious analysis and search. (2) a cross-cultural 
computing mechanism to represent the variety of emotional tourism interpretations from 
different religious-cultural with impression. As future work, we will extend the number 
of various application systems integration with symbolic essences database to improve 
cross-cultural tourism experiences with cultural color-analysis methodology [8].  
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C ce a a  f A a  Cab  
C e  Fa g e R  A e e   
 
e  I e 1, Ba  B be , Daha a a e A a ha a d E f e g e  Ka e  
   School of Engineering Science, Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology, 
Lappeenranta, Finland 
 
Ab ac .  A e  a e f g ea  a ce  he a a  ec . W h he 
c ea e  c e c a  a  a e , a e  e e e a f gh  c e . A a  
d  cab  c e e be  a e faced h g e e, g  h f  
a d g g h . The h f  e  ca e  fa g e f  f gh  c e . Fa g e 
 f c ca  a ce  he a a  d . De e d g  he h ca  a d 
ch g ca  fa g e, e c   c  e  a ea . The e a e a be  f 
a ache   he a a  d   e e  fa g e. Whe  e  d e  a e 
e a ed, he e a e fe  d e  e a e  he ge e a , a d a a  c e  
fa g e ea  b h  a d cab  c e  a e. The e a h  be ee  cab  
c e  fa g e- -fa g e  a age e  e , e  fa g e-ca g fac , 
  a a  fa g e, a d c e a e e  a e -e e . H e e , 
a  d ff c e  a e e c e ed  ea g he cab  c e  fa g e e e  
a d ea e e  a d a e f e  b ec e a d  e ab e. The ef e, he a  f 
h  d    c ea e a c ce  a   be eg a ed  he a a  cab  c e  
fa g e  a e e  a ca  de g  a d e e a   de   a e a  
a c ehe e fa g e  a e e   f  he a a  d .  
Ke d . Fa g e, A e Cab  C e , Fa g e R  Ma age e  S e , 
FRMS, Fa g e A e e , Fa g e A e e  T   
1. I d c  
Fa g e  a g he ace ha a d  ha  affec  e ee hea h a d afe  [1]. The 
I e a a  C  A a  O ga a  (ICAO) def e  fa g e a  A h g ca  
a e f d hed e a   h ca  e f a ce e a , f  a ee  , 
e e ded a e e , c cad a  ha e, a d /  ad e a g  e a  a d /  
h ca  ac  ha  ca  da age a e '  a e e  a d ca ab   a a e  
e f  afe  e a ed e a a  d e  [2]. 
Fa g e affec  he a a  d  a  e  a  a  b e  a ea . A  e f he 
afe  a  e , he a a  d  eed   ac e  a age he ha a d  ha  
affec  afe  [3]. Va  ga a  ha e ade e ec e da  f  fa g e 
a age e . F gh  d  e a  (FTL) a e ff c a  e ea ed b  e a a  
a h e   de   ed ce a d c   f fa g e. S a , e g de e  a e 
b hed b  ICAO   a d c b e  he a a  d . Ne  e  ha e 
a  bee  ed b  he Fede a  A a  Ad a  (FAA) a d he E ea  
A a  Safe  Age c  (EASA) [4]. 
 
1 C e d g A h , e  e , Sch  f E g ee g Sc e ce, La ee a a-Lah  U e  f 
Tech g , La ee a a, F a d; E- a : e .ce @ de . .f  
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M e ha  70% f a a  acc de  a e ca ed b  h a  e  [5]. Va  acc de  
 he a a  d ha e def ed fa g e- e a ed fac  a  e f he a  ca e  f 
a a  acc de . W h 24/7 f gh  e a ,  a d f gh  c e  e  h  ha  
fa g e  a  a  b e  a d ca e  a  ea  4-8% e bac   h  ec  [6]. 
  The e a e a  fac  ha  ca e fa g e, c d g c a  a d fa  a  
ead g  ee  a d c cad a  ce e  affec g ee  e  a d a e e  [7]. 
A h gh cab  c e  a d  a e e a a ed  a a  a  h  he a a  
ec ,  a d ad a e  g f ca  be ee  cab  c e  a d . Wh e 
he a  ad f a   he a e- ff a d a d g age , he ad f he 
cab  c e  c e  d g he f gh . The fa g e  e a ed  cab  c e  ha     
ga ed he eeded a e   e ea ch [8]. 
I  h  c e , h  e ea ch a  a e   e a e he fa g e  a age e  
f a a  cab  c e . Th  e ea ch e e  Fa g e a d Fa g e R  Ma age e  
S e  (FRMS)  a a  ec , effec  f fa g e a d e  f   c ea e  f  
cab  c e , a eg e  a d a ache  a a ab e f  ed c g he cab  c e  fa g e, 
a d de  a a ab e f  fa g e a e e   f gh  c e  (  a d cab  c e ). 
F a , h  e ea ch e e  a fa g e a e e  de  ec f ca  de e ed f  
fa g e  a age e  f a a  cab  c e . F g e 1 de c be  b ef  he e ea ch 





2. Re a ed d e  
2.1. Definition of fatigue 
Fa g e  a a e f fee g h ch ca  be h ca , e a   b h a d   c de ed 
a  a a g ha  a e    ab e  cha ac e e b  fee  ac ada ca , e ha ed, 
a d ed. I   c de ed a  he ac  f e e g  a d a   d d a  a d   
ab e  e f  ac e  d g . I   de c bed a  he eed f  ee . Fa g e ca  
a  c de h e  f b ea h a d ea e   c e . I   c de ed a  a 
c a  a d   ece a  f  a  d d a   c de  fa g e a  a  a d  
F g e 1: Re ea ch e h d 
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  a d ea e [15]. I  c a  f fa g e, a  e e  ca  e , a    a 
 f a  d ea e . 
2.2. Types and factors of fatigue  
Fa g e c de  he fac  h ch a e ca eg ed  h ee fac : fe e fac , 
h ca  hea h c d , a d e a  hea h e . The fe e f fa g e c de  
e e e c g fa g e beca e f ac e  e h ca  e e , ac  f h ca  
ac e , b ed , e a  e , e e gh , a d g a c h   eg a  ba . I  
ca e f h ca  hea h, c d  ca e  a e a, a h , f b a g a, ea g 
d de , ca ce , d abe e  a d a  e. Me a  hea h c d  a  ead  
fa g e a d he c   f fa g e a e a e , de e  a d ea a  
affec e d de  [13].  The e fac  f fa g e e    e gh ee , ee  a ea, 
a e a, de e , h h d , e aded caffe e, a d d abe e  a  e 
c  e a e . 
Fa g e e e a  ha e h ee a  d de ; h e e , each e '  a  a  
a . Ma  ac  a   he ab   a  a  ac , Af e  he ac  a ed, 
he e   ea  ed; a d he e   e a  ed  ha  d ff c  
c ce a g a d e e be g  a   c e e a  ac . I   h gh  ha  he 
ca e f fa g e a  be  a  f  de e d g  he a e. Fa g e ca  be 
c a f ed a  e a  a d h ca  fa g e [5, 6, 9]. 
Me a  Fa g e- A e h  ca  be de  e  f  a g e a  e e e ce 
e a  e ha . I  ca  a e  fee  e he ed a d e a  e ha ed, a d  
ee  ha   e b e  a d b e  ca  be ha d ed e . Me a  
fa g e affec  c g e e f a ce. I  add , ee  de a  a d he  hea h 
fac  affec  e a  fa g e [29]. Me a  fa g e  c de he h ca  a  
e  a  e a   [14]. The e a  g  a e e , de e , a e , 
e e e , d ead fee g, ac  f a , d ff c  c ce a g a d 
h e e e  fee g.  
Ph ca  g  c de b d  ache , achache , cha ge  a e e,   ga  
f e gh , c ea e  e . Ph ca  Fa g e  a  c e fa g e. I  c de  he 
h ca  ab  f c e  ha  a e  ab e  e f  a  f  a e a  
e d [28]. I  de e d   he e e  f d d a  h ca  f e  [27]. The  
f h ca  fa g e c de b d  ache, headache, a d ed e . Whe  a  d d a   
 ab e  e f  he a  a d c e he ,   a  f fa g e. The 
 c   c de e a  d de , ac  f a , ab , 
ea g d de , e    f a e e a d a [14]. Me a  fa g e ca  affec  
 f  h - e   g- e . Th   e e ed h a a e e  [28]. 
2.3. Effects of fatigue 
Fa g e effec   a  d ffe e  a  a  he ace,  affec  e ee  a 
ega e a . Lac  f ee  ab e a e   c e e he   e. Fa g e ha  
a  effec   h ca  a d c g e f c  f a  d d a . The fa g e g e  
 c  a d e  a  h g ca  cha ge  ha  cc  bef e a d 
d g echa ca  fa e. C g e f c  d de   a g g b c hea h 
b e . Ph ca  e e c e    be g d f  hea h a d he   ed ce he  
f a  ca d a c a  a d g d ea e  [10]. 
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I  he a  d  e a a , g hea  e  d g f gh  ca e 
h ca  a  e  a  e a  fa g e  a  d d a . I  ac   he  e f ed, 
beca e f fa g e a d d c  ca  dec ea e. C  g e  ca e 
fa g e a  e  a  g  gh  h f   g e e h  a  dec ea e  
e f a ce.  I ff c e  ee  ca  ead  a dec e  d c . I  fac , h  a  
c  e e  h a d  f d a  e each ea  [11]. I a e f ca e  
b  f d a   da age a d ee  d de  each ea , h ch ca  ead  h ghe  
ed ca  c . Fa g e ca  affec  a e '  h ca  a d e a  ab   e f  a 
g e  a . E ec a  h e h  e  h he e e   he  a e a  c  
a g e e h   ha d. The e  f fa g e ca  be a d,   ca  be he e  
f c a e effec  af e  ee   h  f a a  ab . Fac  a e   
c de a   a a  d   h  e ec  a e: 
 
x Age: I   a  a  fac  f  age- e a ed d a c a . I  he a a  
d , f gh  c e  e d  fa  a ee  a e h age. Th   a c a  
c  f  a e f g ea  [3][55].  
x Caffe e, c e, a d a c h : The effec  f caffe e  a  f d  a d 
be e age  ch a  c ffee, ch c a e, ea, e e g  d  a  f  e   
e . The effec  f caffe e, h ch    ha e a  effec   a e , 
 e  effec e f  e, h e f  he    eg g b e. Caffe e a e  
he b a . A c h  a e   fee  ee . N c e  a a  fac   
c  a e  [3][56].  
x S ee  d de : S ee  a   a  a  fac  affec g fa g e. S ee  
d de  ca  c b e  he f a  f fa g e. F gh  c e  a e a  ec a  
 f ee  d de  d e  h f   e  [3][28].  
x E e a  Fac : Ma  fac  ch a  gh , e a d e g a ea  
affec  ee . S ee g  he da    ea e . Re g ace  a e e  
a  f  f gh  c e . F  e a e, ad  a  a d he h e  a  
ca e e, h ch a  affec  e  d g a a   a h e  af e  a f gh  [3]. 
3. Fa g e  a age e   a a  d  
A  a   a c e  e  ha  c de  a c e , e c ec ed, d b ed 
e  f h a  e a , ced e  a d ech g ca  e  [38]. M e 
ca e  f  a d e e    fac  e a ed  a a  h d be 
a a ed  a  eg a ed e a c a e  [37]. F gh  a d d  a  a d 
a c a ed e  c d  a e ad a  a   a age fa g e. C e a  
eg a  d   a e  acc  he e ac  be ee  ee   a d c cad a  
h h . Ne  e h d  eed  be de e ed  de a d he ca a e  f he 
edece  ead g  e  e e  a d acc de  [40]. I  a- ec e e  ch 
a  c e c a  a a  e a , ec -c ca  e  a d c de  a e 
ed c ab e, c , a d a e  a ce f e g da a. 
Fa g e R  Ma age e  S e  (FRMS)  def ed a  da a-d e  a d 
c e f ca  ba ed, h ch de f e  ga a a  ced e  a d ced e  f  
c g fa g e   a a  e a  a d e ab e  c  g a d 
a age e  f ec   a c a ed h e  [3]. I  FRMS, he  eed  be 
a a ed  de e e f f gh  c e  fa g e  a c b g fac  [53]. I  he 
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e a e, f gh  fa g e  a g f ca  a d g- e  b e   he a a  a  
d  [54]. T  e he effec  f fa g e- e a ed e , a c e   ade, a d 
ea e e  a e e a a ed e d ca  [22]. 
3.1. The principles for fatigue management 
F  h gh-  d e  ch a  ae a c  a d ed c e, 24-h  e ed  
 a da   e ca e  he e   ece a , a d he e d e  a e   
ca  h ghe  ec   a c a ed h fa g e [15]. A  a ed  he ICAO 
def , he e a e f  ba c c e f c c e   be a aged [16]: 
x Sc e f c c e 1: S ee  
Fa g e  a c a ed h ac  f ee   ee  de a  [20]. I    
ha  g d a  ee  ha  a g f ca  ac   h a  hea h a d e ee 
e f a ce de e d g  he a  f ee , g h  a d de  [26]. 
E ec a  h f  e  a e e e ab e  e f a ce a d hea h effec  
ch a  ee  de a , a g e  f c cad a  h h  [27]. Acc d g 
 e h g ca  c d , he e a e  e  f ee : Ra d e e 
e e  (REM) a d N -Ra d e e e e  (NREM) [22]. 
9 Re : Ra d e e e e  (REM) ee  acc  f  a a e  
25% f ee  e [9]. REM ee     be a c a ed h 
g- e  a ea , h ea , a d e e e h e a [25]. 
9 N -Re : N -REM ee   d ded  h ee age  de e d g  
he cha ac e c  f b a  a e . S age 1 e e e  gh e  ee  
a d cc  a  he a  f  b   ee . 
Th  age  ge e a  he e  f f e e  a a  ca ed b  ee  
d de  ch a  ee  a ea, e d c e e   ee ,  
g. S age 2   a  de a e ee  a d d a e  he ee  
age  h 50% f he a  ee  e. S age 3,  a  dee  ee , 
 ca ed - a e ee  (SWS) [23][24]. 
 
x Sc e f c c e 2: S ee   a d ec e   
Effec  ch a  c g e ea g, a e , e  a d c ea ed e e 
e a d e  a e  d e  ee  de a  e a g ea   e ec a  f  he 
a a  a d ed ca  ec . W e   he a a  d  a e h ea e ed 
b  fa g e f  ee  . R  a e g ea e  b h  e  f c  a d  e  
f a e ge  ca g ca ac . The e g a  he Th ee M e I a d c ea  
e  a   1979; The Che b  c ea  d a e   1986; he 1986 
e  f he ace h e Cha e ge ; E  Va de     1989; 
K ea A  801    ha e bee  a  e b e f  fa g e  a  
acc de  ha  ed e ha  200 e e  a 1997 c a h. I  he e acc de ,  
 c ea  ha  de e g he ee  e e e  f e ee  ca  a e e e'  
e  a d  ca  a e e  [28-30]. I  he e ea ch f he 401 A  
a a  a d a c af  c e , 72% f he  e ed ha  he  f e  de  h gh 
b e  [18]. 
 
x Sc e f c c e 3: C cad a  effec  
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The e  "C cad a ", d ced b  Ha be g  1959,  a f c a  
c ed b  he b d '  24-h  b g ca  c c  [34]. I  affec  g g 
h  a d c cad a  h h   a a  e a  [35]. C cad a  h h  
c de  e e e b d  f c  c de b d  e e a e, h e 
ec e , d ge , h ca  a d e a  e f a ce, d a d he  [40]. 
The effec  f C cad a  h h , h e effec   a e e , h g , a d 
b ec e fa g e e e e ce a e   ea   he af e  (da ) a d 
e  he g  ea  g (a  gh ) [33]. 
 
x Sc e f c c e 4: W ad  
The I e a a  A  T a  A c a  (IATA) e ea  ha  c e  e d  
 a  a  ca  c ea e he be  f a e ge   8.2 b  b  2037. 
Ma  cc a a  g   he a a  ec  eed g- e  a g. 
The ef e, he e e  g  he a a  d  a e g 
e e. E ee  a  fee  ed d e  he c ea ed ad [4]. 
Fa g e, h ch ad e e  affec  he bab  f e e d c g afe 
e f a ce  a d ac , ha  bee  f d  be a c b g fac   
acc de , e , a d dea h [3]. ICAO def e  ad a  e a  a d 
h ca  ac . E ee  e d  e e e ce h ca  a d e a  fa g e 
d e  eg a  g h , g f gh  e , e e cha ge , a d a  
ha  c e e be   c e e h  a ce a  e d f e [39].  
3.2. Fatigue management approaches for aviation cabin crew 
Fa g e a age e  efe   e h d  b  h ch Se ce P de  a d e a a  
e e  add e  he ec  effec  f fa g e. I  ge e a , FAA (Fede a  
A a  Ad a ), NTSB (Na a  T a a  a d Safe  B a d), ICAO 
S a da d  a d Rec e ded P ac ce  (SARP ) a d ca e ga a   
d ffe e  a ache   de f  a d e he e f fa g e  a a  c de  a d 
acc de , f  e a e: 
 
x F  f a , he d  c e  h he f gh  a d d  e   
acc da ce h he e  e  b  he eg a  a d a age  fa g e ha a d  
g e g Safe  Ma age e  S e  (SMS) e a   de f  he  
e  f ha a d  a d e e   
x Fa g e  def ed a  a ega  ha a d  he d , a FRMS a ed b  he 
eg a   de e ed a d e e ed 
x The f gh  c e   f ed ab  h  b ec  a d e a ed a g  a e 
ga ed 
x The effec  ca  be ea ed b  de e g fa g e a e e  ech e , a d 
c a e  ca  e f  c -be ef  a a  [4][44][45][46].  
 
I  e a   he e a ache , FRMS ha e  e e  fea e  f  e ee . 




x V g a ce ha  affec  h ca , e a  e f a ce a d c a  fe h d be 
e a ed  a  a ec  a d c d , a d c d  ca  be ded f  
ade a e ee  
x Me a  a d h ca  ac e  a d ee  a age e  (fa g a ee  a d 
d a c ) h c cad a  c c  effec  ca  be ed [31][32][33] 
x D e  he fa g e f he ad,  ca  be ed he he  he e ee 
ha  dec ea ed  h ca  a d e a  e f a ce 
x I  ca  be e e ed a  he ec   ed b  ea  e be  d e  fa g e 
[42][43][44]. 
 
Sec d, beca e fa g e  affec ed b  a  a g ac e  (   b de a d ), 
fa g e a age e  h d ha e a c  e b  a g eg a , e a  
a d c e  e be . 
3.3. Fatigue assessment for cabin crew 
FRMS e  ea g he fa g e, ee , e f a ce a d ad f he cab  
c e . Pe f a ce, ch h g ca  a d b ec e ea e e  ech e  a e 
ed [44][45]. 
3.3.1. Assessment methods 
The e   g e e h d f  de e g a d ea g fa g e . Beca e he e 
a e a  fac  a c a ed h fa g e, a d f he e, e  a   de e e he 
effec  f fa g e a d  ea e ee  c e  be de e ed ba ed  c e f c 
e ea ch. Mea e e   ca  be d ded  b ec e a d b ec e ( ch a  
e f a ce e  a d ch h g ca  e ). Each e f ea e e  ha   
e g h  a d ea e e . [44][45] 
 
x S bjec i e meas remen : De e d g  he g a  a d e a , f gh  
c e  a e e  ab  fa g e  fa g e e a ed e , c de  a d 
acc de , a d acc d g , e  ca  be a ed h gh g a . The 
c ec ed da a a e e a a ed, a d ea gf  e  a e b a ed. 
9 T a  f fa g e b  cab  c e  fa g e e  ( e fa g e 
e g e   e  a e e ) 
9 S e  f  cab  c e  
9 De e a  f b ec e fa g e a d ee e  e e  (Ka a 
ee e  ca e a d a  c  f he Sa  Pe e  ea ) [46]. 
 
x Objec i e meas remen : Pe f a ce a d ch h g ca  e  a e 
a ed  cab  c e   de e e he  a c a ed h fa g e. Te  
ch a  P ch  V g a ce Ta  (PVT), M -A b e Te  Ba e  
(MATB), a d O e a  Veh c e I e face Ta  (OVI) a e ed  cha ac e e 
fa g e [44]. The PVT e   a h gh- g a  ad e e - e e  ha  
d ce  a  e f a ce ea e  aga  ee  de a . F , he 
dece e a  f ee  de a  a d ee - e a ed e e , PVT e  b  
ea g he e ee'  c b    a d a  e ea  he e ac  
h he c cad a  e  a d ee  ce e  [44][45][46][47][48][49]. 
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3.4. Modeling  
O ga a  a d eg a  eed he a a  f da a  de f  he  ca e f 
fa g e. Beca e he  f  a e h ca ed e h d  be e  def e 24/7 e 
eg a  (WTA ), e a  c ea e afe , ed ce  e e , a d c ea e 
e a a  f e b  a d eff c e c . Va  de g e h d  a e ed f  be  
e . C e  de g ca  be ed   he effec  f he f gh  c e  a d 
c b e  he cha ge   e f a ce. The e a e f g c e c a  b -
a he a ca  de  (BMM ) ed f  fa g e ee  de a : 
 
x Fa g e A da ce Sched g T  (FAST) 
x The S ee , Ac , Fa g e a d Ta  Effec e e  (SAFTE) 
x Fa g e I de  T  (FIT) 
x S e  f  A c e  Fa g e E a a  (SAFE). 
 
F  e a e, Fa g e A d  I e D e (FAID) a d S e  f  A c e  Fa g e 
E a a  (SAFE) ca  de gh   he a  he ee  eg a  , 
de e d g  he d a  f ee  a d he e  a  ee g [47][48]. 
 
 





3.5. Fatigue risk management and mitigation 
Fa g e, ee  a  a  c ea g ec   b  he c e , eed  eg a  b  
g e e  a d e a . R e- f- e ce h  (HOS) a e e f he  c  
c  ce e , a d d e  he ea  c e f c  a d e  f e b , a b ade  
ec  a ach  e e g g, he Sec  a age e  e  (SMS).The ae ace 
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d , h ch  a  a  a  a d c ca  e e   e  f afe , e  c  
afe  e b  f  eg a , ac e , a d e ee  [50][51]. 
 
 
F g e 3: Fa g e cha e ge  a d  [46] 
3.6. Regulatory Responsibility and Industry Responsibility 
Reg a  ea  d g he f a e; e a   a age fa g e  ha   
e b e f  ach e g a  acce ab e a cab e afe  a d ec  e e . O e a  
a e e b e f  g a d a ag g fa g e ha a d , d g fa g e 
a age e  a g, a d a g a d e e g cab  c e  a d   
e f  he  d e  afe  [50][51]. O e a  h d be e b e f : 
x Ma g e ha  cab  c e  a e f ed a d d ced ab  FRMS 
x C ea g a  a a e g e e  
x E ab h e  f a  a a e e g echa  a d e c ag g f gh  
c e   e   fa g e e a ed e  ch a   f   f , e c. 
x Ma g e ha  e  f c e   ba ed  e a a  a a  
ga a  a d c  a a  ga a  eg a  
x Ma e e ha  d ca  f  a  e ceeda ce a e ac ed a FRMS 
x Ma g  a d e c ag g cab  c e   c b e  FRMS. 
 
I d d a  e b   
Cab  c e  h d be e b e f  
x F g he fa g e  a age e  c e  de e ed b  he d  
a d e a  
x De e g ee  a d e  a age e  ba ed  h f  a d d  d a , 
x Ma ag g he   fa g e e e  
x Pa c a g  a g a d ed ca  e a ed  fa g e  a age e  
ded b  he e a  
x Re g f a  e  a d cc e ce e a ed  fa g e a he c a  
e g e  [3][4][50][51]. 
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3.7. Fatigue assessment systems and tools in aviation industry 
F g a e fe  a  e a e  f  a d e  ha  a e  c e  e  he 
a a  d  f  fa g e a e e  a d a a . Figure 4  he e e e a  f 
FAST e face a g  c de a  he c e e ce  f ge   h  
aga  he a  f ee , e g  ee  de a  a d fa g e. 
 
F g e 5  a   f g e 4, e e e  fa g e a e e  a d a da ce b  
a a g ee  a e  a d h g he  e f a ce gh  be e . 
 
F g e 4: a  FAST e face [57] 




Figure 6 - e e e  a fa g e ca c a  h ch he   e f-e a a e ee  fa g e 
e e  a d c e  ea e  f  each e e . 
 
Figure 7  a  a  a a ab e  e. Th  e  e   f  e a d e  e d 



























Figure 8  EU f gh  e ca c a  a a ab e  he a  e. S a   he F gh  
d  a d e  ca c a  h  a  a e  f gh  e a d e  e a    de e e he 
e e  f fa g e a d he he  e e  a e f  f  d . 
 
Figure 9  c e  a e  a  a a ab e  a  e a e   d  e , ee  a g h , 
e a a   d ffe e  c e  d g a e  a  da a  de e e a  a a  a d 





F g e 6: Fa g e Ca c a  b  
E e ge  [58] 
F g e 7: Re  Ca c a  a a ab e  





F g e 8: EU FLT Ca c a , A a ab e  a e a  e  




Tab e 1. Fa g e Mea e e  Ma  
Fa g e 
Ca eg e  
HOW: I f e c g 
Fac  WHICH: S  
WHEN: I d ca  f 
Cab  C e  WHAT: T  Mea e  WHAT: Da a eeded WHAT: Tec g e /  a a ab e 
L fe e 
eg a  a c h  e d  e e , ed e  e  a e e  h gh b d e e, eg a  hea bea  
b d a e, e a e, 
b ea h a a  
e f b ea ha e , e a d b d 
e  
ac  f h ca  ac  c  ed e , h ca  a  Q c  e ha   c a  e , b ea h e e  
e ec ca  a  f he 
e e   
 a d e  ef e  e  f 
c e , e f- e  
e a  e  d g , ab e d e a  b ea d  eg a  b a / e a  ac   hea  a e, b ea h g e a  
d ffe e  PDA , e f ECG (e ec  
ca d  g a h) 
e e gh  b d  c e cha ge,  e  d ea e , e f-a h g  
a da d a  de   
c e  a e  b d  e gh , he gh   BMI (B d  Ma  I de ) 
h ca  e e  ed e ,  e e   e  a e e, c  e ha   
e f- e , he  ed ca  
fac  a  hea  a e, 
b ea h g a  
e ec ca  a  f he 
e e , e   c e  
a d ga e  
 a d e  ef e  e  f 
c e , e f- e  
Ph ca  Hea h 
c d  
a ae a a e , a, d e  ed e , e  a e e,  hae g b  a d  c   b d 
hae g b  c , ea  
c c a  e,  
c  
CBC (c e e b d c ) e  
a h   dec ea ed a ge f , a , ff e  
f c a , b d e  
h de a ce, ed e  
e e  f ,  f 
, b d e  
h ca  def ,  
da a, b d e  da a h ca  e a a , - a , b d e  
ea g d de  a d e gh  /ga ,  e  d ea e , e  h e f 
ea g a de e , he  
ch g ca  beha  a d 
e  
he gh , e gh , hea  a e, 
b d e e, da a   
a d a  
Ra g f A e a a d B a 
(RAB) e , ch g ca  a de e  
d abe c  f e e  a , b  , e e e fa g e e  he  d ea e ,  
ga  e e   b d, g c e 
e a ce 
g c e a d ga  e e , 
BMI (b d  a  de ) 
b d e  f  ga  a d g c e e e , 
G ca ed hae g b  (A1C) e , 
a e g e  a he , a , h e  f b ea h 
a fe ab e, ca e  
h d a ce  d e  a d  
a ea 
 e , b d e  
IgE ( g b  E e ) 
e e , a b d  c   
b d  
b d a d  e  
Me a  I e 
a e  e e , h e e a , ea e  
ed e , b ea h e e , 
e a  ab  
e f- e , ch e c 
da a 
e , Q&A, 
cha ac e c  f a e   
e a  a d h ca  e , b d a d 
e e , beha a  a de e  
de e  fa g e, e a ch , ad e  e a  ab ,  e 
e f- e , ch e c 
da a 
a  ca e/ h c a  da a, 
ed ca   e 
e a / h ca  e , b d/ e e , 
beha a  a de e  





4. Fa g e Mea e e  C ce  Ma  
 
S f a e de e e   a c e  e d ea . Whe  de g f  f e b e  
eed , he de  ha  be  ee  he eed  a d  ab e f  e a d b dge  
c a   e ec ed. T  a  a e a  he  de e g a ce  de :  
c e  a e a d f e a e. I   a   de e e he c e f he de . A de a ed 
ea e e  fa g e a   ade a  he f  e   def e he  f he c ce   
be de ed. Tab e 1 de  a c ehe e ea e e  a  f fa g e c d g 
fac , ,  ed  cab  c e , ea g ech e, da a eeded f  
ea e e . I  ha  bee  de e ed g he W*H de . A he  a  e   
 c ea e a cha ge a age e  ce   h   e f  he c e  a e  he 
f e a e. [59][60][61][62][63][64][65][66][67][68][69][70][71][75][76].  
 
4.1 Process model for fatigue measurement 
The ce  de   a f ed e  f he e e  h de a . The ga a   
e a ded b  de a g he a e  b  a e   he de a  a e a  he de ed e e . I   
e ec ed ha  he c e  d ff c e   be e  de d a d he de   be 
de g ed  e c e he e d ff c e . B e  ce  de g  ef  f  
def g, a a g a d de a g he de ed ce e  f he e a a  
e f a ce f a . F  a   ha  a e a a ab e  de  b e   
ce e , B ag  M de e   e ec ed f  h  d  [71[75]. 
A ce  de  ha  bee  c ea ed  de   f d  de  h ch c d  fa g e 
cc . Add a , he ce  a  he   de e e he  e e  f fa g e,  
e ea  ha  a e he a a ab e ea e e , a d  de f  a  a eg e  a d 
e h d   ga e  f eeded. The  a  fac   h  ce  de   
he e ec  f he a a e ea e e  e h d 
 
Process ie : B Ag  P ce  M de e  ( .b ag .c )  ed f  g a h c 
e e e a  f he f  ce . B Ag  M de e  de  fa  ce  
a a  ha    g a h ca  a d d a c e e . B Ag  P ce  M de e  
 a g a  ha  a    c ea e  f  d ag a  ( che e ) ha  a    
c ea e  d c . B Ag   he e e b e  ce  fec c e 
h gh d ffe e  c e . I  de  a  e a  ch a  c a ce h 
B e  P ce  M de  a d N a  (BPMN) a da d , e g  ea , a d 






F g e 10: BPMN d ag a  e e e g FRMS a e e  e h d  
 
 
The e   g e ea e e  e h d f  ea g fa g e. I  de   e f  
fa g e ea e e  f he f gh  c e , b ec e e  a e a ed ba ed  
e f a ce e  a d h ca  e . A  h   F g e 10, h  ce   
d ded  h ee d ffe e  e e . A  each e e ,    be de g ed a   c de 
d ffe e  de ce  a d ech e   ga he  e f a ce da a h ega d   a g ed 
a  a d  a  he da a  he e  e e    c ea e a d ec   ce . A  
e a e f ch a b ce  e   a ed  F g e 11. 
Da a ce  a e eeded f  FRMS g. I e ge  de ce  a d ed ca  
f c e c  e g ca  be ed f  h  e. I  he f  age,   a ed  be ab e 
 ac  he da a a b e a ca  a d ea ab e a che , d g a d af e  he 
f gh . Wea ab e ech g , h ch  e e ed f  a  d  f b ec  c a g he 
ech g  e ea ,  a  e ge  ach e h c g ca ab e . Wea ab e 
ech g  c a g e ec c c e  ch a  e , ca e a , 
c h e  a d e b a d  ha  a  a  f e d f a ca   a  ec  [73]. 
S a  a che  a e e ec ed  bec e e e  e a   he ea  f e. W h he 
e  fea e  e ec ed  a a che , e a ed da a ca  be a f ed  a 
e ab e c ca   f  ed hea h g. Hea  a e, b d ge a , 
dee  ee  g a d ef e  ea e e  ca  be d e h a  de ce  a d 




a d he gh - e gh  de  ca  be a ed f  he e d c a da  ed ca  e  f 
he cab  c e  [17][74]. 
I  he ec d age,   a ed  a e ea e e  f ed ca  f c e c  e  
ch a  b d e , e e  a d he gh - e gh  de  a d  acce  he ec ded da a a  
eeded. F g e 12 e e  he c ehe e fa g e  a e e  e h d g  
a d he e   be ed  he f e f  a a  cab  c e . 
 
 
F g e 11: BPMN d ag a  e e e g S b-P ce  
 
     R  a age e   e f he a  f afe  a age e  e . Da a 
c ec  a d a a  a e a  f  a e g he  f fa g e. I  F g e 12, a 
c ehe e fa g e  a e e  e h d g   ed, c b g da a-
d e  a a  a d a e e  ech e . The e a e h ee a  a  f h  
e h d g : c ec g a  f a  a d da a, e a a g he e  a d 
ca c a g he  a e. 
 
 
F g e 12: A C ehe e fa g e  a e e  e h d g  
 
5. C c  
Safe  a  a  a  e  he a a  d. I  e a   h , a e  eed a 




a  fac  ha  ca e fa g e a d fa g e  a . Fa g e  a e e  
a d a age e    add e ed  a c ehe e a e  f  cab  c e  e be . 
I  h  d , f , he def  f fa g e  e a ed, a d e a ed c ce  a e 
c a f ed. Fac  affec g fa g e, e  f fa g e, ca e  f fa g e, h  fa g e  
a age e   eeded, e h d  f ea g fa g e, a d he e b e  f 
 a d e ee   ed ce fa g e  a e d c ed. 
Acc d g  he e ed e ea che  he e   c ehe e a d eg a ed 
echa  h ch c e h ca , ch g ca  a d c a  a a e e   de e e 
cab  c e  fa g e e e . The ef e, a c ce  a   c ea ed  each a 
c ehe e  a e e  . Wh e c ea g he f  cha , ea ab e 
ech g   be ded  he cab  c e  ea   acce   ea - e f a  f 
he e e   ea e he  ga ed f c  a d  b a  e ab e da a. I  he 
f e h  ech g   be de e ed  e e ha  a  da a  acc a e a d ha  he 
ea e e  a e a ed f  ed c g he  f fa g e h acce ab e b ec e 
ea e e . 
I  a , h  d  ha  ded he f  e  a d  ach e g a a  
c b   f gh  afe  f  de g g feedbac  a d ea g echa , I  he 
f e e ea ch a  a e e  e h d  be de g ed a d e e ed a  a b e 
a  f  a c ehe e fa g e  a e e  e  a d e   e fa g e 
 a age e  f a a  cab  c e . 
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Abstract. Mental health, an essential factor for maintaining a high quality of life, is 
determined by one’s nutritional, physical, and psychological situations. Since 
mental health is influenced by multiple factors, a multidisciplinary approach is 
effective. Due to the complexity of this mechanism, most non-specialists have little 
knowledge and access to the related information. There are multiple factors that 
influence one’s mental health, such as nutrition, physical activities, daily habits, and 
personal cognitive characteristics. Because of this complexity, it can be hard for 
non-specialists to find and implement appropriate methods for improving their 
mental health. This paper presents the 2-Phase Correlation Computing method for 
interpreting the characteristics of each emotion/mental state, nutrients, exercises, 
life habits with a vector space. The vector space reflects the roles of 
neurotransmitters. The 2-Phase Correlation Computing extracts the information 
expected to be most relevant to the user’s request.  In this method, expert knowledge, 
characteristics of emotions, and mental states are defined in the “Requests” Matrix, 
and each stimulus into “Nutrients”, “Exercises”, and “Life Habits” Matrixes. 
“Nutrients”, “Exercises”, and “Life Habits” are expressed and computed to as 
“Stimuli”. In short, this method introduces logos to the chaotic world of decision 
making in mental health. 
Keywords. Mental health, combinatorial vector, 2-Phase Correlation Computing, 
neurotransmitters 
1. Introduction 
Mental health is a significantly important factor in the quality of life. It strongly affects 
one’s performance and subjective well-being. In 2015, the World Health Organization 
announced the Sustainable Development Goals, which are “a universal call to action to 
end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity” [1]. 
There are 17 goals, and Goal3; Good Health and Well-being is one of them. The World 
Health Organization has stated the importance of promoting mental health worldwide as 
well [2]. 
In this paper, we apply expert knowledge of mental health to our 2-Phase 
Correlation Computing. The fields of expert knowledge are neuroscience [3], psychiatry, 
and nutrition science [4]. We also present a knowledge base and database for realizing a 
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comprehensive ranking of various types of mental health solutions. The concept of the 
Mathematical Model of Meaning was applied for creating the metadata [5,6]. In the 
database, there are 3 types of mental health solutions based on expert knowledge, 
“Nutrients”, “Exercises”, and “Life Habits”. Based on neuroscience knowledge, we 
created the “Requests” matrix that enables comprehensive solution discovery from these 
multidisciplinary methods. The vector spaces of each matrix realize a semantic search 
function, expressing characteristics of the mental state numerically. The vector spaces 
are created based on previous studies showing the relations of stimuli and 
neurotransmitters. The solution ranking is based on scores that reflect the expected 
effectiveness of the information. 
Mental disorders are caused by brain dysfunction, which is triggered by the 
imbalance of neurotransmitters in the brain [3,4,7]. The brain can function normally if 
their balance is restored. Internal medicine has been used for this purpose. Selective 
Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs) such as Paxil, Prozac, and Zoloft suppress 
depression symptoms by eliminating the serotonin deficiency in the brain. 
Benzodiazepine anti-anxiety agents such as Librium, Barium, and Xanax inhibit 
excessive excitement of the brain by promoting the function of gamma-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) in the brain. GABA is an inhibitory neurotransmitter [4].  
The effectiveness of medicine has been proved. However, they have serious side-
effects, and long-term use develops tolerance, which can lead to addiction. To treat 
mental disorders, we have to restore the balance of neurotransmitters, and there are 
methods to realize this naturally without internal medicine [4].  
Orthomolecular medicine describes the practice of treating and preventing diseases 
by providing the body with optimal amounts of endogenous and naturally occurring 
substances such as vitamins, minerals, and amino acids. Within orthomolecular medicine, 
there is orthomolecular psychiatry, which is the use of orthomolecular medicine for 
treating mental disorders [8].  
Neuroscience is the scientific study of the nervous system. Numerous researches 
have proved the effectiveness of exercising in balancing brain functions, including 
neurotransmitters. The effectiveness of exercising in learning, managing stress, anxiety, 
depression, attention deficit disorder, addiction, hormonal changes, and aging has been 
proved [6]. There are also other life habits and activities that affect neurotransmitter 
secretion, such as insolation, meditation, taking naps, setting a deadline, and making a 
new challenge [3].  
Many technologies support the adoption of each type of solution in daily life. For 
example, many nutrition management applications, exercise supporting applications, and 
habit tracking applications have been developed. However, a holistic approach that 
restores the balance of the whole body is more effective for the improvement of a 
condition. This is difficult because of the complexity of related information. There has 
not been a calculation method that ranks the effectiveness of information on nutrients, 
exercises, and life habits comprehensively. 
This research realizes a novel calculation method that reflects the functions of 





2. The Methodology of Database Creation 
There are three steps for creating the database. Firstly, a vector space that reflects moods 
and mental states is created. This is the “Requests” Matrix. Secondly, vector spaces that 
reflect the effects of the stimulus on the mental state are created. They are the “Nutrients”, 
“Exercises”, and “Life Habits” Matrixes. Thirdly, a vector space that reflects the contents 
of websites that include information about stimuli is created. This is the “URLs” Matrix. 
The basic rules of this database are as follows: 
2.1. Vector Space Structure 
2.1.1. Origin Point 
 
The origin point in each stimulus matrix is where the stimulus has no significant relation 
with the neurotransmitter. 
 
2.1.2. Vector Normalization of Correlation Computing for Mental Health Analysis 
 
The goal of the vector normalization in this research is to express the actual mental health 
situation and make it possible to apply correlation computing to the normalized vector. 
In this method, 2-norm is used for the normalization with the minimum value, -2, and 
the maximum value 2. 
The method of creating stimuli vectors is inspired by concepts of neuroscience, 
especially the roles of neurotransmitters on mental health. The value 0 means no 
significant relation. Negative values mean negative relation in mental health situations, 
and positive values mean positive relation. One key aspect of this research is to create a 
method of this normalization for neurotransmitter levels associated with different mental 
conditions. This realizes a semantic space reflecting expert knowledge such as 
neuroscience, medicine, and nutritional science. 
The distance computing in this method consists of two phases. The first phase is 
calculating the inner product between the assumed neurotransmitter balance of particular 
mental states and stimuli. The second phase is calculating the inner product of 
information contained in websites and stimuli necessary for achieving the selected 
request. The value of this method is that it combines findings of various fields related to 
neurotransmitters and utilizes this metadata to find valuable information. 
 
2.2. System Structure 
 
A processing method with two inner product calculations is conducted in our system, 
which we refer to as “2-Phase Correlation Computing.” Figure 1 shows the process of 
2-Phase Correlation Computing in the system. The final calculation result of this 




Figure 1. The Algorithm of 2-Phase Correlation Computing 
    
As an input, the goal of the user is selected as a request. The “Requests” matrix 
consists of relations that are vectors reflecting the characteristics of each mental state. 
Characteristics of the mental states were numerically defined based on neuroscience 
knowledge and the concept of the Mathematical Model of Meaning (MMM) [5]. 
Semantic Search for finding personalized mental health information is realized with this 
method. 
Next, the inner product of the requested mental state and each stimuli matrix 
(“Nutrients”, “Exercises”, and “Life Habits”) is calculated. The calculation results are 
combined together and are transposed to form the combinatorial vector. The score of this 
calculation can be used to extract General Solutions. The first phase ends here. 
Finally, the inner product of the combinatorial vector and “URLs” matrix is 
calculated. The “URLs” matrix consists of vectors reflecting the information content of 
each website. The URLs include general information, service information, products, and 
instructions. Various kinds of media that help the user understand or implement each 
solution (stimuli) have been selected. The correlation value is the score. Finally, based 
on the score, the website URLs expected to be effective in achieving the selected request 
are shown as a ranking.  
Figure 2 shows the structure of each matrix. The method of vector creation in each 




Figure 2. Database Structure 
 
2.2.1. The “Requests” Matrix 
The Requests matrix is meta-data that corresponds to the relation of each mental state 
and neurotransmitters that cause it. The relation is defined based on descriptions in a 
publication on neuroscience [3]. 
The Requests matrix consists of 10 dimensions. They are adrenaline, acetylcholine, 
dopamine, endorphin, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), glutamine, glycine, 
melatonin, noradrenaline, and serotonin. “0” means that the state has no relation with the 
secretion of the corresponding neurotransmitter. “1” means that the state has a relation 
with the secretion of the corresponding neurotransmitter, and “2” means that it has a 
significant correlation. “–1” means that it has a negative correlation with the secretion of 
the corresponding neurotransmitter. These values are interpretations of statements from 
expert knowledge on neuroscience [3]. “Defensive motivation” is a motivation triggered 
by the defensive system of the brain, and “intrinsic motivation” is a motivation that 
occurs as a result of the reward system of the brain. An example of a Semantic Search 
with “intrinsic motivation” as a request is shown in chapter 4. 
2.2.2. The “Nutrients”, “Exercise”, and “Life Habits” Matrixes (Stimuli Matrixes) 
Each stimulus matrix consists of 10 dimensions. They are identical to the dimensions of 
the “Requests” matrix. The values reflect the relation of each stimulus and the secretion 
of neurotransmitters. Vector values of nutrients [4,10,11,12], exercises [7], and life 
habits [3,13,14,15,16] are determined based on previous studies. 
In the “Exercises” matrix, based on a control experiment that studied the effect of 
exercising on depression patients, the exercise “aerobics (high dose)” means that the sum 
of the kilocalories consumed in a week is [17.6× (#$%&'()*	,-$'ℎ/)]. The exercise 
named aerobics (low dose)” means that the sum of the kilocalories consumed in a 
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week is [17.6× (#$%&'()*	,-$'ℎ/) × 0.45]. Intense exercise that raises the heart rate 
is proved to be more effective in preventing anxiety [7].  
2.2.3. The “URLs” Matrix 
URL matrix is a metadata of the websites that would be shown as suggestions. 90 
websites are registered. Websites that include information on the stimuli were chosen 
manually. The URL matrix has the information of each stimulus in “Nutrients”, 
“Exercises” and “Life Habits”. Various types of media are included so that the user can 
choose based on his/her needs. This matrix is a meta-data showing what stimuli data the 
websites include. The cost is also included. The type “g-information” means that the 
website has detailed information on the stimulus itself, and “s-information” means that 
the website has information on services that realize the acquisition of the stimulus. 
For example, if the user is not sure what kind of media would be useful for him/her 
but prefers strongly related and affordable information, results excluding the types 
“product” and “s-information” can be extracted.  
2.3. The 2-Phase Correlation Computing 
The first phase and the second phase are both correlation calculations. The first phase 
has 10 factors (adrenaline, acetylcholine, dopamine, endorphin, gamma-aminobutyric 
acid, glutamine, glycine, melatonin, noradrenaline, and serotonin). The second phase can 
be freely determined by the preference of the URL or user’s context. 
In the second phase, the combinatorial vector that includes all the inner product 
calculation results of the selected request and each stimulus is generated. This realizes a 
calculation process that can evaluate the expected effectiveness of different types of 
websites containing different types of stimuli all at once. The mathematical expression 
of the process is as shown below. 
First, the values in each matrix are converted into a numerical matrix as follows. 
The Request matrix, Nutrients matrix, Exercise matrix, and Life Habits matrix are each 
expressed as 6, 7, 8, and 9. Eq. (1), (2), (3), and (4) are the corresponding equations. 
 
6 = ;(((<,<) 	⋯	((<,<?)	), ⋯	, (((<@,<) 	⋯	((<@,<?)	)A	 																																							(1) 
 
7 = ;(B(<,<) 	⋯	C(<,<?)	), ⋯	, (B(<D,<) 	⋯	B(<D,<?)	)A	 	                     (2) 
 
8 = ;(B(<,<) 	⋯	B(<,<?)), ⋯	, (B(E,<) 	⋯	B(E,<?))A		 																																							(3) 
 
9 = ;(B(<,<) 	⋯	B(<,<?)), ⋯	, (B(<?,<) 	⋯	B(<?,<?)	)A	 	 																							(4) 
 
The first row of the URL matrix consists of all the stimuli from Nutrients, Exercises, 
and Life Habits. The stimuli names listed in columns are converted into a row. The order 
is identical. The URL matrix is expressed as U, as shown in Eq. (5).  
 
F = ;(G(<,<) 	⋯	G(<,HI)), ⋯	, (G(J?,<) 	⋯	G(J?,HI)	)A	 																																							(5) 
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Second, the inner product of request and each stimulus is calculated, as shown in 
Eq. (6). The first phase ends here. 
 
) = 67, K = 	68, L = 69                                                                         (6) 
	
Third, the results of this calculation are combined into one matrix, as shown in Eq. 
(7). The order is ), K,  and	 finally	 L.	Next, this matrix is transposed. This is the 
combinatorial vector. The order of the values in the combinatorial vector is identical to 
the order of all the stimuli in the URL matrix. The combinatorial vector is expressed as 
V, as shown in Eq. (8). 
 
)	⨁	K	⨁	L	 = 	 ;()<, )<D),⋯ , (	K< 		⋯	KE	),⋯ , (L< 	⋯		L<?		)A                                  (7) 
		
V	=	;()< ⋯)<D), (K< ⋯KE), (L< ⋯L<?)A			 	 	 							(8)	
	
Finally, the inner product of the combinatorial vector and URL Matrix is calculated, 
as shown in Eq. (9). The URL score is expressed as Z. 
	
Z		=	VU																																																																																																																												   (9) 
3.  Prototype System Implementation 
3.1. Semantic Search for “Intrinsic Motivation” 
We have implemented the experimental system by using MATLAB [17]. The inner-
product values in the combinatorial vector show the effectiveness of each stimulus. 
Effective means that they are expected to lead to the mental state selected by the user. 
This is defined as the score of General Solutions for the request. General Solutions can 
be calculated after the first-phase correlation computing, as shown in Figure 3. In this 
case, “Intrinsic Motivation” is selected as a goal. The stimuli with a score higher than 0 
are considered as General Solutions. The stimuli with a score lower than 0 are expected 
to cause the opposite effect. General Solutions show all the stimuli except those with 
score 0.  
These are the stimuli expected to be effective in achieving “intrinsic motivation”.  
In this case, “aerobics (high dose)” was ranked with the highest score 2. This result 
matches with the findings that such exercise highly promotes motivation and prevents 
anxiety and depression [7]. There were 14 other stimuli with score 1. They also matched 
with the expert knowledge included in the stimuli matrixes. In total, there were 3 
exercises, 10 nutrients, and 2 life habits. 
The score indicates that a high-dose aerobic exercise has the most significant 
influence in achieving this goal. This is because high-dose aerobic exercise influences 
more neurotransmitters than the other stimuli. Stimuli with score 1 trigger the production 
of a single neurotransmitter in the brain. This result shows that the expert knowledge 
included in the three stimuli matrixes are effectively integrated and can be extracted 
according to the user’s request.  
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Figure 3. General Solutions for Intrinsic Motivation Ordered by Score (Inner Product Value) 
 
As a result of the second-phase correlation computing, website URLs containing 
information on general solutions, and their scores are extracted. The score is defined as 
the inner-product value. Due to this nature, websites that include information of multiple 
stimuli tend to have higher results. The distribution of their score is shown in Figure 4.  
By accessing any website with scores higher than 0, the user can acquire detailed 
information on effective stimuli or purchase an effective product.  The results with score 
1 are websites with information or an online shop page for 1 stimulus. They are simpler 
and more targeted.  
For example, all information on effective stimuli except “new-challenge” (a method 
to make a new challenge in life) can be found on the website with the highest score 
(https://www.webmd.com/). If the user wishes to acquire information, he/she can access 
the webpage ranked no.11 with score 1, which has the instructions on making a new 
challenge (“https://www.wikihow.com/Do-Something-New”).  
There are many patterns in combining information for the user. The user can either 
start with accessing websites with relatively higher scores, or filter results based on their 
preferences. They can be filtered by stimuli types, information types, or cost. 
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Figure 4. URL Score Distribution for Intrinsic Motivation (Ranking Ordered by Inner Product Value) 
 
Next, with an assumption that the user only wishes to find instructions on acquiring 
the effective stimuli, the result can be filtered, as shown in Table 1. The webpage ranked 
no.1 has information on high-dose aerobics, low-dose aerobics, and weight training. 
Thus, a wider variety of information can contribute to a higher score. 
The websites with lower scores have information on fewer stimuli. However, it can 
mean their content is more concise if the score is bigger than 1. Using information with 
a score higher than 1, the user can implement actions that regulate their neurotransmitter 
levels to achieve the goal state. 
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Table 1. Filtered URL Ranking for Intrinsic Motivation 











































3.2. Semantic Search for “Calmness” 
When “calmness” is the selected goal, there were 27 general solutions calculated. They 
are shown in Figure 5. Unlike the previous case with the goal “intrinsic motivation”, 
there are 9 general solutions with negative scores. This indicates that these stimuli lead 
to the opposite state of “calmness”.  
Calmness is promoted when inhibitory neurotransmitters are produced in the brain. 
The nutrients phenylalanine and tyrosine are necessary for the production of adrenaline 
and noradrenaline, which are excitatory neurotransmitters. They lead to excitement and 
agitation, which are the opposite states of calmness. Weight training, setting a deadline, 
and excess copper intake also promotes this. The nutrients folic acid, iron, and niacin act 
as coenzymes when producing the excitatory neurotransmitters. However, without 
tyrosine and phenylalanine, they have a neutral effect on neurotransmitters. There should 
be a function to exclude such nutrients. 
In the case of “calmness”, the solution with the highest score was mindfulness 
meditation. It promotes the synthesis of neurotransmitters that lead to calmness and 
prevents the synthesis of neurotransmitters that lead to the opposite state [13, 14,15,16].  
As in the case with the Semantic Search for intrinsic motivation, when fewer 
neurotransmitters are associated with the stimulus, the score is lower. Again, stimuli 
shown matched with the expert knowledge included in the stimuli matrixes. The scores 
calculated with 2-Phase Correlation Computing can be used for discovering priority in 
mental health management and preventing non-favorable stimuli. 
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Figure 5. General Solutions for Calmness Ordered by Score (Inner Product Value) 
 
Figure 6 shows the website score distribution of results after the second phase. 
Similar to the semantic search for “intrinsic motivation”, the websites that include 
information on more stimuli tend to have a higher score. All information necessary for 
acquiring effective stimuli can be found. 
This time, rank No.1 to 7 were all either general information or service information 
websites. Products that include multiple effective nutrients and single nutrients necessary 
for the production of multiple neurotransmitters had relatively high scores. This means 
that the priority of the information is assessed effectively. Discovering priority among 
multidisciplinary solutions is complex. However, it is automatically calculated and 
numerically expressed with our processing method. 
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 Figure 6.  URL Score Distribution for Calmness (Ranking Ordered by Inner Product Value)  
3.3 Evaluation of the Prototype Implementations 
As Figure 7 shows high rates of recall and precision rates for each request, it can be said 
that 2-Phase Correlation Computing has a high performance in integrating 
multidisciplinary knowledge related to mental health. 
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Figure 7. Recall & Precision Rate after 2-Phase Correlation Computing 
 
The results of the first-phase correlation computing showed General Solutions that 
reflect specialists’ decisions on achieving each mental state. The results having minus 
values in the request had relatively low recall and precision rates. 
The results of the second-phase correlation computing also showed scores of 
effective URLs that reflect specialists’ decisions. URLs with score 1 have information 
or a product of a single stimulus, whereas higher scores were observed in general 
information, service information websites, products, and instructions that include 
multiple stimuli.  
When filtering the results based on their types or costs, the differences in the score 
decreased. This indicates that specific types of information tend to show similar values.  
4. Conclusion 
In the prototype implementation, the notable features stated below were observed. They 
were realized with 2-Phase Correlation Computing. The main contribution of this 
research is the new information processing method for the integration of 
multidisciplinary knowledge on mental health. 2-Phase Correlation Computing can be a 
core function of a meta-level architecture for a mental health database. The current 
characteristics of the database are as stated below: 
 First, in this system, the user can choose the desired goal simply by the state name, 
and in the database, it is automatically converted into numbers.  
Second, 2-Phase Correlation Computing allows finding multidisciplinary methods 
easily. This processing is dynamic and flexible. In this processing method, new 
parameters can easily be added, which means it has high scalability.  
Third, the solutions are shown as a table. Currently, actuation is done within the 
database. Creating a web interface will allow many people to access this system. 
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“A Mental Health Creation Method with Neuroscience-inspired Search Functions” 
realizes a highly accurate and comprehensive information discovery for improving 
mental health. This is realized with its unique information processing, 2-Phase 
Correlation Computing. This original method enables a comprehensive evaluation of 
various types of information on mental health. Utilizing the combinatorial vector, the 
user can discover effective solutions from multidisciplinary fields related to mental 
health in the first phase. In the second phase, concrete URLs containing information or 
products that include effective solutions are extracted. One of the advantages of this 
method is that both General Solutions and URLs can be extracted based on the user’s 
preference. The information type can also be specified. This flexibility enables the user 
to find solutions that match his/her needs. 
The novelty in this research is that it provides an information processing method to 
the field of mental health management. Sensing, processing, and actuation are three key 
elements for a system with an input and an output. The knowledge for improving mental 
health is usually patterns of the symptoms and treatments.  On the other hand, our system 
offers interactive and dynamic processing for finding mental health solutions. By 
choosing a mental health goal as an input, customized information on effective solutions 
is shown as an output. The key achievement of this database creation method is 
processing. Through automatic curation, many types of people who are eager to increase 
their mental well-being or performance could benefit. The 2-Phase Correlation 
Computing showed a good performance in the universal evaluation of information 
related to mental health. Creating symbolic filter functions and an automatic pattern-
making system for information will enable a more sophisticated information delivery.  
In the future, processing could be improved to reflect expert knowledge on mental 
health more elaborately, including parameters other than neurotransmitters. For example, 
the endocrine system or brainwave balance can be reflected in creating a semantic space. 
With a new vector space creation that includes expert knowledge on health, it can also 
be applied to all health information. Enriching sensing and actuation functions will 
increase the usability of this research as well. Sensing can be improved to reflect the 
user’s mental state more precisely, and actuation can be improved to offer information 
in more practical ways. Also, if vector space creation and website information retrieval 
from the Internet can be automated, the 2-Phase Correlation Computing can become an 
even more powerful platform for searching and analyzing health information. 
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Abstract. Reinforcement Learning allows us to acquire knowledge without any
training data. However, for learning it takes time. In this work, we propose a method
to perform Reverse action by using Retrospective Kalman Filter that estimates the
state one step before. We show an experience by a Hunter Prey problem. And dis-
cuss the usefulness of our proposed method.
Keywords. Reinforcement Learning, Q-Learning, Kalman Filter, Retrospective
Kalman Filter, Reverse Action Learning
1. Introduction
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [1] [2] is a learning method in which any agent learns
from interaction with its environment. It allows us to acquire knowledge without any
training data. However, for learning it takes time. In a case of a robot, it takes heavy
time to perform many experiences. Therefore, various methods aiming at reducing the
amount of learning experiences have been proposed [4] [5]. These put focus on how to
acquire quality knowledge efficiently. Unfortunately, there are few methods to improve
knowledge proposed so far by using failure. For example in Fig.1, suppose that the agent
acts twice to the left from the center position in the initial state and gets a reward of
-100 where the circles in Figure 1 represent states, and the numbers represent rewards.
Is it possible to improve knowledge by other choices? By the word “Reverse Action
Learning(RAL)”, we mean a learning method that agents select a reverse action and
receive reverse rewards. In the case of Fig.1, the number of states and actions is small,
therefore it could be possible to examine all the choices.However, in the case of complex
tasks, it is not practical to keep all information. Therefore, the goal of this work is to
propose RAL.
Retrospective behavior could have two interpretation, “compensation behavior” or
“reverse behavior”. “Compensation”[WIKI] refers to a type of defense mechanism in
which people overachieve in one area to compensate for failures in another. So one can
cover up, consciously or unconsciously, weaknesses, frustrations, desires, or feelings of
inadequacy or incompetence in one life area through the gratification or (drive towards)
excellence in another area. On the other hand, “reverse action” means a type of recovery
mechanism whereby people can restore almost all the status back into the previous one
to keep the environment consistently in any means of the situation before these actions.
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Figure 1. Example of state transition and rewards
Very often they differ from each other since compensation could be made by similar ac-
tions without any consideration of environment. The story looks like theory of transac-
tion in databases [6]. We’d better say “roll back” for “reverse action”. Here we stick to
the situation “reverse” (or “roll back”) behaviors since we might take strategic decisions
every time we have to decide.
In this work, we model a method to perform RAL by using a Retrospective Kalman
filter that estimates the state one step before. We discuss an experience by a Hunter Prey
problem to see we show the usefulness of our proposed method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a denition of Re-
inforcement Learning. Section 3 discusses a background of Kalman filters for our learn-
ing. In section 4 we propose our approach of and section 5 concerns about experimental
results to see how effective our approach works. In section 6 we conclude this investiga-
tion.
2. Reinforcement Learning and Q-Learning
2.1. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a learning method in which the agents obtains knowl-
edge from interaction with its environment. Agents perform state perception and make
a dicision. In RL, we don’t give explicit correct answers and agents learn from rewards
under the environment. Here, rewards include positive and negative. Agents goal is to
find a policy that maximizes the total rewards.
An agent perceives its current state (or position at time t), selects an action for its
behavior, to obtains reward, and then changes itself to the next state. When an agent
takes an action at at time t, the next state st+1 and the reward rt+1 at time t + 1 depend
on all the previous states and all the rewards in the agent history. Let s! and r be one of
the possible next states and the rewards, then st+1 and rt+1 can be described by means of
conditional probabilities:
Pr{st+1 = s!,rt+1 = r|st ,at ,rt ,st"1, · · · ,r1,s0,a0} (1)
Markov probability model is a stochastic framework to model randomly changing sys-
tems. Here next state depends only on the current state, not on the previous states nor
actions before. This is called Markov property. Generally this assumption enables rea-
soning and computation with the model efficient. In our case we must have:
Pr{st+1 = s!,rt+1 = r|st ,at} (2)
Assuming current state st and an action at under the assumption of Markov property,
we can estimate the next state st+1 and the reward rt+1 in a probabilistic manner as shown
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in a formula (2). Repeating this process of (2), we may obtain all the future states, the
actions and the whole rewards. In RL, it is possible to say that behaviors and the value
functions (described later) depend only on current state.
Let us define a notion of policy that consists of all the pairs (a, p(a))s of action a and
its probability p(a) to each state s. The main goal of agents in RL is to obtain a policy
! to solve issues of interests efficiently, or, in our case, to maximize the whole rewards
in its life-time. To do that, we introduce value functions. Since we discuss Q-Learning
(QL) [8], we define action-value functions called the Q-value. Q-value represents the
expected value of whole rewards under the certain policy ! .
2.2. Q-Learning
QL is a represemtative learning method of RL. By Q(s,a), let us define the Q-value (the
expected all the sum of rewards) at a state s with an action a. Formally let r = r(s,a) be
a reward at (s,a), s! = Next(s,a) a next state to s. Also let a! be a next action at s! of the
maximim Q(s!,a!), that is, a! = maxa!#A(s!) Q(s!,a!) where A(s!) a set of possible actions
at s!. Then let " be learning rate (0$ " $ 1), which means how large one learning step
improves Q-values, and # be discount rate which means the effect of valuing rewards
received earlier higher than those received later. This may also be interpreted as the
probability to succeed (or survive).
At every learning step, we keep updating Q-values as follows:
Q(s,a)% Q(s,a) + "[ r + # max
a!#A(s!)
Q(s!,a!) " Q(s,a)]
Note that we update the Q-values so as to make Q(s,a) close to r+# maxa!#A(s!) Q(s!,a!).
Watkins [8] has shown the convergence of the Q-values if both learning rate and
discount rate satisfy some constraints.
2.3. Reverse Action Learning
Let us discuss a case in which an agent receives a large negative reward. We assume that
the reverse action allows us to improve the current situation. Under this assumption, we
update efficiently the Q-value by Reverse Action Learning(RAL). If an agent recieves a
large negative reward, an agent reduce the value taken to the negative reward actions by
normal learning process. Moreover, an agent could improve the value of reverse actions
by RAL process, that is, we expect that an agent learn how to avoid these actions.
3. Kalman Filter
Kalman filter (KF) is one of the well-known algorithm that estimates the state of a
system from observation data with some noises. During KF process, whenever a new
(temporal) observation data comes in, we improve estimation of state immediately.
We estimate a priori estimate of a state Xk at time k, denoted by X̂"k , by examining
Xk"1,Xk"2, ... Similarly we estimate a posteriori estimate of Xk, denoted by X̂k, by exam-
ining Yk,Xk"1,Xk"2, ... Given a covariance matrix P of state errors, we can think about a
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priori estimate P"k"1 and a posteriori estimate Pk. Let us note that by minimizing Pk (using
minimum mean-square error), we can improve the precision of the estimation.






Gk = P"k C
T (CP"k C
T +R)"1




Let us remark that we have to give initialization values of X̂k"1 initial states, Pk"1 initial
a priori errors covariance, and Q,R noises covariance.
The KF improves the accuracy of state estimate by reducing the error covariance.
Kalman gain represents the rate at which the state is updated from observations. For
example, when a priori estimate covariance is large (a priori state estimate is not reliable)
and when the observation noise is small (the observed value is reliable), a priori state
estimate is largely updated because the observed value is more reliable. Therefore, the
Kalman gain also increases. Meanwhile, when a priori estimate covariance is small and
the observation noise is large, the Kalman gain is small because the state transition is
more reliable than the observed values.
KTD [13] [12] has been proposed as a method for estimate parameters to RL over
continuous states. KTD has a problem that it depends on initial parameters. Our proposed
method uses Kalman filter for agent action selection, so it is fundamentally different from
KTD.
4. Proposed method
4.1. Retrospective Kalman Filter
Now let us propose a new method to learn efficiently by reverse actions due to the Q-
value update. We put a Failure Condition on our agents. Whenever the learning system
detects Failure Condition due to the amount of Negative rewards, the system initiates
RAL process. Otherwise the agent keeps learning. Let us discuss how to restore (recover)
the original state of the agent. If the agent keeps both all transition histories and action
histories, agent could put all the statues back to the original. However, because of mem-
ory limitation, we introduce Retrospective Kalman Filter(RKF) to recover any state one
step before with few memory. Whenever we use KF, we can estimate a posteriori state
estimate X̂k"1 and a posteriori estimate covariance Pk"1 from a priori state estimate and
a priori estimate covariance.
KF uses posteriori state estimate one step before X̂k"1 and posteriori estimate co-
variance one step before Pk"1 in order to estimate a current a posteriori state estimate X̂k
and posteriori estimate covariance Pk. In RKF, we use a current a posteriori state estimate
X̂k and posteriori estimate covariance Pk in order to estimate posteriori state estimate one
step before X̂k"1 and posteriori estimate covariance one step before Pk"1.
We can get a posteriori estimate covariance Pk from a priori estimate covariance P"k"1
and Kalman gain Gk using Kalman Filter. Therefore, we can not get a priori estimate co-
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variance P"k"1 analytically from a posteriori estimate covariance Pk. We note that agents
retain some priori estimate covariance P"k"1 when learning and that they take reverse ac-
tion. The number retaining a priori estimate covariance matrix is a hyperparameter. This
is equal to the number of times that RAL can be performed. We define a retrospective
Kalman filter below:
RetrospectiveFilteringStep










By the word “QLRKF”, we mean a learning method that agents perform RAL. We use
RKF to return agent’s states. Agents keep learning by QLKF [9] unless agents do obey
a Failure Condition. In QLKF, agents take an action under KF and provability $ , and
greedy action with probability (1"$). If agents follow a Failure Condition, agents take a
reverse action using the estimate by RKF with probability $ , and a reverse greedy action
with probability (1" $).
5. Experiment
5.1. Hunter Prey Problem
In this work, we deal with the Hunter Prey problem which is a standard task of RL. Tra-
ditionally in the problem we discuss a discrete 2D space but here we assume a contin-
uous 2D space of m&m, 0 $ x,y $ m instead of the grid space. We assume one hunter
and one prey in the space, the former agent always pursues (chases) the latter agent. The
agents can’t go outside the 2D space. Initially we put the two agents randomly in such
a way that they keep at some distance off. We say the prey is captured when they stand
closely with each other (say, less than %). Whenever the prey is captured, the hunter gets
positive reward and the prey gets negative. Otherwise, the hunter gets negative and the
prey positive.
There have been several kinds of assumption in hunter-prey games, but very often
these preys take actions randomly without any knowledge. Here we assume both the
agents might know positions of all the agents in the space, then we examine both cases
of knowledgeable prey (i.e., the prey learns autonomously) and non-knowledgeable prey
(actions are randomly selected). We assume the hunter learns by QL for the purpose
of own Q-values improvement, considering prey’s relative positions as states: based on
RL, we assume discrete states, although these states are continuous. As for the prey, we
assume the prey may learn by QL, or we assume take actions randomly without any
knowledge.
Let us describe how we construct 2D space in a discrete manner. Assume a hunter
stands at a position considered as a center relatively, and we divide the 2D space into 8
areas where each area is further divided into two areas, a close area and the farther, as
well as a center area. So there are 17 (relative) areas in total. Let us illustrate an example
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Figure 2. Position Area Figure 3. Actions of Hunter and prey
in a figure 2 where a hunter look at a prey in its area 4. There are 9 actions in the problem
as shown in a figure 3: 8 directions and stay. For example, when a hunter stands at a
center and a prey stands at the left upper corner, the hunter can select one of 9 actions.
However, the prey can’t move up or left any more because of the field boundary and can
select one of 5 choices1.
Let us summarize the movement of the agent:
(a) put a hunter and a prey in a space initially.
(b) a prey perceives a hunter and selects an action.
(c) a hunter perceives a prey and selects an action.
(d) both get rewards according to their results.
(e) a prey perceives a hunter and learn.
(f) a hunter perceives a prey and learn.
(g) if a hunter captures a prey, go to (a). Go to (b) otherise. We keep utilizing both the
Q-values and the Kalman gain in any case.
In our proposed method, if the hunter has moved a certain number, but has not been
able to catch the prey, hunter perform RAL. Let us note a certain number is hyperprame-
ter and equal the number that hunter can perform reverse action. Let us describe the flow
during RAL:
(a) a hunter perceives a prey and selects an action.
(b) a prey perceives a hunter and selects an action.
(c) a hunter and a prey get rewards.
(d) a hunter perceives a prey and learn.
(e) a prey perceives a hunter and learn.
5.2. Preliminaries
Here we mention our experimental results to see how well our approach works. We
examine a Hunter Prey problem with one hunter and one prey. We discuss two cases in
which the prey dose not learn and prey learns. In each case, hunter learns with $-greedy
(comparison method 1), QLKF (comparison method 2), and QLRKF (proposed method)
1The prey can select one of right, right down, down and stay.
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and evaluates. We evaluate the number of capture steps. We consider that the number of
capture steps indicates the quality of knowledge, and that the smaller the number of steps
being better learning method.
When the hunter learns with QLKF (comparison method 2) and QLRKF (proposal
method), the hunter uses a Kalman filter that estimates the position of the prey. The
hunter takes an action aproaching the estimated position by KF with probability $ .
The field consists of a continuous 2D space [0,1]& [0,1]. In the learning process, we
assume the distance of 0.8 between the two agents initially, and the prey can be captured
within distance % = 0.1. The reward 100 is given to the hunter when the hunter captures
the prey, and -1 otherwise. Hunters receive a reward of 1 during RAL by our proposed
method. Note this reward is the reverse of normal learning. The hunter performes RAL
on condition that the hunter do not captures the prey. Therefore, we do not consider the
reverse reward at capture. On the contrary, the prey gets the reward -80 when the prey is
captured and 1 otherwise. As well as the hunter, the prey receive a -1 reward during the
hunter performes RAL by our proposed method.
Here we assume " = 0.1 (learning rate) and # = 0.9 (discount rate) of QL for both
agents. And we assume $ = 0.1 for both agents. We set the number that holds P"k"1 of our
proposed method to 50.
For KF processing, we initialize covariance matrices: P0 = 104I a covariance matrix
of state estimation error, V0 = 0.05I a covariance matrix of process noises and 0.9&
0.999learningcount I a covariance matrix of observation noises. We set the covariance matrix
of the observation noise as 0.9& 0.999learningcount I, so that the error decreases as the
number of learning increases.
When a hunter likes to estimate the next state xt+1,yt+1 of the prey at time t by KF,
it observes the state xt ,yt of the prey by position sensors. Let us note the hunter estimates
the current state using the previous observation using KF framework with process noise








































Here hvxt , hvyt represent velocity of the hunter at time t.
5.3. Evaluation Criteria
Let us discuss evaluation criteria, and capturing process. First in this experiment, we
say one step when both agents take every actions (behaviors), and one interval for 100
steps. This means, during one interval in the learning process, the hunter learns (updates
Q-values) 100 times. We also say one episode for 100 intervals, or equivalently 10,000
steps. We examine a capturing steps in every interval. We initialize Q-values at the be-
ginning of each episode (10,000 steps). We examine 10 episodes for every experiment
and take the average steps for capturing of 10 episodes.
In this experiment, we examine both learning and capturing processes in an inter-
leaved manner. That is, we do learning in one interval then capturing the prey 10 times
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Table 1. Total number of Capturing Steps
Learning QL QLKF QLRKF
(only Hunter learned) 19467 14916(0.77) 12695(0.65)
(Both learned) 19868 9308(0.47) 7806(0.39)
using the Q-values, and we continue learning further. At each interval, we stop learning
and execute the capturing: the hunter chases the prey 10 times. Everytime we take counts
of the steps2 until the hunter captures the prey, and take an average count as capturing
step of this interval. The chasing manner in the capturing process is the same as in the
learning process. However, during the capturing process of our proposed method, the
hunter does not take a reverse action, and take an action based on QLKF. That is, when
learning with $-greedy during learning process, the capturing process is also $-greedy.
(Hereafter, in the case of an agent takes an action based on $-greedy, we denote as QL.)
Note that we should have some discussion of how to evaluate results of learning
and capturing. Clearly the smaller steps we need for capturing, the better knowledge
we have. Also, the less steps we need to get convergence (described later), the better
parameters we have for learning. The former concerns about capturing quality while the
latter about learning efficiency. Then we also introduce a notion of harmonic average h
as a combined criteria of both learning and capturing where h = 2pq/(p+q), l p means
a earning step and q a capturing step. The less h goes, the better performance we have.
5.4. Results
In tables 2 and 3, we show the results of capturing steps depending on “who learn by
QL, QLKF and QLRKF”. We also illustrate overviews of the tables in figures 4 and 5
respectively.
It is clear that our proposed approach (QLRKF) outperforms the comparison meth-
ods (QL, QLKF), ie, we have less steps (the better efciency). A table 1 contains the com-
parison of capturing steps in QL, QLKF, QLRKF cases. In the total number of capturing
steps of only Hunter learned, we see an improvement by using QLRKF during learning
Figure 4. Relationship between learning count
and capture step number (When only hunter is
learning)
Figure 5. Relationship between learning count
and capture step number (When both hunters and
prey are learning)
2Up to 1,000 steps.
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process to 65% than QL, and 85% than QLKF. As for the case of both hunter and prey
learned, we see an improvement to 40%(QL) and 84%(QLKF).
Let us illustrate the detailed comparison using the harmonic averages in tables 4 and
5. In the averages of only Hunter learned, QLRKF becames to 75% of QL and 97% of
QLKF. As for the case of both hunter and prey learned, QLRKF becames to 40%(QL)
and 85%(QLKF). Let us see the result the standard deviation of the harmonic averages. In
the standard deviation of only Hunter learned, we see an improvemed to 70%. Moreover,
as for the case of both hunter and prey learned, we see an improvement to 50% than QL
and 75% than QLKF. This result means that learning progresses stably.
5.5. Discussion
We change the number of times that the hunter can perform revers actions with QLRKF
to 20, 50, and 80, and examine the results of capturing steps. In tables 6 and 7, we show
the results of capturing steps. We also illustrate overviews of the tables in figures 6 and
7 respectively. Let us compare the total number of capturing steps to 50 times and the
others(20, 80 times). When the prey does not learn, it deteriorates to 120% in the case
of the hunter perform RAL 20 times, and improves to 75% in the case of the learning is
80 times. As for the case of both hunter and prey learned, it deteriorated to 220% in the
case of 20 times, and improved to 93% in the case of 80 times. We see that our process
goes better everytime..
Let us illustrate the detailed comparison using the harmonic averages in tables 8 and
9. Similar to the total number of capturing steps, we compare in the case of 50 times
and the others. In the case of only Hunter learned, it deteriorates to 126% in the case
of 20 times, and improves to 70% in the case of the learning is 80 times. As for the
case of both hunter and prey learned, it deteriorated to 235% in the case of 20 times,
and improved to 92% in the case of 80 times. From these results, it can be seen that
the more times the RAL can be performed, the better the results. Let us see the result
the standard deviation of the harmonic averages. In the case of only Hunter learned, the
standard deviation is 66% with 20 times, and 94% with 80 times. As for the case of both
hunter and prey learned, the standard deviation is 134% with 20 times, and 106% with
80 times. Therefore, we cannot say that the standard deviation is affected by the number
of RAL.
Figure 6. Capturing Steps with respect to the
number of RAL (only Hunter learned)
Figure 7. Capturing Steps with respect to the
number of RAL (Both learned)
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6. Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a new method for reverse action by using Retrospective
Kalman Filter that estimates the state one step before. In the total number of capturing
steps of only Hunter learned, we see an improvement by using QLRKF during learning
process to 65% than QL, and 85% than QLKF. As for the case of both hunter and prey
learned, we see an improvement to 40% than QL and 84% than QLKF. In the the arith-
metic averages of the harmonic averages of only Hunter learned, we see an improveme-
ment by using QLRKF during learning process to 75% than QL, and 97% than QLKF.
Moreover, as for the case of both hunter and prey learned, we see an improvement to
40% than QL and 85% than QLKF.
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Table 2. Capturing Steps (only Hunter learned)
Learning QL QLKF QLRKF
500 546.4 451.1 342.4
1000 446.3 326.1 312.6
1500 345.2 262.6 290.2
2000 240.6 296.8 192.6
2500 314.8 350.1 109.4
3000 277.9 245.8 178.9
3500 281.9 263.8 139.4
4000 179.8 118.5 154.9
4500 172.4 86.6 147.9
5000 137.1 77.1 118.8
5500 96.0 105.7 86.9
6000 71.8 99.8 92.7
6500 90.2 46.4 93.9
7000 57.4 41.3 43.6
7500 63.8 29.4 51.3
8000 53.7 32.9 38.0
8500 54.1 23.3 28.4
9000 74.5 27.2 39.6
9500 40.3 20.8 26.0
10000 68.1 20.8 40.5
Table 3. Capturing Steps (Both learned)
Learning QL QLKF QLRKF
500 581.7 419.4 295.6
1000 340.4 271.3 136.2
1500 488.5 173.9 135.3
2000 415.7 64.3 121.0
2500 328.2 149.8 92.0
3000 274.7 124.2 75.9
3500 160.7 71.2 49.4
4000 125.2 68.9 34.0
4500 107.4 35.8 35.2
5000 119.1 68.1 38.7
5500 96.8 31.5 29.2
6000 88.6 30.8 31.7
6500 71.1 30.5 32.1
7000 83.6 30.7 29.9
7500 59.5 30.8 32.5
8000 134.0 29.7 35.2
8500 155.8 29.4 30.1
9000 148.5 30.5 27.2
9500 91.0 31.9 33.2
10000 42.1 30.4 27.3
Table 6. Capturing Steps with respect to the number of
RAL (only Hunter learned)
Learning 20 50 80
500 340.87 255.06 317.13
1000 222.79 331.42 302.41
1500 248.24 321.37 274.67
2000 217.9 231.54 200.91
2500 195.94 197.54 124.38
3000 189.51 162.41 198.83
3500 205.96 255.78 97.06
4000 157.18 135.94 71.78
4500 173.24 166.76 64.27
5000 147.86 99.51 83.88
5500 112.45 59.87 39.15
6000 165.12 82.91 26.41
6500 190.25 62.12 23.03
7000 215.91 71.73 20.62
7500 136.16 35.29 21.14
8000 180.38 34.06 21.15
8500 52.85 26.38 20.57
9000 76.67 24.82 21
9500 94.36 21.37 20.4
10000 56.83 22.29 19.39
Table 7. Capturing Steps with respect to the number of
RAL (Both learned)
Learning 20 50 80
500 280.8 295.63 234.62
1000 324.7 136.22 165.73
1500 284.99 135.28 107.87
2000 162.72 120.99 104.12
2500 195.17 92.05 100.71
3000 98.18 75.89 42.75
3500 124.92 49.44 34.61
4000 195.77 33.96 32.73
4500 98.25 35.18 35.22
5000 126.89 38.71 83.36
5500 84.8 29.23 34.4
6000 158.09 31.69 33.55
6500 106.94 32.08 32.6
7000 102.99 29.85 31.17
7500 301.55 32.48 29.73
8000 178.92 35.21 29.42
8500 64.19 30.1 31.41
9000 316.93 27.18 30.14
9500 135.52 33.18 26.17
10000 172.26 27.26 25.55
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Table 4. Harmonic Average (only Hunter learned)
Learning QL QLKF QLRKF
100 169.1 163.3 162.9
500 522.2 474.3 406.5
1000 617.2 491.8 476.3
1500 561.3 446.9 486.4
2000 429.5 516.9 351.4
2500 559.2 614.2 209.7
3000 508.7 454.3 337.7
3500 521.7 490.6 268.1
4000 344.1 230.2 298.3
4500 332.1 169.9 286.4
5000 266.8 152.0 232.1
5500 188.7 207.4 171.1
6000 141.8 196.4 182.7
6500 177.9 92.1 185.1
7000 113.8 82.1 86.6
7500 126.5 58.6 101.9
8000 106.8 65.6 75.6
8500 107.6 46.5 56.5
9000 147.7 54.3 78.9
9500 80.2 41.5 51.8
10000 135.3 41.6 80.6
(Average) 310.2 240.6 213.9
(StdDev) 184.5 178.0 127.0
Table 5. Harmonic Averages(Both learned)
Leaning QL QLKF QLRKF
500 537.7 456.2 371.6
1000 507.9 426.8 239.8
1500 737.0 311.7 248.2
2000 688.4 124.6 228.2
2500 580.1 282.6 177.6
3000 503.3 238.4 148.0
3500 307.3 139.5 97.5
4000 242.7 135.6 67.3
4500 209.8 71.1 69.8
5000 232.6 134.3 76.8
5500 190.3 62.6 58.2
6000 174.6 61.3 63.0
6500 140.6 60.8 63.8
7000 165.2 61.2 59.4
7500 118.1 61.4 64.7
8000 263.6 59.2 70.1
8500 305.9 58.6 60.0
9000 292.2 60.8 54.2
9500 180.2 63.5 66.1
10000 83.8 60.6 54.4
(Average) 311.2 148.5 125.6
(StdDev) 185.0 126.4 94.2
Table 8. Harmonic Averages with respect to the num-
ber of RAL (only Hunter learned)
Learning 20 50 80
500 405.4 337.8 388.1
1000 364.4 497.8 464.4
1500 426.0 529.3 464.3
2000 393.0 415.0 365.1
2500 363.4 366.1 237.0
3000 356.5 308.1 372.9
3500 389.0 476.7 188.9
4000 302.5 262.9 141.0
4500 333.6 321.6 126.7
5000 287.2 195.1 165.0
5500 220.4 118.5 77.7
6000 321.4 163.6 52.6
6500 369.7 123.1 45.9
7000 418.9 142.0 41.1
7500 267.5 70.2 42.2
8000 352.8 67.8 42.2
8500 105.0 52.6 41.0
9000 152.0 49.5 41.9
9500 186.9 42.6 40.7
10000 113.0 44.5 38.7
(Average) 297.1 235.0 165.7
(StdDev) 100.1 151.4 143.5
Table 9. Harmonic Averages with respect to the num-
ber of RAL (Both learned)
Learning 20 50 80
500 359.6 371.6 319.4
1000 490.2 239.8 284.3
1500 479.0 248.2 201.3
2000 301.0 228.2 197.9
2500 362.1 177.6 193.6
3000 190.1 148.0 84.3
3500 241.2 97.5 68.5
4000 373.3 67.3 64.9
4500 192.3 69.8 69.9
5000 247.5 76.8 164.0
5500 167.0 58.2 68.4
6000 308.1 63.0 66.7
6500 210.4 63.8 64.9
7000 203.0 59.4 62.1
7500 579.8 64.7 59.2
8000 350.0 70.1 58.6
8500 127.4 60.0 62.6
9000 612.3 54.2 60.1
9500 267.2 66.1 52.2
10000 338.7 54.4 51.0
(Average) 296.0 125.6 116.4
(StdDev) 126.4 94.2 100.4
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The series of European Japanese Conference on Information Modelling
and Knowledge Bases (EJC) originally started as a co-operation
initiative between Japan and Finland in 1982. The practical operations
were then organized by professor Ohsuga in Japan and professors
Hannu Kangassalo and Hannu Jaakkola in Finland (Nordic countries).
Geographical scope has expanded to cover Europe and also other
countries. Workshop characteristic—discussion, enough time for
presentations and limited number of participants (50) / papers (30)—
is typical for the conference. Suggested topics include, but are not
limited to:
• Conceptual modelling
• Knowledge and information modelling and discovery
• Linguistic modelling
• Cross-cultural communication and social computing
• Environmental modelling and engineering
• Multimedia data modelling and systems
EJC 2020
30th International Conference
on Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases
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